
SACRED THEOLOGY.

INTRODUCTION TO THEOLOGY.

1, ORDER OF PROCEDURE: This introduction to sacred theology will treat:
A. First, sacred theology in itself....... ...... Chapter one.
B. Secondly, sacred theology in its history...........Chapter two.

C. Thirdly, theological notes.... ...........  .Chapter three.

CHAPTER ONE.

SACRED THEOLOGY IN ITSELF1.

I
2. ORDER OP PROCEDURE: This chapter, dealing with sacred theology in itself,

will consider:

A. First, its nature........     ........Article one.

B. Secondly, its division.......   ••...••........ ...Article two.
C. Thirdly, its method.•«•••»••••.•••••*•••••••••••••••••••.Article three.
D. Fourthly, its order......  .Article four.

ARTICLE ONE.

NATURE OF SACRED THEOLOGY.

3. NOMINAL DEFINITION: The name 1 theology* , derived from *theos logos* ,
signifies science of God. (Cf. Plato: Rep. II, 376; Aristotle: Meta.

VI, c.1, 1026a 15; XI, c.7, 1064b; cf. St.Austin: De Civ. Dei, 8, c.l).

A. Among pagan writers those were called theologians who, whether as poets 
or as philosophers, dealt with the genealogies or nature of the gods. Thus 
Cicero writes: ’'Those who are named theologians enumerate three Joves at the
beginning.** (Cicero: De Nat. Deorum, III, c.2l).
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B. The Fathers of the Church used the name * theology1 frcm the time 
of Origen. to designate the treatment of revelation, and especially to 
designate the treatment of the Divinity manifested by the light of 
revelation*

a* Accordingly, for the Fathers the word * theology1 meant chiefly 
the science of the Divine Trinity.

Therefore they sometimes distinguish from theology, which deals 
with the Holy Trinity, the Economy* or * dispensation* which deals 
with the dispensation of salvation through the Incarnation and 
Redemptions

It is to he noted that: 
a* when Aristotle speaks of * theology1, he is speaking of 

metaphysics, whereof the highest part is about God as the supreme 
cause of things naturally knowable from them as from his effects;

b* whereas the Fathers are speaking of sacred or supernatural 
theology*

D. But the first to use the name *-theology* in its modem sense 
seems to have been Abelard who gave to one of his works the title 
iTheologia Christiana* and to another *Introductio ad Theologian1 * 

a* Accordingly the scholastic doctors more and more extended the 
meaning of the name * theology* to the whole of sacred doctrine 
derived from divine revelation,

b,. But they did not call whatsoever knowrledge of revealed truth 
by the name * theology*, but rather restricted this name to knowledge 
organically connected and demonstrated or manifested through its 
principles, i. e, to scientific knowledge of revealed truth, 

o* Therefore sacred theology is distinguished: 
cl* on the one hand from metaphysical or philosophical knowledge 

of God, whereby God is known under the natural light of reason from 
his naturally known effects according as he is the supreme cause of 
than,

o2. and on the other hand from faith, whereby the divinely 
revealed truths are believed on the authority of God,

d* Accordingly sacred theology is that science which infers 
conclusions from the revealed truths w/hich are believed by faith, 
and therefore its nominal definition is SCIENCE OF GOD PROCEEDING- 
FROM REVELATION or SCIENCE OF THE DIVINE MYSTERIES WHICH ARE 
REVEALED M D  ARE BELIEVED BY FAITH,

4* NECESSITY OF SACRED THEOLOGY: Given divine revelation, whereof
the fittingness and existence will be shown hereunder, and given 

also the acceptance of revelation by faith:

A,. It is necessary that there be some science of the revealed 
and believed truth:

a. first, in order to defend faith itself against adversaries;
b. secondly, in order that there may be had some understanding 

of the mysteries of faith, according to their interconnexion and 
their harmony with natural truths;

o* thirdly, in order that truths virtually contained in the 
revealed truths may be inferred, and opposite errors rejected.

B* Wherefore St. Austin says: "To this science is attributed
that only whereby salutary faith is begotten, nourished, defended, 
strengthened*” (St. Austin: De Trinit., XIV, c,l)*

a. Regarding which St Thomas observes: "Through science faith 
is begotten and nourished by way of exterior persuasion, which is 
done by some science; but the principal and proper cause of faith 
is that which interiorly moves to assent,” (lI-II,q.,6, a,l ad l), 
to wit, "God moving interiorly through grace.” (li-II, q.,6, a.l).
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b. Moreover through this sacred science is engendered faith, 

not in the theologian (in whom faith is presupposed to this soience), 
but in those who come to faith from unbelief,

C„ The reason of this necessity of sacred theology lies in this, 
that man, as a rational being, cannot accept revelation through faith 
without in some manner employing reason about it.

a. Thus has the science of faith, or the science of revealed 
mysteries, appeared and been developed, - although it is not 
necessary that every believer be a theologian*

b. But theology is thus necessary to the society of the faithful, 
which is called the Church,

5* TRANSITION TO THE REAL DEFINITION OF SACRED THEOLOGY: From the
nominal definition of sacred theology and from the end whereunto it 

is necessary, we must proceed to its real definition, which expresses 
the essence of the thing,

A. But any knowledge can be considered:
a. Both from the side of the object: for the essence of some 

knowledge is determined from the object known, and especially frcsn the 
formal principle whereunder the object is known - for things do 
not specify knowledge according as they are in themselves, but according 
as they are scientifically knowable, to wit, under the formal reason 
whereunder they are scientifically knowable (for which reason there
can be many sciences about the same thing),

b. And from the side of the subject, as it is a habit or act of 
the mind.

B. Wherefore in order to detemine the real definition of sacred 
theology, we must consider it:

a. first. OBJECTIVELY (nn.6-1*);
b. secondly. SUBJECTIVELY (nn.11-14 ).
C. Whereafter the REAL DEFINITION of sacred theology will be 

proposed (n. 15 )*

6. SACRED THEOLOGY CONSIDERED OBJECTIVELY: As said above (n.3, D),
sacred theology is nominally defined: SCIENCE OF THOSE THINGS WHICH

ARE DIVINELY REVEALED REGARDING- GOD.
A. Already from this it is clear that God is the MATERIAL OBJECT 

of sacred theology.
a. But God is also the object of natural theology (which is part of 

metaphysics)•
b. Therefore it must be determined:
bl. in this material object, what it is that is primarily and 1 per 

so* (necessarily) considered or attained by sacred theology, that is, 
the FORMAL REASON '.'/HIGH sacred theology considers (n»7);

b2. and the FORMAL REASON WHEREUNDER sacred theology considers it, 
that is, the MOTIVE of sacred theology Tn.8).

c. After •which will be exposed:
cl. the subject and object of sacred theology (n.9), 
c2. and the object *per accidens* thereof (n.10).

B. For it is to be noted, as Capreolus explains (q.4, Prolog. Sent., 
a, 1, c.2), that in any science the subject and the object thereof differ 
in some fashion.

a. For of a science:
al. the object is the conclusions demonstrated in it, or the 

demonstrated predicates as they are demonstrated of the subject.
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a2. But the subject is that whereof the predicates are demonstrated, 
i.e. what is subjected in the conclusions,

b. Nevertheless according to the common usage of philosophers and 
theologians, subject and object are taken for the same, - however 
so that the object is reduced to the subject, and not conversely: 

bl. for the subject exists outside the mind, whereas the 
conclusion exists formally in the mind;

b2. but sciences - logic apart - are of things 
existing outside the mind,

C, St Thomas determines the subject (or object) of sacred 
theology where he asks: "Whether God be the subject of sacred doctrine?" 
(1, q.l, a,7).

a. His teaching is commonly proposed thus: THE FORMAL AND
SFECIFICATIVE OBJECT OF SACRED THEOLOGY IS GOD, UNDER THE REASON OF 
DEITY ( GOIHESS ). AS HE FALLS UrTOER VIRTUAL REVEIATlSh

b. According to this proposition:
bl, the FORMAL REASON WHICH is considered is Deity itself, 
b2. but the FORMAL REASON WHEREUNDER Deity is considered is 

virtual revelation:
b3. but the secondary object of sacred theology is the creature 

according to its relation to God under the reason of Deity,

4.

7. FORMAL REASON WHICH SACRED THEOLOGY CONSIDERS: The conclusion must
be, in accordance with the first part of the foregoing proposition 

(cf» n,6, C) 'that THE FORMAL REASON WHICH SACRED THEOLOGY CONSIDERS 
IS DEITY ITSELF, so that the formal object which sacred theology 
knows is GOD UNDER THE REASON OF DEITY.

A. Which is thus PROVED:
a. The formal object which sane science considers, or its formal 

subject, is that which * per se* primarily is considered by this 
science, and under the reason whereof is considered whatsoever else 
it considers,

al. This is manifest from the very definition of formal object which 
is considered, to wit: that which is formally objected to the science 
or considered by it,

a2. Thus:
a2a. Colour is the formal reason which is attained by sight, so 

that- the coloured is the formal object which is seen, because it is 
that which is Tper se* primarily (i.e. necessarily and immediately) 
seen, and by reason whereof other visibles (such as size, shape eto) 
are seen.

a2b. Likewise:
a2bl. Being forasmuch as it is being is the formal object which 

is considered by metaphysics, because it is that which is *per se* 
primarily considered by metaphysics and by reason whereof metaphysics 
knows other things such as God and the world.

a2b2. Similarly quantity is the formal object which mathematics 
considers.

a2b3. And for like reason health is the formal object which 
medicine considers.

b. But that which is * per se* primarily considered by sacred theology 
and under the reason whereof other things are considered by it, is God 
under the reason of Deity.

bl. "All things are treated in sacred doctrine under the reason 
of God: either because they are God himself; or because they have
relation to God, as to principle and end." For whatsoever is 
considered by sacred theology either is God (his essence, his attributes 
and the divine persons), or is something pertaining to him, as an
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effect proceeding from him (creatures) or as means conducing and ordered 
to him (as human acts, laws, grace, virtues, the Incarnation, the 
Redemption, the Church, the sacraments). Thus all theological 
treatises are about God: on God in himself one and trine, on God 
creating and elevating, on God the ultimate end, on God the legislator 
and the supreme rule of human life, on God the principle of grace and 
of the virtues, on God incarnate and redeemer, on God the rewarder,

b2, But sacred theology is * per so1 primarily about God UNDER THE 
REASON OF DEITY:

b2a. Because "sacred doctrine determines most properly about God,.* 
«... because (it determines about him) not only as regards that which is 
knowable through creatures - which philosophers have known,.......

- but also as regards that which is known about himself to
himself alone, and communicated to others through revelation." (l, q.l, 
a,6),

b2b. Which means this: supernatural theology does not only
consider God, as does metaphysics (natural theology), under the COMMON 
reason of being, as he is the first and most perfect being, the prime 
cause and ultimate end of all beings of the natural order, but under a 
higher reason, to wit, UNDER THE REASON OF HIS PROPER CONSTITUTIVE IN 
HIMSELF. which is naturally knowable to no created or creatable 
intellect, and is named DEITY. 

b2bl. Wherefore:
b2bla. whereas in metaphysics the first consideration is of 

creatures, and God is known only from creatures according to reasons 
(i.e. understandable characters) analogically and evidently common to 
himself and created things, to wit, under the reason of being, unity, 
truth, goodness, intelligence, wisdom etc,,

b2blb. in supernatural theology, on the contrary, consideration is 
of God before it is of creatures, and God is considered according to what 
is mcst proper to him, to wit, according to his Godness, which identifies 
in its naturally unknowable hidden eminence all the perfections 
analogically common to God and to creatures. 

b2b2 • In other v/ords :
b2b2a, sacred theology considers God according to the mystery of 

his intimate life, and as he is author of the supernatural order.
b2b2b. Thus all the divine attributes are viewed as expressions 

of Godfs intimate life, which is revealed to us more in the mystery of 
the Holy Trinity; likewise when sacred theology speaks of God Incarnate, 
it is not question of the incarnation of the prime being as he is a being, 
but of the Incarnation of the Word, the Second Person of the Holy Trinity. 
And vast indeed is the difference between knowing God from without and 
knowing albeit obscurely his intimate life within himself, - just 
as there is a great difference between seeing a man from the exterior and 
penetrating the secrets of his heart.

b3. Supernatural theology does indeed treat of creatures, but 
secondarily and according as they have relation to God under the reason 
of Deity.

b3a. Eor:
b3al, just as psychology, which is the science of soul or vital 

principle, considers human languages, not according to themselves, as 
do linguistic sciences, but as they are related to the soul which is 
expressed in them, that is, according as they are in a certain manner 
some tiling of the soul,

b3a2. so sacred theology deals with creatures according as they 
are in a certain manner "something of God" as Cajetan says (cf. Con.
Gent. 11, 4), to wit, effects of God wherein God is expressed as in an 
image or vestige, and according as they are related to God under the 
reason of Deity as to their end, forasmuch as they can be elevated, 
and are elevated, to the supernatural order.

b3b. Thus does sacred theology deal with grace, 
justification, supernatural merit and supernatural theological virtues
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which have as object God under the reason of Deity, and of the 
supernatural moral virtues which are essentially subordinated to the 
theological virtues as means to end.

c. Therefore the formal object which sacred theology considers. 
or its formal subject, is God under the reason of Deity.

B. And which is thus CQNFIRIISD "from the principles of this 
science, which are the articles of faith." (l,q.l, a.7).

a. For "the same is the subject of the principles" of some 
science "and of the whole science, since the whole science is contained 
virtually in the principles." (l, q.l, a.7).

b. But the subject of the principles of sacred theology, which 
are the articles of faith, is God under the reason of Godness.

bl. For of the fourteen articles of faith:
bla. four are about God one and trine,
bib. three are about God as he is the cause of creatures and 

the cause of grace and glory,
blc. while the remaining seven are about the Incarnate Word.
b2. But all the other truths of faith are referred to these 

articles.
c. Therefore:
ci. the subject of sacred theology is God under the reason of 

Godness,
c2. so that sacred theology has the same formal object "Iiich 

it considers as has faith, to wit, God under the reason of Deity.

8. FORMAL REASON THEREUNDER SACRED THEOLOGY KNOWS ITS OBJECT : The 
conclusion must be that the motive or medium or FORMAL REASON 

WKREUNDER SACRED THEOLOGY KNOWS ITS OBJECT IS VIRTUAL REVELATION.
A. Note that VIRTUAL REVELaTION is revelation as virtually 

containing truths which can be inferred from it through discourse of 
reason.

B. This conclusion,which is the second part of the foregoing 
proposition (n.6, C), like the first part thereof, is RROVED by 
proceeding from the nominal definition of sacred theology (cf• n.3, D, d).

a. For according to this nominal definition sacred theology is 
distinguished on the one hand from divine faith and on the other hand 
from metaphysics and other natural sciences, - standing 
intermediary between them.

b. But it cannot be thus distinguished from them, nor stand 
intermediary between them, unless its motive or the formal reason 
•whereunder it knows is virtual revelation.

bl. For if its formal motive were formal revelation (i.e. 
revelation as bespeaking the truths formally contained in itself), 
it would not be distinguished from faith, which is motived immediately 
by divine revelation; for we believe the supernatural mysteries 
because they are formally revealed by God.

b2. But if it did not depend on revelation at all, and were to 
proceed from principles known by natural light alone, it would not be 
distinguished from natural science, especially from metaphysics, which 
considers God as knowable from creatures under the light of natural 
reason, (Cf. 1, a.3).

c. Therefore the medium or formal motive or formal reason 
whereunder sacred theology knows its object is the light of revelation



together with the light of reason, or the light of reason enlightened 
by faith, which is called virtual revelation#
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C. Thus, for example, from the formally revealed mystery of the 
Incarnation sacred theology deduces the infallihility of Christ*s 
human intelligence, - which theological conclusion is said 
to be virtually revealed.

9, SCHEMATIC SUMMARY: What has been said may be thus summarized 
schematically
A. According to more commonly used distinctions:-

WHEREUNDER: is VIRTUAL REVELATION

[formal reason

WHICH: is DEITY

OBJECT
of

sacred } 
theology

FORMAL
OBJECT
WHICH

:PRINCIPAL: is GOD UNDER 
THE REASON OF 
DEITY.

jSECONDARY: is CREATED
THINGS AS 
RELATED TO GOD 
UNDER THE 
REASON OF 
DEITY.

MATERIAL: is GOD and CREATURES

B. Fran what has been said it is manifest that the SUBJECT of 
sacred theology is GOD.

a. For G-od can be the SUBJECT of no science save sacred theology, 
since when it is question of other sciences, v*g, of metaphysics, God 
is only attained by way of conclusion (not considered as subject), 
forasmuch as metaphysics, for example, concludes about its own subject 
(which is being inasmuch as it is being) that it is caused by God.

b. But a science whose SUBJECT is God:
bl. since it is a science proceeding to conclusions from that 

subject known in its own quiddity (deity),
b2. as however it is known (to the blessed clearly by beatific vision, 

and) to us wayfarers even obscurely only by divine revelation, 
b3, must needs:
b3a* have as its medium or motive virtual divine revelation.
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8.

10. OBJECT ‘PER ACCIDENS‘ OP SACRED THEOLOGY: Sacred theology has as 
its object ‘per accidens* conclusions naturally knowable regarding 

God, which ‘per se‘ belong to metaphysics (to natural theology, which is 
the highest part of metaphysics). (Cf. 1, q..2, a.2,ad 1; 1, q.l, a.l;
11-11, q.2, a.5; a.6 ad l).

A. Therefore demonstrations regarding God, made in sacred theology 
from two natural premisses or from premisses only ‘per accidens* 
revealed, belong ‘per se* to natural theology, but only ‘per accidens* 
to sacred theology.

B. Nevertheless these truths, not formally as conclusions, but as 
truths, are ‘per se‘ considered by sacred theology relatively to 
supernatural mysteries, since it is impossible to treat of God*s 
intimate life and of the Trinity without consideration of God‘s unity, 
as also it is impossible to treat of grace without consideration of 
nature.

11. SACPED THEOLOGY CONSIDERED SUBJECTIVELY: Considering sacred 
theology subjectively, we shall consider:
A. Whether it be properly science (n.12).

B. Whether it be wisdom (n*13).
C. Whether it be a habit entitatively supernatural (n.14).

12. WHETHER SACKED 'THEOLOGY BE PROPERLY SCIENCE: At first sight it 
would seem that sacred theology is not properly science.
A. Among these who DENY that it is properly science are:
a. Valentia and Vasquez. who deny that sacred theology is 

properly science, owing to default of evidence, since it proceeds 
from inevident principles, to wit, the articles of faith; 
therefore they say that it is on innominate habit intermediary 
between science and faith.

b. Nominalists (Empiricists and Positivists), according to whom 
not even metaphysics is science, but a mere collection of unfounded 
opinions or hypotheses or fancies; ‘a fortiori* they speak likewise 
about theology.

B. On the contrary certain Semi-rationalists, such as Gunther. 
Hermes and Eroschammer. maintaining that the mysteries of faith are 
demonstrable naturally,

a. accordingly reduce sacred theology to metaphysics and history;
b. so that it would not only be science, but unsubordinated 

science.

C. St Thomas teaches that sacred theology:
a. is science.
b. but is subalternate science,
c. and is in us wayfarers in an imperfect state.

D. SACRED THEOLOGY IS INDEED SCIENCE:
a. For science is "knowledge" of some thing "through the cause on 

account of which the thing is and cannot have itself otherwise" (post.
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Anal,, 1, c.2, 711 10), that is, through its necessary cause,

al. For science differs from prescientific knowledge according as 
it knows, not only the thing, hut also the reasons or causes of the 
thing,

a2. and indeed, not only its causes * per accidens*, hut its 
proper cause (i,e, its cause ’per se* and primarily required),

h. But in sacred theology are deduced from the principles of faith 
conclusions necessarily and certainly deduced, and not merely 
contingently and probably; v.g, from this that Christ is together G-od 
and man it is necessarily and certainly deduced that he has human 
freewill as well as divine freewill,

o. Therefore sacred theology is science.
cl. Accordingly to deny that sacred theology is science would he 

to reduce all theological conclusions to mere opinions, denying 
their necessity and certitude.

c2. There are indeed theological opinions more or less prohahle, 
hut theological science stands far above them.

E. BUT SACRED THEOhOG-Y IS SCIENCE SUBALTERNATE TO THE SCIENCE OF
GOD:

a. Which is thus proved:
al. A science which borrows its principles from a higher science 

is suhalternate thereto, - as optics, which borrows its principles
from geometry, is suhalternate thereto.

a2. But sacred theology borrows its principles from G-od’s science 
and that of the blessed, - in the theologian in this life receiving
them through divine revelation.

a3. Therefore sacred theology is science suhalternate to God’s 
science and that of the blessed.

h. Wherefore sacred theology must he said to he science PROPERLY 
SO-CALLED, for:

hi. from principles:
hla, which are true and utterly certain,
hlh, and which are evident to the higher science of the blessed,

and:
blbl. to the theologian in this life, infallibly communicated 

through divine revelation, - wherefore he has perfect certitude of 
them through faith,

blb2. hut to the theologian in heaven, seen through the beatific 
vision, - wherefore likewise he has perfect certitude of than, 

b2. it acquires through demonstration certain knowledge of truth.
F. BUT IN US WAYFARERS SACRED THEOLOGY IS IN AN BIPERFECT STATE:

a. For soience is in an imperfect state when the scientist does 
not see the principles of his science, - as an opticist who is 
not together a geometrician does not see the principles of optics, hut 
merely believes them on the authority of the geometrician.

h. But to us in this life the principles of sacred theology, i.e. 
the articles of faith, are not seen, hut are only believed on the 
authority of God.

c. Therefore in us in this life sacred theology is science in an 
imperfect state, - just as a child is essentially a man, hut is a 
man in an imperfect state.

13. vvrpwFD. SA.CR.Fj W p'OLOGY BE WISDOM: SACRED THEOLOGY IS. NOT ONLY
SCIIiClT  BUT''̂ rO~WISDCSvl. (Cf. 1, q. 1, a.6).
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a. wisdom is KNOWLEDGE OF THINGS THROUGH THEIR SUPREME CAUSE, as 
Aristotle shows (cf. Meta. 1, oc. 1-2; Ethic. VI, c.4).

h. But sacred theology is most properly about God, the supreme 
cause, even as regards that of himself which is known to himself alone and 
to others only through revelation made by him.

bl0 This is manifest from the nominal definition of sacred theology, 
bla. For sacred theology is science about God proceeding from 

revelation;
bib. wherefore it "determines most properly about God according 

as he is the highest cause," (l, q.,1, a.6), that is, it determines 
about God who is the highest cause:

blbl. not only as he is the proper supreme cause of the being of 
created things,

blb20 but also as he is the supreme cause of grace and glory, i.e. 
according to that of himself which is known to himself alone, and to 
others only through revelation made by him.

b2. Which means that sacred theology treats of God* 
b2a, not only as he is the prime being, subsistent be itself, and 

the cause of beings forasmuch as they are beings,
b2b» but according to his most proper intrinsic constitutive or 

under the reason of Godness. which:
b2bl„ fernmlly-eminently contains all simply-simple perfections, 

such as being, unity, truth, goodness etc., which are naturally 
participable by creatures (whereas Deity is participable only through 
grace. Thereby we are made "partakers of the divine nature"),

b2b2„ and accordingly is above being, above one, above true, etc., 
fonaally-eminently containing in itself all these perfections in its own 
higher eminence.

c. Therefore sacred theology is among all human wisdoms, that 
is, among all wisdoms entitatively natural or acquired by human industry, 
wisdom in the highest degree, - and not only in seme order, but 
simply,

B P Thus sacred theology much more highly fulfils the concept of 
wisdom than does natural theology, which is the highest part of 
philosophy,

a. For in natural theology whatever is known about God has 
itself by way of conslusion, and not by way of principle, 
because by natural knowledge we cannot attain to God save from 
o matures.

b„ But sacred theology so treats of God that he is its subject, 
lenewing him according to his Deity or intimate life, and having for 
its principles, not creatures, but God himself.

C. BUT IT IS TO BE NOTED that wisdom, as supreme science, has a 
special eminence, according as it orders and .judges about all, 
even about its own principles, defending and explaining them, 
wisdom being thus a supreme science, and so as it were a rule and 
measure perfecting remaining sciences.

a. Thus St Thomas exposes what extension sacred theology enjoys 
as it is a wisdom:

al. "Just as other sciences do not argue to prove their own 
principles, but from the principles argue to show other truths in the 
sciences themselves, so THIS DOCTRINE DOES NOT ARGUE TO PROVE ITS 
PRINCIPLES, WHICH ARE THE ARTICLES OF FAITH, BUT FROM THEM IT PROCEEDS 
TO SHOW SOMETHING ELSE, as the Apostle argues from Christ*s resurrection 
to prove common resurrection.

a2, "But nevertheless it is to be considered in regard to 
philosophical sciences, that the lower sciences neither prove their
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principles nor dispute against him who denies their principles, but 
they leave this to a higher science; but the highest among them, to wit, 
metaphysics, disputes against him. who denies its principles, - if 
the adversary concedes something; but if he concedes nothing, it cannot 
dispute with him, yet it can solve his reasons. Wherefore SACRED SCRIPTURE, 
since it has no superior (science), DISPUTES WITH HIM TOO DENIES ITS 
PRINCIPLES, ARGUING INDEED, IF THE ADVERSARY CONCEDE SOMETHING OF 'THOSE 
TRUTHS WHICH ARE HAD THROUGH DIVINE REVELATION, as through the authorities 
of sacred doctrine we dispute against heretics, and through one article 
against those who deny another, BUT IF THE ADVERSARY BELIEVE NOTHING- 
OP THOSE THINGS WHICH ARE DIVINELY REVEALED, THERE NO LONGER REMAINS ANY 
M l  TO PROVE THE ARTICLES OF FAITH THROUGH REASONS, BUT TO SOLVE REASONS 
AGAINST FAITH IP HE ADVANCES SOME, For since faith rests upon infallible 
truth, and since it is impossible that the contrary of what is true be 
demonstrated, it is manifest that proofs brought against faith are not 
demonstrations, but soluble arguments," (I, q.l, a,8),

b P Thus:
bio just as metaphysics - using logio - (not indeed 

proves, but) defends against sceptics the ontological value of the 
first principles of reason and the real value of the supreme criterion or 
motive of natural knowledge, which is objective evidence, - so 
that metaphysics has its DEPENSIVE office which it exercises in 
DEFENSIVE METAPHYSICS,

b2. so sacred theology, which is supreme science in the 
supernatural, order as metaphysics is supreme science in the natural 
order, - using philosophy and history - (not indeed 
proves the truth of, but) defends the credibility of the articles of 
faith, which are its principles, against those who deny that 
credibility; - so that sacred theology has its DEFENSIVE 
office which it exercises in APOLOGETICS, which accordingly belongs 
to sacred theology, net merely ’per accidcnst, but ’per so*,

c. Thus sacred theology, as the supreme science: 
cl, as it must defend the principles of the faith, treat of 

faith itself, and of the service of faith as consonant with reason, 
c2, also ought to embrace in its extension the defence of the 

foundations of faith against rationalists or naturalists, by solving 
their objections against the possibility, fittingness, knowability 
and existence of revelation and against the infallibility of the 
Catholic Church which proposes the revealed truths.

14* WHETHER SACRED THEOLOGY BE A SUPERNATURAL HABIT : Two opposite
errors are proposed regarding this question,

A* Some, such as Ccntenson. say that sacred theology is an 
entitatively supernatural habit, because it proceeds ’per se* from 
faith and is specified by a supernatural object,

B, Some others contend that sacred theology is a merely natural 
habit, because it can remain, when faith vanishes, as when a 
theologian becomes a formal heretic,

C. Thcmists commonly teach that sacred theology is a habit not 
entitatively nor intrinsically supernatural, but entitatively and 
intrinsically natural, though radically supernatural, and so depending 
on faith that, faith being lost, it also is lost.

a. IT IS NOT ENTITATIVELY SUPERNATURAL: This is proved:
al. First, from this that "it is ACQUIRED by human study", 

(II-II, cl.45, a.l ad 2; cf. I, q.l, a,6 ad 3).
ala. But no entitatively supernatural habit is acquired by human
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activity, v.g. through exercise of reason;

alb. rather it ’per se* demands a supernatural cause.

a2. Secondly, from this, that the formal reason WHERSUNDER 
severed theology knows its object is (not formal, but) virtual 
revelation, that is, the light of reason deducing from revelation 
truths virtually contained in it.

a2a. But the object (formal reason which) a science considers 
specifies a science as it falls under the fomal object whereunder 
the science considers it.

a2b. Therefore sacred theology:
a2bl, is specified by an object (to wit, God virtually 

revealed, not God formally revealed), which is not formally 
supernatural;

a2b2, and therefore itself is not formally, and so not 
entitatively or intrinsically, supernatural.

b. BUT IT IS RADICALLY AND ORIGINATIVELY SUPERNATURAL: Because
it is concerned -with conclusions to be deduced frua the principles 
of faith, and depends ’per se* on the supernatural habit of faith 
in which it is contained as in its root.

bl. Therefore the theology of formal heretics is not genuine 
theology, being specifically distinct from Catholic theology, since 
it has not the same formal motive, to wit, virtual revelation.

b2. For a formal heretic does hot deduce conclusions from 
principles believed by divine faith, for in rejecting pertinaciously 
the authority of God and of the Church regarding one article, he 
does not keep divine faith regarding other articles, but only human 
faith or opinion arising from his own judgment and his own good 
pleasure (cf. II-II, q,5, a.3).

b2a. Therefore, when faith vanishes, sacred theology 
together vanishes, - so that there remains in an heretical 
" theologian" theological concepts materially coordinated but without 
the light cf faith wherefrom would proceed their formal connexion, 
just as in a corpse there remain for a certain time the parts of 
the human body materially united, but it is not a human body.

b2b. Accordingly there remains in formal heretics only a corpse 
of theology, or, more accurately, a subjectively based opinion.

15. REAL DEFINITION OF SACRED THEOLOGI: From what has been said it
follows that:

A. Sacred theology IS DEFINED according to its real-essential 
definition: SCIENCE OF GOD UNDER TEE REASON OF DEITY PROCEEDING UNDER 
THE LIGHT OF VIRTUAL REVELATION: or more briefly: SCIENCE WHOSE SUBJECT 
IS GOD.

B. But:
a. since an integral definition differs from an essential 

definition, as from the essence of some thing is distinguished the 
integrity thereof which superadds some perfection, - as
a blind man lias the essence of man, but not the integrity of man;

b. and since the integral definition of sacred theology is taken 
from its functions;

c. the integral definition of sacred theology is: SCIENCE WHICH 
DEFENDS THE PRD-TCIPLES OF FAITH AGAINST THOSE TOO DENY THEM. SEEKS A 
CERTAIN UNDERSTANDING OF THEM. AND INFERS CONCLUSIONS FROM THEM. For 
sacred theology exercises these three funtions, to wit:
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cl* Firsts it defends the principles of faith against gainsayers, 

and this in two manners, to wit:
cla, Both positively« by showing to adversaries, who admit 

revelation, that the mysteries of faith are in revelation, to wit, in 
sacred Scripture or in Tradition;

clb. And negatively* by solving the objections of gainsayers, by 
showing that these objections are false or at least are not necessary 
(i*e, not cogent), (Cf. Qq , Quodlib,, IV, q.9, a,3),

c2. Secondly, it seeks a certain understanding of the mysteries 
of faith, both from the analogy of those tilings which we know 
naturally, and from the connexion of the mysteries among themselves 
and with man1 s ultimate end,

c3. Thirdly, from the principles of faith it infers theological 
conclusions.

16, CERTAIN COROLLARIES: From what lias been said follow certain
corollaries regarding the relations of sacred theology*

A, With faith: which will be exposed first (n,17),

B, With God*s knowledge; which will be exposed next (n,18).
C, With the gift of wisdom: which will then be exposed (n,19),

D, With sciences of the natural order: which will be exposed
last (n,2 j)0

17. THEOLOGY REIFiTIVELY TO FAITH: Regarding the relations of sacred
theology to faith, it follows:

A, That sacred theology is essentially distinguished from divine 
faith, for it is distinguished on the part of its formal motive (i.e, 
the formal reason whereunder it proceeds),

a. For the formal motive of faith is the authority of God 
revealing or formal revelation,

b» whereas the formal motive of sacred theology is virtual 
revelation,

B, That sacred theology essentially presupposes divine faith, in 
which it is radically contained, as knowledge of conclusions essentially 
presupposes knowledge of the conclusions wherefrom the conclusions
are drawn,

C, That distinction is to be made between PROPOSITIONS OF FAITH 
and THEOLOGICAL SXPLI; IT. HON S  and THEOLOC-ICAL CONCLUSIONS.

a. For a PROPOSITION OF FAITH is a proposition formally and 
immediately contained in the word of God (i.e. in sacred Scripture or 
Tradition), and proposed by the Catholic Church as revealed.

al. If this second condition defaults, while the first 
condition is saved, then the preposition is of faith ACCORDING TO ITSELF, 
but not ACCORDING TO US.

a2. For the Catholic Church alone is the infallible rule in 
discerning the revealed from the non-revealed,

b. But a THEOLOGICAL CONCLUSION simply so-called is a truth other 
than revealed truth, but inferred from revealed truth, wherein it is 
accordingly contained virtually-connectively, i.e. by reason of natural 
connexion, to wit, either as a property in an essence cr as an effect 
in a cause.
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bl. Such a proposition or conclusion is accordingly said to be 

virtually revealed,
b2. For example, let us take this syllogism:

Christ in the last supper gave
his body to his disciples *...... 0... (FORMALLY) REVEALED TRUTH,
•But this involves real distinction
between accidents and substance*..... naturally known truth (not revealed) 
Therefore accidents are really
distinct from substance*........... . THEOLOGICAL CONCLUSION (SIMPLY) or

VIRTUALLY REVEALED TRUTH.

c. But a THEOLOGICAL EXPLICITATION (sometimes called a theological 
conclusion * secund quid* ) is a proposition expressing the same truth 
as a revealed proposition, but expressing it under other equivalent 
concepts, which, since they are equivalent to the concepts contained 
in the revealed proposition, are substitutible for them.

cl. Such a proposition is accordingly said to be implicitly formally 
revealed.

c2. For example, let us take this:

1 Christ in the last supper gave
his body to his disciples1. . . TRUTH FORMALLY EXPLICITLY REVEALED. 
•But this involves that the 1r .lY 
of Christ be truly;, really and
substantially in the Eucharist*.... naturally known truth (not revealed).
•Therefore the body of Christ 
is truly, really and substant
ially in the Eucharist*............ THEOLOGICAL EXPLICITATION or TRUTH

FORMALLY IMPLICITLY REVEALED.

D. For it is to be known:

a, that sane proposition may be revealed:
al. Either FORMALLY : which is sc when the truth which it enunciates 

is revealed m^itsoLf: "but a proposition formally revealed may be
revealed:

ala. Either EXPLICITLY :
alal, which is so when the concepts expressed by its terms are the 

very concurs expressed (by virtue of their proper signification) by the 
terms of the revelation itself,

ala2, For example, formally-explicitly revealed are these 
propositi-: as:

ala2a, “The...Word was made flesh (man)• " 
ala2b» "Mary is full of grace."
ala2c, "Christ gave his body in the last supper to Iris disciples."
alb. Or EXPLICITLY:
albl, will hi is so when the truth which the proposition enunciates 

is contained in revelation, in itself indeed, but only through equivalent 
or equipollent concepts»

alb2. For example, formally-implicitly revealed are these 
propositions:

alb2a.-> "The Word assumed a human nature through hypostatic union to 
himself.!i - for this is the SAME truth as that enunciated in the
proposition "The Word was made flesh," but expressed by mere distinct 
equivalent concepts.

alb2b, "Marry was conceived immaculate:" for this is the SAME
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truth as that revealed "by equivalent concepts thus "Mary is full of grace.” 

alb2c. "Christ is truly, really and substantially in the Eucharist,"
- for this is the SAME truth as that expressed, in the proposition

"Christ in the last supper gave himself to his disciples," but expressed 
by more distinct equivalent concepts.

a2. Or VIRTUALLY:
a2a. which is so when the truth enunciated:
a2al. is not in itself revealed, so that it is a truth OTHER than the 

truth which is in itself revealed,
&2a2. but is deducible from a truth which is in itself revealed.
a2b. For example:
a2bl. From the revealed truth that "the Word was made flesh." is 

deducible this OTHER TRUTH that "Christ always had infused knov/ledge."
a2b2. From the revealed truth that "Christ in the last supper gave 

his body to his disciples," is deducible this OTHER TRUTH that "accidents 
are really distinct Prom substance."

b. YJhicfa may be thus exposed schanatically

Some
proposition 
is revealed

'.Either FORMALLY. to 
■wit, according as THE 
1 VERY TRUTH enunciated 
' in this proposition 
: is in itself "con~
Itained in revelation: 
! wherein this propos- 
!ition is contained

1 Either EXPLICITLY, to wit, according to 
jits own concepts.

Or EXPLICITLY, to wit, according to 
equivalent concepts.

I
. Or VIRTUALLY, to wit, according as (not the very truth itself 
I enunciated by this proposition, but) a TRUTH OTHER than it 
fwherefrom nevertheless it is deducible is formally revealed.

E. From what has been said it follows:
a. That the following are to be reckoned mere THEOLOGICAL 

EXPLICITATIONS of revealed truth, and accordingly FORMALLY IMPLICITLY
REVEALED:

al. First, a proposition inferred from a formally explicitly 
revealed truth, but whose subject and predicate are resolvable into 
the same comprehension as the subject and predicate of the revealed 
truth; for example:

1 Christ is true God and true man* .........FORMALLY EXPLICITLY REVEALED.
’But a true man has a rational soul’.......natural premiss.
’Therefore Christ has a rational soul*.....FORMALLY IMPLICITLY REVEALED.

a2. Second, a proposition contained in a formally explicitly 
revealed truth as a singular or particular contained in a collection; 
for example:
’All men are born in sin*..... ...PORMALLY EXPLICITLY REVEALED.
’But Isaac is a man*.............natural premiss.
Therefore Isaac is born in sin*, .FORMALLY IMPLICITLY REVEALED.

a3. Third, a proposition contained in a formally explicitly 
revealed truth as a part in a whole; for example
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’The Word assumed a human nature* ...FOMALLY EXPLICITLY REVEALED. 
’But rational soul is part of

human nature* natural premiss.
‘Therefore the Word assumed

a rational soul* ...........    .FORMALLY IMPLICITLY REVEALED.

a4-« Fourth, a proposition inferred by syllogism properly 
so-called from two expressly (i.e. formally explicitly) revealed 
premisses:

a4a. though as a conclusion is a theological conclusion simply, 
and therefore can be assented to from the motive of theology,

a4b. nveretheless specificativel.y. or as a truth, is formally 
implicitly revealed and therefore can be assented to from the motive 
of faith.

b. But the following are to be reckoned THEOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS 
simply, and. accordingly are only VIRTU ALLY REVEALED:

bl. First, a preposition deduced by the aid of one natural 
premiss from an expressly revealed truth, but so that the expressly 
revealed truth and the deduced proposition differ according as the one 
affirms an effect and the other its cause.

b2. Second, a proposition deduced by the aid of one natural 
premiss from an expressly revealed truth, but so that the expressly 
revealed truth and the deduced proposition differ according as the one 
affirms an essence and the other its property.

F. IT IS TO BE OBSERVED that:

a. whereas THEOLOGICAL EXPLICITATIONS.
al. since they are formally - albeit implicitly - 

revealed truths,
a2. therefore:
a2a. both can be assented to from the motive of faith, 
a2b. and can be defined by the Church as dogna;.
b. on the contrary, THEOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS simply, 
bl. since they are not formally revealed truths, 
b2. therefore:
b2a. neither can be assented to from the motive of faith (but 

only from the motive of theology),
b2b. nor can be defined by the Church as dogma (though the Church 

oan infallibly condemn their contradictory as erroneous).

18. THEOLOGY RELATIVELY TO GOD‘S KNOWLEDGE: Since sacred theology
essentially presupposes faith in us wrayfarers, and the beatific 

vision in the blessed, borrowing its principles therefrom, therefore 
it is subalternate to the science of God and the blessed.

A. Therefore:
a. just as optics is subalternate to geometry, borrowing its 

principles from that science, so that:
al. if the opticist is also together a geometrician, then his 

optics borrows its principles freen his own geometric science, - 
in which case his optics is in the perfect state of science, being in 
continuation with its subalternating science, the opticist himself 
seeing the principles of his science of optics,

a2. while if the opticist is not also together a geometrician, 
then his optios borrows its principles by way of belief from the 
geometric science of others who see them, - in which case his
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optic3 is in an imperfect state of science, not "being in continuation 
with its subalternating science;

b. so also sacred theology is subalternate to the scienoe of G-od 
and the blessed, who see the principles of sacred theology, that is, 
the supernatural mysteries, borrowing its principles from that science, 
so that:

bl, in the case of the tl'hologian in heaven, his sacred theology 
borrows its principles from his own beatific vision, - so that 
his theology is in the perfect state of science, being in continuation 
with its subalternating science, the theologian himself seeing; the 
principles of M s  theology,

b2. wMle in the case of the theologian not yet in heaven, his 
sacred theology borrows its principles from the beatific vision of 
those who enjoy it, to wit, G-od and the blessed, - so that his 
theology is in an imperfect state of science, not being in continuation 
with its subalternating science, the theologian himself only 
believing the principles of M s  science,

B, T M s  subaltemation of sacred theology to the science of G-od 
and the blessed is indeed the reason why sacred theology, even in
the theologian in tMs life, is truly and properly science essentially, 
that is, an intellectual virtue infallibly incliMng to knowledge of 
truth through reasoning,

a, Bor it is necessary to a science: 
al, that its principles be TRUE,
a2. and that their truth be NECESSARY or CERTAIN,
a3. and that their necessary or certain truth be SELF-EVIDENT ,
a3a. not only according to themselves,
a3b, but TO SOME INTELLECT which:
a3bl, either is the intellect wherein resides the science in 

question (as is sc for the theologian in heaven),
aob2, or communicates these principles as certainly true to the 

intellect wherein resides that science (as is so for the theologian 
in t Ms life, according as the divine intellect ccmmuMcates to M s  
intellect through revelation the principles of sacred theology as 
certainly true)•

b. Wherefrom it appears that it is because sacred theology takes 
its principles from the knowledge of G-od and the blessed that it is 
genuine sciencea

C, Wherefrom also it appears that "this sacred doctrine is, as it 
a certain impression of the divine science"in us. (i, q.I, a,3,

19. THEOLOGY RELATIVELY TO THE GIFT OF WISDOM: Sacred theology,
although it is a wisdom proceeding from divine revelation, 

nevertheless is distinguished from the gift of wisdom.

A. W M c h  distinction is thus explained by St Thomas:
a. "Since judgment pertains to the wise, according to a twofold 

manner of judging, wisdom is taken in two fashions.
al. "For it happens that someone judge in one fashion through the 

manner of inclin tion, a.s he -who has the habit of a virtue rightly 
judges about those (acts) wM c h  are to be done according to the 
virtue, inasmuch as he is inclined to them: wherefore it is said that
the virtuous man is the measure and rule of human acts (Ethic.X, c.5, 
1176a 17).

a2, "In another fashion through the manner of knowledge, as someone 
instructed in moral science could judge about the acts of a virtue, even 
if he had not the virtue..

b. "Accordingly:
bl. "the first manner of judging of divine things, pertains to
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wisdom which, is set down as a gift of the Holy Ghost, according to 
these words: ’the spiritual man judges all tilings1 etc (I Cor. 2.15), and
Denis says: fHierotheus is taught, not only as learning, but also as
feeling the divine tilings,1 (De Div. Norn., II, 9).

b2, "But the second manner of judging pertains to this doctrine, 
according as it is had through study, albeit its principles be had from 
revelation." (i, q.l, a.6, ad 3)»

B. Likewise St Thomas says: "The wisdom which is placed as a gift
of the Holy Ghost differs from that which is placed as an acquired 
intellectual virtue.

a. "For the latter is acquired by human study:
b. "But the former is ’descending from above, r 11 (II-II, q.45, a.l, 

ad 2), i.e. is infused.

C„ St Thomas again notes:
a, "To have right judgment about divine tilings from the enquiry of 

reason"(or"according to perfect use of reason") "pertains to the wisdan 
which is an intellectual virtue;

b. "But to have right judgment about them according to a certain 
connaturality to them, pertains to the wisdom which is a gift of the 
Holy Ghost, as Denis says that ’Hierotheus is perfected in divine 
things, not only learning, but also feeling the divine things,’ (De Div. 
Ncm., II, 9), But this sympathy or connaturality to divine things
is effected by charity, which indeed unites us to God, according to 
these words: ’Who adheres to God is one spirit,* (i, Cor. 6.17)."
(II-II, q,45, a.2).

D. Accordingly:
a. v/hereas sacred theology does not necessarily presuppose 

charity, but only faith,
b. the gift of wisdom presupposes charity as well as faith, and 

is incompatible with mortal sin.
E. Thus specifically different are these three:
a. philosophical contemplation,
b. theological contemplation,
c. and infused contemplation issuing from the gift of wisdom,

E. Notwithstanding this distinction there are mutual relations 
between sacred theology and the gift of wisdom:

a. On the one hand, infused contemplation issuing from the gift 
of wisdom gives to the theologian perfection of the ’spirit of God* or 
of the ’mind of Christ’, whereby the immense reality and profundity
of divine truths will be appreciated, the proportion of things will 
be rightly assessed and the ’sense of balance* will be maintained, 
so that a certain understanding of the divine mysteries will be 

achieved and errors avoided even in the most difficult questions such 
as those concerning grace and predestination.

b. On the other hand, sacred theology, by eliminating fallacies 
of imagination, rightly disposes for supernatural and affective 
contemplation of the mysteries of faith. For all the conclusions 
of sacred theology are ordered towards a more profound knowledge
of its subject, God, according to his intimate life.

20. THEOLOGY RELATIVELY TO SCIENCES OF THE NATURAL ORDER: Concerning
the relations of sacred theology with sciences of the natural order 

there are two extreme opposed solutions condemned by the Church.
A. These two opposite extremes are as follows:
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a. SMIRATIONALISTS, on the one hand, such as Guenther.

Fr ohsohammer and Hermes, subordinate sacred theology to sciences 
of the natural order, especially to philosophy and history.

al. This appears from their propositions condemned in the Syllabus1 
of Pius IX, to wit:

ala* "Since human reason is equiparated to religion itself, 
therefore theological disciplines are to be treated in the same manner as 
philosophical disciplines*

alb. "Human reason cultivated merely historically can from its 
natural powers and principles arrive at true science of all, even the 
more recondite,dogmas, provided these dogmas have been proposed as an 
object to reason itself*

ale. "Philosophy is to be treated without any account being taken 
of supernatural revelation; - the philosopher ought to submit 
himself to authority which he himself shall have proved to be true, but 
philosophy neither can, nor ought, submit itself to any authority."
(Dens.. 1708-1714)*

a2. Likewise the Vatican Council condemned as heretical this 
proposition of the Semirationalists: "To the dogmas proposed by the
Church there is sometimes to be attributed a meaning other than that 
v/hioh the Church has understood and understands." (Denz. 1818).

b. FIPEISTS. on the other hand, such as Bautain and Bonnetty.
do not sufficiently acknowledge the usefulness of philosophy to sacred 
theology; wherefore against than the Sacred Congregation of the Index 
declared: "The method which St Thomas and St Bonaventure and other
scholastics have employed does not lead to rationalism, nor has it 
been the cause why among modem schools philosophy has verged 
towards naturalism and pantheism." (Denz. 1652).

B. From these condemnations it appears that:
a. philosophy is to be distinguished from sacred theology,
b. but is not to be separated therefrom.

C, Catholic theologians avoid those two opposite errors, each 
of which in its own manner lessens the dignity of sacred theology.

_ _ a* Theologians commonly teach that SACRED THEOLOGY, FAR FROM 
BEING; SUBALTERNATE TO SCIENCES OF THE NATURAL ORDER. IS MORE EXCELLENT 
TH&H THEY, BUT USES THEM, AND IN A CERTAIN MANNER ADJUDICATES UPON THEM. ' ' " — —

b. The elements of this assertion will be explained forthwith 
(nn.21-23).

21. SACRED THEOLOGY IS MORE EXCELLENT THAN NATURAL SCIENCES: Sacred
theology indeed transcends all sciences of the natural order both 

as regards oertitude and as regards altitude of its object. (Cf.I, 
2*1, a.5).

A. SACRED THEOLOGY IS INDEED SUPREME AMONG SCIENCES BY REASON OF 
ITS CERTITUDE.

a. For sacred theology has certitude:
al. not from the light of human reason as do sciences of the 

natural order,
a2. but from the light of the divine science, through principles 

believed by divine faith, - and divine faith is more certain 
as regards itself than any human science, because of the authority of 
God revealing (cf. II-II, q.4, a.8).

b. And indeed sacred theology, like divine faith, is more certain 
than are natural sciences according to itself IN US.



o. Though on account of the debility of our intellect, 
cl, which “has itself towards those things which by nature are 

most manifest, as the eye of the owl towards the light of the sun,"
(iieta. la, 1, 995b , 9),

c2, sacred theology is less certain as regards us than are certain 
natural knowledges.

d. Which means that:
dJL. GIVEN THAT OUR INTELLECT IS MOVED BY THE MOTIVE OF SACRED 

THEOLOGY, then its assent is more certain than its assent from any 
natural motive (v.g. from the motive of sciences of the natural order), 

so that IF I SUBMIT MY INTELLECT TO THE MOTIVE OF SACRED 
THEOLOGY, then I am more certain of theological conclusions than I am 
of naturally known truths;

d2. BUT OUR INTELLECT IS LESS CERTAIN TO BE MOVED BY THAT MOTIVE 
then it is to be moved by natural motives of knowledge (v.g. of the 
first principles of reason).

B. MOREOVER SACRED THEOLOGY EXCELS ALL OTHER SCIENCE BY REASON OF 
ALTITUDE OF OBJECT.

a. For sacred theology is about an object - God under the 
reason of Godness - which exceeds, not only human reason,
but also the angelic intellect.

b. Therefore, even if sacred theology were less certain according 
to itself than other sciences, it would still be more excellent than 
they, according as “the minimum of knowledge that can be had of the 
highest things is more desirable than the most certain knowledge which 
is had about the lowest things.“ (De Part. Animal., I, 5, 644b, 31-33)*

22. SACRED THEOLOGY USES SCIENCES OF THE NATURAL ORDER: “This science
can borrow1- something from philosophical disciplines, not that it 

would from necessity need them, but for the greater manifestation of 
those (truths) which are taught in this science. For it does not
borrow its principles from other sciences, but immediately from God 
through revelation.

A. "And therefore it does not borrow from, other sciences as from 
superiors, but USES THEM as inferiors and handmaidens, just as the 
architectonic uses the subministaring, as political (prudence) uses 
military (prudence)." (I, q.l, a.5, ad 2).

a. Therefore sacred theology is in no manner subaltornate to 
sciences of the natural order, as optics is subalternate to geometry, 
but rather uses them, subordinating them to its own end,

al. Indeed in similar fashion metaphysics, does not indeed borrow 
its principles from physics, but uses physics, taking from it matter to 
be understood under the light of its own principles.

a2. Nor does this subordination of the sciences of the natural 
order to sacred theology lessen their dignity, - rather they 
are ennobled by being ordered to the service of supernatural truth, just 
as Aristotle*s philosophy is ennobled by subserving the explanation of 
God’s word.

b. Indeed "this, that it uses them, is not owing to defect or 
insufficiency of it, but is owing to defect of our intellect, which is 
more easily led from what is known through natural reason (wherefrom 
proceed the other sciences) to what is above reason, - which is 
delivered in this science," (l, q.l, a.5, ad 2).

bl. For nour intellect has itself towards those things which by 
nature are most manifest, as the eye of the owl towards the light of 
the sun." (Meta. Ia, 1, 993b, 9).



b2, Similarly a teach*?. of philosophy in order to explain some 
metaphysical principle (v.g. the principle of finality), uses examples, 
not indeed owing to any defect in the evidence of that principle (which 
indeed is self-evident), but owing to defect of the intellect of his 
pupils, - so that in the examples they may the better perceive
what is signified by the subject and predicate of that principle,

B. Therefore, as John of St. Thomas observes, when sacred theology 
uses a natural premiss (v.g, a metaphysical truth), it uses it as an 
instrument.

21.

a. Which means that sacred theology both ELEVATES and APPLIES this 
natural premiss, so that it produce an effect superior to its own power,

- which effect is manifestation of a theological conclusion 
with the proper certitude of theology,

al. This ELEVATION of a natural truth consists:
ala. first. in this that sacred theology approves it under the light 

of divine revelation, at least negatively, to wit, forasmuch as this 
natural truth is not opposed to revealed truths,

alb. secondly, in this that sacred theology positively empowers it 
to effect a certain understanding, under the light of divine revelation, 
and therefore with the proper certitude of theology, of supernatural 
mysteries.

a2. While this APPLICATION of a natural truth consists in the 
positive use of it actually to beget this knowledge of the theological 
conclusion,

b. In other words. the natural truth is in a certain manner elevated 
to the supernatural order, and receives some higher certitude than it 
would have according to itself alone (for it is judged and approved by 
sacred theology),

bl. Thus sacred theology (as is clear from St.Thomasf treatise on the 
Holy Trinity) approves the distinction (already made by Aristotle) between 
principle and cause, in showing that the Father is the principle, but not 
the cause, of the Son.

b2. Similarly we experience that we more certainly assent to truths 
which we ourselves have found:

b2a. when we learn that they are approved by the great masters, such 
as St.Thomas and Cajetan.

b2b. and *a fortiori* when we find them confirmed and approved by
God.

25. SACRED THEOLOGY ADJUDICATES IN SOME FASHION UPON SCIENCES OF THE
NATURAL ORDER: St Thomas explains how sacred theology judges of

other sciences (cf. I, q.l, a.6, ad 2).

A. To wit:
a. First: It does not pertain to sacred theology to prove the

principles of other sciences, because:
al. sacred theology is properly about revealed supernatural, truths;
a2. whereas the principles of other sciences are either self-evident, 

or are proved by a natural subalternating science.
b. Secondly: Nevertheless sacred theology adjudicates upon other

sciences, and indeed in two manners, to wit:
bl. In one manner, NEGATIVELY, because "whatever in r.ther sciences is 

found repugnant to a truth of this science, is all condemned as false," , 
i.e. any assertion made by a philosopher or a scientist because he deems 
it to be proved from the proper evidences of his science, and yet found 
to be contrailctory to divine revelation, is condemned by sacred theology 
as false,

bla. Because:
blal, since there is no contradiction in the real.
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bla2, and since sacred theology is among all sciences the most 

certain, as shown above,
bla3, definitive judgment lies with sacred theology* 
bib. Wherefore in such a case it behoves the philosopher or the 

scientist:
blbl. both to withdraw his assertion,
blb2, and to re-examine his evidences in order that he may detect 

the source of his error, and correct it, if possible, from the evidences 
of his science,

b2. In another manner. POSITIVELY:
b2a. Which does not mean that sacred theology would be able to dictate 

to the philosopher cr to the scientist what he must assert to be proved by 
his science - except in the case where it is revealed that natural 
reason attains some truth (v,g. God’s existence: cf, Rom,l,20).

b2b. But it means that sacred theology approves some proposition of 
other sciences, forasmuch as it is also revealed or at least is conformed 
to revealed truth; for example, sacred theology approves:

b2bl. the affirmation of metaohysics that the world is created by
God;

b2b2, the affirmation of natural philosophy that man’s soul is 
immortal;

b2b3. the affirmation of ethics regarding the foundation of moral 
obligation,

B, Thus is maintained the legitimate and relative autonomy of 
sciences of the natural order,

a. Per these sciences proceed "from their own naturally known 
principles and use their own proper method," as the Vatican Council says 
(Benz, n,1799),

b. But they cannot affirm as certain and scientific what is
contradictory of revealed truth, (Cf, Denz., n,1797; n.1799;nn«1878 et 
seq.); - ^Therefore the Church has condemned against rationalism the
assertion of an absolute autonomy of human reason: "If anyone says that
human reason is so independent that faith cannot be bidden to it by God, 
let him be anathemaT" (Denz, n,1810; of. Denz. n.1789),

c. Thus, as Denzinger notes in its systematic index (i e), thiere are 
several declarations made by the Church according to which:

cl. divine revelation:
cla, frees reason from errors, enlightens and confirms it (cf, n,

1799; n.1807);
clb. fosters the certitude and purity of natural knowledge (cf, n, 

1786);
clc. is an infallible guide of philosophy (cf. n.1656; n.1681);
cld, is a negative norm of philosophy (cf. n.1714);
c2. not only the philosopher, but also philosophy iteelf is subject 

to the magisterium of faith (cf, nn.1674- et seq.; nn, 1692 et seq,; 
n.1656; n,1710; n.1714-; n.20 73; nn.2085 et seq.),

d. This last declaration is made against moderate rationalism in
the ’Syllabus’ of Pope Pius IX. where this proposition is condemned, to 
wit: "Since other is the philosopher and other is philosophy, the former
has the right and duty to submit himself to authority which he himself 
shall have proved to be true; but philosophy neither can, nor ought to, 
submit itself to any authority." (Denz, n,1710),.

dl. This would lead to what has been condemned by the Vatican 
Council as heretical, to wit: "Human reason is so independent that
faith cannot be bidden to it by God." (Denz. n. 18107; 

d2. This would mean that:
d2a, the formal motive of philosophical adhesion is not inferior to 

the formal motive of infused faith, to wit, the authority of God 
revealing,

d2b. and thus in the last ara'ysis the certitude of infused faith
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would be resolved into the natural evidence of the signs of revelation:

d2bl» not only materially and extrinsically - (which is true), 
d2b2. hut also formally and intrinsically - (which is false). 
d3. Thus:
d3a. human reason would he held as the supreme judge of the true 

and the false;
d3h. wherein lay the error of the semi-rationalists. Gunther and 

Hermes, and ad so of the modernists.

© •  M O O e  1-8 9 c

ARTICLE TWO.

DIVISION OF SACRED THEOLOGY.

24. DIVISION AND UNITY OE THEOLOGY: Sacred theology is divided on
several scores.,
A. Which divisions will he exposed hereunder (nn.25-28),

B. Thereafter it vd.ll he shown that these divisions do not induce 
specific diversity into sacred theology, hut that in spite of them it 
remains specifically one science (n.29),

25. DIVISION CY THE SCORE OP ITS STATE: Sacred theology is divided on
the score of its state into the THEOLOGY OP THE BLESSED and the 

THEOLOGY OP WAYFARERS,

A. The THEOLOGY OP THE BLESSED or the theology of heaven is the 
theological science of those who see the principles of sacred theology, 
ice. the hlessedo

a. In them sacred theology is still subalternate to their beatific 
knowledge.

h. But:
hi. since it is in continuation with its suhalternating science, 

it is in the perfect state of science. - as is optics when the 
opticist is together a geometrician,

B. The THEOLOGY OP WAYFARERS or the theology of the way is the 
theological science of those to whom the principles of sacred theology 
are still inevident« hut are wl.j “believed. - as in us in this 
life, in whom accordingly sacred theology is in an imperfect state, as 
said above.

26. DIVISION ON THE SCORE OP ITS METHOD AND MATERIAL OBJECT : Given
divine revelation and its infallible proposition by the Church, it 

is needful to defend the principles of faith, showing them to he 
contained in the deposit of revelation, - which is the work of 
POSITIVE THEOLOGY, which finds in the sources of revelation the truths 
to he believed. Afterwards sacred doctrine seeks some understanding
of the mysteries of faith thus found and collected, and also infers 
theological conclusions from them, - which is the work of 
systematic or SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY.

A. Given this division, sacred theology is thus divided:-
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Sacred
Theology

BIBLICAL

PATRISTIC

SYMBOLICAL

DOGMATIC

SCHOLASTIC
CASUISTRY

MORAL, to whieh 
are subalt ornate ASCETICAL

MYSTICAL

B n POSITIVE THEOLOGY- supposes revelation of, and faith in, the 
infallible magisterium of the Church and inspiration of sacred 
Scripture, and scientifically determines how such or such proposition 
is contained in the deposit of revelation or how it lies under the 
Church*s infallibility,

a, BIBLICAL THEOLOGY is that part of positive theology which 
critically determines as far as possible the propositions which can 
be gathered from the literal sense of the diverse books of sacred 
Scripture,

al. It is to be noted that biblical theology, since it is truly 
sacred theology presupposing faith:

ala, does not merely employ rational hermeneutics and heuristics 
as if the books of sacred Scripture were merely human works,

alb, but employs Christian and Catholic hermeneutics and 
heuristics, considering the sacred books as divinely inspired and 
committed to the Church to be guarded and exposed.

a2. Accordingly biblical theology produces an ordered collection 
of dogmatic texts and their exegesis and defence.

b 0 PATRISTIC THEOLOGY exposes the teaching of the Fathers, whose 
authority in the things of faith and morals is of the greatest weight 
and whose unanimous agreement offers to the theologian a certain 
argument.

bl. Patristic theology uses, but is not subordinate to, history,
b2. For it is not history, but is theology, which, as wisdom, 

uses inferior sciences,
o, SYMBOLICAL THEOLOGY is that part of positive theology which 

critically collects and interprets the *s.ymbols1 (creeds: v.g, the 
Apostles Creed, the Nicone Creed) of the faith and the definitions and 
declarations of* the Church, and of her condemnations,

C. SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY is sacred theology exercising its office 
of defending the principles of faith against those who deny them, by 
solving objections against the possibility of the revealed mysteries



or of their revelation, of seeking some understanding of these 
mysteries from analogy of natural things and from their inter
connection, and of inferring theological conclusions from them, - 
so that thus is constructed a genuine doctrinal edifice of the things 
of faith and morals.

a. This part of sacred theology is most necessary, for without 
it might be had indeed a collection of the diverse propositions
of faith, but they would not be ordered; rather they would all be 
proposed as if they were on the same level and of the same altitude and 
moment (v.g. what pertains to the Holy Trinity would appear of no 
greater eminence or moment than details concerning matrimony or the 
sacrament of penance),

al. It is the office of the wise to order, and therefore sacred 
theology. as it is a wisdom, ought to order all the things to be believed 
and all things connected therewith under those things which primarily 
and necessarily are of God under the reason of Deity.

a2. Thus the principle of all the ordering or systematization 
of theology is the true revealed notion of G-od himself, which is as it 
were the sun of the theological system,

a3. Therefore among the diverse theological systems, such as 
Thomism. Sootism, Molinism etc, that is the more truly theological 
which takes as the principle of the whole doctrinal ordering the 
highest and truest notion of God, and from it judges of all other 
questions, - and not from the standpoint of some special 
problem, v.g. the problem of human freedom, as Molinism tends to do.

a4. Lastly, among the higher and more universal systems, that 
achieves more fully the perfection of theological science, which 
primarily and necessarily considers God in himself or the intimate 
mystery of the supreme BEING, as does St Thomas,Tfor being is simply 
prior to good) - and not only God relatively to us or as GOOD 
and our ultimate end, as Augustinianism and Scotism tend to do,

b. Scholastic theology is subdivided into dogmatic and moral,
bl* DOGMATIC THEOLOGY is concerned about the things to be believed 

about God, the divine attributes, the Holy Trinity, the mysteries of 
creation, the Incarnation and Redemption, the Sacraments etc., 
which do not directly concern practice, but are more immediately the 
object of contemplation.

b2. MORAL THEOLOGY concerns the things pertaining to morals, to 
wit, human acts, laws, grace, virtues, the gifts of the Holy Ghost, 
sin, the active and contemplative Christian life,etc,, - every
thing being treated through relation to God under the reason of Deity, 
and indeed systematically,

b2a. Casuistic theology, ascetical theology and mystical theology 
are applications of moral theology.

b2b. Thus:
b2bl. CASUISTRY is its application to the solution of cases of 

conscience.
b2b2, ASCETICAL THEOLOGY teaches the way of Christian perfection 

to beginners and the proficient (i.e. to those who are in the purgative 
and illuminative ways, or in other words, to those who are in spiritual 
infancy and youth), i,e, it proposes the motives and practical means 
of active purification from sin and of progress in the virtues,

b2b3. MYSTICAL THEOLOGY teaches how Christians progress to the 
perfection of the Christian life (to wit, the unitive way, or spiritual 
maturity), especially through passive purification and under the 
influence of the gifts of the Holy Ghost, - treating also

25.
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secondarily of extraordinary graces which not infrequently accompany 
the highest contemplative union with G-od.

b2b3a. Thus, leading to the perfection of charity and of the 
contemplation of the mysteries, moral theology in its highest and 
ultimate part attains the object of dogmatic theology and, as it v/ere, 
the marrow of sacred Scripture and Tradition (i.e. of God*s word) 
wherefrom proceeds all theology,

b2b3b, Thus at last coincide the principle and the end, so that 
the circle of sacred doctrine is completed.

27. DIVISION ON THE SCORE OP ITS IMMEDIATE END: By reason of its
immediate end sacred theology is divided into DIDACTIC THEOLOGY 

and POLEMICAL THEOLOGY.

A. DIDACTICAL THEOLOG-Y intends to expose and demonstrate the 
revealed doctrine to the believer, and to infer conclusions therefrom,

B, POLEMICAL THEOLOG-Y intends to answer the objections of those 
who deny or doubt revealed truth.

28. DIVISION ON THE SCORE OP TIME: Theology is also divided into
theology OP THE OLD TESTAMENT and theology OP THE NEW TESTAMENT.

A. THEOLOGY OP THE OLD TESTAMENT:
a, exposes revelation about the Christ to come.
b. and deals with revelation still being progressively given*
B. THEOLOGY OP THE NEW TESTAMENT:
a. exposes revelation about the Christ already come,
b. and deals with common revelation already completed through 

Christ and the Apostles.

29. SPECIFIC UNITY OP SACRED THEOLOGY: Notwithstanding the foregoing
divisions, SACRED THEOLOGY REMAINS ONE SCIENCE BY LOWEST SPECIFIC 

UNITY. (Cf. I, q.l,.a.3).

A. Which is thus PROVED:

a. Unity of science, as of every power and habit, is taken from 
unity of formal reason of object, - since acts, habits and 
powers are specified from their formal object.

b. But sacred theology considers whatsoever it considers according 
as it is knowable through revelation, and therefore under one formal 
reason of object, to wit, under the formal reason of knowable through 
revelation, or REVEALABLE.

bl. For thus is sacred theology distinguished:
bla, on the one hand, from faith, which is about what is actually 

or formally revealed, and believed from the motive which is formal 
revelation,

bib, and on the other hand, from philosophical sciences, which are 
about what is knowable without revelation.

b2, ^Therefore sacred theology considers whatsoever it considers, to 
wit, God, creatures, morals, according as they fall under one formal 
reason of knowable, to wit, it considers them under the light of virtual 
revelation,

c. Therefore sacred theology is one science according to lowest 
species.

B. This same proof may be proposed rather from consideration of
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o. This specific unity of dogmatic and moral theology 

also appears from the object which is formally considered by theology, 
to wit, God under the reason of Deity.

cl. For Deity identifies in its eminence the formal reason of 
being which metaphysics considers in God and the formal reason of good 
which is considered by ethics. 

c2. Therefore:
c2a, whereas metaphysics and ethics are specifically distinguished 

from each other,
c2b» sacred theology, which formally considers Deity.admits in 

itself no such distinction.

d* Furthermore, sacred theology has its root in faith, which is 
eminently formally speculative and practical (cf. II-II, q.9, 
a.3), as also are the gifts of wisdom, understanding and knowledge,

e. Furthermore, the unity of sacred theology is beautifully 
preserved according as mystical contemplation, to which moral theology 
leads, returns to the loftiest mysteries which are considered 
speculatively in dogmatic theology, and to the intimate things of 
sacred Scripture and Tradition wherefrom proceeds the whole of the 
science of the faith.

E. From this it is manifest that the diverse parts of sacred 
theology, such as positive theology and scholastic theology, 
dogmatic theology and moral theology, are not subjective parts (a^ 
species beneath a genus), but are INTEGRAL parts (so to speak, as 
branches of the same science), (Cf. II-II, q.48, a.l).

ARTICLE THREE. 

METHOD OF SACRED THEOLOGY.

30.. SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN COMMON: The name Method* is derived from
‘metal (with) and Todos* (way), and accordingly is used to signify 

right way towards knowledge of truth.
A. Method in common, in order to be the right way to the knowledge 

of truth, ought to proceed gradually from what is more known to what is 
less known, nor is the same certitude to be demanded in all sciences.

B. But method is first divided into analytic (resolving, loosening 
back) method and synthetic (composing, putting together) methodf

a, ANALYTIC or inductive method ascends from composites to
simples (v.g, from compounds to elements or principles), from 
particulars to universals (v.g. from particular causes to the universal 
cause), - right to the most universal and prime understandables,

b. But SYNTIiETIC or deductive method descends from simples to 
composites (v.g, from elements or principles to compounds), from the 
more universal to the less universal (v.g. from the most universal 
agent to particular agents, from the most universal end to 
particular ends).

C. Thus:

a, by the employment of this twofold method:
al, we ascend in the inductive way from the object of experience
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which in our knowledge has priority to the first notions and first 
principles or to the first causes -which have priority according to them
selves;

a2. then from the supreme principles and causes are 
assigned, in the deductive way, the reasons and. causes cf the object 
of experience, which thus is rendered more understandable to us.

b. In which fashion is achieved SCIENCE or KNOWLEDGE OF THINGS 
THROUGH CAUSES.

c. So St Thomas writes:
cl. "According to the WAY OF DISCOVERY, through temporal things 

we arrive at knowledge of eternal things..
c2. "But in the WAY OF JUDGMENT we judge through the eternal 

tilings now known of temporal tilings." (i, q,79, a.9).
d. Thus, for example. in psychology:
dl, from the facts which we experience about man we arrive at 

this, that man is formally constituted from a soul or vital principle 
which has forms immaterially (i.e. intellectually);

d2. then from this truth we deduce that man is formally 
constituted from a spiritual soul, which arises only by immediate 
creation, which is immortal. which enjoys will. and indeed enjoys 
will having appetite for beatitude and enjoying freedom of choice,

- so that the experienced facts about man (v.g. his observed 
acts) are explained from his natural desire for beatitude and his 
freedom of choice.

D. But:

a. Now the SPECIAL METHOD of some science is determined from 
the object which it is to know and from the reason whcreunder it is to 
be known,

al. as every movement is specified from the terra whereunto it 
tends.

a2. Thus the method of physics is more experimental or inductive 
than is the method of mathematics, because the object of physics is 
less abstract from sensibles.

b. Moreover, when it is question of diversity of method, 
distinction must be made between two genera of sciences, to wit, 
SUBALTERNATE sciences and SUBALTEKNATIMG sciences.

bl, "For there are certain (sciences) which proceed from 
principles known by the natural light of intellect, as arithmetic and 
geometry, and the like;

b2. "but there are certain (sciences) which proceed from 
principles known by the light of a higher science, as perspective" 
(i.e. optics) "proceeds from principles made known through geometry, 
and music from principles known through arithmetic." (I, q.l, a.2).

31. METHOD OF SACRED THEOLOGY: But sacred theology is subalternate.
by medium of divine faith, to God*s science, as said above (n.12).
- for "just as music believes the principles delivered to it 

by arithmetic, so sacred doctrine believes the principles revealed to 
it by God." (i, q.l, a.2),

A, Therefore the method of sacred theology IS PRINCIPALLY THE 
METHOD FROM AUTHORITY:

a, f°r it argues principally from the authority of God revealing;
b. but it uses other arguments instrumental!y. as a superior 

using an inferior.

B. Which St Thomas thus explains: "To argue from authority is 
most proper to this doctrine, because the principles of this doctrine are
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had through revelation, and thus credence must be given to the 
authority of those to whom the revelation has been made. Nor does 
this derogate from the dignity of this doctrine,* for although the 
proof from authority which is based on human reason is the weakest, 
nonetheless proof from authority which is based upon divine revelation 
is the most efficacious,

a, "However sacred doctrine uses also human reason, not indeed 
to prove faith - for through this the merit of faith would be 
eliminated, - but to manifest some other truths
which are delivered in this doctrine. For since grace does not 
eliminate nature, but perfects it, it must needs be that natural 
reason subserve faith, just as also the natural inclination of the 
will ministers to charity. Wherefore also the Apostle says: 
bringing into captivity every understanding unto the service of 
Christ.’ (II Cor. 10,5).

b, "And thence it is that sacred doctrine uses also the 
authorities of philosophers, where they have been able to know truth 
through natural reason; as Paul quotes a saying of Aratus: ’as also 
certain of your poets have said: We are the offspring of God,’ (Acts 
17,28). But nevertheless sacred doctrine employs such authorities 
as extraneous, and probable, arguments.

c. "But the authorities of canonical Scripture it uses properly, 
arguing from necessity.

d. "But (it makes use) of the authorities of other doctors of 
the Church, as arguing from proper (sources), but 'probably. For our 
faith rests upon the revelation made to the Apostles and the Prophets, 
who wrote the canonical books, but not upon revelations, if any such 
there be, made to other doctors," (l,q.l, a,8, ad 2).

C. Thus, as Cajetan explains (in I, q.l, a.8)

from divine authorities of sacred Scripture and Tradition, 
as from PROPER and NECESSARY sources.

from the authority of the Doctors, as from PROPER and PROBABLE 
sources.

as from EXTRANEOUS and PROBABLE sources, 
if they are considered simply.

from natural or 
metaphysical reasons

as from PROPER and sometimes NECESSARY 
sources (to wit, for inferring a 
theological conclusion, but not for 
demonstrating the intrinsic possibility 
and existence of supernatural 
mysteries), if they are considered as 
handmaidens of sacred theology according 
as natural reason as handmaiden of 
theology is elevated and illuminated by 
the supernatural light of faith under 
which theology proceeds.

from authorities of philosophers, as from EXTRANEOUS and 
PROBABLE sources.

Sacred
theology
argues

D* Accordingly theological sources are commonly divided thus:-
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Sacred Scripture.

Either
PROPER
and
then

Theological
sources are

Either 
APODICTIC,
which are

Divine Tradition.

Authority of the 
Catholic Church
exerci sed

either through her ordinary 
teaching office.

Or through ecumenical 
councils.

Or PROBABLE, 
which are

Dr
rSXTRANEOUS, 
and then

Authority of the Roman Pontiff. 

Authority of the Fathers.

Authority of scholastic theologians,

r—Natural reasonc
Either
APODICTIC, 
which are

History, as it is certain.

Or PROBABLE , which is authority of philosophers,

32. CONSTRUCTION OF DOCTRINAL ’CORPUS1: By an analytioo-synthetic 
method, exposed in the treatise on theological sources, is 

constructed from authorities a doctrinal \corpus•,

A. For sacred theology, in order to argue rightly from the divine 
authority, must:

a. defend this authority against the objections of adversaries,
b. explain the notions of the revealed realities,
c. order the diverse revealed truths.,
d. and deduce conclusions from these truths.
B e But:
a, in this work theology uses an analytico-synthetic method,
b. and by means thereof constructs a theological doctrinal ’corpus*.
C. For:
a. POSITIVE THEOLOGY employs chiefly the analytic or inductive 

method, which proceeds grads ' ly from the composite to the simple, 
from the less universal to tne more universal (cf. n033);

b, while on the contrary SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY uses more especially 
the synthetic or deductive method (clY n,34),

33. METHOD OF POSITIVE THEOLOGY: Positive theology, whether biblical, 
patristic or symbolic, aims at drawing from the sources of 

revolation all the truths which are to be believed.
A, Therefore:
a. it inductively or analytically collects from the diverse texts 

of sacred Scripture and the documents of Tradition dogmatic 
propositions wherefrom it is manifest that the mysteries of the Holy 
Trinity, of the Incarnation, or the Redemption, of the Church, of
the Eucharist etc, have been revealed by God himself.

b. But the particular laws of the met hot. of positive theology are
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exposed in the treatise ’On Theological Sources1.

B. This treatise !0n Theological Sources ’ : 
a, positively presupposes divine revelation, 
t>. and under the light of faith explains:
hi. rules for discerning the literal sense of sacred Scripture 

"wherefrom alone argument can he drawn," (I, q.'l, a.10, ad l);
h2, rules for discerning among traditions. Divine Tradition, which 

also contains revealed truths, and for determining its true meaning;
h>3. rules* for discerning what authority is to he assigned to 

teachings'of the Fathers, or of theologians, decisions of sacred 
congregations« and of particular councils:

b4, rules for determining in what sense exactly are to he taken 
solemn definitions of the Church and propositions condemned under 
diverse notes;

h5. rules according to which positive theology ought to use history.

34. METHOD OP SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY: Scholastic or systematic theology
as said above (n,32, C), uses chiefly the synthetic or deductive 

method, which proceeds from the simple and universal to the composite 
and particular, and from principles to conclusions.

A. Wherefore:
a. first, it speculatively defends the authority of God revealing,
b. next, it speculatively explains the revealed truths, and 

safeguards them from heretical or erroneous misunderstandings,
c« then it draws conclusions from them, and synthetically 

orders everything by proceeding from simpler and higher things, to wit, 
from God one and trine, to creatures in general and in special, 
and to the actions of creatures through relation to God.

B. Thus it considers all things according as they proceed from 
God and are ordered towards God0

C. Metaphysics, on the contrary, considers creatures before 
ascending to God, and ascends gradually from sensible things to spiritual 
tilings and ultimately to the Prime Cause.

a. For:
al. the formal object which metaphysics considers, or its subject, 

is being forasmuch as it is being,
a2, wherefore it considers God forasmuch as he is the cause of 

being, and therefore the supreme being,
a3, taking accordingly, as it were, a "worm’ s eye view" of God.
b. Thus the ’Physics’ of Aristotle is the way to the metaphysical 

consideration of God, which is found at the end of his ’Metaphysics*.
c. Whereas sacred theology:
cl, takes, so to speak, a "God’s eye view" of reality and of creatures, 
c2, being"as it were, a certain impression of the divine science" 

in us_. (I, q.l, a*3, ad 2)„
D. Nevertheless systematic or scholastic theology makes use also of 

analysis, in the explanation and defence of the revealed things, before 
it deduces conclusions, when it is determining, for example, what is a 
person in the Holy Trinity and in the Incarnation, what is the real presence 
of Christ’s body in the Eucharist, what is revelation, what is grace,
what is charity etc.

a. This theological analysis itself proceeds according to a special 
method, to wit, the method of analogy which attributes to God and to 
supernatural realities the perfections, stripped of imperfections, which 
are participated by created natures. (Cf, I, q.13). 

al. Thus:
ala, divine wisdom is known from the analogy of created v/isdom,
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alt>, divine providence from the analogy of our prudence, 
ale. the Trinity of Persons from the analogical notion of relation* 
a2. Thus through analogy scholastic theology arrives at some 

understanding of the mysteries, "before deducing theological conclusions 
from them,

b. But the particular rules for the right theological use of natural 
reason and of the authority of philosophers are exposed in the treatise 
'On Theological Sources ' . (Cf, Melchior Cano : Loco 8 et 9j.

35. TREATISE 'ON THEOLOGICAL SOURCES1: Accordingly the treatise 'On
Theological Sources' exposes the method of the whole of sacred theology 

and positively presupposes divine faith regarding Christ's divine mission and 
about the infallibility of the Church in proposing revelation.

A. This treatise is accordingly placed among the treatises 
introductory to sacred theology, - being the last part of initial 
or Fundamental Theology, and already, like special theology, arguing from 
revelation,

B. Whereas the earlier parts of Fundamental Theology, to wit, 
APOLOGETICS:

a. which defend the existence of revelation itself and the 
infallibility of the Catholic Church,

b, accordingly cannot argue positively from Catholic faith.

ARTICLE FOUR.

ORDER OF SACRED THEOLOGY.

36. COMMANDING PRINCIPLE OF THIS ORDER: The right order of sacred
theology as didactically exposed is determined or commanded by the 

very definition or nature of sacred theology itself, or in other words, 
by its formal object (or subject).

A. But:
a, the formal object of sacred theology, as said above (n.9), is 

GOD UNDER THE REASON OF DEITY AS FALLING UNDER VIRTUAL REVELATION,
b. so that sacred theology is defined: SCIENCE OF GOD UNDER THE 

REASON OF DEITY PROCEEDING UNDER THE LIGHT OF VIRTUAL REVELATION: or 
more briefly: SCIENCE WHOSE SUBJECT IS GOD. (Cf. n.15).

B. Therefore in sacred theology or "the doctrine of faith:
a. "which considers creatures only in relation to God, 
al, "first is the consideration of God,
a2, "and thereafter of creatures.
b, "And thus it is more perfect, as more like God's knowledge,

who knowing himself, beholds other things," (Con.Gent., II, 4), -
for sacred theology is "as it were, a certain impression of the divine 
science," (I, q.l, a,3, ad 2).

C. But sacred theology, since it is wisdom, ought to examine and 
defend and manifest its own principles, and also ought to expose the 
sources wherefrom it draws its principles; wherefore to special theology,
which explains the mysteries in special, there ought to be prefaced 
INTRODUCTORY or FUNDAMENTAL THEOLOGY, consisting of two parts, to wit: 

a* APOLOGETICS or apologetic theology, which vindicates the 
existence of divine revelation and the infallibility of the Catholic 
Church which proposes the revealed principles;

b. And THEOLOGY OF SOURCES or the treatise 'On Theological Sources'.
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37. ORDER OP SPECIAL THEOLOGY: Accordingly, special theology:

A. Ought to proceed according to the following order :-
a. First, it ought to deal with GOD IN HIMSELF.
b. Next, it ought to deal with GOD considered RELATIVELY TO 

CREATURES: and indeed:
hi. In the first Diace, with GOD as he the principle WHERi&RQM 

CREATURES PROCEED.
h2. In the second place, with GOD as he is the term WHEREUNTO 

CREATURES TEND; and indeed:
~b2a, initially, with GOD as he is FINALISING THE MOVEMENT OF 

CREATURES TOWARDS HIMSELF;
b2b» next, with GOD as he is REPARATIVE OF CREATURES UNTO THEIR 

MOVEMENT TOWARDS HIM:
h2c. lastly, with GOD as he is REMUNERATIVE OF CREATURES 

ACCORDING TO THEIR ATTAINMENT OF HIM.

B, This is indeed the order followed by St Thomas in the ,Surana 
Theologiae*•

38. SCHEMATIC CONSPECT OF THE 'WHOLE OF SACRED THEOLOGY: Accordingly
the order of the whole of sacred theology may be thus exposed

APOLOGETICS

Fundamental

THEOLOGICAL SOURCES

Sacred
Theology AS ONE

GOD IN HIMSELF

Special

AS TRINE 

GOD THE SOURCE OF CREATURES

GOD
RELATIVELY
TO
CREATURES GOD FINALISING CREATURES

GOD THE TERM 
OF CREATURES GOD REPARATIVE OF CREATURES

GOD REMUNERATIVE OF CREATURES

39. ORDER OF PROCEDURE OF THEOLOGICAL SCIENCE: Therefore this exposition
of theological science will proceed according to the following order:-



A. FUNDAMENTAL THEOLOGY;
a, Apologetics.
b. Theological sources.

B. GOP IN HIMSELF ;

a, God as one according to nature.
b. God as trine according to person.

G. GOD RELATIVELY TO CREATURES :

35.

a. AS THEIR SOURCE; God as he creates and elevates**

b. AS THEIR TERM:

bl. GOD FINALISING CREATURES (especially man) : 

bla, God as nan's ultimate end. 
bib. The means to this end:

blbl. These means in common:
blbla. Human acts.
blblb. Virtues and Gifts of the Holy Ghost,
blblc. Sin.
blbld. Lav/.
blble. Grace.

blb2. These means in special:
blb2a. Theological virtues, 
bib2b, Moral virtues. 
blb2c. Charismatic gifts. 
blb2d. States of life.

b2. GOD AS REPAIRING CREATURES (especially man) :
b2a, Christ the Saviour* 
b2b. Mariology, 
b2c. The Church, 

b2d. The sacraments.

b3. GOD AS REGARDING CREATURES (especially man)
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36*

SACRED THEOLOGY CONSIDERED IN ITS HISTORY.

40. ORDER OP PROCEDURE: This brief consideration of the history of
sacred theology will expose:

A* First, the history of sacred theology,••»••••,•••Article one,
B. Secondly, the principal Fathers and theologians,.Article two.
C» Thirdly. the Doctors of the Church...... ..Article three.
D, Fourthly, the general or ecumenical councils.....Article four.
E. Fifthly, the principal h e r e s i e s . . A r t i c l e  five.

•»

ARTICLE ONE. 

HISTORY OF SACRED THEOLOGY.

41* OUTLINE OF HISTORY OF THEOLOGY: We shall note here only a few
things from the history of theology of which ignorance is not 

permissible.

A. In the history of theology generally throe periods are 
distinguished* to wit:

a. The PATRISTIC period, from the first to the eighth century, 
during which period theology is chiefly apologetic, polemic and positive.

b. The MEDIAEVAL period, from the eighth to the fifteenth century, 
when theology is mainly scholastic.

c. The MODERN period, from the sixteenth century onwards, during 
which the positive and critical functions of theology are most in 
evidence,

B. In each successive age the progress of theology is clearly seen, 
since, whatever period we take, a certain function of theology comes partic
ularly into prominence, according to the necessities of the times. In this 
evolution we have the manifestation of something that is truly providential.

42. THE PATRISTIC PERIOD: Thus in the Patristic period:

A, Theology is first apologetic (2nd century) for the conversion 
of the world from paganism to Christianity.

B, It afterwards becomes chiefly polemic in tone, being directed 
particularly against the heresies cropping up within the fold of the 
Church, and these heresies, such as Arianism, Nestorianism and Monophysitism, 
are concerned with the more important dogmas, such as the Trinity,
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Incarnation, and Redemption* Rheology must then defend the principles 
of faith from the very sources of revelation, namely, from Holy Scripture 
and tradition,

C* Thus theology gradually assumes the form which is called positive, 
that is, it gathers together the various points of revealed doctrine as 
contained in Holy Scripture and divine tradition.

D. But a systematic theology, combining all that is of faith and what 
is connected with it, so as to form one Body of teaching, did not yet 
exist in the patristic period, except in certain works of St. Austin and 
St. John Damascene,

43, THE MEDIAEVAL PERIOD: But in the second period, the Middle Ages, we
find systematic or Scholastic theology definitely established, which 

didactically and speculatively expounds and defends what is of faith, and 
which deduces from it theological conclusions.

A, Thus there is gradually formed a body of teaching which, though 
subordinate to what is strictly of faith, includes the science of theology, 
as it is commonly accepted in the Church, and which transcends, by reason 
of its universality and certainty, the various theological systems more or 
less in opposition to one another.

B. In this age the theological ,Summae* were written, which are so 
called because each is a complete treatise on all subjects pertaining to 
theology, and according as these various subjects are considered under the 
light of the higher principles of faith and reason.

44. THE MODERN PERIOD: But in the third, or modern, period, theology
again becomes chiefly both polemic and positive against the 

Protestants, and apologetic against the rationalists.
A, We may call this period critical or reflexive, and in this 

period, too, we see clearly the progress made in theology, since critical 
reflection normally follows direct knowledge. As St Thomas says: "Human 
reasoning, by way of seeking and finding, advances from certain things 
simply understood, namely, the first principles; and again, by way of 
judgment returns by analysis to first principles, in the light of which it 
examines what it has found," (I, q.79, a.8).

B. Thus in this third period, we find developing a more critical 
knowledge and defense, against Protestants and rationalists, of the very 
foundations of the faith or sources of revelation, namely, Holy Scripture 
and divine tradition, and as a result of this we have the fundamental 
treatises on revelation, the Church, the *de locis* (theological sources), 
this last being a scientific method of sacred theology.

45. THREE TIMES OP SPLENDOR: In this we readily see the progress made in
theology which, like a tree, grows and is perpetually renewed as a 

result of the more diligent efforts made in acquiring a knowledge of the 
sources, these being, as it were, the roots from which it proceeds.

A,. We should note in the history of theology three brilliant epochs, 
each following immediately the close of an ecumenical council.

a. Thus, after the First Council of Nicaea (325) against Arianism, 
in the fourth century and the beginning of the fifth century the greater 
Fathers of the Church flourished. In the East, in the Greek Church, we 
have St.Athanasius. St.Basil. St.Gregory of Nazianzen. St.Gregory of Nyssa. 
St.John Chrysostom, and St.Cyril of Alexandria. In the West we have 
St.Hilary, St.Ambrose. St.Jerome, St.Austin, and St,Leo the Great*.
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b. Similarly, in the second epoch, after the Fourth Lateran Council, 

held in the year 1215 against the Albigenses and Waldensians, the 
thirteenth century saw the rise of the great theologians St,Albert the Great, 
Alexander of Hales, St.Bonayenture, and St.Thomas.

c. '.Finally, the third brilliant epoch in the history of theology is 
at the time of the Council of Trent (1545-63), Even before this time there 
had been some celebrated theologians, such as Ca.ietan and Sylvester of 
Ferrara. and during the period of the council and afterward we have Soto, 
Bannez. Tolet, Medina, the Salmanticenses, John of St.Thomas, and Suarez
in speculative theology. But all these theologians are commentators of 
the ,Summa, of St.Thomas, even Suarez. although he pursues his own eclectic 
method. During the same period Cano, St.Robert Bellarmine, Natalis 
Alexander, and Bossuet are prominent in the art of controversy; and in 
exegesis we have Maldonatus. Cornelius a Lapide, and others.

B. In like manner, after the Vatican Council (1869-70) there is a 
revival of theology in the works of Joseph Kleutgen.S.J., Scheeben, Schwane, 
Hefeie: and in the revival of Thomism we have Sanseverino, Cornoldi.S.J..
Zigliara, Q.P.. and others. In several of his encyclicals, especially in 
the !Aetemi Patris1 (1879), Leo XIII highly recommends the doctrine of 
St.Thomas.

C, From the fact that these three golden ages of sacred theology 
fellow in the wake of ecumenical councils, it is seen how the Holy Spirit 
directs, by the living voice of the authoritative teaching of the Church, 
the progressive knowledge of dogmatic truths with regard to those matters 
that are of faith, and the progress of theology in questions subordinate 
to faith. For God, by His special providence, watches over His science, 
that is, theology, which in the strict sense is the science of God 
proceeding from divine revelation. On the other hand, in these throe 
generally accepted periods preparations were somehow made for the 
ecumenical councils then held by reason of the inquiries of the 
theologians during these times of preparation. Thus human labour is the 
disposing cause, and God assisting the Church teaching is the principal 
cause, of the progressive understanding of dogma in matters of faith, 
and also in consequence of this of the progress itself made in theology.

46, STAGES OF EACH PERIOD: It is to be observed that in each of these
three periods there is a time of preparation, a time of splendor, and 

a stationary time when compendiums and compilations make their appearance. 
Finally there is the period of more or less pronounced decline, as in the 
seventh, the fourteenth, and the eighteenth centuries,

A, In the time of splendor, the wonderful harmony in the various 
functions of theology is particularly in evidence, a harmony which the 
human mind cannot attain suddenly.

a. Generally speaking, during the time of preparation there are two 
tendencies to some extent opposed to each other, because of a certain 
excess in each case.

b. Some, for instance, exaggerate the necessity of speculation, as the 
Alexandrian school does; others devote themselves exclusively to the 
positive study of Holy Scripture, as the school of Antioch does.

c. Likewise, in the Middle Ages, in the twelfth century, Abelard, 
assigning too much to the role of reason, falls into many errors, while, on 
the other hand, several of the scho'l of St. Victor stress too much the 
mystic element and do not rely sufficiently upon reason,

B. Contrary to this, in the golden age, especially in the thirteenth 
century, the doctors succeed in effecting a marvelous reconciliation 
between the various functions of theology, which is then perfected in its
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positive, speculative, and even affective aspects. For we then see all 
the great theologians writing commentaries on Holy Scripture,* they have 
a profound knowledge of the teaching of the Fathers, and they are 
conspicuous for their wisdom or exalted perception of the mysteries that 
are most productive of fruit in the Christian life.

47. THE GOLDEN AGE: This we see is the case in the thirteenth century, in
which we detect notable differences as to genius, inclination, and 

method among the greater theologians.
A, Thus St.Bonaventure in his works is generally faithful to the 

teaching of St.Austin. His preference is for Platonic instead of 
Aristotelian philosophy, giving precedence to the will ever the intellect, 
and he devotes himself more to mystic contemplation than to speculative 
theology,

B, At the same time St.Albert the Great, who is profoundly versed in 
philosophical subjects, purges Aristotelian philosophy of the errors 
injected into it by the .Arabian commentators and accomodates it to the uses 
of theology as an instrument that is more precise and exact than 
Platonic philosophy,

C, Finally, 31. Thomas completed what St .Albert had begun.

a. He showed the value of the foundations of Aristotelian philosophy 
with regard to first ideas and first principles of reason, as also in 
determining the constitutive principles of both natural things and human 
nature.

al. Thus he determines more accurately what is the proper object of 
our intellect and hence what absolutely transcends our natural knowledge, 
and even the natural knowledge of any created intellect.

a2. Better, therefore, than any of his predecessors, St.Thomas 
distinguished between natural reason and supernatural faith, though he 
showed how they are interrelated.

a3. With wonderful logical order he expounded the various parts of 
theology according as it treats of God as He is in Himself, how all things 
proceed from Him, and how He is the final end of all things.

a4. Thus he collected all the theological material so as to form 
one body of doctrine, and this he did by a display of qualities rarely 
united in one individual, namely, with great simplicity as well as 
profundity of thought, and also with great rigor of logic as well as with 
a deep sense of the inaccessibility of the mystery.

b. Therefore his doctrine was praised in the highest terms by the 
Supreme Pontiffs.

bl. Leo XIII wrote as follows:
bla* "Among the scholastic doctors, the chief and master of all, 

towers Thomas Aquinas, who, as Cajetan observes, because fhe most venerated 
the ancient doctors of the Church, in a certain way seems to have 
inherited the understanding of them all.* The doctrines of those 
illustrious men, like the scattered members of a body, Thomas collected 
together and cemented, distributed in wonderful order, and so increased 
with important additions that he is rightly and deservedly esteemed the
special bulwark and glory of the Catholic faith.... .

bib, "Moreover, the Angelic Doctor pushed his philosophic conclusions 
into the reasons and principles of the things which are most comprehensive 
and contain in their bosom, so to say, the seeds of almost infinite truths, 
to be unfolded in good time by later masters and with a goodly yield. And 
as he also used this philosophic method in the refutation of error, he won 
the title to distinction for himself: that single-handed he victoriously
combated the errors of former times, and supplied invincible arms to rout 
those which might in after times spring up.

blc. "Again, clearly distinguishing, as is fitting, reason from faith, 
while happily associating the one with the other, he both preserved the
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rights and had regard for the dignity of each; so much so, indeed, that 
reason, borne on the wings of Thomas to its human height can scarcely rise 
higher, while faith could scarcely expect more or stronger aids from 
reason than those which she has already obtained through Thomas,"

b2. In the same encyclical various testimonies of the Sovereign 
Pontiffs are quoted, and we would draw especial attention to the crowning 
point of these, which is the judgment of Innocent VI, who writes: "His
teaching above that of others, the canons alone excepted, possesses such an 
elegance of phraseology, a manner of statement, and a soundness in its 
propositions, that those who hold to it are never found swerving from the 
path of truth, and he who dares to assail it will always be suspected of 
error," (Innocent VI: Sermon on St.Thomas).

4-8, DECLINE OP SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY: After the thirteenth century
scholastic theology gradually begins to decline just as following 

the age of the greater Fathers, after the fourth and fifth centuries, we have 
that of the minor Fathers, from the sixth to the eighth centuries,

A. Already at the beginning of the fourteenth century, JOHN DUNS 
SCOTUS in many metaphysical questions recedes from the synthesis of 
St.Thomas and founds a new school, his disagreement from St.Thomas touching 
chiefly two heads:

a. Ho admits a new distinction, to wit, a formal-actual distinction 
from the nature of the thing, which would be intermediary between real 
distinction and mental distinction.

al. Thcmists indeed maintain that: 
ala, a distinction:
alal, either precedes the consideration of the mind, - and 

then it is real.
ala. 2, or does not precede it, - and then it is mental.
alb. Nor is any medium possible.

a2. Sometimes Scotus posits this formal distinction instead of the 
real distinction of St.Thomas: 

a2a. for example:
a2al. between created essence and be, 
a2a2. between the soul and its powers,
a2a3. between these powers (v.g, intellect and will) themselves; 
a2b. and thus he prepares the way for nominalism*

a3. But sometimes Scotus tends to exaggerated realism, forasmuch as 
he substitutes this formal distinction for St.Thomas* mental distinction: 

a3a, for example:
a3al, between the divine attributes,
a3a2. between the diverse metaphysical degrees in the same thing, 

v.g. between man and animal, between substance and being.
a3b. On this account being is conceived as univocal. for it is 

formally distinguished antecedently to the mind's consideration from the 
substance both of God and of the creature.

a3c. This new metaphysical doctrine is not, according to Thomists. 
devoid of danger of pantheism;

a3cl. for if created substance and divine substance are outside 
being, forasmuch as they would be formally distinguished from it on the 
part of thing, then they are nothing, because outside being there is 
nothing;

a3c2. and then being would remain one alone,
a4, Moreover, through the way of such formalism, scholasticism falls 

into subtleties and war of words,

b. VOLUNTARISM is another innovation introduced by Scotus
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bl. Thus:
bla. he holds that the distinction between the order of nature and 

the order of arace depends on the free choice of God, as if grace were 
not supernatural according to its essence but only in point of fact;

bib. by reason of the same voluntarism, he affirms that God could 
have established another natural moral law as regards duties among men, 
and thus he could revoke the precept prohibiting homicide and theft.

b2. Thus Scotus prepares the way for the contingentism and positivism 
of the fourteenth-century Nominalists.

33. About the same time, Roger Bacon, a prodigy of erudition though 
not free from rash opinions, speaks not infrequently in his writings with 
contempt of the philosophy of Aristotle, and endeavours to ridicule 
St. Albert and St.Thomas.

C* Thomas Sutton (d.1310) was one among others who in his 
conimentaries on the four books of the Sentences wrote in defence of 
St.Thomas against Scotus.

D. But Peter Aurcolus, Anthony Andrea and Richard Middleton took 
up the defence of Scotus’ doctrine,

E. Gerald of Bonn strove to reconcile the doctrines of the two 
schools.

P. Throughout the fourteenth century and in the early fifteenth 
century, scholastic theology gradually resolved itself into a war of 
words, railleries, and useless subleties.

a. The chief reason for this decline was the revival of nominalism, 
which maintains that universals are mere concepts of the mind or common 
names. Hence not even an imperfect knowledge of the nature of things 
can be acquired, whether of corporeal things or of the soul and its 
faculties, or the foundation of the natural law, or the essence of grace 
and the essential distinction between it and our nature,

b. Thus the advocates of nominalism deny the principle that the 
faculties, habits, and acts arc specified by the formal object. Where
fore nominalists, especially William Ockham, despising the sound and 
lofty doctrine of their predecessors, prepared the downfall of solid 
scholastic theology, and prepared for the errors of Luther, whose teachers 
in the schools of Wittenberg were nominalists.

49, REVIVAL FROM 'THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY: In the fifteenth century a
revival in scholastic theology began with John Caureolus, O.P., 

who is called the prince of Thomists, with Juan do Torquemada, O.P., 
who wrote the ’Sunoma de Ecclesia’, with Ca.jotan, O.P., the distinguished 
defender of Thomistic doctrine, who was practically the first in the 
schools to explain the ’Theological Summa’ of St.Thomas instead of the 
’Sentences’. In this same period we have Ferraricnsis, who wrote 
a series of commentaries on the ’Summa contra Gentes’,also Conrad Kollin,Q.P.

A. These last mentioned theologians prepared the way for the 
theology of modern times, which began with the sixteenth century,

a. Its first task was to refute the errors of this time, namely, 
Protestantism, Baianism, and Jansenism.

b. These attenuated, forms of Lutheranism deny the essential 
distinction between the order of nature and that of grace, and give a 
distorted notion of predestination and the divine motion.

B. Most prominent among the controversialists who labored to refute
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these errors are St,Robert Bellarmine, S, J ,, Cano and Bossuet.
C* Arnong scholastic theologians:
a* in the Dominican order we have Vi t tori a , Soto 9 Bannez, J ohn of 

St.Thomas and Genet ;

b, among the Carmelites we have the theologians of Salamanca, who 
wrote the best commentaries on the works of Ste Thomas c

c. In the Society cf Jesus we have Toletus, Suarez t Molina and Luno, 
who proposed a different interpretation of the Angelic Doctor*s teaching. 
Suarez, the eclectic, sought to steer a middle course between St.Thomas and 
Scotus, and receded less than Molina did from the Thomistic doctrine on 
predestination and grace-

D, Eminent in positive theology during this time are Petaviust 
Thomas sin. Comb of is,, and others-

50, EIGHTEENTH CENTURY DECLINE.: In the eighteenth century there was a
gradual decline in theology from its former splendor.
A. Yet we still have such Thcmists as Charles Rene Billuart and 

Cardinal Louis Gotti, who defended the teachings of the Angelic Doctor 
with clarit'f and soundness of argument $

B. St.Alphonsus Liguori, who wrote particularly on moral subjects, 
has received the title of Doctor of the Church,

51. RECENT REVIVAL: Finally, after the French Revolution and the
Napoleonic Wars, when pea.ee was again restored, the study of both 

positive and speculative theology gradually began to flourish, and later 
on a special incentive was offered for the advancement of theology by 
the Vatican Council in its condemnation of Positivism and agnosticism.
The fruits of this were seen in Modernism, condemned by Pius X . This 
Sovereign Pontiff, like LjooJ^III^ again highly recommended the study of 
St.ThomasT works and wrote: "Bui we warn teachers to bear in mind that
a slight departure from the teaching of Aquinas, especially in metaphysics, 
is very detrimental* As Aquinas himself says, *a slight error in the 
beginning is a great error in the end;'5,1 (Encyco Pa sc end i et Sacrorum 
Antistitum).

A, Also the Code of Canon Law enacts: "Let professors handle the
studies of rational philosophy and of theology and_the education of students 
in these disciplines uizfcerly according to rhe conceptualization, doctrine 
and principles of the Angelic Doc* ' and religiously cleave thereto,"
(Canon 1366, n,2jT

B, The same is enacted in the new law for the conferring of academic 
degrees promulgated by Pope Pius XI in the Encyclical ’Deus Sclentiarum 
Dominus’e

C0 Pope Plus XI recalls the forementioned prescription of Canon 1366 
in his Encyclical * Ad Catholic! Sacordqtii’ saying that for "a learning 
adequate to the requirements of the age,..,.. c.„ * there is required both 
instruction and education in scholastic philosophy 2according to the 
conceptualization, doctrine and principles of the Angelic Doctor,’" - 
this in the year 1935, t

D. Well known to all students of theology are the notable recent 
commentaries on the ’Surama Thoologiae‘written by Buonpensiere, Del Prado, 
Billot. Mattiussi, Jann sensT Pague ~Gar-rigou-Larrange, Ramirez and others, 
as well as innumerable monographs devoted to one or other of the doctrines, 
of St.Thomas.
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52. RECENT RE-ASSERTION OP THE VALUE OP THOMISM: All these - and

innumerable other - testimonies whether of Popes or of approved 
theologians to the value and necessity of adherence to, and profound study 
of, the doctrine of St.Thomas most manifestly proclaim its moment and 
significance.

A. Nevertheless, during the years immediately following the war of 
1939-1945, a certain number of writers, even Catholics, chiefly under the 
influence, or from the inspiration of Existentialism, have conducted a 
campaign for the abandonment of Thomism and even of scholastic theology 
and philosophy generally.

a. These writers object against St.Thomas:
al. First, that he, so to speak, tied down the content of divine 

revelation, or locked it up in, Aristotelic concepts, thus confining it 
-to a particular and closed or narrow and progressively outmoded philosophical 
system, whereby it is distorted or cramped. 

a2, Secondly:
a2a. either that Thomism is false, or at least inadequate to reality 

and to the life of the mind and to the moral life,
a2b, or at least that it is inacceptable to the mind of modern men.
b. To which it must be answered:
bl. First, that the philosophy of St.Thomas is not mere Aristotel- 

ianism, but is an infinitely superior synthesis wherein is contained 
indeed eminently what is valuable and true in the philosophy of 
Aristotle, synthesised with the most profound and illuminating intuitions 
of Plato and enriched with the developments elaborated by Plotinus, the 
great Denis, St.Austin and other great masters,

b2. Secondly, that the principles and concepts which St.Thomas 
employs for the explaining of the revealed doctrines are not merely 
Aristotelic (or Platonic), but are HUMAN, that is, connatural to the 
human intellect as it apprehends reality - it is merely accidental 
to such principles or concepts that they be first exactly expressed and 
formulated whether by Aristotle or by Plato or by Boethius or by any 
other.

b3. Thirdly, that Thomism is not a * system* as this word is used 
of other philosophical doctrines (v.g, subjectivism, materialism, 
idealism, positivism, etc,), that is, it is not a closed body of doctrine 
incapable of development consistent with its principles, but is, especially 
by reason of its doctrine of the analogy of being, an OPEN explanation of 
the real, capable of assimilating whatsoever newly discovered truth and 
of being developed coherently with its principles without limit, no newly 
discovered truth remaining outside its virtualities.

b4. Fourthly, that Thomism, profoundly, faithfully and adequately 
exposed, is the only philosophy which is acceptable to the unprejudiced mind 
of modern men.

B. Indeed Pope Pius XII writes in the year 1950:
a, "It is not surprising that the Church will have her future priests 

brought up on a philosophy which 'derives its conceptualization, doctrine 
and basic principles from, the Angelic Doctor’ (C.I.C., Can.1366, n.2).
One thing is clearly established by the long experience of the ages, 
that St.Thomas' philosophical system is an unrivalled method, whether for 
conducting the beginner through his early steps, or for the investigation 
of the most recondite truths; moreover, that his teaching seems to chime 
in, by a kind of pre-established harmony, with divine revelation 
no surer way to safeguard the first principles of the faith, and turn the 
results of later healthy developments to good advantage. Deplorable, that 
a philosophy thus recognized and received by the Church, should, in our 
day, be treated by some minds with contempt."" (Encyc, 'Humani G-eneris').

b. "The greatest stress must be laid on philosophy and theology 
'according to the conceptualization of the Angelic Doctor,' (C.I.C.,
Can.1366,n.2), with such additional matter as the needs and errors of
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advantage both to priests and people," (fMenti Nostrae*),

44.

ARTICLE TWO,

PRINCIPAL FATHERS AND THEOLOGIANS.

55, ORDER OP PROCEDURE: The following list of the chief Fathers and
theologians:

A, Will be divided thus:
a. Those of the Patristic period.
b. Those of the Mediaeval or scholastic period,
c. Those of the modern period,
d. Eastern theologians since the eleventh century*
B, The numeral placed after each name indicates the year of 

death or the year of publication of work.

54, PATRISTIC PERIOD: This period extends from apostolic times till
about the year 900, (Names underlined are * works *) •

A. APOSTOLIC FATHERS :
’Didache* or Doctrine of the A p o s t l e s . # 90- 100
St Clement of R o m e , o ........... t . 96- 97
Epistle of Barnabas...... 98 ? 130 ?
St Ignatius of Antioch,........................., 107
St Polycarp..........................   155- 156
Hermas (’Pastor1 ....... •, * 140- 155
St Papias,......        100 c
Epistle to D i o g n e t u s , 180- 220

B, FATHERS OF SECOND AND THIRD CENTURIES :

9 • * * *>

e f > 0 D t » # 8 I O 9 »

St Aristides*......
Ariston of Pella„.
St Justin.... .
S c Hegesippus0»
Tatian,................................
St Apollinarir.............  *.... .
St Theophilus of Antioch.......................*,
St Melito of Sardes...................... .
Miltiades.......................................
A thenagoras...................................
St Irenaeus.......................................
Serapio of Antioch,............................
Hermias................................... .
Minucius Felix.
Tertullian,.......................................
St Cyprian of Carthage,...........................

140 c 
150- 175 
163- 167 

180 
180 c 
178 c 
186 c 
190
192
193 
190 
211

?
220- 250

222 c 
258



C. THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS FROM SECOND TO FOURTH CENTURY:

45.

a. SCHOOL OF ALEXANDRIA :
St Pantaenus.........     200 c
Clement of A l e x a n d r i a . 211- 216
Heraclas............................   2
St Denis of Alexandria............................ 264- 265
Theognostus.  .......    281- 282
Origen. ....    254- 255
St Pierius..... ..................,.......   300 c
St Peter of Alexandria..............  311
Didymus of Alexandria.................   398
Rhodonus.........  *......   ?

b. SCHOOL OF ANTIOCH :
St Lucian...........    312
Diodorus of Tarsus........    394
Theodore of Mopsuestia................    428
Polychronius of Apamea........       430
Theodoret..........     458

c. SCHOOL OF ROME:
St Justin....................... .......•••••»••••• 165- 167
Tatian........................   180 c
Caius,...................     c
St Hyppolytus..........       235

D. FATHERS AND WRITERS OF THE FOURTH CENTURY:
a. H'T THE EAST :

al. ALEXANDRINES :

St Alexander of A l e x a n d r i a . 328 
St Athanasius..................................... 373
Didymus of Alexandria............   398
St Theophilus of Alexandria....................... 412
St Isidore of Pelusiunu..............  435

a2, SIRO-PALESTINIANS :
Eusebius of Caesarea.... . 340
St Aphraates (in Persia).......    345
St Ephrem*.........        373
St Cyril of Jerusalem,..........................   386
St Epiphanius..............     403
St John Chrysostom..... ..................   407
Theodoret of C y r e n e . & * 458

a3. CAPPADOCIANS :

St Basil.... ............     379
St Gregory N a z i a n z e n . 389- 590 
St Gregory of Nyssa.............................. 394

a4. ASIANS :

Nectarius of Constantinople, 
St Nilus of Sinai........ .

397 
427 o



Id. IN THE WEST :

46.

St Hosius of Cordova,
St Hilary of Poitiers..........
St Eusebius of Vercelli,.......
Lucifer of Cagliarie...........
St Optatus of Milevis..........
St A m b r o s e , •• 
Rufinus,»..,..o c,e,,..........,
Ambrosiaster.n......o......•»••
St Pactan.
St Jerome3 » 
St Austin., o » e o . ,  
St Paulinus of Nola............

357- 358 
367 

370- 371 
370- 371 

400 
397 
410 
584 

379- 592 
420 
430 
451

E. FATHERS AND WRITERS OF FIFTH AND SIXTH CENTURIES : 
a. IN THE EAST: 

al. ALEXANDRINES;
Synesius of Cyrene..... .....................   412
St Cyril of Alexandria............................. 444
Dioscorus of A l e x a n d r i a , 454
Ammonius»0,, »„ e. e c*....................       470 c
J oka Philoponus0     550 c
St Eulogius of A l e x a n d r i a . 607

a2. SYRO-PALESTINIANS:
Ibas of Edessa* 457
Nemesius of Emesa.....••••.••»..*»................. 450 c
Moses Chorenazus...............................   482 c
Pseudo-Denis,. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  500 o
Procopius of Gaza,...............................   • 529
Severus of Antioch..........      538
Aeneas of G a z a , ^ n • 530 c
St Anastasius of Antioch..................   599
Evagrius the Scholastic,......................   600 c

a3, ASIANS:

Macarius Magnes* ............................   410
Philostorgius.........       430 c
Theodotus of Ancyra.......         440 c
Socrates, ................................    450
Sozomene..................      450 c
St Gennadius of C o n s t a n t i n o p l e . 471 
Leontius of B y z a n t i u m . . 543 c
Justinian. Emperor..... .................   565
J ohn the Scholastic. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * • • •  577

b, IN THE WEST :
bl. IN ITALY AND AFRICA:

Paul of Milan,.....................................  420 c
Marius Mercator,..........................   432 c
Sedulius,...................................  430 c
St Peter C h r y s o l o g u s 450 c
St Leo the G r e a t . 461
B o e t h i u s * .... ... 0....... ............... 525 c
St F u l g e n t i u s . . o . . . ................... 535 c
Cassiodorus0 .................... 570 c
St B e n e d i c t , ...... .. t.............. 543
St Gregory the G r e a t . .........   604



b2, IN GAUL:

47.

Prudentius.....................   404 c
Sulpicius S e v e r u s 424- 425
Paulus Orosius........      418
St Cassian.........................   455
St Eucher of Lyons. 450- 455.'
St Prosper of Aquitaine,............           455 c
St Hilary of Arles.........   449
Evagrius........................................ 430
St Vincent of Lerins........    440 c
Salvian of Marseilles.............. f...... 470 c
St Patrick.......................      461 c
St Apollinaris Sidonius..........*.f • 489
G-ennadius....................     495 c
Claudius M a m e r t u s 473- 474
St Avitus of Vienne.... . 518
St Caesarius of Arles........................   543
St Germain,......................      576
St Gregory of T o u r s . 595- 594

F. WRITERS OF SEVENTH AND EIGHTH CENTURIES:
a. IN THE EAST :

Sergius I of Constantinople.... . . 638
St John C l i m a c u s . . 649 c
St Maximus Confessor.............     662
St Sophronius of Jerusalem...................   638
St Anastasius of Sinai...... ..................   700 c
St Andrew of Crete................     720
James of Edessa,.........   708
St Germanus I of Constantinople.... . 733
St John D a m a s c e n e . 749

h. IN THE WEST:
St Isidore of Seville...... 638
St Ildefonsus of Toledo..... ..............   667
St Theodore of Canterbury............. ...••••••• 690
St Bede............   735
Elipandus of Toledo.................   802 c
Felix of U r g e l , 816



55 SCHOLASTIC PERIOD: This period extends from about the year 900
till the time of the Council of Trent (1545-1563),

A. EORERUImIIERS OF SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY: (9th - 11th ..CENTURIES) :

48

Alcuin..............  304
Claudius of T u r i n , 830 c
St Agobard of Lyons........................   840
Amalarius of Metz..................   850- 851
Hayno of Halberstadt.............   853
Rhabanus Maurus,.........................      856
St Paschasius R a d b e r t u s . 865
Gottschalk.......................   869
Servatus Lupus Ferrariensis,..............   862 c
Aeneas of Paris..... .................   870
Ratramnus,...............     868
Scotus Erigena,.........   877
Hincmar of Rheims,................................. 882
Photius of Constantinople................    891- 898
Remy of Auxerre............     908 c
Ratherius of Verona.............................   974
Gezo Derton................................   984
Gerbert (Pope Sylvester II)...............    1003
Adelmann of Laon..... . 1061
St Peter Damian................      1072
Alboric..........         1088
Berengarius,....................   1088
Lanfranc..........          1089
Guitmund........................................... 1095

B* EARLY SCHOLASTICS: (12th CENTURY):

St Anselm.............................   1109
Roscellin...............     1120 c
¥illiam of Champeaux. .,•••••••.....  1122
Algerius of Laon........................   1131- 1132
Alberic of Rhiems...... ..........     1141
Hugh of St Victor...............     1141
Peter Abelard..............   1142
Honorius of Autun.•••••••••••••••••••.••«••»•>...•> 1150 c
Robert of Melun*.............    1167
St Bernard..............   • 1153
Gilbert de la Porree,.......................   1154
St Peter the V e n e r a b l e . 1156 
Peter L o m b a r d . 1160
Richard of St Victor...........     1173
Roland Bandinelli (Pope Alexander III)•...•»•.••••• 1181
Ognibene (Omnibonus)..............   1185
Peter Cccmestor..................   1179
Peter Cantor........       1190 c
Alan of L i l l e . 1203 
Peter of P o i t i e r s . 1205 
Pope Innocent III.......  ......*........ 1216
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C* SCHOLASTICS OF THE GOLDEN AGE (l3th CENTURY TO TRENT) :

DOMINICANS FRANCISCANS OTHERS

Roland of Cremona 1259 Alexander of Robert of Ccurcon 1218
Vincent of Beauvais 1264 Hales 1245 Stephen Langton 1228
St Albert 1280 J ohn de la William of Auxerre 1231
St Thomas Aquinas 1274 Rochelle 1245 J ohn the Teuton 1245
Peter of Tarantaise 1277 Robert William of Auvergne 1248
Ulric of Strasburg 1277 Grosse-tete 1253 Robert Sorbon 1274
Robert Kilwardby 1279 St Bonaventure 1274 Siger of Brabant 1282
Giles of Lessines 1304 Roger Bacon 1294 Henry of Ghent 1293
John of Paris 1306 Peter Olivi 1298 Godfrey of Fontaines 1306
Herve of Nedellec 1323 Richard Giles of Rome 1316
J olin E ckhar t 1327 Middleton 1307 John of Viterbo 1308
Durand of St John Duns Scotus 1308 William of Bologna 1317
Pourcain 1534 Peter Auriol 1322 Augustinus

John of Naples 1336 Francis de Triumphus 1328
Peter Paludanus 1342 Meyronnes 1327 Marsilius of Padua 1343
Robert Holcot 1349 J ohn of Bassclis 1335 John Bacon 1346
John Tauler 1361 William Ockham 1350 Gregory of Rimini 1358
Henry Suso 1366 Peter of Aquila 1361 Thomas of Strasburg 1357
John Dominici 1419 John Ruysbroeck 1381
John Caoreolus 1444 Peter of Alliacum 1420
St Antoninus 1459 John Gerson 1429
Turrecremata 1468 Raymond Sabundae 1437

Nicholas de
Tudeschis 1445

Nicholas Cusa 1462
Denis the

Peter of Pergamo 1482 Carthusian 1471
Didaous of Deza 1523 Thomas a Kemp is 1471
Sylvester of James of Valence 1490
Ferrara Gabriel Biel 1495
(Ferrariensis) 1528

Thomas de Vio
(Cajetan) 1534

J ohn Driedo 1555 John Eck 1543
Conrad Kallin 1536 i Albert Pighius 1542

!



56. MODERN PERIOD: This period extends from the Council of Trent (1545-1563)
until our own day.

] ... .
DOMINICAN'S JESUITS

Francis of Vittoria 1546 | James Laynez 1565
Ambrose Catharinus 1553 De Ledesma 1575
Melchior Cano 1560 Maldonatus 1583
Dominic Soto 1560 Saimeron 1585
Peter Soto 1563 De Ribera 1591
De Medina 1581 Francis Toletus 1596
Louis of Granada 1588 St Peter

Canisius 1597
Luis de Molina 1600
Gregory de
Valentia 1603

Dominic Bannez 1604 Gabriel Vasquez 1604
Francis Suarez 1617
St Robert

De Lemos 1629 Bellarmin 1621
Leonard Lessius 1623
Martin Becanus 1624

Alvarez 1635 Adam Tanner 1632
Giles Conninck 1633
P. Papuan 1635
Cornelius

a Lapide 1637
Claude

Dominic Cravina 1643 Tiphanius 1641
John of St Thomas 1644 De Ripalda 1648

Denis Petau
Louis Chardon 1657 (Petavius) 1652

James Sirmund 1651
Xantes Mariales 1660 John de Lugo 1660
Francis Arauxo 1664 Raynaud 1663
Contenson 1674 Roderick de
T* Vallgomera 1665 Arriaga 1667
Passerini 1677 Pallavicini 1667
Francis Combefis 1679 H P Busenbaum 1668
Gonet 1681 Sylvester
Anthony Goudin 1695 Maurus 1687

Anthony Massoulie 1706 Gonzales 1705

Dominic Viva 1710

Alexander Natalis 1724

Hyacinth Serry 1738 Cienfuegos 1735
Vincent Gotti 1742 Gabriel Antoine 1743
Charles R. Billuart 1757

Bernard de Rubeis 1775 !
V/irceburgenses

i!

OTHERS
Alphonsus de Castro 1558
Ruard Tapper 1559
Andrew de Vega 1560
St John of the
Cross 15931

William Estius 1613
Du Perron 1618
St Francis de Sales 1622

Nicholas Ysambert 1642
Dubois (Sylvius) 1649

Francis Hallier 1659

Isaac Habert 1668
S almanti censi an s 3 631-

Mastrius
1704
1664

Thomassin c.1695
Sfondrati 1696
De Tillemont 1698
Aguirre 1699
Bossuet 1704
Nor is 
Mabillon 1707
Ruinart 1709
Claude Frassen 1711
Charles Chardon 1711
Fenelon 1715
Daniel Huet 1721
Toumely 1729
Peter Lebrun 1729
E, Martene 1739
Pope Benedict XIV 1758
Thomas de Charmes 1765
Laurence Berti 1766
J.D. Mansi 1769
Peter Collet 1770
Eusebius Amort 1775
Bailerini Brothers 1769,
Legrand

1781
1780

St Alphonsus 1787



DOMINICANS JESUITS OTHERS

Thomas Zigliara 1893

A#de Poulpiquct 1915

Norbert Del Prad* 1920
R#Schultes 1927
Edward Hug#n 1929
HtBuonpensiere 1929Ambrose Gar dell 1931
P̂ L̂ Mairtage 1931
Dominic Prymmer 1931
A , Lcmonnyer 1932
F,Marin»Sola 1932
MeRolandwGossolin 1934
Frietoff 1939
H.Morkelbach 1940
P§FtCeuppens 1955

Gury 1866

J#Perrong 1876
Ballerini 1881
J .Kleutgen 1863R*Cereia 1886
J4BtFranzelin 1886
CfPassaglla 1887

T| de Regnon 1893
J^Corluy 1896
W|¥ilmers 1899
Genioot 1900
C#Mazzglla 1900
J.B^Tgrrien 1903
Lfde San 1904
S#Schiffini 1906
DfPalmiori 1909H|Hyrtor 1914
A.Lehmkuhl 1918
H#Noldin 1922
Christian Pesch 1925
H|Digckmann 1928
L,Fonck 1929
X4M#1q Bachelet 1929
LjBillot 1931
GjMattiussi 1926
M|de la Taille 1934
F#Ehrlg 1954
AfVgrmeersoh 1935
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N.S. Bergier 1790
C* Regnier 1790
Martin Gerbert 1793
Hyacinth Gerdil 1802
J,A. Moehler 1838
Henry Klee 1840
F . L, Liebermann 1844
L,de Bonald 1840
James Balmes 1848
De Lamennais 1854
J.B.Bouvier 1854
P, Gerbet 1864
J.B.Malou 1864
Gousset 1866
L.Bautain 186?
N*J*Laforet 1872
J#P.Migne 1875
J,M*AfGinoulhiao 1875
Pie 1880
HtDgnzinger 1880
A.Deschamps 1886GfMare 1887
Schegben 1888FfHgttinger 18 9Q

*̂3̂  Newman 1890
J4B# Heinrich isetD,Annibalg 1892
J» Schwane 1892
CtJtHefele 1893
BfJungjnann 1895
Alfred Vacant 1901
P§Schanz 1905H4Schell 1906
Agrtnys 1915
Laurence Janssens 1925
Ĵ Tixeront 1925
P.Battifol 1929G,J gYfaff elaert 1931
AfTanquerey 1932

E.Dublanchy 1938



57. EASTERN THEOLOGIANS SINCE ELEVENTH CENTUPX: The chief theologians of
the Eastern Church from the eleventh century onwards have been:

A. IN THE MIDDLE AGES: - -
Simon the Theologian.    • • 1040
Michael Psellus. .........   1078
Theophylactus,.....................   1090 c
Eustratius Nicaenus..... ..................   1117 c
Eutymius Zi gab onus........................   1120 c
Nicholaus Metonensis...........................   1165 c
Nicetas Maronensis. ..........     1166 c
Nicetas Achominatus (Choniates)..................»••.•» 1210 c
Gregorius A b u l f a r a g i u s . 1286 
Georgius C y p r i u s . 1220 c
Joannes Veccus............ ............   1296
Maximus Planudes.............   1510 c .
Georgius Metochita,.................................... 1528

3* PALAMITES (i.e. Eastern Quietists following Gregory Palamas):
Gregorius Palamas.............................. ........ 1560
Nilus G a b a s i l a s . 1565 
Nicholaus C a b a s i l a s . 1571 
Theocihanes N i c a e n u s . 1581
John VI Cantacuzenus, Emperor...................   1585
Manuel II Palaeologus, Emperor.•••••...... ••••••••••••• 1425
Symeon Thessaloniconsis.•••••••••••••••••••••••..»•••». 1429
Josephus Byrennius.... ................. ••••••••••••••• 1455
Marcus Eugenicus. .............................. .•••..*• 1444
Gennadius II (Georgius Scholarius). . . . . . . . . . . 1 4 6 8  c

G. ANTIPALAMITES:

Barlaamus Calaber..••••.....    1548
Nicephorus Gregoras.......   ••••••••••••• 1559 c
Demetrius Cydonius.....................................  1400
Joannes Cyparissiota,......   1400 c
Manuel Calecas, O.P,••••••••••••.•••••••••..••••••....  1410
Gregorius Mammas.•••••...... .........•••.•••.......   1459
Cardinal J. Bessarion....... .........•••••••......   1472
Georgius Trapezuntius............•••»••••••••••«......   1485

D. IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY:

Manuel Corinthius..... .............   .•••••••• 1551
Maximus Haghiorita,.......................   1556
Jeremias II, Patriarch of C o n s t a n t i n o p l e . • 1595
Meletius Pigas.... ...................................   1601
Gabriel S e v c r u s . 1616

E, LEANING TOWARDS PROTESTANTISM.-

Cyrillus L u c a r i s . 1658
Theophylus Corydallaeus...............
Zacharias Gerganus.............••••••...... .*..••••••••
J oannes Caryophyllus..........   •••••
Maximus Callipolita.
Metrophanes Critopulus...........................    1639

52.



CONTROVERSIALISTS:

53,
F.

Georgius C o r e s s i u s . 1641
Petrus Moghilas.............................   * 1646
Meletius Syrigus.............      1667
Paidius L i g a r i d e s . 1678
Dosithaeus,...............    1707
Joannicius Lichudes. ................................ 1717
Sophronius Lichudes........   1730

G. GREEK CATHOLICS :

Petrus A r c u d i u s , 1633 
J.Matthaeus C a r y o p h y l l u s * 1633
Leo Allatius.••••••....   1669
Demetrius P e p a n u s . 1667 o

H. SINCE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY:

Vincentius Damodus,................................. 1752
Eustratius Argentis.................................
Eugenius Bulgaris,.................................. 1806
Theoolitus Pharmikides,............................. 1860
Constantinus Oeconomus...... . 1857
Andronicus Dcmetrakopulus........................... 1872
Nicolaus Damalas,............     1892
Papadopulus Kerameus................................ 1912

ARTICLE THREE.

DOCTORS OF THE CHURCH.

58» NOTION OF DOCTOR OF THE CHURCH: The title of ’Doctor of the Church1
was instituted by Pope Boniface VIII (d.1303).

A, This title is bestowed by the Roman Pontiffs on certain of her 
members who have been conspicuous by their orthodox doctrine, their 
more eminent theological science and their sanctity.

B. Accordingly, those who are honoured with this title are proposed 
as having a special authority in things pertaining to sacred theology.

59, CATALOGUE OF THE DOCTORS: To the present twenty-nine doctors of the
Church have been proclaimed , to wit:
A. AMONG THE FATHERS :
a, MAJOR PATRISTIC DOCTORS :
al. THE FOUR GREAT LATIN DOCTORS: 1,

St Ambrose (333-397), v
St Jerome (347-419), having special authority on holy Scripture 
St Austin (354-430), having special authority regarding grace. 
St Gregory the Gre$.t (Pope Gregory I) (540-604).



THE FOUR GREAT GREEK DOCTORS:

St. Athanasius (295-575).
St. Basil (330-37S).
St. Gregory Nazianzen (330-590). 
St. J chn Chry so stem (344-407).

b. MINOR 14.TigSTIC DOCTORS:

St. Hilary cf Poitiers (315-368),
St. Ephi'on (306-373).
St, Cyril of Jerusalem (313-386).
St. Cyril of Alexandria ( ? - 444).
St. Peter Chrysclogus (406-4-50).
St. Leo the Great (Pope Lee I) (390-461). 
St. Isidore of Seville (560-636).
St. John Damascene (675-749).

B* PC ST -TAPIR 1ST IC DOCTORS :

St. Bede (675-735).
St. Peter Daman (1007-1072).
St. Anselm (1033-1109).
St. Bernard (1090-1153).
St. Anthony cf Padua (1195-1231).
St, Albert the Great (1206-1280).
St. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), - the *Common Doctor*.
St. Bonavonture (1221-1274).
St. John of the Cross (1542-1591).
St. Peter Cnnisius (1521-1597).
St. Robert Bellamin (1542-1621).
St. Francis of Sales (1567-1622).
St. Alphcnsus Ligucri (1696-1787).

ARTICLE POUR. 

ECUMENICAL COUNCILS.

T7®TTY GENERAL COUNCILS : Twenty general or ecumenical councils have
been already held, as the following table shows:-



- L

COUNCIL DATE POPE CHIEF QUESTIONS DEPRMINED
IN TEE EAST

! FIRST OF NIC3A 
1

325 Silvester I Divinity of the Word against the 
Arians.

FIRST (F 
1 CON STINT Em OPLE i
i !

381 Damasus I Divinity of the Holy Ghost against 
the Macedonians.

OF EPHESUS 431 ;Selestine I Unity of person in Christ and 
divine maternity of Mary against 
the Ncstorians.

OF CI-L^OLDON j 451 |Lee I Two natures in Christ against the 
Eutychians.

SECOND OF 
CONST; NT INOPLE '

553 Vigilius Condemnation of Origenism and of 
Theodore of Mopsucstia.

THIRD OF 
CONSTANTINOPLE j

680-681 Tg at ho
Lee II !

Two operations in Christ against 
the Menothelites.

SECON> OF j 
| NICE/*

787 iadrian I Worship of images against the 
Iconoclasts.

FOURTH OF 
CON Su /JIT H'TOPLE

869-870 -Hadrian II Worship of images and condemnation 
of Photius.

IN THE Y/EST.

FIRST L F I L I 1123 Callistus II Condemnation of simony etc.
second l..t :f l e-i 1139 Innocent II Condemnation of Peter and Araald 

of Brescia.
; THIRD L..T3IL1L 1179 Alexander III Condemnation of the Carthari.

FOURTH LAiTERAI 1215 Innocent III Annual confession, paschal commun
ion, sacramental secret, etc. Con
demnation of Abbot Joachim, of the 
Albigensians, of the Waldensians,etc

T  1ST OF LYONS 1245 Innocent PI Condemnation of Frederick II.
second of Lyons 1274 Gregory X Procession of the Holy Ghost. Re

ception of Greeks into communion.
OF VIE] FIE 1311 Clement V The Incarnation, rational soul as 

form of body. Condemnation of 
Dulcinians.

CF CONSTANCE 1414-1418 Martin V Communion under either species. 
Condemnation of Wycliff, Hus, etc.

OF FLORENCE 1438-1445 Eugene IV Union of Greeks, Armenians and 
J accbites.

FIFTH R*THR*N 1512-1517 Julius II 
Lee X

Certain errors on the soul

OF TRENT 1545-1563 Paul III 
Pius IV

Certain dogmatic definitions. 
Condemnation rf Protestant errors.

V*,TIC* HI 1869-1870 Pius IX On the Catholic faith, and the 
Church. Papal infallibility.



ARTICLE FIVE.

principal heresies.

61. ORDER 0? IROCEDURE: This "brief consideration of the principal
heresies which have occurred since the tine of the Apostles:

A. will deal:
a. First, with the principal errors of the patristic period.
b. Secondly, with the principal errors of the mediaeval period.
c. Thirdly, with the principal modern errors.

B. Hence the following order:-

of the patristic period...........Dissertation one.
of the mediaeval period...........Dissertation Wo.

of the modern period............. Dissertation three.

DISSERTATION ONE.

ERRORS OF THE P/TRXSTIC PERIOD.

62. SB50NIANS: These are the followers of Simon Magus, a magician of
apostolic times, who attempted to purchase from the apostles what he 

considered to ho their magical powers - hence the word 'simony'. Their 
principal errors are the following:

Principal 
errors:

A. Denial, of freedom of will.

3. They taught that the world was created not by God but by angels,
C. They maintained the transmigration of souls.

D. They denied the true humanity of Christ.

63, CERHITHrAITS: These arc the disciples of Cerinthus, a contemporary of
St, John the Apostle, and against whose errors, as well as those of 
others, it is probable that the apostle wrote his gospel. Their chief 

errors arc the following:- t

A. They denied that Gcd is Creator of the world.
B. They held that observance of the law of Moses remained necessary 

for salvation.
C. They held that after the resurrection, Christ would establish a 

terrestrial kingdom, wherein the just would spend a thousand years in the 
enjoyment of sensual pleasure.

D. They denied, the divinity of Christ



64, BASILIDIANS: These are the followers of Basilides, who arose late
in the first half of the second century. Their principal errors are 

as follows
A, They held most erroneous notions regarding the nature and attri

butes of G-od.

B, They rejected revelation arrtd maintained that Jehovah (Yahveh) is 
nothing more than an angel,

G. They held that the world was created by angels.
D. They denied the true humanity and miracles of Jesus.

E. They taught that not Christ, but Simon of Gyrene in his place, was 
crucified, Christ returning unharmed to the Father.

F. They denied the resurrection of the body.

35* CAJAdOGrlATIANS OR ’GNOSTICS’ : These are the followers of Carpocrates,
an Alexandrian philosopher, who flourished towards the end of the 

first half of the second century. Their chief errors are as follows
A. Man has two really distinct souls.

B. They held the transmigration of souls.
C. They taught that the world was created by angels,
D. They denied the divinity of Christ.
E. For some strange paradoxical reason, they advocated tho 

practice of immorality as a means of union with God.

66. VALENTINLiNS: These arc a set named after Valentine, and they,
like the Carpocratians, were strongly influenced by the ‘gnostic’ 

philosophy. Their principal errors are the following

A. They taught a strange genealogy or emanation of Eons and gods*
B. The}/ denied that Mary is the mother of God,
C. They taught that justification is by faith alone.

D. They held, the eternity of matter.

E. They denied freedom of the will,
F. They denied the resurrection of the body*

67, MARC IONITES : These are the followers of Mono ion, a native of
Fontus, born about 110. Their chief errors are the following
A. They taught the existence of two gods, one essentially good, the 

other essentially evil.
B. They denied any genuine Incarnation.

C. They rejected the Old Testament.

68. CERDONL'iNS: These are the disciples of Cerdc, who flourished towards
the end of the first half of the second century. Their chief errors 

aore the following



evil
They taught that there arc twc gods, the cne good, the ether

B. They denied resurrection of the Body.
C. They taught that marriage, the drinking cf wine, and the eating 

of flesh, are sinful.

69, SB IONITES: These are the followers cf Elicn, who flourished about
the middle of the second century. Their chief errors are the 

following
A. They denied the divinity of Christ.
B. They rejected the whole cf the New Testament, except the gospel 

of St, Matthew, which also they mutilated.
C. They taught that men are created by angels, seme by good angels, 

some by bad angels.

D. The}? pronounced St. Paul a heretic.
B. They taught the practice of sexual promiscuity.

70. DOCBTISTS: These take their origin early in the second century.
Their principal error was that they denied any true Incarnation, 

saying that the "body" of Christ is only phantasmic.

71. MONT.AIISTS: These are the followers of Mont anus, a. Phrygian, cf the
middle ' f the second century. Their chief errors were the following:

A. They taught that Montanus had received a new revelation from 
God, replacing both the Mosaic and the Christian dispensations, which had 
failed.

B. They denied the possibility of the remission of such sins as 
murder, idolatry end adulter}?.
72. ElTCiAfTITES, SEVERL-JMS OR 'AQUARII' : These flourished from the middle

cf the second century onwards. Their principaJL errors were the 
following:-

Bon.

A. They

B. They

C. They
D. They
TT»
_L_i « They
T?A  « They

that account, used only water in the Eucharistic rite - for which reason 
they are sometimes ca.llcd ’Aquarii'.

73. xALOG-I: These were a sect cf the second century who rejected St.
John's authorship cf the fourth gospel and of the Apoca.lypse, and a.lsc 

writings in which the 'legos' is mentioned, hence their name *Alcgi'.



74. MOtfAPuCHIANS : PATSUPASSIONISTS AND SA3ELLIANS OR MORALISTS :
The Monarchians were those, of the second century, who maintained 

that under the names 1 Father*, ‘Son* and 'Holy Ghc-st*, is signified only 
one poison, just as also one nature.

A. According t- Praxeas. the same person is called 1 Father*
according as he is uribegctten, ’Son* according as he is in

carnate. Therefore the Father suffered on the Cross, - hence the 
name PATPX7A3SI0NISTS.

3. Neetus, Epigonus, Clecmenes and. Sahellius are rather 
MORALISTS, conceiving the three persons as three modes or terms of the 
one recreated Monad,

a. Their teaching is this: The Fa■ her is expended according as
he is incarnate to become the Son, and according as he sanctifies .len
to become the Holy Ghost.

b, A similar error was renewed in the fourth century, and later 
by Waldensians, the S" cinians. Michael S or vet us, Swed enbor/c and Kant.

75. oDOITIdHISTS: These were the followers of Thecdotus, towards the
end of the second century, teaching that Christ is only the adop

tive son of God and therefore not properly divine.

76. -ATILICOMaEIANITES: This was an Eastern sect who maintained
that Mary did net remain a virgin after the birth of Christ.

77. TARTUjjLIjM:13TS : This was a sect fourishing in Carthage for about
200 years after the death of Tertullian, which occurred in 230.

Their error was threefold
A. The Church cannot absolve adulterers.

3. Those who marry a second time are adulterers,
C. They taught that it was net lawful to flee from persecution*

78. 0RIGEK7.STS: Origan (135-254), along with his followers:
A. taught the following errors:-
a. The human soul is not created in the body, its connatural 

condition being that of a pure spirit,
b. After the universal resurrection, which is to be accomplished 

through a second crucifixion of Christ, all rational creatures will be 
pure spirits,

c. It is possible that the blessed in Heaven sin, and, owing tc 
their sin, be expelled from Heaven.

3. These errors were condemned by the second Council of Constan
tinople in 553,

79, NOV. _TI.:JJS : These were a schismatic sect talcing its name from
Ncvatus, a priest who set himself up as an anti-pope. Their 

errors were as follows :-

A. They held that idolatry is an irromissible sin.
3. They denied that the Church can remit mortal sins committed 

after Baptism.

C. They denied that Confirmation is a sacrament.

D. They condemned second, marriages and refused Communion tc those 
who contracted them.



8'\ MMTICH&3ANS: These were followers of Manes (Mani), a Persian hern
in 216 in Babylonia, His death occurred about 27S, The Manichaeans 

held the following errors

A. They taught that there are two gods, one essentially good, who 
is the creator of spirits, and the ether essentially evil, who is the 
creator of matter, which of itself is evil.

B. They taught the doctrine of transmigration of souls.
C. They rejected all the Old Testament, and of the New retained 

only a redaction effected by Manes.

D. They held that the body of Christ is not real.
E. They denied free will and rejected both Baptism and Marriage,

81. DONAT 1ST3: These wore heretical followers of Dcnatus the Great, an
African bishop who took a prominent part in the Donation schism 

(named after another Donatus) of the fourth century, which preceded and 
prepared for the heresy of the same name. Their errors were the follow- 
ing:-

A. They held that the true Church consists only of the elect.
B. They rejected the validity of Baptism unless conferred by a 

Donatist.

82. ARIA"IS: This powerful and long-enduring heretical sect was estab
lished by Arius, (d. 336), an Alexandrian priest, theologian and contro
versialist. The Arians denied the c on sub s t an t i ali t y of the Word with the 
Father, saying that the Word is not only begotten of the Father, but made.

A. PURE ARIANS, such as Act ins, Buncmius and Eudoxius, taught that 
the Word who became incarnate is not even of like nature with the Father, 
proclaiming therefore the concept of *anonoiousion*.

B. SEl1I-,HLITS, such as Basil of Ancyra, taught that the Word is 
of like nature with the Father, proclaiming the concept cf tonoiousiont.

C. Against the Arians:
a. The chief protagonist of orthodoxy was St. Athanasius, who 

later became Bishop of Alexandria.
b. Their doctrines were condemned, by the first Nicene Council (325), 

which proclaimed the concept of ’ omo m s  ion’.

85. MACEDONIANS: The Macedonians were in reality an Arian sect, Mace-
denius being intruded into the See cf Constantinople by Arius in 

34-2. The Macedonians denied the divinity of the Holy Ghost.

84. APOLLHAtRISTS: These were a sect begun by Apollinaris, Bishop of
La.odicea.
A. Their principal teachings were the following
a. They denied to Christ -an intellective soul ( 1 nnouma* J, attribut

ing to him a human body with sensitive soul (* psyche *) , asserting that the 
*pneuma.* is supplied for by the divine 'Logos’.

b. They held that there -are different degrees cf dignity within 
the Trinity.

B. These errors were condemned by the first Council of Constantin
ople in 381.



85. PRISCLbLIANISTS: These were a sect founded by an Egyptian monk
named Mark, one of his early disciples being Priscillian.
A. Their principal errors were the following:-
a. They held that angels and human souls arise by severance from 

God*
b* They taught that Christ is a man in appearance only, and that 

his death is only apparent.
c. They denied the Trinity.
d. They rejected the doctrine of creation as taught in the Old 

Testament.
e. They prohibited the eating cf meat.

B. They y/ere condemned in the Council of Sarapossa under St. Damasus,

86. JOYINIAiTS: These were the followers of Jovinianus, a monk, but
later a laxist.

A. Their errors were principally the following:-
a. They taught that celibacy is not superior to marriage.
b. They held that one baptised with the Spirit as well as with 

water cannot sin.
c. They held that all sins are of equal gravity.
d. They taught that all the condemned receive equal punishment and 

the saved equal reward,
e. They denied the perpetual virginity of the Mother of Christ*
B. These errors wore condemned in a council held at Rome under 

Pope Siricius in 390, and later in a council held in Milan under St.
Ambrose.

87. VIGILiUlTIAivIS: These were a sect initiated by Vigilantius, a G-allic
priest, towards the aid of the fourth century.
A. Their errors were the following:-
a. They condemned the veneration of images and relics.
b. They condemned the invocation cf saints,
c. They condemned the celibacy of the clergy and mcrasticism.
d. They held prayer for the dead, to be useless.

B. Their chief opponent in doctrinal controversy was St. Jerome.

88. PHLAGIANIS¥u Pelagian!sm is the principal heresy in regard to the 
doctrine of grace, and it reduced into a system the previous errors

of a naturalistic tendency, spreading them throughout the world in the 
fifth century.

A. Historically speaking, there were in Pelagianism three phases: 
a. In its earlicst stage: 
al. It denied:
ala. original sin;
alb. and the necessity of baptism and of internal grace for the ob

taining of common eternal life.
a2. For it distinguished between:
a2ar. common eternal life, for which neither baptism nor any internal 

grace, not even the grace of faith, nor even the knowledge of external 
revelation, is necessary.

a2b. and the ld.nmd.om of G-od. which is something most excellent above 
common eternal life: and indeed for entry into eternal life are necessary: 

a2bl. both baptism, 
a2b2. and. grace,
a3. But G-od gave to us the faculty of ability, namely, free-will, 

vdiereby we can-will, and can-do: but the willing and the doing are exclus
ive! y from us.



a4. Grace would be no more than a mere ornament of the soul, like the 
visions and ecstacies which certain souls enjoy, and which are not necessary 
for salvation.

b. In the second stage, forced by objections drawn from Sacred Scrip
ture against him: •

bl. ho admitted the word 'grace' and. the necessity of grace; 
b2. but by the word 'grace' he understood at first nothing other than 

the power of free-will, though he later used this name to designate the 
external grace of revelation or the preaching of the gospel.

c. In the third stage, being unable to answer the objections of the 
Catholic writers:

cl. he admitted an internal grace, but in the intellect only, whereof 
it would be an illumination*

c2. Later, he acknowledged a certain habitual grace: 
c2a. but not simply speaking gratuitous (for he said it is given on 

account of the merits of natural acts), 
c2b. nor properly supernatural* 
c3. Finally, the Pelagians:
c3a. More probably admitted an actual grace in the will, but: 
c3al,not simply gratuitous (for it would be given according to natural 

merits),
c3a2. nor necessary for well-doing,
c3a5. but necessary only for greater ease and greater perfection of 

well-doing.
c3b. Regarding this, Billuart (Dc Gratia, Diss. I) may be profitably 

consulted, especially since he reproduces many texts of St. Austin hereupon.

3. Therefore in Pelagianism there are chiefly two heresies regarding 
internal grace:

a. If internal grace is given, it is not simply gratuitous, but is 
conferred according to natural merits.

b. Internal grc.ce is not necessary for simply acting well as is 
required for salvation, but only thus to act more easily, or for certain 
more excellent works. Thus without internal grace of faith, we can. attain 
the formal motive of Christian faith.

C. Thus taught Pclagius and his chief disciples, Cc-lestius and 
Julianus Eclancsis: tgainst whom wrote St. Austin and St. Jerome.

D. This heresy was condemned:
a. in twenty-four particular councils;
al, particularly in the first and. second councils of Carthage.
a2. and. in the council cf Milevi;
b, and finally in the ecumenical council of Ephesus in the .year 431. 

(Cf. Denz. 101ss; 126; 129; 138; 142; 174ssJT

89, SMII-PELAGIaITISM : Semi-pelagianism is, as its name indicates, an
attenuated pelagianism.
A. Its attenuation consists in this, that it admitted:
a, not only external revelation;
b. but also internal grace properly supernatural.
B. However, it ERRED in two things, to wit, regarding the first 

grace and the last grace, for it taught:

a. That the beginning of salvation is from man, according as men with
out grace through the 'pious affect of credulity' (i.e. the act of complac
ency towards the divine authority, which act seems to be the first which 
essentially distinguishes the believer from the unbeliever), by desiring, 
'knocking* ("knock, end it shall be opened unto you"), beseeching, can 
prepare himself for grace, which is conferred on account of that natural 
preparation.

al. Therefore:



ala. The first grace is not simply gratuitous.
alb, Thus "God would draw one to himself and not another'5, because 

he sees in the one a natural beginning of salvation, which he does not see 
in the other,

a2. It is to be noted, however, that not in the same way did all the 
semi-pelagians understand that the beginning of salvation is from us and 
not from God:

a2a. For some, remaining nearer to Pelagian doctrine, reposed the 
beginning of salvation in formed acts, to wit, in the very act of faith, 
or in beseeching and seeking grace and salvation: which acts however they
did not regard as works of salva.tion, just as, (they explained;, to seek 
a physician, to desire him, to entrust oneself to him, are not works of 
curing and. healing.

a2b. Whereas ethers, compelled by the arguments of the Catholics, who 
contended that every salutary work is from God, and receding further from 
Pelagian doctrine,restricted that beginning of salvation to a consent to 
a grace which God offers to each one co-operative of his good act, just as 
a sick man might accept the offered help of a physician, and in so doing he 
entrusts himself to the physician and M s  skill: which is analogous to
what faith is in divine things.

ad. In that beginning of salvation, howsoever they conceived it, they 
reposed the reason of predestination.

a4. They said furthermore, that that beginning of salva.tion proceed
ing from us and not from God, merits the first grace, after the manner of 
an occasion: thus:

a4-a. Faustus, as told by Gennadi us in the life thereof, used to sap': 
"Whatever of pious reward freedom of choice has acquired for its labour, 
is not properly merit."

a4b. Gas si anus writes: "God is a.t hand on the occasion only of our 
offered will, to confer all these things". (Liber Collationum, c.14).

a5. And so all the semi-pelagians held that consent to the first 
grace offered is exclusively from us.

b. That the last orace, namely, the grace of final perseverance, is 
not properly gratuitous, but can be obtained by our merits. Indeed they 
said that "man perseveres to the end, according a.s he remains in that 
consent, given at the instant of justification, to the gra.ee offered tc 
Mm". (Billuart, De Gratia, Diss. I).

C. From these two errors it followed that HI''DESTINATION.whether to 
grace or to glory, is not -properly .gratuitous:

a. For in this doctrine:
al. The first grace is conferred cn account cf the merits widely 

so-ca-lled of nature;
a2. And the term cf salvation is from preceding merits foreseen.

D. It would indeed be well to have an accurate knowledge cf the 
Mstory of serai'-pelagianism, in order rightly to determine whatever is 
condemned in it, and wherein LcLiniszn differs from it

a. It is certain, as Billuart shows (loc. cit.), that the Semi- 
pelagians taught:

al. That predestination, whether to grace or tc glory, is not 
gratuitous;

a2. But that God pursues all men, those who will be darned as well 
as the -erodestined, with an equal love, and equally offers grace and glory 
to all.

a3. Wherefore, according to the Sani-pelaginas, out cf two men to 
whom grace is equally offered by God:

a3a. he has grace, who from himself consents to it, without being- 
mere helped;

a3b, and he receives glory, who from himself perseveres in the grace 
received.

b. In coherence with their doctrine the Semi-pelagians held as re
gards the divine fore-knowledge: "God from eternity predestined to pya.ee
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those whom. he fere say/ would consent to it and use it well, and erodestine cl 
to glory those whom he likewise foresaw would from themselves -persevere in 
gr ace."

hi. Thus, according to them, the knowledge of God is not the cause 
of things: at least it is not the cause of cur good determination, which 
is principal in the business of salvation.

b2. And therefore men rather save themselves than are saved by God.
b3, And God would net bestow cur consent to good, but rather would

await it from us (Cf, Denz. 177. Cf. etiam I, q23, a.5, 2nd error).
c. Even further, the Semi-pelagians invented the middle science

(scientia media) long before Molina, as is ccramonly shewn by Thcmists, 
and especially by Del Prado (De Gratia et Liberc Arbitrio. III, p.312).

cl. This is clear from the Epistles of St. Prosper to St, Austin, 
and from the * Lib or de Praedestinatione Sanctorum* (cc.14, 17).

c2. Indeed from the logic of their theory the Semi-pelagians were 
necessarily brought to the middle science at least as regards the salvation 
of infants.

c2a, Por they were obliged, to solve this objection: Among infants
some without an}? merit of their own are predestined to baptism and to 
eternal life.

c2b. But, being unwilling to admit the gratuity of predestination 
even in this ease, they answered: God knows futures, even conditioned, and
lie predestined to baptism such infants as he foresaw would consent to 
grace and would persevere, if they had reached adult age. (And indeed, or
tho other hand, infants dying without baptism would be punished for sins 
which they would have committed if they had remained in life; - thus they 
would have received real punishment for sins, not real, but futurible: 
which is unjust and intolerable.)

c3. In similar fashion did they speak as regards infidels to whom 
the gospel has never been preached: for they taught that God foresaw what 
they would have done from themselves if the gospel teaching had been pro
posed to then. (Cf. I, q23, a.5, 3rd error).

c3a. But this foreknowledge of conditioned futures or futuribles, 
independently of the divine decree, is the fore-knowledge which is now 
called the middle science.

c3b. But it is to be noted that Molina admits moreover prevenient 
grace.

d« Prom this theory many corollaries were deduced by the Seni- 
pelagians, among others, this: That Christ died equally for all men, and
equally dispenses to all the price of his death, so that the vessels of 
mercy would receive no more benefit than the vessels of wrath, whatever St. 
Paul says (Rom. 9,22-23).

dl. Otherwise, they argued, God would be gur'lty of unjust favouritism, 
if, without previous merit or disposition, he gave grace to one and denied 
it to another,

d2. Likewise, they argued again, otherwise, fatalism would be induced, 
the usefulness of correction and of prayer would be eliminated, and the way 
v/ould be open to despair.

E> MODERATE SEMI-1 PELAGIANS, such as Cassianus (l3a Collatio), con
ceded however that sometimes the first grace is given gratuitously without 
merits, although it is more oft n conferred from merit.

a. Some indeed of the Semi-pelagians probably professed a prevenient
grace truly gratuitous with regard to the initial acts: which grace is
indeed, offered by God, but awaits our consent.

b. And as Billuart notes: "This was the last stage of this heresy, 
in its concessions, to wit, that it is in such fashion our part to consent 
to or dissent to gra.ee, that in those who consent, that consent is not from 
God’s grace, but from us; and in this sense they withdrew from grace and 
reserved to the free-will:

bl. "the beginning of salvation,
b2. "and perseverance." (Billuart: loc. cit.).
c. Thus the Semi-pelagian, Cassianus, writes: "Grace and free-will

indeed concur to salvation, yet in such wise that the first good will and 
the *pius affect of credulity’ or the beginning of salvation is ordinarily



from man alone, and not from God, though exceptionally the beginning of 
salvation and of good will is from God, as in the calling of St. Matthew 
and St. Paul.” (Oassianus: 13a Collatio: De Protectione Dei),

F. The chief PROTAGONISTS of Semi-pelagianism were:
a. The monies of Adrumetum.
b. Cassianus.
c. Gennad ius of Mas rseilles.
d. Faustus Regiensis.
G. The chief ADVERSARIES of Semi-pelagianism were:
a. St. Austin, then in M s  eld age.
b. St. Prosper.
c. St, Fulgentius.
d. St. Hilary of Arles.
e. St, Caesarius of Arles,
H. The COHDRINATIONS of Semi-pelagianism were delivered by:
a. Pope Celestine (432).
b. Pone Gelasius (494), who reprehended the books of Faustus and 

Cassianus.
c. The Second Council of Orange, specially approved by Pope Boniface 

II (529).

90. NE^ORIANISM: The Nestorians were follovfers of Nestorius, Patriarch
of Constantinople (d. 451).
A. The Nestorians taught that the Word assumed a man (not a human 

nature), so that the man Jesus is a distinct person from the Word, there 
being only the accidental union of sanctity and participation of authority 
between Jesus and the Word.

a. Accordingly they denied hypostatic union and any true Incarnation, 
their principle being "how many natures, so many persons'"'.

b. Accordingly they said that Mary is mother only of the man Jesus, 
not of God.

B. These doctrines were condemned by the Council of Ephesus in 431.

91. JREDESTHTATIONISTS: These were a heretical body led by Lucidas, a
Gallic priest, tov/ards the middle of the fifth century.
A. Lucidas taught:
a. that there is positive predestination, before the foresight of 

merits or demerits, of some to eternal life, and of others to eternal death.
b. Accordingly Christ did not die for the non-elect, since they are 

predestined to hell.
B. This heresy was condemned by the Council of Lyons in 475.

92. M0N0PHYSITISM OR EUTYCNPANISM: These are the followers of Eutyches
(d. 454.c), a monk and archimandrite of a monastery outside the walls 

of Constantinople,

A. He taught that in Christ there is only one nature, the name 
Mod-man* signifying a compound of divine nature and human nature - M s  
principle being "how many persons, so many natures".

B. This heresy was condemned by the Council of ChadLcedon in 451.

93. MONOTHELITISM: The Monothelites were the followers of Sergius,
Patriarch of Constantinople, whose heresy was shared by Cyril (Cyrus), 

later Patriarch of Alexandria.
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A. According to this Gcctri-e, though there are indeed two natures in 
Christ, hut nevertheless only one will, a human will being excluded.

B. This heresy was condemned by the Council of Constantinople in 680,

94. ICONOCLASTS: The Iconoclasts were a sect initiated and supported by
tie Emperor Leo the Isaurian, to conduct a campaign against the vener

ation of sacred images in 723.

A. The Iconoclasts held that the veneration cf sacred images is idolatry,
B. Their error was condemned by the Second Nicene Council in 787.

95. ADOPTIONISTS : These were a sect whose origin is attributed, to Elipan- 
dus, archbishop of Toledo. They receded less from Catholic doctrine 

than the earlier Adoption!sts mentioned above (cf. n.75). Their errors were 
as follows:-

A. They maintained a twofold sonship in Christ, corresponding to 
Christ's twofold nature, so that Christ according to his divine nature is 
son to God, but according to his human nature, is God’s adoptive son.

B. Hence, according to them, ’the man Christ’ is God’s adoptive, not 
natural, son.

DISSERTATION TWO
ERRORS Of THE MEDIAEVAL PERIOD.

96, THE GREEK SCHISM: The Greek Schism, i.e. the withdrawal of approxim
ately the Patriarchate of Constantinople from the Catholic Church, took 

its rise at the time of Photius, who was advanced to be Patriarch of Constan
tinople by the Emperor Michael III in 858. Pope Nicholas I condemned the 
legality of Photius’ elevation and convoked a council at Rome which deposed 
and excoranunicated him. Thereupon Photius gave the conflict a doctrinal turn 
and brought about conditions which paved the way for the schism which later 
permanently ensued. Photius was finally deposed in 886 and a few years 
later died.

A. The schism commenced by him, though suppressed several times, con
tinues until the -resent day.

B. The Orthodox Eastern Church:
a, denies the supremacy of the Pope;
b, maintains that the Catholic Church errs in enjoining celibacy for 

the clergy,*
c, and teaches that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Father alone.

97. BEPENPARIANS : These were the followers of Berengarius, arising early
in the eleventh century.

A. He taught:
a, that the body and blood of Christ are really present in the Eucharist, 

but only by a spiritual cr intellectual presence;
b. that the substance of bread and wine remain unchanged in their 

nature, but by consecration become the very body and blood of Christ,
B. These errors were condemned in numerous councils.

98, WALDENSIANS: These are the followers of Peter Waldo of Lyons.
A. Their errors were chiefly the following:-
a. The Catholic Church erred in accepting temporal property,
b. There are only two sacraments, to wit, Baptism and the Eucharist.
c. A layman can absolve from sin, but a priest not possessing sancti

fying grace cannot so absolve.
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d. Indulgences, feasts and all ceremonies of the Church are to he 

rejected,
e. There is no distinction between mortal and venial sin.
f. The veneration of sacred images is idolatry.
g. All oaths are unlawful.
B. These errors were condemned by the third Council of the Lateran in 

1179,

99. ALBIGENSIANS: The origin of these is traced to Constantine of Samosata,
but they received the name f,Albigensiansn because they first taught their

doctrines in the city cf Albi or in that part of Gaul called Albigensum, and 
subsequently in the province of Toulouse.

A. Their principal errors were the following: -
a. They held that there are two gods.
b. They rejected, the inspiration of the Old Testament,
c. They rejected infant baptism.
d. They declared, marriage sinful.
e. They held that all Christians have the power tc absolve sin,
f. They denied the Trinity, the Incarnation, and Redemption and the 

Sacraments.
g. They declared all penance useless.
h. They held that an unworthy priest loses the power of consecrating 

the Eucharist.
B. These errors were condemned, by the third Council of the Lateran 

in 1179.

100. LOLLARDS OP. A/YCLIFFITES: These were the followers of John Wycliffe,
who was bprn at Ilipswell in Yorkshire, England, early in the four

teenth century.
A. They held.:
a. that the universe and God are one, i.e. pantheism;
b. creation is explained by way of emanation of God;
c. predestination excludes free will and there is positive predes

tination to hell as well as to glory;
d. there is no real presence of Christ in the Eucharist;
e. veneration of sacred images is unlawful;
f. episcopacy in the Church is to be rejected.

101. HUSSITES: These v/ere the followers of John Huss, b o m  in Southern
Bohemia in 1369.

A. Their errors were as follows:-
a. The Church consists only of those predestined to heaven,
b. St, Peter was never constituted the head of the Church,
c. Mortal sin deprives every' ruler of jurisdiction, involves loss 

of power of orders and of the rights of property,
3. Their errors were condemned by the Council of Constance, 1414-1418,

DISSERTATION THREE.
ERRORS OF THE MODERN PERIOD.

102. LUTHERANS: These are an heretical sect founded by Martin Luther,
(1483-1546).

A. Luther's errors are chiefly the following:-
a. There is only one source of revelation, namely sacred scripture, 

tradition being rejected.
b. The Pope has no authority over the Church.
c. Councils, even ecumenical, are fallible.
d. Original justice is not a supernatural gift.
e. Human nature is essentially corrupted through original sin, so 

that man after the fall neither enjoys free will nor is capable of any



morally good act.
f. Justification is by faith alone.
g. All the works of sinners one sins.
h. There are no sacraments save Baptism and the Eucharist.
i. Transubstantiation is net to be admitted.
j. The sacrifice of the Mass is to be rejected.
k. Purgatory is to be denied,
l. Invocation of the saints is to be rejected.
m. Prayer for the dead is useless.
n. Gratification of one’s sexual propensities is as natural and inex

orable as are the physiological necessities of life.
B. Lutheranism was condemned by the Council of Trent, 1545-1563,

103. SACPJuvLI^TARIANS: These were a sect instituted by Andrew Bodenstein
(Karlstadt), Bodenstein rejected corporeal presence of Christ in

the Eucharist, admitting only a spiritual presence.

104. ANGLICANS : These are members of the Church of England, (in America
called Episcopalians). Their errors were chiefly the following
A. They held the doctrine of justification bjr faith alone.

B. They admitted only one source of revelation, namely sacred 
scripture, which, however, is to be interpreted privately.

C. They deny the supremacy of the Pope.

D. They deny the doctrine of transubstantiation, of purgatory, and 
the invocation of the saints.

105. CALVINISTS: These were the followers of John Calvin (Chauvin),
(1509-1564). His principal errors were the following:-

A. He denied free will, maintaining that original sin had so corrup
ted human nature that our will is no longer free.

B. He taught the doctrine of positive predestination, not only to 
glory, but also to hell.

C. He denied the supremacy of the Pope,
D. He denied the existence of purgatory.
E. He rejected, all the sacraments,
P. He denied the forgiveness of sin.

106. UNITARIANS: These were a group who denied chiefly the doctrine of
the Holy Trinity. Their most prominent writer was Martin Cellarius 

(1499-1564). Their errors are chiefly the following:-
A. They denied the doctrine of the Holy Trinity.
B. They denied the divinity of Christ,
C. They denied the doctrine of atonement and original sin.
D. Of the sacraments, they admitted only Baptism and the Eucharist, but 

denied the necessity and efficacy unto the production of grace, even of these.
They accept or reject the Bible according to private judgement



107. SCCINIANS: These were followers of Laelius and Faustus Socinus.
The sect arose about the middle of the sixteenth century in the 

north of Italy and Switzerland, Their errors were chiefly the following:-
A. The}' taught the doctrine of private judgement in regard to relig

ious truth, and the "free use of reason", and rejected all authority on 
religion,

B. They rejected all supernatural mysteries and accordingly denied 
that Adam was endowed, with supernatural gifts, and. denied the doctrine of 
original sin.

C. They rejected Baptism.

D. They denied the existence of hell, maintaining that the wicked are 
annihilated.

108. BAIANISTS: Baianism, taught by Michael du Bay (1513-1589) of
Louvain, is an attenuated. Protestantism, It taught chiefly three

things:

A. The grace conferred upon Adam: 
a. was _due to nature,
al. and so did not exceed the exigencies of nature.

B„ Faith is so necessary even for natural good,that all the virtues of 
infidels are vices.

C. Sanctifying grace is so necessary that all the v/orks of sinners are 
sins (Denz. lOOlss), Hence du Bay, so to speak, identifies the suoer- 
naturality of an act with natural ethical goodness.

109. JANSHNISTS: Jansenism, founded by Cornelius Jensen (1585-1638),
Bishop of Ypres, retains the same errors as Baianism, which is clear 

from the five propositions of Jansen, condemned by Pope Innocent X in 1653.

A. These propositions are the following:-
a. "Some precepts of Pod are impossible to just men, willing and tiding 

according to the present powers which they have; also lacking to them is 
the grace whereby they may become possible," (Denz. 1092).

b. "To interior grace in the state of fallen nature resistance is never 
made," (Denz, 1093).

c. "For meriting and demeriting in the state of fallen nature there is 
not required in men freedom from necessity, but freedom from co-action 
suffices." (Denz. 1094).

d. "The Semi-pelagians admitted the necessity of interior prevenient 
gra.ee for -each act, even for the beginning of faith; and in this were they 
heretical, that they meant that grace to be such, that the human will 
could resist it and obey it," (Denz, 1095).

e. "It is Semi-pelagian to say that Christ died or shed his blood for 
all men." (Denz, 1096),

B. Jansenism was in some manner renewed:
a, by Quesncl and the Quietists, (Denz. 1351-1451)
b. and. by the Synod of Pistoia.. (Denz. 1516 et. seq.)

110. RATIONALISTS: Ra.ticnalism arose chiefly from the influence of
empiricist philosophers (v.g. Locke, Hume, etc.), and. consists in 

the denial of everything supernatural, i.e. the supernatural mysteries and. 
miracles, or at least of the knowability of these to us.

ill. DEISTS: These admitted the natural truths of religion, or at least
the most manifest of these, but denied the supernatural order, the
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Holy Trinity, and any special divine Providence. Chief among them were 
the French encyclopedists.(v,g. d’Alembert, Montesquieu).

112, MODERNISTS: This constituted a movement which arose about the
beginning of the present century, the principal leaders being 

Loisy, Murri and Tyrrel,
A. This essentially consisted in an attempt to interpret the 

Christian revelation according to the principles of Kantian subjectivism 
and pragmatism.

B. The tenets of this movement were condemned by Pope Pius X. 
(Denz, 2001-2065, 2071-2109, 2145-2147).

CHAPTER THREE. 

THEOLOGICAL NOTES.

113. NOTION OF THEOLOGICAL NOTE: By a theological note is meant a
qualification applied either by the Church through her teaching 

office or by theologians in the exercise of their theological science to 
a determinate proposition, attributing to it a determinate theological 
value or degree of certitude.

114. GENERAL DIVISION OF THEOLOGICAL NOTES: A theological note:

A. may be:
a. either favourable
b. or unfavourable or adverse, i.e. by way of censure; and then: 
bl. either an ecclesiastical doctrinal censure, i.e. emitted by

the Church through her teaching office,
b2» or emitted by theologians in the exercise of their theological 

science.

3. HENCE THE FOLLOWING DIVISION:

Favourable

Theological
Notes

Adverse
Ecclesiastical Doctrinal Censures

Theological Censures.

115, ORDER OF PROCEDURE: Accordingly this brief exposition of
theological notes:
A. will consider:
a. First, favourable theological notes;
b. Secondly, doctrinal censures, and then:
bl. In the first place, ecclesiastical doctrinal censures; 
b2. In the second place, theological doctrinal censures.
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B.

Favourable Article one.
On

theological
notes

Ecclesiastical Article two.

Adverse

Theological Article three.

ARTICLE ONE. 

FAVOURABLE THEOLOGICAL NOTES,

116, OF FAITH: A proposition is of faith (de fide) when it has been
formally revealed by God.
A. OF DIVINQ-CATHOLIC FAITH is a proposition which:
a. both has been revealed formally by God,
b. and has been infallibly proposed by the Church by dogmatic pro

position as so revealed, whether this proposition by the Church be through 
a formal or explicit definition (v.g. by a Pope or by a General Council) 
or through the exercise of her o ‘dinary teaching office.

B. OF DIVINE FAITH simply is a proposition formally revealed by 
God but to which is lacking clear proposition by the Church as just 
explained (cf. A, b)

117. BIOXELITE TO FAITH: A proposition PROXIMATE TO FAITH ( proxima
fidoi r is a proposition which is affirmed or admitted according to 

almost moral unanimity by all Catholic teachers (i.e. Popes, Councils, 
Fathers, Bishops and theologians) to be formally contained in divine rev
elation - but which strictly speaking lacks infallible proposition by 
the Church as dogma.

118. OF ECCLESIASTICAL FAITH: A proposition OF ECCLESIASTICAL FAITH (de
fide ecclesiastical is a proposition which is proposed by the Church 

in the exercise of her infallibility, but is not so proposed as divinely 
revealed formally; such is the infallible proposition of dogmatic facts 
and the canonization of saints.

119, THEOLOGICALLY CERTAIN: A proposition THEOLOGICALLY CERTAIN (theo-
lop'ice cert a) is a proposition inferred with certitude from formally

revealed truth (i.e, certain theological conclusion).

120. COMMON DOCTRINE: A proposition which is COMMON DOCTRINE (doctrina
communis) is a proposition commonly admitted by competent proponents

of Catholic doctrine as pertaining thereunto in some manner (whether as 
formally revealed, or as virtually revealed, or as in some other manner 
connected with revealed truth) without determination of how it so pertains.



121. TRUE: A proposition which Is qualified as TRUE (vera) only is a
oroposition proposed as trup without thereby being proposed as re

vealed: (whether formally or virtually); thus a proposition not at all 
revealed may be proposed as philosophically or historically true by theo
logians according as in the exercise of their theological science they 
approve some philosophical or historical truth.
122. COMMON OPINION: A proposition qualified as C0M10N OPINION (scnten-

tia communis) is a proposition -which (morally speaking) all theo
logians or at least all schools of theology (i.e. the Thomist School, the 
Scotist School, the Suarezian or Molinist School and the Augustinensian 
School) agree in admitting, v/itrout however affirming it to be formally 
revealed.
123. MOST PROBABLE, MORS PROBABLE, PROBABLE, LESS PROBABLE: These notes

are used to qualify/ propositions which are regarded as opinions
enjoying diverse degrees of probability.
124. SAFE: A proposition qualified as SAFE (tuta) is a proposition

•which can be held (or taught) without danger to the integrity of
faith or of morals.

ARTICLE TWO. 

ECCLESIASTICAL DOCTRINAL CENSURES.

125. HERETICAL: A proposition condemned by the teaching authority of
the Church as HERETICAL (haerctica) is a ore position certainly and 

immediately (or formally) contradictory of a truth which is to be believed 
by divine-catholic faith.

A. NOTE that a proposition only virtually or mediately opposed to
a truth to be believed, by divine-catholic faith is not heretical, but rather 
erroneous.

B. NOTORIOUSLY HERETICAL is a proposition which is not only certain
ly, but through explicit terms, or ter ’s from themselves clear, is contra
dictory of a defined dogma.

C. But:
a. PROXILL-TE TO HERESY is a proposition immediately or formally 

contradictory of a doctrine w/hich is proximate to faith.
b. SAVOURING OF HERESY (haeresim sapiens) is a proposition seeming 

to be a disguise for heresy.
c. SUSPECT OF HERESY (suspecta de haeresi) is a proposition which, 

although not certainly heretical, nevertheless is more or less probably 
heretical.

126. THEOLOGICAL ERROR: A proposition condemned by the teaching author
ity of the Church as THEOLOGICALLY ERRONEOUS or THEOLOGICAL ERROR 

or ERROR IN FAITH is a proposition so condemned as immediately or formally 
contradicting, net indeed a truth of divine-catholic faith (i.e. not a 
defined dogna), but what is called CATHOLIC TRUTH, (i.e. any truth proposed 
by the Church through exercise of her infallibility).

A. Accordingly theological error is a proposition immediately or 
formally contradicting:

a, either a truth (not solemnly defined as dogma) but universally 
accepted in the Church as formally revealed (i.e. of divine faith);

b, or a truth (not revealed) infallibly proposed by the Church
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(v.g. dogmatic fact, or canonization),
c, or a certain theological conclusion.

B. A proposition is called notoriously erroneous, savouring.of error, 
or suspect of error, in the same manner, due proportion kept, as with 
respect to heresy (cf. 125, B-C).

127. RASH: A preposition condemned by the teaching authority cf the
Church as RASH (temeraria) is a preposition condemned as affirming 

or denying something regarding a doctrine of faith without any solid foun
dation. Which may happen:

A. Either according as against some solid and received doctrine or 
against valid reasons, something is affirmed or denied;

B. Or according as simply without any sufficient reason something is 
affirmed or denied (v.g. if it were affirmed that St, Joseph enjoyed the 
privilege of imma.culate conception).

128, BADLY EXPRESSED AND CAPTIOUS: These notes are thus disginguished:

A. A proposition is condemned as BADLY jIMPRESSED (male sonans) 
when its meaning is congruous with faith, but is expressed by incongruous 
words.

B. On the other hand a proposition is condemned as CAPTIOUS 
(caotiosa, simolicium mentium seduotiva)when under words not incongruous 
with faith it disguises a meaning which is incongruous therewith,

129. FALSE: A proposition condemned as FALSE simply is condemned as
false without thereby being condemned as opposed to divinely re

vealed truth or to the morally good.

130. UNSAFE: A proposition condemned as UNSAFE is condemned as bearing
the risk of opposition to faith or to Catholic' Truth or of unsettling 

the faith of members of the Church.

131. CENSURES NOTING A MORAL DEFECT: There is a series of censures in
dicating some moral defect in some proposition:
A. SCANDALOUS is a proposition affording occasion of moral or 

spiritual ruin.

B. QFIENSIVE TO ^IOUS EARS is a proposition which, although it may 
be true, nevertheless provides a handle for holding sacred things cr 
persons in contempt.

C. BLASPHEMOUS is a proposition offering some injury to God or to 
the saints.

D. SCHISMATIC is a proposition tending to disrupt the unity of the 
members cf the Church,

E. SEDITIOUS is a proposition tending to destroy the due recog
nition of authority or the obedience thereto.

F. INJURIOUS is a proposition violating due charity or justice.



ARTICLE THREE.

THEOLOGICAL CENSURES.

132. NOTION OF THEOLOGICAL CENSURES: What are called theological cen
sures are adverse notes attached to some proposition by theologians 

in the exercise of their science, - whereas ecclesiastical censures are 
applied authoritatively by the Church in the exercise of her teaching 
office.

A. Accordingly there is not always unanimit}/' among theologians with 
respect to the notes wherewith they qualify diverse propositions.

B. Like ecclesiastical censures which are not definitive (since the}̂  
do net proceed from the Church exercising her infallibility), theological 
censures inflicted by an individual theologian or even by a school of 
theologians from themselves are not definitive or irreformable.

C. Theological censures are distinguished as are ecclesiastical cen
sures distinguished hereabove (nn. 125-131)
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75.

TREATISES OP THIS COURSE.

133. ENUMERATION OP TREATISES: This course of Sacred Theology will em
brace eighteen treatises, indicated as follows; (cf. n.39)

A. APOLOGETICS................................  TREATISE A

B. THEOLOGICAL SOURCES............................  TREATISE B

C. GOD AS ONE.............. ......................... .TREATISE C

D. THE HOLY TRINITY......................   TREATISE D

E. GOD CREATING AND ELEVATING.... ..............     TREATISE E

P. GOD THE ULTIMATE END. ................   TREATISE P

G. HUMAN aCTS, VIRTUES, GIPTS AND SIN.................TREATISE G

H. LAV...................................  .TREATISE H

I. GRACE.............  TREATISE I

J. THEOLOGICAL VIRTUES.................... TREATISE J

K. MORAL VIRTUES.............................   TREATISE K

L. CHARISMATIC GIPTS.................................. TREATISE L

M. STATES OP LIFE..........     TREATISE M

N. CHRIST TIIE SAVIOUR..............    .TREATISE N

O. MARIOLOGY.....................................  TREATISE 0

P. THE CHURCH................................   TREATISE ?

Q. THE SACRAMENTS.. ..........................   TREATISE Q

R. THE LAST THINGS.................................... TREATISE R
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THE ESSENCE OF THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS

I . ORDER OF PROCEDURE; We a re  dealing  h e re  with the  question  of
the  e ssen ce  of the sa c r if ic e  of the M acs.

A, Hence two questions a re  to  be tre a te d .
a, F i r s t ,  since  the  M ass e m b races  m any litu rg ic a l cerem on ies  

the question  o ccu rs: In which o f th ese  is re a lise d  the e ssen ce  o f tru e  
s a c r if ic e ?

b. Second, the f i r s t  question  being answ ered  by the a s se r tio n  
tha t the e ssen ce  of the s a c r if ic e  is  saved in the co n sec ra tio n  of the two 
sp ec ie s  and in  that a lone , the question  o c c u rs ;

b l , How does the  objective concept of s a c r if ic e  consist in the  
c o n sec ra tio n  of the  two sp e c ie s?

b2. O r in  o th e r  w o rd s , under what aspect fo rm ally  is  tru e  
sa c r if ic e  offered through the co n secra tio n ?

b3« O r in  o th e r w ords, which is the fo rm al constitu tive  of the 
e u c h a ris tic  s a c r i f ic e ?

B . Hence the following o r d e r : -

In what does th is  e ssen ce  c o n s is t? ....................»\ P a r t  1.

On the e ssen ce  
of the s a c r if ic e  j 
of the M ass

| Which fo rm ality  in  th is  e sse n ce  form ally 
| constitu tes it tru e  s a c r i f i c e ? ..................................... F a r t  2.

ONE

IN WHAT CONSISTS THE ESSENCE OF THE SACRIFICE?

2, CONCLUSION: THE SACRIFICE OF T HE MASS CONSISTS AS
REGARDS ITS ESSENCE"IN THE CONSECRATION O F THE TWO 

SPECIES AND I N THAT" AL O R f c .~  ” “  " ' ~

A. T h is p roposition  is CATHOLIC DOCTRINE tcf. n. 4),

B. L eaving aside  c e r ta in  obso le te  op in ions, th e re  a re  only two 
d o c trin es  to  be considered .

T HE T WO T E ACHINGS: 
a . One of th e se  d o c trin es  p laces thf sacrifice  of the  Mss. 

e sse n tia lly  : n the co n sec ra tio n  of the two s p e d  j  and in  that alone.
o. The other doe"

- n s e e r d  r; a id m  ihe lie urtev
places the e :r enc.e of the s a critic  

■ . . . rt . .. n ■* - o ih ■ i



com m union  is  not m ere ly  an in teg ra ting  p a rt of the s a c r if ic e  a lready  
consum m ated in its  e sse n ce  but as a p a rt e sse n tia lly  constitu ting  the 
s a c r if ic e .

D. T hese  opinions w ill be now exposed in  sp ec ia l (3-4).

3. B ELL A EMIN’S OPINION: St. Robert B e lla rm in  (d. 1621) exposes
th is  opinion:

A . W r  iting  t hu s :
a. “ The consum ption of the E u ch a ris t m ade by the p r ie s t 

offering  the sa c r if ic e  is  to be regarded  not so  much as the  eating  of the 
v ic tim , as the consum m ation of the sa c r if ic e ; and is  reckoned to  
co rresp o n d  p ro p erly  to the burning of the ho locaust. And it has always 
been judged by the Church so  n e c e ssa ry , tha t If perchance a p r ie s t  dies 
before  the com m union, or is im peded in som e o ther m anner from  the 
com m union, ano ther p r ie s t  m ust take his place and com plete the s a c r if ic e , 
as is  c le a r  from  the Council of Toledo (12, Can. 5), and the ru le s  of the  
m is sa l.

b. ’ In the whole action  of the M a s s , . . . . . .  th e re  is no o th er
re a l d e s tru c tio n  of the v ic tim  ap art from  th is : But. . . . . . .  a re a l d e s tru c tio n
is  req u ire d . T h ere fo re  the p a tr ia rc h  A braham , even though he tied up Ms  
son  and laid  him  upon the a l ta r  and ra ise d  his hand to s la y  him , n ev erth e less  
because  th e re  was no re a l k illing, be is  not sa id  to  have offered him  in 
sa c r if ic e , save in his w ill.

b l , ” "TrNo? is  it any o b stac le , that th is  consum ption does not 
seem  to  be done in  the  person  of C h r is t , who how ever is  the  p r im a ry  
p r ie s t .  F o r  C h ris t does not indeed eat h im self, n o r  does he im m ediate ly  
consum e the sac ram en t: N ev erth e less  he can be sa id  to  consum e it . 
because he hands it over to be consum ed . F o r  ju s t as in  the s a c r if ic e  of 
the C ro s s , C h ris t tru ly  sa c rif ic e d  h im self b ecau se  he offered h im se lf  fo r  
stay ing , although he did not slay h im self. F o r  a lso  in  the  Old T estam en t 
burning  of the v ic tim  was of the,.essence of the  holocaust, but n e v e rth e less  
it was not done im m edia te ly  by the p r ie s t  but by the fire : But the p rie s t
is tru ly  sa id  to burn the v ic tim  when he s e ts  f ire  to  i t ........... . .T hrough  the
c o n sec ra tio n  the  thing which is  offered is  o rd e re d  tow ards tru e  re a l and 
ex te rn a l change and d e s tru c tio n , which was n e c e ssa ry  fo r the objective 
concept of s a c r if ic e . F o r  through the co n sec ra tio n  the body of C h ris t 
takes the fo rm  of food; But food is o rd e red  tow ards eating  and through this 
tow ards change and d estru c tio n .

b3. " No r  is it any obstacle  to th is  that the body of C h ris t 
su ffe rs  no hurt in  its e lf , no r lo se s  its own n a tu ra l be, when the E u ch aris t 
is  ea ten , F o r  it lo se s  its  sa c ra m e n ta l be, and th e re fo re  c e a se s  to be 
re a lly  on the a lta r ,  c ea ses  to  be sensib le  food .5' (B ellarm in : De 
B u ch aris tia , 1, 5,. c, 27).

B. . T h is opinion:
a. had a few fo llow ers in the sixteenth, century ;
to. it had m any fo llow ers in the seven teen th  c e n tu ry ;
c . in the eighteenth  cen tu ry  it was held by St. A lphonsus 

L igouri <d. 1787).
d . Now it is  ha rd ly  accepted  at a ll by any theologians.

C. With the upho lders of th is  opii don a re  not to be c la ssed  a 
few rec en t C atholic  au tho rs:

a. who, excluding any offering , chink tha t the E u ch a ris tic  
s a c r if ic e  is constitu ted  sim p ly  through th is  that th e re  is  se t befo re  us a 
m eal of the body and blood of C h ris t.

b. Note that the Council of T re ’it condem ned the p roposition  
that C h ris t be offered  in the M acs v;; nc ;i ng e lse  then  that he be given to
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us for eating.2 (ES. 1751).

4. THE COMMON TEACHING: The common teaching of theologians
is that expressed in the foregoing conclusion (n. 2).

A. It seem s that the Church for the firs t tim e, expressly 
manifested her mind regarding this question in the encyclical ‘Mediator Dei1 
of Pope Pius XII; the encyclical says:

a. ”The august sacrifice of the a ltar is concluded by the communion 
of the divine banquet. Nevertheless, as all know, in o rder tha t the 
intregrity  of this same sacrifice may be had , it is required only that the 
p rie s t  be re fre sh e d  by the heavenly banquet, but not that the people also 
ai3proach the holy tab le , -  which for the re s t is most highly desirable.'
(ES. 3354),

b. ” Again and again it is to be observed that the Eucharistic 
sacrifice is by its nature an unbloody immolation of the divine victim, 
which indeed is manifest in a mystical manner from the separation of the 
sacred species, and from the offering made of them to the eternal Father 
But, holy communion pertain., to the integration of the same and to the 
participation of the same by the reception of the august sacram ent," (ES, 3854).

B. Therefore the communion of the celebrant p riest integrates
the sacrifice; through communion we participate in the sacrifice.

a. The essence of the. sacrifice is the unbloody immolation.
b. But the unbloody immolation is had through transinstan tia tion ,

and by the very fact of this the separated Eucharistic species are a figure
of the bloody separation of the body and blood; and "through distinct signs 
Christ Jesus is signified and shown forth in the state of victim .” (ES. 3848).

c. These things have place only in the consecration of the two 
species.

C. Therefore:
a. the conclusion proposed above (n. 2) is to be term ed 

Catholic D octrine;
b. and, as it seem s, the contrary opinion, since the encyclical 

’Mediator Dei* cannot be sustained by Catholics.

5. PROOF OF CONCLUSION: The foregoing conclusion (n. 2.) will 
be proved by two theological arguments, (nn. 6-7).

6. FIRST ARGUMENT: From  direction towards God in sacrifice.

A. The sacrifice  of the Mass, as regards its essence, consists 
in that liturgical action wherein is contained a giving of the body and 
blood of Christ directed towards God; for sacrifice is essentially a 
certain  donation m a d e  to God,

B. But the communion of the priest is not such.
a. For the value of this communion is manifested from its 

liturgical signification.
b. But the liturgical signification is not unto an offering made 

to God, but for procuiliig the profit of the communicant.
b l. Indeed in - he liturgy of the Mass, when it comes to the 

communion, no further mention is  made of offering; everything concerns 
the communication of i divine good by the participation of the victim .

52.
52 a ,

Thus St. Thom as w rites:
*' Thus aec ord ingly  the pe> pie being p repared  and instructed



consequently approach is made to the celebration of the Mystery; which 
indeed is both offered as a sacrifice, and is consecrated and consumed as 
a sacram ent. (Ill, q.83, a. 4).

b2b. i:The consumption pertains to the character of sacram ent; 
but the offering pertains to the character of sacrifice; and therefore from 
this that someone consumes the body of Christ or even that many do so, 
there does not accrue some help to o th e rs .” (III, q. 79, a. 7 ad 3).

C, Therefore the sacrifice of the Mass does not consist 
essentially in the communion.

a. Accordingly it consists in the consecration alone; for now 
there are only two doctrines to be considered, to wit, consecration alone 
or consecration and p riest1 s communion.

b. Accordingly the p riest’s communion being excluded, there 
remains the consecration alone.

7. SECOND ARGUMENT: From the diverse value of consecration 
and communion:

A. The Council of Trent deals with the communion in its 
thirteenth session on the sacrament of the Eucharist; but it is only in 
the twenty-secon? session that it deals with the Eucharistic sacrifice. It
distinguishes the various kinds of communion (sacram ental only, 
spiritual only, sacram ental and spiritual); but always according as they 
benefit (or harm) the recipient, but not as they would contain any oblative 
force. Therefore it is to fee positively affirmed that the consumption of 
the body and blood of Christ is not precisely a presentation of some gift 

to God, but formally tends towards the benefit of the recipient. <ES. 1848). 
What Trent teaches about the sa crifice of the Mass is appropriate to the 
consecration but not to the communion.

E. Both species are required. For Christ consecrated and 
offered under the two species;

a. the constant custom and practice of the Church always 
employs both species ;

b» the Council of Trent says that Christ offered his body and 
blood at the Last Supper1 under the species of bread and wine; but by the 
symbols of the same thing, he gave his body and blood to the Apostles and 
commanded them and their successors to offer them .

c. Christ instituted a new Pascb, to wit, himself to be 
immolated by the Church through her priests under visible signs (£3.1741),

d. According to the encyclical ’Mediator Dei’ ;
d l. the sacrificing of Christ is shown through external signs ;
d2. the species rv- a f* ire of the bloody death of Christ;
d3, through distinct signs Christ is shown, in a victimal state; 
d4. the unbloody immolation is manifest from the separation 

of the sacked species.

C . T he signification of the communion;
a. The liturgical meaning of the communion is ra th er for 

the entering into fellowship with God and communion of the divine goods 
through participation of the victim made sacred and offered to God, 
whereby we are made in come fashion table'-companions with God.

a l .  This liturgical signification is clear in Holy Scripture
(i Cor. 10.18, 20-21);

s2. and it frequently recurs in the postcommunion prayers 
The importance of the communion is very great, as is 

manifes t in the narrative of the Last Supper, in which right from the 
beginning Christ issues an invitation to eat and drink: ’’Take and eat”



"T ake and drink '’ .
b l , .Also in  the litu rg y  is m an ifest a close  connection betw een 

offering  and com m union.
b2. If the p r ie s t’s com m union is sa id  to  be an in teg ra l p a rt 

it is to be re ta ined  n e c e ssa r ily  as an in teg ra l pa rt;
b3. because  the co n sec ra tio n  te n d s , by its  own weight, 

accord ing  to C h ris t’s in stitu tion  tow ards the com m union.
b4. The rem ain ing  cerem o n ies of the sa c r if ic e  of the M ass and 

the p ra y e rs  have the fo rce  of i llu s tra tin g  the m eaning and value of the . 
co n sec ra tio n  and the com m union.

c. When it is  sa id  that the com m union in te g ra te s  the s a c r if ic e , 
it is the p r ie s t ’s com m union of which it is question . The sam e is not to  be 
sa id  about the com m union of the people a s s is tin g  at the M ass. The 
sa c r if ic e  is in teg ra l even if none of the people approach the sa c re d  tab le , 
(ES .7147; 26-28).

d. That the com m union is not. of the e sse n ce , th is  is  tru e  "when 
it is question  of the sa c r if ic e  of the M ass. But if the question  is ra ised  
about the e n tire  m y ste ry  of the E u ch a ris t, nam ely, w hether holy 
com m union p e rta in s  to its  e sse n ce , without any h esita tio n  an a ffirm ative  
answ er m ust be given.

d l . F o r  the L ord  institu ted  the E u ch a ris t, as a food, in these  
w ords: ''T a k e  and eat" .

d 2. The en tire  E u ch a ris t tends tow ards th is that the p r ie s t  and 
the sim ple  faithful be united with C h ris t, p a rtic ip a tin g  his life  by consum ing 
his body and blood under the sp e c ie s .

8. OBJECTIONS: Against the foregoing  conclusion  and argum ents
c e r ta in  objections a re  a lleged , which will now be sta ted  and 

an sw e red .

A. FIRST OBJECTION:

a. OBJECTIO N :
a l . The com m union of the p r ie s t  co rresp o n d s to the burning

in  the ancient sa c r if ic e  of ho locausts, th is  burning  following the slay ing .
a2. T h e re fo re , ju s t as the burning perta ined  to  the e ssen ce  

of the sa c r if ic e  so  in  the M ass does the com m union of the p r ie s t  .

b. ANSWER:
b l . G iven that the burning perta ined  to  the e ssen ce  of the 

s a c r if ic e , th e re  could s t i l l  be saved in it d irec tio n  tow ards God, which 
is  not saved  in the p r ie s t 's  com m union.

B • SECOND OBJECTION:

a, OBJECTION:
a l .  C h ris t gives h im self in  the M ass to be ea ten , in  the sam e 

way as he gave h im self in the sa c r if ic e  of the C ro ss  to be s la in .
a2. T h e re fo re , ju s t as th is la t te r  perta ined  e sse n tia lly  to 

the s a c r if ic e  of the C ro ss , so a lso  the fo rm e r  m ust p e rta in  to the 
s a c r if ic e  of the,- M ass.

b. ANSWER:
b l .  That C h ris t free ly  gave h im self out of his love on the 

C ro ss  to be s la in , th is  was the ac t of the v ic tim , not the act of the 
offering  p r ie s t ,  through which the de livery  of C h ris t over to death 
acquired  the  chs r a c ie r  of sa c r if ic e .

b2. B it  that C h ris t in the M ass d e liv e rs  h im se lf to be eaten  
doer not im ply an oblative d irec tio n  to  God.



THIRD OBJECTION:

6 .

C.

a. OBJECTION:
a l .  St. Paul says: 55E very  tim e you eat th is  b read  and drink  

th is  cup you a re  p rocla im ing  the death of the Lord.*’ (1 C or. 11 .26-27).
a2. T h ere fo re  the s a c r if ic e , com m em orative  of C h r is t’s

death, c o n sis ts  in  the eating .

b. ANSWER:
b l .  If St. Pau l by those  w ords w ere  defining the question  of 

the e ssence  of the s a c r if ic e , the objection would stand; but in  fac t,
St. Paul is  m ere ly  indicating  in a general m an n er that a com m em oration  
of C h r is t 's  death is m ade in the E u c h a ris t, and that the very  v ictim  of the 
sa c r if ic e  is given to us as food.

b2. St. Paul in the ten th  chap ter of hie e p is tle , when he is 
dealing with the eating  of the s a c r if ic ia l  m ea l, a lleges the p rofit of the 
rec ip ien t by the com m unication with the body and blood of C h ris t,

b2a. A ccordingly, in the eating  he does not recogn ise  the aspec t 
of o ffering  tow ards God, but som ething  consequent and subsequent to the 
o ffering  its e lf .

b2h. M oreover, if St. P a u l 's  w ords a re  understood rig id ly  
to a s s e r t  that the eating  constitu tes the s a c r if ic e , it would follow that 
not even the  co n sec ra tio n  i ts e lf  p e rta in s  to the  e ssen ce  of the sa c r if ic e ; 
which no one would adm it.

D. FOURTH OBJECTION:

a. OBJECTION:
a l . F o r  tru e  and p ro p er s a c r if ic e  is req u ired  the

the v ic tim .
a2. But the d e stru c tio n  of the v ic tim is had in  the

the comm union of the p r ie s t.

d e s tru c tio n  of 

M ass through

b. ANSWER:
b l , T h is is the  p rincipal rea so n  why c e r ta in  theologians have 

been led to hold that the p r ie s t 's  com m union is the e sse n tia l constitu tive  
of the sa c r if ic e  of the M ass: They have thought tha t the d e stru c tio n  of the? 
v ictim  is req u ired  by e sse n tia l n e c e ss ity  fo r any tru e  s a c r if ic e . F rom  
th is  they concluded that a d e s tru c tio n  m ust be found in the M ass: But it is 
found in the p r ie s t 's  com m union, w herein  C h ris t is  in a c e r ta in  m aim er 
destroyed  by the co rru p tio n  of the sp ec ies  as re g a rd s  his sa c ra m e n ta l be.

fo2, But accord ing  to the mind of m any theo log ians, d e s tru c tio n  
of the v ic tim  is  not n e c e ssa ry  in every  tru e  s a c r if ic e .

b2a. In the  s a c r if ic e  of the C ro ss  and in the tru e  sa c r if ic e s  of 
the Old T es tam en t, w here an anim al was im m olated , d e s tru c tio n  of a 
v ictim  took place;

b2b„ but it is not ' a priori* evident from  th is  that a d e s tru c tio n  
m ust take p lace in the s a c r if ic e  of the M ass which is a sa c r if ic e  u tte r ly  
s in g u la r and fsui  g e n e ris ’ .

b3. M oreover, given tha t a d e s tru c tio n  m ust take place in 
the M ass, it is  not yet evident tha t it is  to  be assigned  to  the p r ie s t 's  
com m union. Indeed, th e re  a re  theologians who, as we sh a ll se e , 
excluding the  p r ie s t 's  com m union from  the e sse n tia l p a rts  of the 
E u ch a ris tic  s a c r if ic e , se e  an equivalent d e s tru c tio n  of the v ictim  in 
the co n sec ra tio n  its e lf , in as m uch as C h ris t the L ord is placed in a * 
low er s ta te , to  wit in the s ta te  of food and drink .

b4. M oreover, the  question  a r is e s :  What d e s tru c tio n  of the 
v ic tim  is had in the com m union?

b4a. Indeed if the d e stru c tio n  is sa id  to be m ere ly  sym bolic  o r 
re p re se n ta tiv e , th is  is su ffic ien tly  verified  in  th e  co n sec ra tio n , without



there being any need to recu r to the communion.
b4b. But if the destruction is said to be real, the question 

arises of how it attains Christ, who rem ains in himself always in his 
state of glory and integrity.

b4c. Perhaps it will be said that Christ loses something truly 
and really through the commonion, that is, loses his sacram ental be;

b4cl. This real ‘destruction' (which however is not admitted by 
all theologians) could be called a destruction only in a diminished sense 
and through a certain  remote likeness;

b4c2. Nor could such a 'destruction’ be compared with the 
destruction of the animal victim s in the Old Testament.

b5. M oreover, it in not through the communion that the 
presence of Christ ceases, but through the corruption of the species.

b6. But if we concede that some so rt of destruction is had in 
the communion, it is ra ther positively clear that it does not enter into the 
essence of the sacrifice, but has the character of communication of the 
victim already sacrificially  offered.

E. FIFTH OBJECTION:

a. OBJECTION:
a l .  After the consecration, the liturgy still speaks of offering:

"We o ffe r ................" .
a2. Therefore the sacrifice does not consist in the consecration

alone.

b. ANSWER:
b l. The words ‘ We offer" indicate more expressly according

to customary liturgical style what has been done through the cons cm native 
action; and which indeed is in some manner continued, as long as the 
victim is present on the altar.

F. SIXTH OBJECTION: .

a. OBJECTION:
a l .  The consecration bespeaks transubstantiaiion and so has 

God as its principal cause; and Christ as man as a conjoined instrument; 
and the m inisterial p riest as a secondary and separated instrum ent.

a2. Eut, the offering has Christ the man as principal cause; 
for God does not and cannot offer sacrifice.

a3. Therefore the oblation is not verified in the consecration.

b. ANSWER:
b l . The consecration under one respect bespeaks 

transubstantiaiion and under another respect is an oblation,
b2. For the consecration has a twofold character, to wit, 

it is transubstantiative, and it is oblative.
b2a. According to its transubstantiative character, God alone is 

the principal cause; for the Eucharistic conversion can be done by God 
alone, man concurring as a m erely instrum ental cause.

b2b. According to its oblative character, on the contrary, man 
alone is the principal cause; (for God cannot offer sacrifice , which is the 
act of the creature subject to God), God concurring as prime cause, 

b3. Hence the same transufostantiation;
b3a. In the physical o rder is by the man Christ instrum ent ally;
b3b. in the formally oblative order it is from Christ as a

princi pal cans e .



PART TWO

THE FORMAL CONSTITUTIVE

9. ORDER OF PROCEDURE: The essence of the sacrifice of the
Mass consists, as we have seen, in the consecration alone.. But 

there are  various things to be considered in the consecration, to wit; 
bread and wine; transubstantiation; the two species with the body present 
by force of the words under the species of bread, the blood present by 
force of the words under the species of wine; relation to the sacrifice of 
the Cross; Christ victim and priest; the same expiation as that of the 
sacrifice of Calvary; the Church offering etc,

A. The problem to be solved is this:
a. What is it in the consecration which determ ines it to be a 

true and proper sacrifice?
b. Or in other words, which is the formal constitutive of the 

sacrifice of the Mass?

B . The treatm ent of this question accordingly:

a, will proceed thus:
a l , F irs t, will be exposed the diverse opinions of theologians
a2. Secondly, the solution of the question will be proposed.

b. Hence the following order:

Diverse opinion: Section 1.

On the formal 
constitutive of 
the sacrifice 
of the Mass-

Solution.................................   .Section 2.

SECTION ONE

DIVERSE OPINIONS OF THEOLOGIANS 10

10. ORDER CF PROCEDURE: There are numerous opinions of 
theologians in regard to this question. It would be a lengthy 

task to catalogue and i icite all of these opinions. M oreover, there is 
a great variety in these opinions; and also in sum m arising them briefly,
there would be danger af distortion or defamation.



A, Therefore it seem s mare opportune to reduce opinions 
(leaving aside opinions that, theologians commonly regard as utterly 
obsolete or valueless) to certain  types and to consider more accurately 
for each type respectively the opinion of one or another of its chief 
proponents.

B. Therefor this section:

a. will present:
a l , F ir s t , a general view of these opinions considered

chronologically.
a2. Secondly, these types of opinion will foe exposed in 

special and indeed:
a2a. In the firs t place , the theory of real change of the victim; 
a2b. in the second place* the theory of virtual immolation; 
a2c. in the third place, the theory of pure oblation; 
a 2d, in the fourth place, the theory of m ystical immolation,

as proposed by Billot;
a2e. in the fifth place , the theory of de la T raille; 
a2f. in the sixth place, the 'sacram ental' theory;

Opinions indicated chronologically. .................  Article 1

Opinions 
on the 

formal 
constitutive 
of the 
sacrifice 
of the Mass

Theory of real change

Theory of virtual 
imm olation..........

Theory of pure oblation

Types' of 
opinion 
exposed 
in
special

Theory of m ystical 
immolation (B illo t),. . . .  .

Theory of de la Taille. . . .

. . Article 2

. . Article 3

Article 4

. , .  A rticle 5

. , Article 6

:
ĵ * Sacram ental' theory, Article 7



ARTICLE ONE

1 0 .

CHRONOLOGICAL VIEW OF OPINIONS

11. CHIEF MODERN TYPES OF OPINION: We shall here present
the chief types of opinion proposed recently.

A. In 1868, F ra nz el in pubXis h ed his trea tise  'De Eucharistia* 
in which he defended the real change of the victim by the reduction of 
C hrist to a lower state, thus resuming the opinion of De Lugo (d, 1660).

B. In 1893, Billot brought out his trea tise  fDe Eucharisti©*,
a. rejecting any real change cf the victim and proposing 

his own opinion, which he slightly changed in the sixth edition of his 
work in 1924.

b. He reposes the essence of the sacrifice in an unbloody 
immolation which is had through the sacram ental separation alone,
of the body from the blood under the distinct species of bread and wine, 
whereby Christ becomes a victim in the sacram ent.

C. De la Taille in his work hMysterium Fidei1 retained 
the sacram ental separation of the species;

a. but at the same tim e adjudged that this does not suffice 
that Christ be a victim .

b. But he is a victim for this reason, that he pre-exists 
in heaven as a victim and is rendered by the consecration present as 
victim under the species.

E. Lepin from the history of theology of the sacrifice of the 
Mass arrived at the conclusion that the essence of this sacrifice is 
constituted by an offering alone,-the separation of the species being 
m erely a condition.

F. Hugon resumed the theory of Lessius (d. 1623), 
according to which the twofold consecration has the character of a 
virtual immolation, having the force of really  separating the blood 
ef Christ from his body; which effect however, is impeded by the 
law of concomitance.

G. Recently has been proposed what is called the sacram ental 
theory, which distinguishing the physical o rder from the sacram ental 
o rder, holds that the essence of the sacrifice consists in an effacious 
sign, by force of which in the sacram ental o rder Christ is set present
as the victim of the C ross, -  .which indeed diverse proponents of this 
theory expose in diverse fashions,

H. The foregoing brief indications indicate the theological 
development of doctrine from the middle of the nineteenth century 
onwards.



ARTICLE TWO

FIRST TYPE

REAL CHANGE INTO LOWER STATE

12. FRANZELIN’S EXPOSITION: Franzelin presupposes that the
double consecration constitutes the essence of the sacrifice, and that 

every true sacrifice bespeaks destruction of the thing offered.

A. But this destruction need not necessarily  be a physical 
destruction whereby the thing would cease to be; it is sufficient that it 
be according to m oral estimation, equivalent to physical destruction.

a. Some destruction is had in the Mass in the consecration by 
reduction of Christ to a lower state, according to a sort of deprivation 
of his holy humanity of the functions and manners of existing connatural 
to it as it is reduced to the state of food and drink.

b. This privation or exinanition:
b l . consists in this that Christ "the firs t born of every creature, 

the head of the Church, holding primacy in all things (Col. 1. 15-18), 
gives himself to his Church to be constituted by her m inisterial priests 
in his body and blood in such a manner of existing under the species of 
bread and wine, that he is truly in the state of food and drink;

b la . so that (formally inasmuchas he is constituted under these 
species) every connatural act of his corporeal life depending upon the 
senses ceases;

bib . so that he can do nothing connaturally according to his body; 
b lc . so that his body and blood, inasmuchas his presence is tied 

to the species, is submitted in a certain  manner to the control of men, as if
he were an inanimate thing...............

b2. "Such an ’ exinanition’:
b2a. "not only is understood sufficiently to express the absolute 

m ajesty of God’s dominion and the satisfaction completed by death for our 
sin '; so that it be truly and properly sacrificial;

b2b. "but also, apart from the bloody sacrifice on the Cross no 
more sublime or profound notion of a true and proper sacrifice can be 
conceived by us." (Franzelin: De Eucharistia, pp. 450-451).

c. By the m ystical mactation, or separate species, the Mass 
bespeaks a relation to the Cross: "Accordingly, without doubt relation to 
the bloody sacrifice on the Cross is founded in the very nature of this 
unbloody sacrifice, as it has been instituted by Christ;

c l .  "wherefore if this relation (which is had through the 
mystical mactation) according to Christ’s institution essential to this 
sacrifice, be taken away, there is taken away the very nature of the 
sacrifice ..........

c2. "To be a relative sacrifice signifies two things, to wit,
c2a. "be a true and proper sacrifice in itself, having all the

properties essential to concept of sacrifice,
c2b. "and m oreover have relation to another sacrifice." (Op. cit.

p. 434).
d. This relative character is verified by the m ystical mactatio*';

the absolute character through the lower state described above.

B. Accordingly:
a. Franzelin holds that:
a l . For every true sacrifice is required destruction of the

victim;



a2. The sacrifice of the Mass consists essentially in the double 
consecration alone;

a3. The m ystical mactation is essentially required for its 
relative character.

b. In itself and absolutely the sacrifice of the Mass is had on 
account of the lower state, whereby Christ in the sacram ent is deprived 
of his connatural functions of existing, as if dead and left in the state of 
food and drink in a certain fashion at the control of man. He is deprived 
indeed, because something which intrinsically affects C hrist’s body in 
heaven is taken away from this body in the Eucharist, since it is not 
reproduced there.

ARTICLE THREE 

SECOND TYPE

VIRTUAL IMMOLATION

13. HUGON'S EXPOSITION: This theory is exposed thus by Hugon in 
his ’T ractatus Dogmatici’ , (Vol. 3, pp. 460-463).

A. The Mass must "in  some manner renew that sacrifice (of tfre 
Cross), which consists in the separation of body from blood and of soul 
from both body and blood.

a. "But:
a l . "Because the Mass is not a bloody renewal, it must not 

effect real separation:
a2. "But because it is not a m erely relative sacrifice (relative 

to the Cross) nor only an effacious image nor an application only, it must 
together both represent separation and in some fashion effect it, not
really  but virtually and apply the fruits of the P assion .............

a3. "That the separation is represented by the double
consecration, inasmuchas the body is placed apart and the blood apart, 
all admit; that the fruits of the Passion are applied, we hold for certain.

b. " it remains to be proved how the double consecration effects
separation, not really indeed, but virtually. The sacram ental words effect 
only what they signify. \

b2. "But the words in the consecration of bread signify only the 
presence of the body and the words in the consecration of the chalice 
signify the presence of the blood.

b3. "T herefore by force of the w ords, there is had on the 
altar only the body without the blood, the blood without the body, the body 
and blood without the soul.

b3a. "T herefore the words by force of them selves, bespeak 
separation, and, if in reality  the separation does not occur, this is due 
to the divine law of concomitance.

b3b. "Accordingly, because the words have the power of effecting 
separation, the consecration produces the separation v irtually . "

E . Hugon himself proposes this difficulty:

a. OBJECTION:



a l. "Where in fact separation does not occur, in fact there is 
not true immolation.

a2. "But in the consecration separation does not occur in fact, 
a3. "Therefore in the consecration there is not true immolation."

b. ANSWER:
b l . A distinction is to be made in the major:
b la . It is true that where in fact separation is not made, because 

the very action is not by force of itself separative, there is not true 
immolation;

bib . but it is not true to say that where separation does not 
occur, because there is impeded the effect of an action which is by force
of itself separative, there is not true immolation.................

b2. "Just as for the concept of true martyrdom it suffices that 
the wound be from itself lethal, although death be miraculously impeded, 
so for the concept of true immolation it suffices that the action be from 
itself lethal and separative even though the separation be impeded from 
another source."

ARTICLE FOUR

THIRD TYPE

PURE OBLATION

14. This opinion will be sketched after the manner of Lepin (L’idee du
Sacrifice de la Messe, p.737 ss).

A. The essential element of sacrifice is oblation.
a. The sacrifice of the Cross was essentially "an oblation and 

donation, full of love, of the suffering and dying Saviour." (p.741).
a l .  This personal offering tru ly  sacrificial, embraced the 

whole life of Christ, which before his Passion "was not exempt from 
immolation, owing to his humility, toil and voluntary poverty, destitution, 
in such a m easure as amply suffices for actual expiation." (p.742).

a2. Indeed, even independently of every actual affliction or 
immolation there was sacrifice in the whole of C hrist’s life, simply as 
it was a human life. For Christ always stood before the Father as a 
priest and always offered himself as a living victim of adoration, 
reparation, prayer and love." (p.743).

b. "The sacrifice thus understood had its beginning with 
C hrist's life; and was inseparable from him. In his Passion and Death, 
the sacrifice is continued under a certain  particular form, which is the 
form of supreme expiation for definitive redemption."

B. C hrist’s sacrifice is extended even to his glorious and 
everlasting life in heaven. Christ rising from the dead is no longer in 
the condition of servitude, can no longer suffer and m erit.

a. "But he can offer the past afflictions and acquired m erits, 
which rem ain effacious forever." (p.745).

b. The heavenly sacrifice is not properly speaking, ritual and
pragmatic, because it is not expressed symbolically by any exterior act;; 
Symbols are not found in heaven.



c. "N evertheless, the permanence in Christ’s sacred flesh 
of the scars of the Passion confers on his offering a certain sensible 
character which befits the great Sacrifice, which is the centre of the 
religion of the Saints {in heaven)." (p.747).

C. After these preambles in general upon the sacrifice of Christ 
embracing and as it were, informing the Redeem er’s whole life, both 
m ortal and glorious, Lepin proceeds to designate the proper essential 
character of the Eucharistic Sacrifice:

a. "It is the heavenly sacrifice made present upon our altars:
Not in a certain  pure and simple manner , but in conditions altogether 
special.

b. Christ offers himself present, in this well-determined 
moment of tim e, in this accurately circum scribed portion of space, for 
this part of his Church, which constitutes a generation of men actually 
living, and more in particular for those assisting.

c. In this manner the heavenly sacrifice is adapted to our earthly 
conditions.

c l . It has taken a form appropriate to our necessities.
c2. It has become our sacrifice: The E ucharist..................
c3. Under the sacram ental species and under a form 

representative of a past immolation, the offering of Christ becomes 
external and sensible, just as is appropriate to our present religion."
(p. 70).

D. The consecration of each species and the sensible species 
concur as a condition to the Eucharistic Sacrifice:

a. "T herefore the true essence of the sacrifice of the Mass,
consists in the oblation which Christ makes of himself, at this moment 
of the double consecration...................

b. "The figurative representation of the bloody immolation is 
only a condition of the present form of C hrist’s sacrifice ; an 
indispensable condition, because so willed by C h ris t.5

E. For the sacrifice of the Mass is required also the Church’s 
offering, which exhibits to God the body and blood of Christ m ystically 
separated on the altar.

a. The Church’s offering makes one with the offering of Christ
b. ’ The Church’s offering since it is , as it were, a 

complement and extension of C hrist’s offering, our sacrifice remains 
assuredly formally identical with the sacrifice of the Last Supper and of 
the Cross. Therefore the sacrifice of the Mass may be defined: 
offering which Christ makes of himself, and which the Church makes of 
Christ, under signs representing his past immolation.51 (pp. 753-754).

F. This definition, as it stands, does not sufficiently express 
the distinctive note of this opinion, which consists in the assertion that 
the representative signs are a m ere condition.

a. Accordingly, in this opinion, the sacrifice properly so- 
called of Christ is contained in the sole offering continued throughout all 
his life, even if not manifested externally.

b. The exterior manifestation, which took place during 
Christ’s life and much more in his Passion and Death, is a condition of 
the sacrifice not an essential part.

c. The two species are consequently a condition, by which the 
sacrifice of Christ, always consisting in m ere oblation, becomes the 
Church’s sacrifice.



ARTICLE FIVE

iA  c* .

FOURTH TYPE

SACRAMENTAL IMMOLATION

15. BILLOT'S THEORY: Billot, taking up again a theory proposed
by Bossuet (d. 1704) and Fasqualigo (d.1684), proposes a theory 

of mystical immolation through the separation of the species.

A. The consecration of the two species has in itself the 
essential character of sacrifice 11 precisely inasmuch as it is an unbloody 
immolation, through sacram ental or m ystical separation of the body from 
the blood under the distinct species of bread and w ine.'1 (Billot: De Ecclesiae 
Sacram entis, vol. 1, p.635).

a. ' That the body of Christ be given for us in the Eucharist, 
and that his blood be poured out for us in the Eucharist, is nothing else 
than that they be offered to God for us sacram entally separated: to wit, 
forasmuch as, speaking of the thing offered according as it is subjected
to our senses through the species and the words, the body becomes present 
at the consecration separately from the blood under the appearance of 
bread, but the blood separately from the body under the appearance of 
wine (for neither the blood under the appearance of bread nor the boay 
under the appearance of wine are present sacram entally, that is, as 
sensibilised, if one may so speak, through the external sacram ent),

b. "and through this Christ is set upon the altar and is 
presented to God in the appearance of the passion and death which once, 
everlasting redemption being found, he endured on the cross: In which 
presentation indeed, consists the unbloody immolation, representative 
of the bloody immolation, asserted  by T ren t.” (p. 636).

B. There is no destruction in him self of the victim or even 
equivalent exinanition. After the sacrifice of the cross there remained 
only the priesthood of Christ, and also Christ the sole victim accepted 
by God forever.

a. But Christ in his glory is capable neither of destruction 
nor of any lower state in himself.

b. But m ystical immolation thus understood suffices for the 
character of a true sacrifice, because " if  the proper and essential form 
of sacrifice consists in the expression of our adoration and total 
abandonment to God, what else, I ask, will seem to you more apt for this 
very purpose, than that immolation whereby the victim of the cross is 
presented to God by the hands of the Church in the appearance of his
bloody death and the Church herself in union with her head, that I may 
use Austin's words, ' learns to offer herself through him*1*, (p. 639).

C. The sacrifice of the m ass and the s ac rifice of the cross 
are other and other, not only numerically but also specifically.

a. "F o r since sacrifice consists in offering, the manner of 
offering being diversified, the sacrifice also is necessarily  diversified.

b. "T herefore, if here and there authorities will seem to say 
the opposite (affirming that the sacrifice of the cross and the mass are the 
one and the same sacrifice), they are to be understood in this sense, in 
which through a fairly common metonymy, the word sacrifice is usually 
employed for the thing sacrificed or for the victim offered." (p.607).

D. Between the two sacrifices there rem ains a unity of order:
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a. consisting in this ’’that the sacrifice of the m ass of its 
essence supposes the sacrifice of the cross; because it offers the same 
victim, now indeed unbloody, but in the sacram ental appearance of his 
bloody immolation on the cross.

b. "Because therefore it is ‘in toto* related to that bloody 
immolation as a perpetual representation and m emorial of it, and lastly, 
as a perennial cult, by the daily celebration of which are received most 
richly the fruits of the same bloody offering." (p. 608).

E. Therefore according to this opinion, Christ is in no 
manner changed in himself nor can be changed in the sacrifice of the m ass.

a. The objective concept of sacrifice is verified by this that 
Christ, the victim accepted forever as victim from the cross, is 
m ystically immolated.

b. The m ystical immolation represents the sacrifice of the 
cross and presents anew the victim of the cross to God.

c. The sacrifice of the m ass and the sacrifice of the cross;
c l . are one by reason of victim offered;
c2. by reason of sacrific  action they differ in species and 

number,
c3. in such fashion however that the s tric test unity of order 

avails between the sacrifice of the m ass and the sacrifice of the cross.

F. The proper note of this opinion lies in this, that the sole 
separation of the species, extrinsic to Christ, makes Christ a victim in 
the sacram ent, through this that he is presented to God in the external 
appearance of his passion and death.

ARTICLE SIX 

FIFTH TYPE

DE LA TAILLE'S THEORY

16. According to de la Taille, who expounds his theory chiefly in his
great work ‘Mysterium F id e i', published in 1931, CHRIST PR E

EXISTING IN HEAVEN AS VICTIM OF THE CROSS IS OFFERED TO GOD 
UNDER THE SIGNS OF BREAD AND WINE; de la Taille proposes what ; 
might be term ed a whole system  whose parts are intimately joined 
together.

A. NOTION OF SACRIFICE:
a. If the prevailing end of the sacrifice is only latreutic , but 

not propitiatory, destruction is net required, but it suffices that something 
be done about the thing offered;

b. but if the propitiatory end prevails, destruction of a victim 
is more consonant, the donation or oblation remaining intact, for this 
always belongs to the essence of sacrifice. (Mysterium Fidei, p. 11).

c. From mactation sacrifices have that they be bloody; the
unbloody sacrifices of the Old Lav/ were without mactation or immolation. 
And that sacrifice be consummated, it is necessary  that there be added 
an acceptation on the part of God, whereby ’ God is deemed obliged 
towards men by virtue of the sacrifice accepted." (p. 13).
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E . IN THE S ACRIFICE OF THE CROSS the immolation was 
the passion of Christ, forasmuch as a path term inated at death and by death; 
offering externally manifested of itself was not found there.

a. For sacrific  oblation there is required direction of a gift •
to God, and indeed sensibly manifested; but in the passion and death of 
Christ there is nothing such as to manifest externally such a sacrific 
direction.

b. Everything v/hich happened from the garden to Calvary 
could take place, without a sacrifice properly so-called being offered; 
among the m artyrs are found sim ilar things, and yet their death was not 
a sacrifice save in an im proper sense, (p. 31).

c. Thus accordingly, from the garden to the Cross, there is 
nothing ’per se' whence it would be manifested that Christ as a priest 
was making an offering sensibly, ritually, liturgically.

C. THE SUPPER .AND THE CROSS ARE ONE SACRIFICE:
In the supper is the ritual oblation, on the cross the bloody immolation.

a. In the supper was begun that sacrifice which was to be 
consummated on the cross.

a l . The reality  of immolation is verified indeed in the passion of 
the death; but in the symbolic immolation of the supper stands out chiefly 
the note of liturgical oblation.

a2. Therefore there was one numeric sacrifice of redemption 
on the cross and at the supper.

b. "In the genus itself of sign are not to be considered those 
two parts as m erely integrating (as are the quantitative or homogeneous 
parts of bodies), but indeed as constitutive (such as are the parts of the 
essence in a body);

b l. one of which, namely the oblation, has itself after the 
manner of determining form,

b2. but the other, namely the immolation, has itself after the 
manner of m atter, bearing, and being the subject of, the formal 
ch a rac te r.” (pp. 101 -102).

D. THE VICTIM OF THE CROSS PERSEVERES IN HEAVEN.
a . A  ft e r  the sacrifice of Christ was ended on the cross, *’not h i ng 

could be added in the genus of oblation or of immolation; the price of the 
world, the body of our Redeemer, was sufficiently offered through the 
hnads of Christ, was sufficiently immolated through the hands of the Jews ; 
nor was there room for a further ritual action of priest or victimisation
of host.” (p. 131).

b. But on the side of God some perfection can accrue 
consummating the host and adding the divine acceptation of the host.

c. "The sacrifice of Christ did not lack such complement, 
but eternally enjoys it, being consummated by the glorious resurrection
and ascension into heaven, where he lives as a perennial host;...............
accordingly the sacrifice of Christ perseveres not indeed as active;
For the sacrificing passes, nor is it repeated or as it were, involved in 
continuous become; but it perseveres as a passive sacrifice, for the 
host endures in his character of accepted host.” (p. 143).

E. It is clear therefore in what consists the essence of the 
sacrifice of the m ass:

a. We offer under the species through sacram ental immolation 
that same host who perseveres from the cross as host forever. The mass 
is an oblation on the part of the Church of the victim immolated on the 
cross.

b. ’’This is not to make of Christ a host, but to make of the 
host of our high priest the host of his people, upon whom he bestowed that 
they be priests to God and the Father. He who is a host, does not now need



to become a host; but he who is his own host, becomes our host.5' {p. 180).
c. ''We offer the body and blood of Christ; not any more for 

this that it become the host of the passion, but inasmuch as he has been 
made host from the passion." (p. 195).

d. "C hrist is the principal and universal cause in offering,
but we are particular and subordinate causes: since he is the one true 
priest of the most high God after whom none is to arise , nor does 
priesthood belong to us save derived from his priesthood.................

d l. .Accordingly, in virtue of that one sacrificing done of old 
by Christ, we now offer sacrifice.

62. Not therefore are our sacrifices to be numbered with the 
sacrifice of Christ as existing in the same (univocal) genus but only as in 
the same order (of analogy), of which the chief analogate, is the sacrifice 
of Christ, subordinating our sacrifices to it.

d3. Therefore our sacrifices do not add anything to his 
sacrifice or afford any augmentation, but deficiently participate its 
fulness in such fashion that, howsoever multiplied, they do not equal it or 
exhaust it."  (p.195).

F . The whole opinion of de la Taille may be thus summarized:
a. The supper and the cross constitute one individual 

sacrifice:
a l . In the supper is the ritual offering unto immolation on the

cross;
a2. on the cross is the immolation of the host ritually offered in 

the supper.
b. .After the cross and from the cross, Christ rem ains a host 

or victim persevering forever.
c. In the mass he does not become a host, but the host p re 

existing in heaven becomes the host of the Church, under the appearances 
of bread and wine through mystical immolation, and is presented by Christ 
through his m inisters to God.

G. The diversity between Billot and de la Taille lies in this:
a. According to Billot, Christ is victim in the Eucharist, 

precisely and only inasmuch as he becomes present under the separated 
species, representing the bloody immolation of the cross.

b. According to de la Taille:
b l. This is required, but does not suffice for this that Christ 

be in himself and intrinsically a victim in the sacram ent.
b2. Therefore he asserts  that Christ, a perpetual host in heaven, 

becomes present in the Eucharist as a victim , intrinsically and in himself 
a victim, sensibly presented under the separated species.

ARTICLE SEVEN

SIXTH TYPE

THE SACRAMENTAL THEORY

17. CREEK GF PROCEDURE: Since this theory is proposed in diverse 
forms by various authors.
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A.
a.
b.

of this theory.
c.
d.

presented.

this article will proceed thus:
F irs t, will be outlined a general exposition of this theory. 
Secondly, will be presented certain particular expositions

Thirdly, the ‘m ystery presence’ theory will be outlined. 
Fourthly, the Cajetano-Thomistic exposition will be

3 . Hence the following order:

General exposition..............................................D issertation 1

Certain particu lar expositions........................D issertation 2
sacram ental
theory

The ‘m ystery presence’ theory ...................... D issertation 3

The Cajetano-Thomistic exposition...............D issertation 4

DISSERTATION ONE

GENERAL EXPOSITION

18. THE THEORY IN GENERAL: The sacrifice of the cross took place 
in the physical o rder, or in other words, the sacrifice of Calvary 

was the redemptive sacrifice under its natural appearances or natural be.

A. But the Eucharistic sacrifice pertains to the sacram ental 
order, being nothing other than the redemptive sacrifice according to its 
sacram ental be or under sacram ental appearances.

a. It consists essentially in this that the species of bread and
wine efficaciously represent the sacrifice of the cross, and indeed in such 
fashion that this very sacrifice of the cross, is contained under the species, 
but in the sacram ental order. :

b. A sacram ent is an efficacious sensible sign; and the 
Eucharistic species are an efficacious sensible sign:

b l. Forasmuch as they are a sign, they are a symbol of the 
sacrifice of the cross;

b2. forasmuch as they are an efficacious sign, they render 
tru ly  present that same sacrifice, in the same order of reality, which 
corresponds to the representative character of an efficacious sign.

b2a. Thus the species are an efficacious sign of the sacrifice 
of the cross in the sacram ental order.

b2b. Therefore they truly contain it in the order in which they 
are a sign.

B. But to the sacrifice of the cross in itself nothing is added.



nothing is subtracted, but only this is done: it is placed sacram entally 
under the species.

C. For the avoidance of equivocations, it is to be carefully *' 
noted that the words 1 sacram ent*, ’sacram ental' and ’sacram entally’
are not taken precisely in the same sense as Trent takes them when it 
defines that the sacram ents signify and confer grace ’ex opere operate’ 
on those who do not place an obex.

a. These words are taken in a wider sense, when they are 
applied to the Eucharistic sacrifice.

b. When the words of consecration have been pronounced,
the species signify Christ present, Christ who in holy communion confers 
grace 'ex  opere operato' upon those who receive worthily.

c. Thus we have a sacram ent conferring grace efficiently 
’ex opere operato' and it is only of this efficacy for grace that Trent 
speaks.

d. But the species them selves, when the words of consecration 
have been pronounced, signify Christ present as victim presented to God 
the Father.

e. Thus we have a sacram ent-sacrifice: In each case the 
species through the words of consecration are an efficacious sign:

e l .  Efficacious of grace in the firs t acceptation,
e2. efficacious of sacrificial oblation in the second acceptation.

D. These are the things in which the authors holding the 
sacram ental theory agree. But they differ when it is question of determining 
what in virtue of the sign is placed under the species. .According to 
various authors:

a. E ither the bloody passion of Christ alone is placed under 
the species;

b. or the passion and oblation of Christ persevering from the
cro£s;

c. or m oreover the m erit and expiation of the cross, as it were, 
incorporated in Christ; etc.

DISSERTATION TWO

CERTAIN PARTICULAR EXPOSITIONS

19. VONIER: Fbr him this element only is required: Sacram ental 
separation of the body from the blood, sacram entally reproduces

the bloody separation which took place on the cross. (Vonier: A Key to 
the Doctrine of the Eucharist).

20. HERIS: He has this system atic synthesis: (Le Mystere du Christ,
c. 4. , p. 322 ss).

A. The Eucharist is a sacrifice in which "we may consider 
three things: to wit, that which is sacram ent only, which is the bread and 
wine, and that which is reality  and sacram ent, namely, the true body 
of Christ; and that which is reality  only, namely, the effect of this 
sacram ent." (III. q .73, a. 6). "The Eucharist is a perfect sacrifice, as 
containing the very Christ as he has suffered." (III. q.73, a. 5 ad 2).
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sacram ental appearances, continues to reach the men living in time by 
the medium of the act, transito ry  in itself but permanent by its effects, 
of the redemption; and that the redemptive act can become present to 
us by its power and affect us?

a. If so , the mass is explained in its entireity:
a l . It is the real presence under sacram ental veils of the

one redemptive sacrifice now consummated,
a2. as the supper was the real presence under the same

sacram ental veils of the one redemptive sacrifice in the course of its 
accomplishment.

b. Such is the mind of St. Thomas.
b l . And thus are unveiled at the same tim e, in the ir ultimate

depths, the m ysteries of the redemption, of the m ass and of the new 
economy of salvation.

b2. To the difficulty:
b2a. that the passion, being past, can no longer operate in 

the present,
b2b. the answer will be that God’s motion which is eternal 

can act upon the whole further succession of tim e by an instrum ent, of 
itself transito ry , such as the passion of Christ.

B. Or must we, on the contrary, recoil before this doctrine
of the presence to the world of the bloody sacrifice under the veil of the 
unbloody sacrifice? In other words, must we see a contradiction there 
where St. Thomas sees a m ystery, and consequently declare his doctrine 
unacceptable, and seek easy solutions?

a. If so , it must be said with many theologians from the 
Baroque period and even la te r, that the passion of Christ existing no more 
in itself cannot continue to act upon the men of la te r generations, and that 
we are saved, not (as St. Thomas says) by the very passion, death and 
resu rrection  of Christ, but by the glorious Christ who suffered in the past, 
died in the past and rose again in the past.

b. Then indeed everything looks simple:
b l. There v/ill no longer be question of seeing in the m ass the

very presence of the redemptive act.
b2. The mass will not be a sacrifice from this that it

contains the sacrifice of the cross;
b2a. it would doubtless be admitted that it applies the virtue 

thereof, communicating this to us;
b2b. but this application, and this virtue will have ceased to 

appear for what they really are, namely, a true presence of the redemptive 
sacrificial act of the cross.

b3. Then the m ass will be a sacrifice only in virtue of another
act, a sacrificial act of Christ in glory, and of the Church united to him. 

b4. Eut here precisely the difficulties begin.

c. And:

c l .  Indeed:
c la . According to Bellarm in (De Missa, Lib.II, c.4), this

sacrificial act of the glorious Christ other than the one, fully sufficient, 
sacrificial act of the cross, will not be properly either m eritorious or 
satisfactory, but only im petratory.

c lb . Sim ilarly Suarez (III, q.83, a . l ;d is p .  76, sect. I, n. 5;
edit. Vives, t.XXI, p.682), will be able to see in the m ass a sacrifice 
"specifically and essentially" different from that of the cross; and he will 
critic ise  Dominic Soto (d. 1560), according to whom "our daily sacrifice of 
the m ass is not distinct from that of the cross, but quite the sam e." (In IV



Sent., dist. 13, q .2 , a . l ;  edit. Venice, 1584, p.634).
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c2. Indeed, it may be asked: Could an act of the glorious
Christ be sacrificial in the proper sense?

c2a. The unbloody rite  of the supper was a true and proper 
sacrifice because it rendered sacrificially  present to the disciples the 
Christ with the act of his one redemptive sacrifice.

c2b. The unbloody rite  of the m ass, if it rendered sacram entally 
present Christ without the act of his one redemptive sacrifice, would be 
properly, not a sacrifice but an oblation. (Cf. II-II, q.85, a. 3 ad 3).

48. SPIRITUAL CONTACT OF CHRIST’S PASSION TO US: The
passion of Christ contacts us by a spiritual contact, in spite of 

the interval of tim e.

A. The testimony of Sacred Scripture:

a. Sacred Scripture testifies:
a l . "By one sole oblation Christ rendered perfect forever 

those whom he sanctifies.” (Hebr. , 10.14).
a2. "This is my blood, the blood of the covenant, shed for 

the multitude for the rem ission of s in s .” (Matt. 26. 28).
a3. Jesus Christ "has loved us and has washed us from our

sins in his blood.” (Apoc. 1.5).
a4. God through Christ has reconciled all things "making

peace by the blood of his c ro ss ."  (Col. , 1.20).
a5. "C hrist while we were yet sinners died for us." (Rom .,

5. 8).
a6. God has raised up "from  the dead Jesus Christ our Lord,

delivered for our sins and raised for our justification." (Rom. , 4.24-25).

b. If to these revelations are to be given all the ir depth,
we must say, according to St. Thomas, that since God, following the plan 
of the incarnation, willed to utilise the sacred humanity of Christ to 
communicate grace to u s ,

b l. it is due to a power issuing from the one redemptive
dram a, that is, from the Saviour’s very passion and death heralding 
his resurrection , that we continue to be saved and at a moment still to 
come will be raised from the dead.

b2. It is assuredly by a ray emitted from his bloody passion
that Christ willed on the cross and continues to will now in heaven to 
contact all men right from the institution of the economy of the new 
covenant onwards.

B. We may here consider three texts from St. Thomas
concerning the passion, the death and the resurrection  of the Saviour 
(cf.nn. 49-51).

49. CHRIST’S PASSION EFFICIENTLY CAUSES HUMAN SALVATION: 
" Whether the passion of Christ worked our salvation by way of 

efficiency?*' (Ill, q.48, a. 6).

A. "The principal efficient cause of human salvation is God.
But because Christ’s humanity is the instrument of the divinity.............
Consequently, all the actions and passions of Christ operate instrum entalist 
in virtue of the divinity, unto human salvation! And according to this, the 
passion of Christ efficiently causes human salvation."
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B. If it be objected:
a. that a corporal agent does not act efficiently save by 

contact; and that Christ’s passion has not been able to oontact all men; 
therefore it could not efficiently work the salvation of all men;

b. St. Thomas answers that the passion of Christ, ’although 
it is corporal, has nevertheless a spiritual power from the divinity 
united to it. And therefore it obtains efficacy through spiritual contact:
to wit, through faith and the sacram ents of the faith, according to the 
words of the apostle: ’whom he set forth as a propitiator through faith in 
his blood’ , (Rom. 3.25)." (Ibid, ad 2). The last words of St. Thomas here 
are explained elsewhere:

b l. "The power of Christ’s passion is joined to us through faith 
and the sacram ents, differently however, for the continuation which is by 
faith, is made by an act of the soul; but the continuation which is by the
sacram ents, is made through the use of ex terior things...................... thus
accordingly it is manifest that from C hrist's  passion, which is the cause 
of human salvation, there be fittingly derived the justifying power to the 
sacram ents of the New Law, but not to the sacram ents of the Old Law."
(Ill, q. 62, a. 6).

b2. St. Thomas explains in this context (III, q.62, a. 6), that
unlike final cause, efficient cause cannot exercise its causality before it 
exists. Before the advent of Christ the passion could cause salvation in the 
way of final cause; it is only after the passion of Christ that it can function 
thus as efficient cause.

50. CHRIST’S DEATH CAN BE CAUSE OF OUR SALVATION BY WAY 
OF EFFICIENCY: "W hether C hrist's  death wrought something 

towards our salvation?" (Ill, q. So, a. 6).

A. The answer distinguishes between death in its become, 
that is, the passage towards death, and death in its be_, that is, death 
achieved.

B. As to the transito ry  act of dying, that is, death in its 
become, this is the passion itself; and accordingly it is cause both 
m eritorious and efficient of our salvation.

C. As to death in its ^be, or in other words, when death has 
supervened: "The death of Christ cannot be the cause of our salvation by 
way of m erit, but only by way of efficiency: to wit, inasmuch as neither 
through death was the divinity separated from the flesh of Christ, and 
therefore whatever happened about the flesh of Christ, even when the soul 
was separated, was salutary to us by virtue of the divinity united."

b. Cajetan comments here: "Owing to this that the deity
made use of C hrist's  body as an instrum ent, it follows therefrom  that it 
made use of his body deprived of life as an instrument to cause in us the 
destruction of our twofold death of soul and body, according as it is said: 
’who by dying destroyed our death '." (In III, q. 50, a. 6).

51. CHRIST'S RESURRECTION EFFICIENTLY CAUSES OUR
RESURRECTION: Here are to be distinguished two resurrections 

on our part, namely, resurrection  of our bodies, and resurrection  of our 
souls from sin. St. Thomas deals with each in turn  (III, q.56, aa.1-2).

A. " Whether C hrist’s resurrection  is the cause of the
resurrection  of bodies?11 (Ill, q. 56, a . l ) .

a. St. Thomas answers: "The Word of God firs t confers
im m ortal life on the body, naturally united to himself, and through it works



resurrection  in all o thers."

b. Is it question here immediately of the risen  Christ, as
Sylvius says, but not of the rising Christ, or in other words, of the very 
resurrection?

b l. The third objection urges that the resurrection  of Christ,
cannot be efficient cause of our resurrection  " because an efficient cause 
acts only by contact, either spiritual or corporal; but it is manifest that 
C hrist’s resu rrection  cannot have with the dead who will rise  again either 
corporal contact, because it is separated from them owing to distance of 
time and place; or spiritual contact by faith and charity, since infidels 
and sinners will rise  from the dead. "

b2. St. Thomas answers: "Just as other things which Christ
did or suffered in his humanity, are salutary  for us from the power of his 
divinity, . . . . . .  so also C hrist’s resurrection  is efficient cause of our
resurrection  by the divine power, to which it is proper to ra ise  the dead 
to life. Which power indeed reaches p resentially all places and tim es, 
and such virtual contact suffices to fulfil the concept of this efficiency." 
(Ibid, ad 3).

b2a. Note that "a ll things which are in tim e are present to 
Cod from eternity, not only for this reason that he has the ideas of them 
present to himself, as some say; but because his vision is borne from 
eternity upon all things as they are in his presentiality ." (I, q. 14, a. 13).

b2b. Note also that the efficiency of C hrist's resurrection  
upon ours is the foundation of a real relation of us to him, but not of him to 
us.

c. The firs t objection of this same article argues that,
if Christ’s resurrection  was the cause of the resurrection  of men, all the dead 
would have returned to life at the same time as Christ.

c l .  St. Thomas answers that Christ’s resurrection  works its
affects in the course of time according to the decree of the divine will.

c2. " C hrist1 s resurrection  is the cause of our resurrection
by the power of the Word united to it. But the Word operates according to 
will. And therefore it is not necessary  that its effect follow at once, but 
according to the disposition of the Word of God: to wit, that we be conformed 
firs t to Christ suffering and dying in this passible and m ortal life, next that 
we come to participate the likeness of his resurrection ."

d. Suarez indeed mentions the opinion that C hrist's
humanity would make use of his past actions as physical instrum ents to 
work our justification and our resurrection; he speaks of Thomists who 
see in that " a m ystery of hidden theology."

dl " : is •-vestion c . nothing less than the m ystery of the
redemption continued in our m idst, that is, of the m ystery of the m ass, 
less sublime than that of the Holy Trinity, but also hidden in the naturally 
unknowable realm  of God, as are the m ystery of the incarnation and of the 
eucharist).

d2. For Suarez, this thesis contains an im possibility.
d2a. For him there is no m ystery; everything is clear and 

means m erely that the human nature of Christ, subjected of old to the 
passion and the resurrection , is now the instrument of our salvation.
(Suarez: De Incarnatione, disp. 31, sect. 8, nn. 5 ss; edit. Vives, t.
XVIII p. 155).

d2b. But Suarez acknowledges that here he is departing from 
the teaching of St. Thomas which, he says, is "plainly difficult unless 
it is explained benignly." (Edit, vives, t. XIX, p.613).

d3. It is the thought of Suarez that will prevail among la te r
theologians, even among those classified as Thomists, while the teaching 
of St. Thomas will fall into oblivion.



d4. Suarez, as said above, (n.47, B, c lb . ), is led to see
in the mass a sacrifice specifically and essentially distinct from that of 
the cross.

B . " Whether C hrises resurrection  is the cause of
resurrection  of souls?" (III, q.56, a. 2).

a. St. Thomas answers: "C h ris t's  resurrection  acts in
virtue of the divinity. Which indeed is extended not only to the resurrection  
of bodies, but also to the resurrection  of souls; for it is by God both 
that the soul lives through grace and that the body lives through the soul.
And therefore C hrist's  resurrection  has instrum entally effective power 
not only with respect to the resurrection  of bodies, but also with respect 
to the resurrection  of souls."

b. The second objection of this article argues thus
b l . "A body does not act on a sp irit, but the resurrection

of Christ pertains to his body, which collapsed through death. Therefore 
C hrist's  resurrection  is not the cause of the resurrection  of bodies."

b2. To which St. Thomas answers: "The efficacy of C hrist's 
resurrection  reaches to souls, not by the rising bodies' own power but 
by the power of the divinity towhich it is personally united."

c. In answering the fourth objection, St. Thomas
distinguishes between the " efficacy5' and the " exemplarity” of C hrist's 
passion and resurrection .

c l. "As regards efficacy, which is by the divine power, both
C hrist's  passion and his resurrection  is cause of justification in respect 

to v/it, of rem ission of fault, and newness of life.
"But as regards exemplarity;
"properly  Christ’s passion and death is the cause of 

of fault, through which we die to sin;
"But the resurrection  is the cause of the newness of

of both" ,
c2. 
c2a. 

the rem ission 
c2b.

life, which is through grace or righteousness.

52. THE MASS INTRODUCES US INTO THE DRAMA OF THE PASSION:
It is to be said that the m ass introduces us into the drama of 

C hrist's  passion and bloody immolation. At the end of his trea tise  on 
the eucharist, St. Thomas asks: " Whether Christ is immolated in this 
sacram ent?" (Ill, q.83, a . l ) .  This of course is the burning question.
It would be strange that St. Thomas' answer, so succinct that it be, 
would m iss the point of the question and that we would have to seek 
elsewhere his genuine thought.

A. St. Thomas signalises THREE OBJECTIONS:
a. F irs t, according to the epistle to the Hebrews the

oblation, that is, the immolation, of Christ is one only. (Hebr. , 10.14).
b. Second, the immolation of the cross was a crucifixion;

but Christ cannot be crucified anew.
c. T hird , on the cross Christ was priest and victim,

whereas at the mass another priest functions.

d. To the contrary, some words of St. Austin explain that 
often the sign takes the name of the signed: for example, we say that 
tomorrow is the day of the passion, meaning that it is the day on which 
v/e celebrate the anniversary of the passion:

d l. "C hrist has been immolated in him self once, and yet 
he is immolated daily in the sacram ent, not only at each E aster but each 
day and he does not lie who, being asked, answers: 'He is im m olated '.



(Epist. 98, a. 23 ad Bonifac. , n. 9).’"
d2. (He is here speaking of the eucharist only by way of

comparison; he is dealing with a point of liturgy and explains that just 
as people call the sacram ent of Christ’s body and blood by the name his 
body and blood, so also baptism is sometimes called faith, since it is the 
sacram ent of faith; and so also the godparent who has the faith can say 
of the child receiving baptism that he has the faith).

B. St. Thomas’ answer is a twofold one;

a. " F irs t ,  because as Austin says; ’Images are often
called by the names of those things whose images they are: just as when 
looking at a picture or a m ural we say that is Cicero, that is Sallust.’
(Ad Simplicianum, lib. II, q.3). But the celebration of this sacram ent........
as a certain  image representative of the passion of Christ, which is a true 
immolation. Wherefore Ambrose says; ’In Christ the host, powerful for 
everlasting salvation has been offered once. Why therefore do we offer?
Do not we offer each day for a m em orial of his death?’" (This text, attributed 
by F eter Lombard to St. Ambrose, is in reality  from the commentary of 
St. John Chrysostom, ad Hebr. homil. 17, n. 3; F .G . t. LXIII, col. 131).

a l . This answer is given by St. Thomas to provide some 
justification for certain patristic  texts, such as the two texts just cited.

a2. But it is not a sufficient answer for St. Thomas; For the
image of a true sacrifice is not yet a true sacrifice; if this answer were 
sufficient, then we could say that the figures also of the Old Testament, 
such as the immolation of the Pascal Lamb, were already immolations of 
Christ.

b. Second, St. Thomas now gives his own answer: "The
celebration of this sacram ent is called an immolation of C hrist..............as
regards the effect of the passion: to wit, because through this sacram ent 
we are made participants of the fruit of the Lord* s passion. Wherefore 
also in a secret prayer it is said, ’As often as the commemoration of this 
host is celebrated, the work of our redemption is exerc ised .’ (Prayer 
over gifts, 8th Sunday after F en tecost.)."

b l. A little further on (III, q.83, a. 2 ad 1), St. Thomas
explains that:

b la . Good Friday commemorates the passion according as it 
was accomplished in Christ, who is the head, once for all;

b ib . but the m ass commemorates the passion according as 
its effect is derived to the faithful.

b2. Thus Christ is immolated in the mass because the mass
brings us the effect of his passion, actualises his passion for us, renders 
us participants of the fruits of this passion, and exercises each time the 
work of our redemption.

b2a. Thus Pope Fius XII teaches: "The august sacrifice of 
the altar is like an excellent instrument by which the m erits coming from 
the cross of the divine Redeem er are distributed to the faithful: ’Each 
time that the commemoration of this host is celebrated, the work of our 
redemption is  exerc ised .’" (Mediator Dei).

b2b. But this second answer of St. Thomas is to be considered 
carefully: it re ite ra tes the thought and even the expressions that we have 
met with in 3t. Thomas when he was teaching that the passion of Christ, 
aa an instrument of the divinity, worked our salvation by way of efficiency, 
that it exercised its efficiency by a spiritual contact in spite of the distance 
of time and place, and that it can attain all tim es in the ir presentiality or 
existentiality. (Cf. nn. 49-51).
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b2c. Where the passion of Christ is really present, the 
immolation of Christ is really  present.

b2d. This is the direct answer that St. Thomas gives to the 
direct question that he has asked.

b3. In other words:
b3a. the mass brings us not only the substantial presence of 

Christ in his glorious state, but also the operative presence of the 
redemptive sacrificial act.

b3b. Christ wills now, and to the end of the world, as he 
willed it on the cross, that the ray of his bloody cross reach, and redeem 
by reaching, each of the moments of tim e.

53. COMMUNICATION TO US OF CHRIST’S ONE SACRIFICE: The
doctrine indicated by St. Thomas not being entirely explicitated in 

this article (III, q.83, a . l ) ,  the answers that he gives to the objections have 
a rather general character. They need some explicitation.

A. The firs t objection (A, a), drawn from the Hebrews,
(10.14), on the unicity of the oblation and immolation of Christ, St. Thomas 
answers by a text that has been attributed to St. Ambrose.

a. ' The host that Christ offered and that which we offer is 
one, and not many, because Christ wras offered once; but this sacrifice is a 
model of that sacrifice, for just as it is one body which is offered everywhere 
and not many bodies, so also one sacrifice ." (Ambrose-Chrysostom as in B, 
a above).

b. Thus:
b l . just as the eucharist multiplies, not the body of Christ,

but the substantial presences of the body of Christ,
b2. so also the mass multiplies not the sacrifice of Christ,

but the operative presences of C hrist’s sacrifice.

E. To the second objection (A,b), that is, that Christ cannot
be immolated or crucified anew,

a. St. Thomas answers that in the m ass the bloody sacrifice 
is not renewed but represented: The altar where Christ’s death is signified 
by the sacram ental appearances represents the cross where Christ was 
immolated under his own appearances.

b. Further to be noted is the decisive point that the bloody 
sacrifice is in the m ass applied to us, rendered present, and that the m ass 
multiplies, not this unique sacrifice, but the real presences of this unique 
sacrifice.

C. To the third objection (A, c), namely, that on the cross
Christ was priest and victim: St. Thomas answers that also in the mass 
Christ is not only the victim offered, but also the p riest offering:

a. "Also the (m inisterial) p riest bears the image of Christ,
in whose person and power he pronounces the words to consecrate.............
And thus in a certain  manner the same is the priest and host."

b. It is to be explained that the unbloody sacrifice, 
accomplished by the m inistry  of subordinate p riests , has the purpose of 
applying to us and rendering present to us the bloody sacrifice in which 
Christ offers himself and offers us.

D« Thus, as St. Thomas says elsewhere: " Also in the
New Law, the true sacrifice of Christ is communicated to the faithful under 
the species of bread and wine.1' (ill, q. 22, a. 6 ad 2).

COPYRIGHT
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54. THE ALTERNATIVES: We may now consider the way opened by
St. Thomas and a divergent way. Indeed the two aspects of the 

m ass signalised by St. Thomas, to wit, that it represents the passion 
and applies to us the fruits of the passion, were adopted by the Council of 
Trent. (ES. 1739-1741). Thereupon there is agreement. Nevertheless:

A. E ither we see in this application a real (operative)
presence of the passion and of the redemptive sacrifice of the cross:

a. and then St. Thomas has solved the problem posed.
b. The whole doctrine of St. Thomas on the infinite value

of the sacrifice of the mass confirms this view.

B. Or one sees, as do Suarez, Sylvius, Medina etc. , in the
doctrine of the presence of the passion to all tim es and to all places an 
im possibility, and then:

a. F irs t, St. Thomas has been deceived in teaching this
doctrine in his trea tise  on the redemption. (Cf.nn. 49-51).

b. Secondly, he has left unanswered, concerning the m ass,
the question which he had so well posed. (Cf.n.53).

c. Thirdly, it will be necessary  to find for the mass another
sacrificial act than that spoken of by the epistle to the Hebrews and which 
will be nevertheless, according to the requirem ents of the Council of Trent:

c l . A  true sacrifice of Christ, and not m erely a ritual and
sacram ental representation of a true sacrifice of Christ;

c2. a sacrificial offering of Christ in the proper sense of
the word, and not only in an im proper sense;

c3. a truly satisfactory and propitiatory sacrifice. (ES. 1743;
1753).

c3a. Indeed, according to Bellarm in, the sacrifice of the mass 
would properly speaking be only im petratory: "The sacrifice of the cross 
was truly and properly m eritorious, satisfactory, and im petratory, for 
Christ in his m ortal life could m erit and make satisfaction; the sacrifice 
of the m ass, properly speaking, is only im petratory, for Christ now 
im m ortal can neither m erit nor. make satisfaction .'1 (De Missa, lib. II, c.4).

c3b. (In truth, it is correct to say that the intercession of 
the heavenly Christ is no longer either m eritorious or satisfactory or 
redem ptive. (Cf.n. 32, B; n. 47 B), The conclusion that must be drawn
from this, with St. Thomas (III, q.22, a. 5), is that it is not a sacrifice, 
it distributes the fruits of the sacrifice and is dispensatory of them).
(Cf.n. 47, B, c2).

c3c. Bellarm in looking in the mass for another sacrifice than 
that of the cross comes to qualify as sacrificial the dispensatory mediation 
of Christ in heaven. But his perplexity can be seen: here then would be a 
true sacrifice of Christ which would be however neither m eritorious nor 
satisfactory and to which consequently are wanting two of the recognised 
ends of the sacrifice of Christ !

c3d. To commit oneself to the divergent road will not be 
without many difficulties.

d. Fourthly, the application of the fruits of the passion
made in the Mass will have to be regarded as a consequence of this new 
sacrificial act of Christ.
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TOPIC TWELVE

CAJETAN13 DOCTRINE

55. OFFERING OF SAME VICTIM UNDER DIVERSE MODES: According
to Cajetan the same victim is offered under diverse modes, the 

one bloody the other unbloody, on the cross and in the m ass.

A. "The foundation which explains and enables us to
understand the diverse passages of Holy Scripture concerning the sacrifice 
and priesthood of the New Testament is the unity of the victim, on the one 
hand, immolated simply and absolutely, once only, on the cross, by Christ, 
under his own appearances, and on the other hand immolated 'secundum 
quid', each day in his church by Christ, by the medium of m inisters.

a. "In such fashion that in the New Testament there is a 
bloody victim and an unbloody victim.

b. "The bloody victim is Jesus Christ offered on the altar
of the cross, once only, for the sins of the whole world; the unbloody victim, 
instituted by Christ, is his body and his blood under the appearances of 
bread and wine.

B. "N evertheless the bloody victim and the unbloody victim
are not two victim s, but only one victim;

a. "fo r the thing which is the victim is one and the sam e. The
body of Christ on our altar is not other indeed than the body of Christ 
offered on the cross, and the blood of Christ on our altar is not other than 
the blood of Christ shed on the cross.

b. "But the manner of immolating this one same victim is
different.

C. "Indeed:
a. " that one sole substantial and prim itive manner of

immolating was bloody: it was under his proper appearances that the blood 
was shed on the cross by the breaking of the body;

b. "whereas this daily external and accessory manner of 
immolation is unbloody: it represents under the species of bread and wine and 
in an immolatory manner the Christ offered on the c ro ss."  (Cajetan:
De Missae Sacrificio et Ritu).

56. UNITY OF THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS AND OF THE CROSS: 
The unbloody manner is not juxtaposed to the bloody manner, but 

is subordinate to it; whence the unicity of the sacrifice on the cross and 
in the m ass.

A.
New Testament:

a.
b.

diversity.

B. "However this unbloody manner has been instituted, not 
for itself, as a dispparate manner of immolating, but solely as related to 
the bloody victim on the cross.

C. "Hence, for all those who understand and realise  that a
thing which is only for another makes only one with it:

a. " it is manifest that one cannot affirm the existence in

"Thus the bloody victim and the unbloody victim of the

" is  one alone on the part of the thing offered;
"and on the part of the manner of offering there is



the New Testament of two sacrifices, of two hosts, of two oblations, of 
two immolations, -  whatsoever name one uses, -  from the fact that the 
bloody host is Christ on the cross and the unbloody host is Christ on the 
altar.

b. "But there is one sole host, offered one sole time on the
cross, which perseveres in an immolatory manner, by the daily repetition 
from the institution of Christ in the eucharist.

D. "The permanence of the victim offered on the cross is not
symbolised on our altar; it is possessed from the fact of the identity of the 
thing offered on the cross and on the altar.

a. " if  the body of Christ, one and the same, is offered on the 
cross and on the altar, it is manifest that the victim is not other on the 
altar and on the cross, and that the same victim offered once on the cross, 
perseveres, but in another manner, on the altar.

b. "C hrist having said: 'Do this in rem em brance of m e1,
that very thing which was then broken and distributed, perseveres
now under the appearances of bread and of wine in rem em brance of C hrist." 
(Cajetan: Op. c it.).

57. PERSEVERANCE NOT REPETITION: The sacrifice is not
repeated, but perseveres by the repetition of the unbloody rite: 

Having recalled these principles, Cajetan examines certain  difficulties:

A. FIR3T OBJECTION:

a. The epistle to the Hebrews (ch. 9-10), opposes the one
oblation of the cross to the num eric multiplicity of the sacrifices of the 
Old Lav/. If each of our m asses supposed a distinct sacrifice from that of 
the cross, the multiplicity, at least numeric, of the sacrifices of the Old 
Testament would be reappearing in the New Testam ent.

b. ANSWER:
b l. " There is not in the New Testament repetition of the

sacrifice or oblation, but the one sacrifice offered once for all perseveres 
in an immolatory manner. Repetition touches the manner under which it 
perseveres, not the thing which is offered; and this manner contributes to 
the sacrifice, not for the sake of itself, but to commemorate, in an 
unbloody manner, the offering of the cro ss."

b2. When the epistle to the Hebrews declares that Christ has
entered heaven "not to offer himself again and again like the high priest who 
enters each year into the sanctuary with the blood of another, (Hebr. 9. 25)" 
it is clear, says Cajetan, that what the epistle means to exclude is 
repetition of the bloody sacrifice, and this appears also from what follows: 
"F o r in this case he would have had to suffer many tim es since the 
foundation of the world." (Hebr. 9.25-26).

B. SECOND OBJECTION:

a. Has not C hrist’s offering been more than sufficient?

b. ANSWER:
b l. "That on the one hand Christ shed his own blood on the

cross with super-abundance and super-sufficiency," and that on the other 
hand ’’this unique and super-sufficient bloody effusion of the cross perseveres 
in the eucharist in an immolatory manner" , -  these two things are not at 
all incompatible.



c. THIRD OBJECTION:

51.

a. It was because the sacrifices for sin were insufficient 
that they had to be repeated in the Old Testament. But that is no longer 
appropriate.

b. ANSWER:
b l . ,(That it is not appropriate in the New Testament to speak

of a victim for sins that ought to be repeated, this we concede, properly 
speaking; for in the maos the victim is not repeated, but the same victim 
offered on the cross and persevering in an immolatory manner is 
commemorated in the m a ss .”

D. FOURTH OBJECTION:

a. The sacrifice of Christ sufficed for the sins of the whole
world. Injury is done to it by juxtaposing to it another victim for sin.

b. ANSWER:
b l. ’'L et the faithful beware of thinking that the mass is 

celebrated to supply something lacking to the efficiency of the victim offered 
on the cross !

b la . "F o r it is celebrated as the vehicle of the rem ission of 
sins made by Christ on the cross.

b ib . "And as it is not another victim, so it does not bring 
another rem ission of sins."

E. FIFTH OBJECTION:

a. "There where sins are rem itted, there is no longer
oblation for sin ." (Hebr. 10. 18).

b. ANSWER:
b l . It is clear from the epistle to the Hebrews itself that the

sovereign sufficiency and efficacy of the sacrifice of the cross;
b la . do not exclude the heavenly intercession of Christ; 
b ib . and therefore no more do they exclude his eucharist 

intercession in an immolatory manner.
b2. This last answer, common among Catholics,sheds some

light. But it hardly resolves the problem.
b2a. Indeed, is the heavenly intercession of Christ a true 

and proper sac rifice?
b2b. The eucharistic intercession of Christ at the m ass is on 

the contrary, most certainly a true and proper sacrifice.

58. CONCLUSIONS: The great doctrine of the Council of Trent is
heralded in this opusculum of Cajetan, written in 1531.

A. Some theological precisions accompany it, to wit:

a. Numeric unity of sacrifice on the cross and at the mass 
is affirmed strongly.

b. The manner of offering does not multiply the sacrifice;
b l . for it is subordinate as ’'a c ce sso ry 1 to the bloody manner

which is "substantial";
b2. It is not of value for itself, but has reference to the bloody

victim of the cross.
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c. At the mass there is no renewal or repetition of the
sacrifice, or of the victim, or of the oblation, or of the immolation of 
the cross:

c l. It is the unbloody rite , instituted by Christ, that alone
is repeated;

c2. and by this repetition, the sacrifice of the cross
perseveres.

d. The mass is the vehicle of the rem ission of sins made
by Christ on the cross; it brings us that rem ission, not another rem ission.

E. The direction taken by Cajetan's thought is  clear.
There would seem but little to be done to bring it to completion. Which 
may be done by asking two questions:

a. F ir s t : Does the repetition of the unbloody rite , which
makes the sacrifice, the victim, the oblation and the immolation of the cross 
persevere amongst us, bring to us not only the substantial presence of 
Christ now in his glory, but also the contact or operative presence of the 
redemptive sacrificial act of the cross?

b. Second: Does the m ass, -which is the vehicle bringing 
to us the rem ission of sins obtained on the cross, put us in direct contact 
with the cross, or in other words, is it an operative and real presence of 
the same sacrifice of the cross?

C. To these two questions, the principles exposed by
St. Thomas enable us to give an affirmative answer.

TOPIC THIRTEEN

THE INSIGHT OF MELCHIOR CANO

59. A CENTRAL INSIGHT: It will be helpful to signalise, without
exposing his teaching in detail, the central point of the eucharistic 

doctrine of Melchior Cano (1509-1560) in his work 'De Locis Theologicis’ , 
(Lib. XII, c. 12).

A. " if  we pay heed to the effect which resu lts from it, the
blood of Christ is shed in the sacrifice of the a ltar, as if it were now on
the cross; and his body is broken as if it were now on the cross for u s ..........

B. "If the body of Christ is living in the eucharist and
united to his blood, nevertheless it is not offered by us as living and united 
to the blood: The body is offered as immolated, the blood as shed on the
c ro ss ............Although the external bloody offering and immolation are past,
nevertheless it rem ains in God’s acceptation and keeps its power 
perpetually; so that it is not less efficacious taday before the Father than 
on the day when Christ’s blood was poured out from the wound in his side.
We therefore offer with Christ the very victim of the cross, just as those 
who stood at the foot of the C ro ss . The difference is that having under their 
eyes the living reality  they had no need of a symbol; whereas for us the 
same victim is rendered present under the sacram ent. But the sign and 
the sacram ent in no way impede that what we offer now, be that same blood 
that Christ shed on the cross, as if it were shed visibly now.......................



C. "The Fathers call unbloody this immolation, unlike any
other and without precedent, by which, if we pay heed to the effect which 
results from it, Christ is immolated for us as he was of old for those who 
were at the foot of the cross. If they called it unbloody, they did so because 
it is done not by visible blood shedding, but by an application of the blood 
shed once for a ll.....................

D. "This commemoration is neither a vanity nor a shadow, 
but it operates what it signifies.

a. "We do not put to death the risen  Christ who dies no
more;

b. "but we apply C hrist’s death as if it were contemporaneous
with us. This application is made not only by the faith and words, but by 
sacram ental sym bols...............

E. ’’The power of Christ and of his Gospel is such that he
could attach to the sacram ental signs and symbols the very power which 
the signified realities would have if they were accomplished at this very 
moment.”

TOPIC FOURTEEN

RENEWAL AND PERPETUATION

60. RENEWAL OF RITE, PERPETUATION OF SACRIFICE: The mass
is a RENEWAL of the unbloody sacrifice of the supper, and a 

PERPETUATION of the bloody sacrifice of the cross.

A. If we pay heed to the rite  or unbloody sacrifice, we must
say that it was instituted by C hrist at the supper, to be repeated, to be 
reitera ted , o r renewed throughout each generation until the Parousia.

a. There is repetition, reitera tion  or renewal, and therefore 
num eric multiplicity,

a l . f irs t, of the unbloody sacrifices;
a2. secondly, of the generations to which the unbloody

sacrifices apply the one bloody sacrifice.
b. In this sense, ’’the plurality of m asses multiplies the 

oblation of the sac rifice .” (Ill, q.79, a. 7 ad 3).
c. It is therefore rigorously correct to say that the m ass 

multiplies -  numerically, not specifically - ,  repeats, re ite ra tes and renews 
the unbloody sacrifice of the supper.

E. But the m ass does not multiply the bloody sacrifice of
the cross.

a. For:
a l . At the supper the unbloody rite  rendered present to the

disciples in a sacram ental and unbloody manner, the bloody sacrifice begun.
a2. In the m ass the unbloody rite  renders present to la te r

generations in a sacram ental and unbloody manner the bloody sacrifice 
accomplished.

b. So:
b l . The supper therefore was not num erically another

sacrifice than that of the cross, but a presence num erically and specifically 
distinct, no longer natural but sacram ental, of the bloody sacrifice.
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c. For the bloody sacrifice of the cross, num erically one 
and the same, is hidden in the envelope of the sacram ental species, whether 
at the supper or at the m ass.

d. Therefore to speak properly , the bloody sacrifice of the 
cross is not multiplied in any manner or repeated, or reitera ted , or 
renewed in the m ass.

C. But the mass in reitera ting  and renewing the unbloody 
sacrifice of the supper, re ite ra tes and renews the presences of the bloody 
sacrifice of the cross.

a. This may perm it us, if we wish to do so, but in a 
derived, m ateria l, im proper sense, and by making use of a figure of speech, 
to say that the m ass multiplies, re ite ra tes , and renews the bloody sacrifice 
of the cross.

b. This will simply mean:
b l . that the unbloody rite  which renders it present is

unceasingly reiterated  or renewed;
b2. and that the generations to which it becomes present are

being unceasingly reiterated  or renewed;
c. but in any case, this is only a m aterial and im proper 

manner of speaking.

D. The encyclical ’Mediator Dei’ of Pope Pius XII, in 1947, 
employs a proper manner of speech, whether on the one hand about the supper 
and the unbloody rite , or on the other hand about the sacrifice of the cross.

a. THE SUPPER IS RENEWED: "The culminating point
and as it were, the centre of the Christian religion is the m ystery of the most 
holy eucharist, which Christ, the high priest, instituted of old, and which
he commands to be perpetually renewed in the Church through his m in is te rs ." 
(ES.3847; Mediator Dei, n. 70).

a l .  "F o r each time that the p riest renews that which our
divine Redeemer did in the last supper, the sacrifice is tru ly  consummated." 
(ES.3853; Mediator Dei, n.101).

b. THE UNBLOODY RITE IS REITERATED:
b l . Transubstantiation renders present the body and blood 

of Christ and the twofold species under which they are present, symbolise 
the bloody separation of the body and blood.

b2. "Thus the commemorative showing forth of his death, 
which happened really  at the place of Calvary, is repeated in each sacrifice 
of the altar, and since through the distinct species Christ Jesus is signified 
and shown in the state of v ic tim ." (ES. 3848; Mediator Dei, n. 74).

c. THE SACRIFICE OF THE CROSS IS MANIFESTED: The 
sacrifice of the altar, n far from diminishing the dignity of the bloody 
sacrifice, on the contrary highlights it and renders more manifest the 
greatness and necessity of it, as the Council of T rent assures us. From  
the fact that he is immolated each day, it recalls to us that there is not 
any other salvation than in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ; and if God 
has willed that the continuation of this sacrifice (of the altar), be assured 
from the rising  of the sun to the going dov/n thereof, this is so that the 
hymn of praise and thanksgiving which men owe to the C reator never cease; 
for they have unceasingly need of his help, and in order to efface the sins 
which provoke his justice, they have need of the blood of the divine 
Redeem er." (Mediator Dei, n.83).

E. Leo XIII in his encyclical ’C aritatis Studium’ of 1898,
speaks in proper term s of the perpetuity and of the perennity of the sacrifice 
of the cross in the eucharistic sacrifice: "The expiation offered on the cross



for m ortal men was perfect and absolute. There is in the eucharistic 
sacrifice, not another expiation, but that very one itse lf . As it was necessary 
that a sacrificial rite  accompany his religion in the whole course of tim e, 
the divine disposition of the Redeemer willed that the sacrifice consummated 
once on the cross be perpetual and uninterupted. The reason of this perpetuity 
is found in the most holy eucharist, which brings to us not only a vain figure 
or a m ere memory of the cross, but its very truth, though under disim ilar 
appearances; and this is why the efficacy of this sacrifice, whether to make 
supplication or tc make expiation, flows in its entirety from the death of Christ"

TOPIC FIFTEEN

PRESENCE OF THE REDEMPTIVE SACRIFICE

61. PRESENCE IN ETERNITY: As said above (n. 27, B), according
to St. Thomas (I, q. 14, a. 13), God knows the things of time as 

really  past, present and future with respect to each other: It would be
contradictory that he would know as present to us that which is past o r future 
to us.

A. But with reference to himself, he knows past things, not
as past (there is no past in him) and future things not as future (there is no 
future in him); for he knows them both as existing, in the ir fleeting 
existential reality , in the unique instant of his eternity;

a. or if we prefer, as co-existing with one of the supposed
instants that, using our imagination, we could number in the unique and in 
the indivisible existential instant of eternity, which contains, but exceeding 
them, all the instants of tim e, being for them as a m easure not Adequate' 
but ’excessive’ , to use the manner of speaking of Cajetan. (In I, q. 14, a. 13, 
n. XII).

b. Thus:
b l. This is not true

the c ro ss."
b2. But this is true:

on the c ro ss ."

" God is seeing Christ hanging now on 

" God is now seeing Christ hanging then

B. Certain contemplatives have been pleased to consider
C hrist’s passion not only in its relation to us, to whom it appears irrevocably 
as an event of the past, but also in its relation to God: "to  whom it does not 
cease to appear as existing and in its presentiality ; and it is thus that it 
appears perpetually to Christ himself according as by his beatific 
knowledge he sees it by vision as does God. Thus contemplating this m ystery 
in God, the contemplative, as it were, sees it in act before God himself, 
who gives us his Son through his love, delivering him for the expiation of 
our sins to the death on the c ro ss ."  (Traite de I’oraicon mentale, edite par 
Dom Bonaventure Sodar, p. 12).

62. PERSPECTIVE OF ST. THOMAS: But St. Thomas, going beyond
that profound perspective opens up another.

A. The passion of Christ, that suprem e moment in the
history of the world, which Jesus him self called his ’Hour’ , is of too great 
altitude to be submerged entirely in a moment of time like other events.



juxtaposed to other events, and carried  away as are they by the irreversib le  
flow of time; but touched by the divine power transcendent over space and 
time and able to use it as an instrum ent, it can reach efficiently as present 
by its spiritual contact all generations of the new economy of the world, 
partially already by the sacram ents of the New Lav/, and fully in the mass:
" The passion of Christ obtains efficacy by spiritual contact...............which
power attains all places and tim es ." (Ill, q.56, a . l ,  ad 3; cf.n . 51, A, b2).

B. Hence:
a. for one who would endeavour to contemplate by faith what 

God sees from the bosom of his eternity, and which he uncovers to the 
beatific vision of his Christ and of the blessed,

a l .  the Saviour’s passion appears not only as always present
in its existentiality, or in other words, in its concrete and transito ry  reality  
to the one sole instant of the divine eternity and as existing perpetually in the 
divine acceptation, not in the condition of a memory, but in the condition of 
an actual object of vision;

a2. it appears m oreover as present, by its efficiency and
spiritual contact at each moment of the tim es which follow i t . The beam 
radiated from the bloodied cross touched by the divine power, reaches and strike* 
each in turn  all the generations of the new economy of salvation, as they come 
into existence.

b. Hence we may read again, superimposing a new meaning 
thereupon, a meaning borrowed from St. Thomas but now relative to the 
perpetuity with respect to us of the presence of the sacrifice of the cross the 
words cited hereabove (n. 60, B):

b l .  "Contemplating this m ystery in God, the soul sees it in 
act before him who gives us his Son by his love, delivering him for the 
expiation of our sins to the death of the cross."

b2. Thus the contemplative may see God continuing his love 
to give his Son and to deliver him to the death of the cross, since henceforth 
each generation, as it comes to existence, can enter m ysteriously into the 
dram a of the bloody redemption.

C. At each m ass Christ in his glory comes to us with the very 
act of his redemptive sacrifice, ready to apply it to us and render it present 
to us in proportion to the intensity of our desire .

TOPIC SIXTEEN

SUMMARY

63. NATURE OF THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS: It is manifest
then, from all that has been said, that the sacrifice of the mass 

is not another sacrifice than the redemptive sacrifice offered on the cross, 
not another sacrifice like it, but it itself, -  existing and present to us in 
an unbloody manner.

A. Accordingly;
a. Just as through transubstantiation is multiplied:
a l. not the body and blood of Christ,
a2. but the substantial presences of this body and blood;
b. so also, the sacrifice of the mass multiplies:
b l . not the redemptive sacrifice of Calvary:



b2. but the presences of this redemptive sacr ifice .

B . An illustration of this may be gleaned from the doctrine
of Thomist philosophers regarding the nature of knowledge:

a. For when we know something, v .g . the Lateran Basilica,
this thing achieves a new manner of existing in our mind: for what we know 
and therefore what we have in mind;

a l . is not something othen than the Lateran Basilica, nor
something like it.

a2. but IT ITSELF;
b. so that knowledge:
b l. does not multiply the Basilica,
b2. but multiplies the existence of it, according as it

exists outside the mind by a physical manner of existing but exists in the 
mind by a supraphysical or intentional manner of existing.

c. So that the diversity touches:
c l .  not what exists,
c2. but the manner of existing;
d. so that it is question:
d l. not of two things existing,
d2. but of the same thing existing in two m anners, or by two

diverse modes of existence.

64. CHRIST’S DEVICE: Therefore it is c lear that the eucharist is
a device invented by Christ by which he does two things, to wit:

A. F irs t, by means of the transubstantiation he brings it
about that:

a. while present in glory in heaven,
b. he is also present wherever a validly ordained priest

duly u tters over bread and wine the words of consecration, thus making his 
body and blood present to his faithful wherever the consecrated species are 
present.

B. Second, sim ilarly , by means of the eucharist, the one
redemptive sacrifice of the cross is brought into the presence of C hrist’s 
faithful throughout all generations whilever there are men to be saved,

a. so that through his Church Christ has given to his faithful 
the very redemptive sacrifice by which he forged the Church into existence, 
gathering them to him self as the People of God , compacting them together 
to constitute his Mystical Body, putting it in the ir hands so that they may use 
it to fulfil th e ir  obligation of worshipping God for the four ends of sacrifice.

b. Therefore speaking in figurative te rm s , we may say that 
at the Last Supper Christ put his one redemptive sacrifice into an envelope, 
the envelope being the accidents of bread and wine, which through 
transubstantiation are made containers of C hrist’s body and blood, entrusted 
this envelope with its contents to the Church, as we commit a le tte r  to the 
Post Office, to be delivered to us by the m inisterial p riest, who is, as it 
were, the postman, upon our altar which we may liken to our letterbox, we 
being the recipients of this tremendous gift, that we may join ourselves with 
our Saviour in offering this one redemptive sacrifice and receive the application 
of its fruits.



TOPIC SEVENTEEN

58.

TEACHING OF POPE PAUL VI

65. TWO PRONOUNCEMENTS: We may fittingly conclude this
consideration of the formal constitutive of the sacrifice of the mass 

with the words of Pope Paul VI, which seem clearly  to proclaim the thesis 
which we have been expounding.

A. In his encyclical 1 Mysterium Fidei’ Pope Paul VI says:
nThe Fathers of the Second Vatican Council................ considered it of the
highest importance to exhort the faithful..............to offer it (the eucharistic
sacrifice) with the priest to God as a sacrifice for the ir own salvation and 
for that of the whole world,.11 -  Wherefrom it would appear that the 
eucharistic sacrifice is the one universally salvific sacrifice itse lf .

B. In the ’Credo of the People of God’, proclaimed by Pope
Paul VI June 30, 1968: "We believe that the m ass celebrated by the priest 
representing the person of Christ by virtue of the power received through 
the sacram ent of O rders, and offered by him in the name of Christ and 
members of his Mystical Body, IS THE SACRIFICE OF CALVARY RENDERED 
SACRAMENTALLY PRESENT ON OUR ALTARS."



CHRIST THE SAVIOUR-.

COMMENTARY ON THE 'SUMMA THEOLOGIAN' OE ST THOMAS.

I l l ,  qq. 1 - 59*

1. OREER OE EROCEDURE: This treatise on Christ the Saviour will proceed
as follows:

A, Eirst, an INTRODUCTION will briefly explain those things which 
require to he known or recalled for a due under standing of the treatise.

B, Secondly, the COMMENTARY upon St Thomas will he unfolded.

A . . I . • • * ................ A ... 1 . . . . .  i

INTRODUCTION.

. ; » . • I . . a

2. ORDER OF EROCEDURE; This introduction:

A. Will consider:
a. First, the place occuxxLed hy this treatise in the sum of theology, 
h. Secondly, the division of this treatise.
c. I'hirdly, the commanding principles of this treatise.
d. Fourtlily, the principal heresies touching the dogma.
e. Eifthly, the existence of the Incarnation.
f. Sixthly, the possibility of the Incarnation.

B. Hence the following order:-

The PLACE of this treatise in the sum
of theology.................................... Chapter one.

Introduction 
to the 
treatise on 
Christ the 
Savi our:

i The DIVISION of this treatise.......   ...Chapter;
• The COMMANDING- PRINCIPLES of this treatise..... Chapter

The CHIEF HERESIES touching the dogma.......... Chapter

two.
three, 

four.

The POSSIBILITY of the Incarnation Chapter five.
Chapter six.The EXISTENCE of the Incarnation



CHAPTER ONE.

2 .

PLACE OE THIS TREATISE IE THE SUM OE THEOLOGY.

3. ORDER OF PROCEDURE OE SACRED THEOLOGY: Sacred theology is immediately
engaged in drawing, by the aid of reason, conclusions about God under 

the character of God-ness and about other things under reference to God thus 
taken, from the truths formally revealed. For it directly attains the 
truths arising from the dogmas, and indeed properly as inferred therefrom: 
or, in other words, as virtually revealed, or as mediately falling under 
divine revelation wherefrom they participate.

A. Sacred theology therefore embraces both God and creatures which, 
proceeding from him, are bound to attain him as their simply ultimate end 
by their own acts elevated by his grace.

B. Thus are had two parts in sacred, doctrine, to writ:
a. On GOD, both in himself and as the principle wherefrom creatures 

proceed, - which is the object of the FIRST PART of the 1 summa theologia.e’ 
of St Thomas.

b. On the MOVEMENT OE THE RATI ORAL CREATURE TOWARDS GOD, wherein is 
treated the la.st end of man, and the means to that end, - which is dealt 
with in the SECOND PART of the ' Summa, Theologiae’ of St Thomas.

C. But, on account of the fall of the human race through the sin of 
Adam, given God’s infinite mercy, God became man, uniting without confusion 
and incommunicably twro natures in the one single Person of the Word, in 
order to redeem fallen men and restore them to their pristine dignity.

a. Accordingly the GOD-MAN is our SAVIOUR: or, in other words, is for 
us the NAY OE OUR TENDING TOWARDS GOD, our simply ultimate end.

b. Therefore the nystery of the Incarnation and Redemption is offered 
to the laborious investigation of theologians, as wrell as to the belief and. 
contemplation of the faithful.

c. This work, proceeding from the gratuitous love of God, is dealt writh 
in the THIRD PART of the ’summa theologiae’ of St Thomas.

4. DEFENCE OF THIS ORDER: There are some wrho prefer to th is division
another which would place the treatise on the Incarnation and Redemption 

immediately after the treatise on God.
A. They are moved by twro reasons, to wit:
a. Thus are better distinguished dogmatic and. moral theology: for thus 

moral theology is not inserted betwreen the treatise on God and. the treatise 
on the Incarnate Word.

b. Moreover, on account of the dignity of its object, the treatise on 
the Incarnate Word rightly comes at once after the treatise on God.

B. To this objection the answer is to be made, along writh Thomist 
theologians:

a. According to St Thomas, dogmatic theology and. moral theology are not 
two distinct sciences, but are twro parts of the same science, wrhich is 
eminently speculative and practical, somewhat after the manner of the divine 
knowledge wrhereof it is a participation. (Cf. I, q.l, aa.3-4).

al. The unity indeed of this supreme science proceeds from the unity of 
its formal object which and formal object whereunder. 

a2. And indeed:
a2a. Its formal object whi ch or its subject is God. himself whether in 

himself or as the principle and end. of creatures;
a2b. And its formal object wher eunder is virtual revelation, under wrhose 

light are deduced, whether as regards dogmas or morals, the conclusions 
virtually contained, in the revealed principles.

a2c. Therefore dogmatic theology and moral theology are not twro distinct 
sciences, but are twro parts of the same science.



b. Moreovei*:
3-

bl. although on the score of dignity the treatise on the Saviour himself 
has priority over the moral part of theology,

b2, nevertheless:
b2a. in the order of teaching it is rightly placed after the other parts 

of theology; and this chiefly for three reasons:
b2al. Because simpler things precede composite or complex things; but in 

the other parts of theology are treated separately those things which pertain 
to God and those things which pertain to man; whereas in the treatise on the 
Saviour it is question of those things-which pertain to him who is together 
God and man: and so a theological knowledge of ' v’.man nature, of habitual grac 
of the infused virtues9 is pre-required to the treatment of the questions on 
the assumed nature8 on the existence of habitual grace in Christ, on whether 
or not in Christ are found faith, hops and penance.

b2a2, Because the work of redemption supposes the creation, elevation 
and fall of man9 and also the long course of the life of men under the old 
law, and the acts of faith and of other virtues necessary in the diverse 
states of life*

b2a3° Because what is necessary precedes what is contingent: but the 
two earlier parts of the ’Summa Theologiae’ consider necessary things, to 
wit, the nature of_ God and the nature of creatures with reference to God, 
whereas the third part considers THAT GREAT COHTIHGEET EACT WEICH MIGHT HOT 
HAVE BEEN, to wit, this, that THE WORD WAS MADE ELESH. Eor this fact, 
although it is the greatest of all facts in the history of the whole 
universe, nevertheless is not something absolutely necessary, as is the 
nature of God and also the nature of man, but remains contingent.

b2b. Perhaps it is because they found a stumbling-block in this 
contingence of the Incarnations

b2bl„ that certain philosophers, and even certain mystics, have wished 
to reach union with God, not by way' of Christ, but independently of him, in 
spite of his declarations "I am the way, the truth and the life."

b2b2. They have not understood practically that Christ, the Incarnate 
Word of God, is of all virtues the exemplar and source, without which 
salvation and holiness cannot be had.

C. This deviation in its own way brings into clearer light through an 
opposite error a great truths

nota. Eor, the Incarnation being a fact absolutely necessary, those 
philosophers and mystics have in some way neglected it:

al. and they have not seen that, precisely because it is contingent, 
it is from a certain view-point of the highest moment, to wit, according as 
it is the most excellent manifestation of the most free and utterly 
gratuitous love of God towards the human race, in accordance with these 
words of St Johns "God so loved the world as to give his only-begotten Son" 
(John 3*l6), and these other words of the same: "He first loved us, and sent 
his Son a propitiation for our sins" (I John 4»10)V

ala. Indeed these words contain the fundamental truth of Christianity, 
of the religion of Christ, the Son of God, sent to us out of the gratuitous 
love of God.

alb, Eor which reason the whole Third Part of the ’Summa Theologiae’ of 
St Thomas is a commentary upon this gratuitous love of God towards us; for 
it tells the motive of mercy of this gratuitous love, and its efficacy.

a2. Thus the contingence of this supreme fact in the history of the 
human race does not lessen its moment, but on the contrary manifests the 
sovereign gratuity of the supremely free love of God towards us.

b. This manifestation is indeed so striking:
bl. that today even the worst enemies of the Church, such as many 

idealists and disciples of Hegel and Renan, who deny the existence of a true 
God really distinct from the world, still confess that Christ was the noblest 
of all men, and that no one better than he announced the evolution of human
ity. (Cf. Renan; ’Vie de Jesus’, in fine)0

b2« A similar confession is made even by many communists, who add:
"this evolution of humanity, foreshadowed by Christ, can occur only through 
communism."



4.

Td3. Thus:
h3a. radically adulterating the physionomy of Christ, they willy-nilly 

confess that the greatest fact of the whole history of mankind was the 
coming of Christ,

1)31)4 But for a right understanding of the physionomy of Christ is 
p£e-required a right notion of Cod and of man: for which reason rightly is 
the Incarnation treated in the THIRD PART of the 'Summa Theologiae*.

5. ORDER OP PROCEDURE OP THIRD PART OP THE 'SUMMA THEOLOCIAE*: However,
in this third part of the * Summa Theologiae* i

A* "After the consideration of those things which pertain to the 
mysteries of the Incarnate Word,

Bi "consideration is  to he given to the sacraments of the Church Which 
have their efficacy from the Incarnate Word himself* ^ (I I I ~ a * &0, prol *) .

C. After which is considered the end of the immortal life whereunto we 
arrive upon our resurrection through the Redeem;.’-Christ.

6. SYNOPTIC SCHEME: Accordingly, the place of this treatise on Christ the
Saviour or the Incarnate Word in the sum of theology will appear from 

the following synoptic scheme of the 'Summa Theologiae' of St Thomas:-

Its own nature......... ..................................

COD, and the procession of creatures from Cod.....
PIRST PART

The last end of man, which is Cod

Sacred
Theo
logy

Deals
! with i_

The
MOVEMENT 
OP MAN 
TOWARDS 
COD

considered
in universal

The means to 
that end

Human acts....

The principles 
of human acts..

as regards 
the state 
of all men....

considered
in particular as regards 
— the state

of some men....

PIRST OP 
SECOND PART

SECOND OP 
SECOND PART

The SAVIOUR HIMSELP (qq.1-59)

CHRIST, who 
is for us the 
way of tending 
towards Cod

The Sacraments, whereby we reach 
our simply last end, and which 
have their efficacy from the 
Saviour (ill, q.60-90; Suppl. 
q,l~6&)....... .............

The end of immortal life, which 
lire reach upon our resurrection 
through the Saviour (Suppl.
qq.69-99)...............

THIRD PART



CHAPTER TWO.

DIVISION OP THIS TREATISE.

7. ON THE INCARNATION AND ON THE MYSTERIES OF CHRIST'S LIFE: The trea tise
on Christ the Saviour himself is  divided into two parts, to wit:

A. On THE MYSTERY OF THE INCARNATION:
a. which is  dealt with by St Thomas in qq. 1-26.
h. Which part is  nowadays often called CHRISTOLOGY.

B. On the MYSTERIES OF CHRIST'S LIFE or on the things done and suffered 
hy the Saviour:

a; which St Thomas trea ts in qq.27-59•
h. Which part is  often nowadays called SOTERIOLOGY, because the chief 

part of i t  concerns the REDEMPTION, whereof St Thomas treats specially in 
qq.46-52 in dealing with the Passion of Christ.

C. Accordingly th is trea tise  will he divided into two hooks.

8 . DIVISION OF CHRISTOLOG-Y: The treatment on the mystery of the
Incarnation consists in St Thomas of three chief members: to wit:

A. FITTINGNESS (AND NECESSITY) OF THE INCARNATION: 
a. This is  dealt with by St Thomas in q .l.
h. And in our trea tise  will he PART ONE of the f i r s t  hook.

B. THE MODE OF UNION OF THE INCARNATE WORD:
a. This is  dealt with hy St Thomas in qq.2-15. 
h. I t  trea ts:
hi. F irs t, of the HYPOSTATIC UNION i ts e lf ,  (q.2); 
b2. Secondly, of the mode of the union ON THE PART OF THE ASSUMING 

PERSON. (q. 3);
bj* Third ly , of the mode of the union ON THE PART OF TEE ASSUMED 

NATURE, (qq.4-15)'* wherein are treated:
b3a. in the f i r s t  place, THE THINGS ASSUMED (qq.4-6);
b3b. in the second place, TEE THINGS CO-ASSUMED (qq.7-15).
c. In our trea tise  th is will he the object of PART TWO of the f i r s t

hook.

C. THINGS CONSEQUENT UPON THE. HYPOSTATIC UNION: 
a. Which are expounded hy St Thomas in qq,16-26. 
h. Wherein are treated:
hi. F irs t , the consequent things befitting  Christ in himself (qq.l6-lQ) 
b2. Secondly8 the consequent things befitting  Christ with respect to 

his Father (qq.20-24);
b3. Thirdly, the consequent things befitting  Christ with respect to us 

(qq.25- 26).
c. In our trea tise  th is w ill he the object of PART THREE of the f ir s t

hook.

9. DIVISION OF SOTERIOLOGY: St Thomas divides the treatise on those thing 
which were done and suffered hy the Saviour into four chief members,

thus:

A. The ENTRY OF CHRIST INTO THE WORLD: 
a. Which is  treated in <11.27-39.
h. And which in our trea tise  will he PART ONE of the second-hook.

B. The PROGRESS OF THE LIFE OF CHRIST IN THIS WORLD: 
a. Which is  treated in qq,40-45,
h. And which in our trea tise  will he the object of PART TWO of the 

second hook.
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C, The EXIT OE CHRIST FROM THIS WORLD:
a. Which is dealt with "by St Thomas in qq.4-6-52;
h. Wherein St Thomas, in dealing with the PASSION and DEATH of the 

Saviour, treats of the REDEMPTION.
c. Which will he dealt with in PART THREE of the second hook in our 

treatise.
D. The EXALTATION OE CHRIST AETER THIS LIFE: 
a. Which is treated hy St Thomas in qq.53“59*
h. And Which in our treatise will he the object of the FOURTH PART 

of the second hook.

10. SCHEMATIC SYNOPSIS: Accordingly the division of this treatise may he
schematically presented thus:-

Its fittingness and necessity (PART ONE).

As regards the union itself (SECTION ONE)

On the
INCARNATION, 
or CHRISTO- 
LOGY:
(BOOK ONE):

The mode 
of union 
(PART TWO) As regards 

the terms 
of the 
uni on, 
which are

the Person assuming (SECTION 
TWO).

the nature 
assumed 
(SECTION 
THREE)

with respect to the 
things assumed 
(SUBSECTION ONE).

with respect to the 
things co-assumed 
(SUBSECTION TWO).

Treatise 
on the 
Incarnate 
Word, or 
Chri st 
the
Savi our:

pertaining to Christ in himself 
(SECTION ONE).

The things con
sequent upon the 
hypostatic 

i union (PART 
| THREE)

pertaining to Christ with respect 
to his Father (SECTION TWO).

Pertaining to Christ with respect 
to us (SECTION THREE).

The entry of Christ into the world (PART 
ONE).

On the MYSTERIES OE 
THE LIFE OF CHRIST, 
or SOTERIOLOGY: 
(BOOK TWO):

The progress of the life of Christ in 
this world (PART TWO).

The'exit of Christ from this world (PART 
THREE).

The exaltation of Christ after'this life 
(PART FOUR).
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II, RECTITUDE OB THIS DIVISION: This division of the treatise is methodical
and scientific?

A. Bor it corresponds to the division of the'four causes:

a. The first part of the treatise, to wit, on the INCARNATIOH (Book One)-, 
treats of the Incarnate Word II THE ORDER OB BE or ENTITATIVELY; and indeed:

al. deals first with the fittingness and necessity of the Incarnation, 
which is the treatment of its BIIAL CAUSE, and together corresponds to the* 
question: ’Whether it he’.

a2. Then, when the union itself is considered, is treated its NORMAL 
CAUSE,

a3„ I ext, in the treatment of the terms of the union, are treated:
a3a, both its EBBICIMT CAUSE,
a3"b. and its QUA SI -MATERIAL CAUSE, to wit, the terms united.
a4 . Next, when the things consequent upon the union are dealt with, 

are treated, so to speak, its PROPERTIES.
b. The second part of the treatise, to wit, on the MYSTERIES OB CHRIST'S 

LIBE (Book twoT deals with the Incarnate Word IN THE ORDER OB DO or 
OPERATIVELY5 considering, so to speak, the proper operation of the Word as 
Incarnate,

B. Thus are treated all those things which ’per se’ pertain to the Word 
AS INCARNATE, or to CHRIST THE SAVIOUR.

CHAPTER THREE.

COMMANDING PRINCIPLES OB THIS TREATISE.

12. "THE WORD WAS MADE BLESH": This assertion of St John (John 1.14)
contains the revealed truth of the Incarnation, and may he more 

explicitly formulated in the following proposition, which summarises the 
Catholic doctrine regarding the Incarnation: CHRIST IS TOG-ETHER TRUE GCD 
AND TRUE MAN. A SINGLE PERSON, THE GOD-MAN.

A. In this proposition are distinguished three members, to wit:
a. Christ is true God.
b. Christ is true man. .
c„ Christ is one single Person.

B. Therefore:
a. since, as St Thomas says, person or "supposit is signified as a whole 

having a nature as the formal and perfective part of itself" (HI, q.?, a72).
b. or, in other words, since the person is THAT WHICH IS, whereas its 

nature is THAT WHEREBY IT IS SUCH A PERSON, v.g. a human person or an angelic 
person or a divine person,

c. it follows that:
cl. IN THE ONE SINGLE PERSON OE CHRIST, 
c2, THERE ARE TWO NATURES, to wit: 
c2a„ the DIVINE NATURE, 
c2b, and a HUMAN NATURE.

0. Eor the understanding of which it is manifest: 
a. that there is required a. right and accurate notion: 
al. both of PERSON, 
a2» and of NATURE;
b* in order that these two may be rightly and accurately distinguished.

D. Bor if this distinction is not rightly and accurately made, 
a, then the BALSE PRINCIPLE will be assumed THAT IN PERSONS BY ABSOLUTE 

NECESSITY HOW MANY PERSONS THERE ARE, SO MANY NATURES THERE ARE; AND HOW MANY 
NATURES THERE ARE, SO MAID/ PERSONS THERE ARE.



Id. Wherefrom will he deduced:
bl. either the non-existence and impossibility of the Incarnation, 

as is taught by all those heretics who deny either the divinity or the humanity 
of Christ,

b2. or either one or the other of these two heresies, to wit:
NESTORIANISM or MONOPHYSITISM:

b2a. for Nestorianism argues thus:

"How many natures there are in Christ, so many persons 
there are.

But in Christ there are two natures.
Therefore in Christ there are two persons."

b2b. While Monophysitism argues thus:

"How many persons there are in Christ, so many natures 
there are.

But in Christ there is only one single person.
Therefore in Christ there is only one single nature."

c. Wherefrom it is clear that the whole treatise on the Mystery of the 
Incarnation is commanded by the right and accurate notions both of PERSON and 
of NATURE:

clo Por only by the aid of these notions does the theologian:
cla. defend both the possibility and the existence of the Incarnation, 

against the errors of those who deny either Christ's divinity or his humani b;. ,
- by which errors the whole mystery is denied;

clb. and avoid the opposite errors of Nestorianism and Monophysitism, 
whereby the whole mystery is distorted and violated.

0.

13. "GOB SO LOVED THE WOULD AS TO GIVE HIS ONLY BEGOTTEN SON": This
assertion (John. 3»l6), along with that other: "He first loved us, and 

sent his Son a propitiation for our sins" (I John. 4»T0)» is a declaration 
that the INCARlMToiN PROCEEDS 3 M  GOD’S MOST EPEE AND MOST GRATUITOUS LOVE 
POP US. (Cf. n.4,C).

A. As said above the treatise of St Thomas upon Christ the Saviour is 
really an account and explanation of this most excellent manifestation of 
God’s supremely free and supremely gratuitous love for us.

B. The PPEEDOM of God’s love for creature’s is explained and proved by 
St Thomas in the treatise on God as One (I, q.19, aa.3 et 10):

a. In the former of these two articles it is shorn that God wills things 
other than himself, not from necessity, but most freely: because he in no wu~ 
needs creatures for the possession of his own infinite goodness.

b. Wherefore it was said above (n.4.cy that the very contingence of the 
Incarnation is a manifestation of God’s most free love.

C. The SOVEREIGN GRATUITY of God’s love for creatures is explained and 
proved by St Thomas in the same treatise on God as One (I, qq.19-20):

a. In q.19, a.4 , St Thomas shows that THE WILL OP GOD IS THE CAUSE OP 
THINGS.

b. And in q.19, a.9, he shows that God’s willing of things is not 
caused by any cause.

c. In q.20, a.2, from this that God’s will is the cause of things, he 
deduces that GOD’S LOVE IS POURING IN AND CREATING GOODNESS IN THINGS? 
which he does thus: "God loves all existing things; for all existing things, 
insofar as they are, are good; for the very be of anything is a certain good.
and likewise every perfection of it. But it has been shown above...... that
the will of God is the cause of all things; and thus it must needs be that 
thus far something has be, or whatsoever good, insofar as it is willed by
God. Wherefore, since to love is nothing else than to will good to someone, it 
is manifest that God loves all things which are, yet not in the same way as cj0 
we. Por, because our will is not the cause of the goodness of things, but is 
moved by it as by an object, our love, whereby we will good to someone, is not 
the cause of his goodness; but on the contrary, his goodness, either true or 
deemed true, provokes the love, whereby we will to him both that the good 
which he has be maintained, and that the good which he has not, be added; 
and that we work towards this. But GOD'S LOVE IS POURING IN AND CREATING
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GOODNESS IN THINGS." 
c l . Thus:
cla* whereas our love for someone Is caused by the goodness in him 

(genuine or apparent), thus supposing goodness in him whom we love,
dlb, God1 s love for someone causes the goodness in him, being supposed 

to the goodness in him whom God loves.
o24 Accordingly St John says: "He first loved us" (I John 4.10). 
dj And further:
dl* St Thomas shows throughout his trea tise  on grace ( i- I I ,  qa*109-114) 
dla* that the f i r s t  grace is  given to each man gratuitously, and not 

from his merits;
dlb* and that the principle of merit does not fa ll  under meriti 
d2* But indeed, with respect -to Christian graces:
d2ai the f ir s t  grace absolutely speaking given to mankind is  naught els 

than the Incarnation i ts e lf ,  for from the merits of the Incarnate Redeemer 
a ll other graces flow;

d2b. and the absolutely f i r s t  principle of our merit is  the Incarnate 
Word, for from his merits proceed to us that habitual grace which is  the 
principle of our merit.

d3. Wherefore i t  must be said absolutely that the Incarnation is  an 
u tterly  gratuitous favour from God, proceeding from an u tte rly  gratuitous 
love.

d4. And so the trea tise  on the Incarnate Word is ,  so to speak, a 
canticle upon the highest manifestation of God’s gratuitous love, th is love 
thus manifested being the theme inspiring the Whole trea tise .

D. In accordance with th is, i t  must be said that the MOTIVE OE THE 
INCARNATION is  a MOTIVE OE MERCY I

a. as is  declared in the words of St John cited above: "He sent his 
Son to be a propitiation for our sins" (I John 4*10)?

b. and as the Church declares in the Nicene Symbol: "On account of us 
and on account of our salvation he descended from heaven;"

c. and as St Thomas explains in this trea tise  ( i l l ,  q>2).

14. "HE STILL LOVED THOSE WHO TORE HIS OWN, WHOM HE WAS LEAVING IN THE
WORLD, AND HE WOULD GIVE THEM THE UTTERMOST PROOE OE HIS LOVE": This

observation (John 13 .1 ) indicates the EEEICACY of that free and gratuitous 
love whereby God willed the Incarnation from a motive of mercy.

A. Eor, in accordance with the purpose of the Incarnation, God through 
grace inspired into the human will of Christ a most ardent charity whereby 
Christ was inclined vehemently to suffer for the redemption and salvation
of men.

a. Thus grace produced in the human will of Christ an ardent desire 
for the Cross, which desire underwent an accelerated increase as the hour 
of the Cross grew nearer, - according to the principle of accelerated 
movement.

b. In accordance also with th is impulse of grace, C hrist’s love for 
men was, far from being merely affective, EEEECTIVE TO THE HIGHEST DEGREE, 
according to the observation of St John cited hre-above.

c. Thus does St Thomas say that "God the Father delivered Christ to
his passion..............inasmuch as he inspired into him a will to suffer for
us, by infusing charity into him." ( i l l ,  q.47> a. 3 ).

B. From this most ardent charity produced in the human will of Christ 
through grace proceeding from God’s most free and gratuitous love is solved 
this d ifficu lt question: "Whs?- did Christ undertake such great sufferings, 
when his least act of theandric love was superabundantly sufficient for the 
redemption of a ll men?11

C. And thus is  explained the GLORY OF CHRIST, which is  properly a 
REDEMPTIVE GLORY: 

a. For:
al. though the motive of the Incarnation was a motive of mercy, since 

the Word "descended from heaven on account of us and for our salvation", 
a2. nevertheless the Incarnation is  suchwise ordered towards the 

redemption of men that CHRIST IS TO BE PRONOUNCED TO BE RATHER ON ACCOUNT 
OF HIMSELF REDEEMING than on account of men to be redeemed.
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b. And thus appears more clearly the obvious answer to the Question 
addressed "by Christ himself to the travellers on the way to Emma.us: ""Did 
it not "behove the Christ to suffer, end thus to enter into his glory"
(Liike 24.26). ~

c. Thus too is it understood that:
cl. though Cod willed the Incarnation "on account of us end for our 

salvation", end imposed upon Christ a precept to die for men, and "delivered 
Christ to his passion...... inasmuch as he inspired into him a will to suffer
for us, by infusing charity into him" (ill, q.,47* a»3)>

c2. nevertheless:
c2a. "God loves Christ, not only more than the whole human race, "but 

also more than the whole universe of creatures, to wit, because he willed 
to him a greater good, because he gave to him a name which is above every 
name, that he be true God. Nor was anything of his pre-eminence lost through 
this, that God delivered him to death for the salvation of the human race: on 
the contrary this had its issue in his becoming a glorious victor," (I, q.20, 
a,4 ad 1).

c2b. Wherein is seen a most splendid application of the PRINCIPLE OE 
PREDILECTION, formulated by St Thomas in that same article! "ONE WOULD NOT 
BE BETTER THAN ANOTHER, WERE IT NOT THAT GOD WILLED TO IT A GREATER GOOD 
THAN TO THE OTHER."

CHAPTER POUR.

THE CHIEF HERESIES.

15. THREE CLASSES OF HERESIES: Since the Catholic doctrine regarding the
Word Incarnate is summarized in this proposition: CHRIST IS TOGETHER 

TRUE GOD AND TRUE MAN, A SINGLE PERSON, THE GOD-MAN.

A. The chief heresies here-upon are reduced to four classes:

B. Which are:
a. Errors regarding the very FACT OF CHRIST’S EXISTENCE.
b. Errors regarding the HUMANITY of Christ.
c. Errors regarding the DIVINITY of Christ.
d. Errors regarding the UNION of the two natures in Christ.

l6. DENIAL OF CHRIST’S HISTORIC EXISTENCE: Many modern rationalists have
denied the historical fact of Christ's existence.

A. VOLTAIRE seems to maintain that the person Jesus Christ did not 
exist historically. His life is but the result of legend, inaugurated and 
developed owing to the tendency of men to crea.te for themselves an ideal,.

B. DUPUIS (about the time of the French Revolution), reduced the 
history of the man Jesus Christ to an historical myth, in which Christ 
corresponds to the Sun-God of Egypt or to Mythra of the Persians; the 
twelve apostles are the twelve signs of the zodiac, etc.

C. JENSEN, ERBT and KALTHOFF say that Christ is the result of the , 
evolution of ideas in the minds of sections of the Jews, - which ideas 
were primarily derived from the Old Testament.

D. WILLIAM BENJAMIN SMITH says that it- is impossible for Christianity 
to have come from such poor and trivial beginnings as Christians assert:

a. Christ:
al. was not a man deified, t
a2. indeed he was not an historical man at all,
b. He was the resultant figurative personality of the Christian 

development;
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c. Accordingly:
cl. he did not produce Christianity,
c2, hut Christianity produced him.
E. J.M.ROBERTSON says that the origin of the Christian legend was the 

personification of an ancient cult of the Sun in Palestine.

1 7. ERRORS REGARDING THE HUMANITY OE CHRIST: Chief among these errors are:
A. The DOCETAE and the PKANTASISTS, in the first and second centuries, 

taught that Christ had a phantasmic body, not a true and real body.
B. The VALENTINIANS, in the third century, taught that the flesh of 

Christ was formed from etherial elements, and was delivered through Mary as 
through a canal: wherefore it was not human flesh.

C. The APOLLINARISTS, in the fourth century, taught:
a. that Christ had a truly human body;
b. and also a certain human soul of the sensitive order, (PSYCHE);
c. but not a human soul of the intellective order, (PNEUMA).
d. Eor:
dl. they thought that personality was conferred by the pneuma;
d2. and therefore, in order to preserve unity of person in Christ, or, 

in other words, in order to exclude human personality, they denied to Christ 
the pneuma.

D. These errors were condemned by the EIRST COUNCIL OE CONSTANTINOPLE in 381 (Denz. 85-86).

1 8. ERRORS REGARDING THE DIVINITY OE CHRIST: These errors are forms either
of MODALISM or of SUBORDINATIONS: which will be explained before we 

speak particularly of the diverse errors.
A. MODALISM AND SUBORDINATIONS:
a. The Catholic doctrine regarding the Incarnation:
al. contains these two things, to wit:
ala. That Christ is distinct really from the Eather and the Holy Ghost according to Person;
alb. That Christ, according to his divine nature, is one with the 

Eather and the Holy Ghost according to substance or nature.
a2. Which may be thus exhibited schematically:-

Catholic doctrine regarding 
the Incarnation contains 
these two things, to wit:

That Christ is distinct really from the 
Eather and the Holy Ghost according to 
Person.
That Christ, according to his divine nature, 
is one with the Eather and the Holy Ghost 
according to substance or nature.

b. Hence, error regarding the divinity of Christ may be had either by 
denying the former or by denying the latter: which may be thus shown schematically:-

either by denying that Christ is really distinct from the 
Eather and the Holy Ghost according to Person: which error 
is called MODAL I SI.

ERROR 
is had

or by denying that Christ, according to his divine nature, is 
one with the Eather and the Holy Ghost according to substance 
or nature: which error is called SUBORDINATION!SM.
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12.

a. The PA TRI PA SSI AHS are named from this, that they* taught that, not 
only the Son, "but also the Father suffered on Calvary: for according to 
them:

al. Father and Son is Cod are not really distinct, "but only verbally 
or conceptually.

a2. Wherefrom it was deduced that the Father, equally with the Son, 
was incarnate and suffered.

t>. SABELLIUS and his disciples: 
hi. taught:
bla. that the Father in some way extended his reality into this world: 

which extension of the Father*s reality is the Son;
bib. that the Holy Ghost likewise names the Father*s reality as 

extended into human souls for their sanctification.
b2. Wherefore there is only a conceptual distinction between the Father, 

the Son and the Holy Ghost,
b3. Wherefrom the Incarnation is really as truly an Incarnation of the 

Father and of the Holy Ghost as of the Son.
c. The WALDENSIANS maintained substantially the above doctrine of 

Sabellius.
d. KANT:
dl. taught a doctrine wherefrom follow the same conclusions as were 

propounded by the Sab el linns: for according to him the same divine Person 
is named Father, Son and Holy Ghost from three diverse ways in whioh he 
.manifests himself, thus:

dla. he is called Father inasmuch as he is creator;
dlb, he is called Son inasmuch as he governs the world;
die. he is celled Holy Ghost inasmuch as he is the Just judge of all

men.
d2. Wherefrom it follows that there is only a conceptual distinction 

between the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost*
e. NOTE that MODALISM and its diverse forms are primarily TRINITARIAN 

heresies (i.e, errors regarding the Holy Trinity), and only secondarily 
CHRISTOLOGICAL heresies: and they deny indeed:

el. not precisely the divinlty of Christ,
e2. but rather this: that the term of the union on the side of God is 

the Person of the SON, but not the Father nor the Holy Ghost.
C. FORMS OF SUBORDINATION!SM:
a. The ES3ENES, CERINTEIANS and EBIONITES, converts from Judaism in 

the first centuryt taught that Christ was a great teacher, in some way 
elevated above other men, but having no divine nature or personality.

b. The NE0-HjAT0NIST3 taught a similar doctrine.
c. The GNOSTICS explained Christ from their doctrine of * eons* - 

incorporeal beings, Jper se* intelligible, subordinate as regards their 
nature to the supreme being who is God:

cl. One of these * eons* descended on, and dwelt in, the man Jesus; 
c2. so that Jesus Christ is a composite being resulting from union 

between the * eon‘ and a man.
d. PAUL OF SAMOSATA taught that Christ was a mere man, who however 

merited a divine name and divine dignity and divine honour by his activity 
in the world.

e. The ARIANS denied the consubstantiality of the WORD (LOGOS) with 
the Father, saying that the Word is the first and highest of all created 
beings, both begotten and made:

el. wherefore they thus explained the Incarnation:
ela. the Word assumed a human body;
elb, and so:
elbl. Christ is without a properly divine nature.
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611)2 . but nevertheless is superior to all other creatures, being 11 the 

first horn of all creatures".
e2. Christ has no human soul, hut this is supplied for hy the Word.
f. The CATHARI and ALBIGENSIANS denied that there is in Christ a 

strictly divine nature.
g* The SOCINIANS taught that Christ was merely a divine legate for the 

fulfilment of an office entrusted to him hy God.
h. In more recent times UNITARIANS, LIBERAL PROTESTANTS* RATIONALISTS 

and MODERNISTS, have contended that Christ is a mere man.
hi* Thus among the LIBERAL PROTESTANTS;
hla* HARNACK taught that God in a singular and ideal manner manifested 

himself perfectly on earth in the person of Christ; or* in other words, in 
Christ the divine is translated or transposed into the human in the most 
perfect way; yet Christ is a mere man* not God.

hlh. STAFFED teaches that Christ is above and outside common humanity 
as we know it, hut nevertheless is no more than a man.

h2. Thus, according to the MODERNISTS, distinction is to he made between 
the HISTORICAL CHRIST and the CHRIST OF FAITH, in this fashion;

h2a. THE HISTORICAL CHRIST (i.e. the man Jesus Christ who really 
existed in history):

h2al. was a mere man;
h2a2 . his history is told, and the mind of his followers about him is 

manifested, in the synoptic gospels and even in the early epistles of St Paul, 
wherein:

h2a2a. he is manifested as a great and ardent religious leader,
1inspired1 in the same sense as poets are said to he inspired;

h2a2b. the whole burden of his work and teaching was eschatological 
(i.e. concerned with the end of the world);

h2a2c. for he erroneously thought that the parousia was imminent; 
h2a2d. and:
h2a2dl. far from ever having any knowledge or idea of his divlnity, 
h2a2d2. he did not always, especially in his earlier life and in the 

earlier periods of his public preaching, have any consciousness of a messianic 
office or dignity;

h2a2e, moreover, the Church, as it has developed and has existed and 
exists, was quite outside his intention.

h2b. But THE CHRIST OF FAITH is the product of the subsequent mystical 
and theological elaboration which went on in the religious consciousness of 
his follows: accordingly, the Christ offaith:

h2bl, is God (to wit, in the Modernistic sense);
h2b2. he is presented in the fourth gospel and in the later epistles 

which express the result of the development of the religious consciousness of Christians.

19. ERRORS REGARDING THE UNION OF THE TWO NATURES: These errors are
subdivided into two classes, to wit:
A. ERRORS BY DEFECT, i.e. minimising the union, are chiefly:
a. NESTORIANISM, arising in the fifth century, according to which: 
al. in Christ there are two hypostases or persons:ala. to wit:
alal. a divine Person, 
ala2. and a human person:
alb. wherefore the union of the Incarnation is only an accidental union.
a2. Nestorianism was condemned by the COUNCIL OF EPHESUS in 431 (Denz. 115).
b. ADOPTIANISTS, in the eighth century: 
bl. taught that in Christ are found:
bla. both the natural and eternal Son of God, 
bib, and also an adoptive and temporal son of God.
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b2. Adoptianism was condemned:
b2a, by Pope Hadrian I In 793 (Benz.309-310),
b2b. by the Council of Frankfort in 794 (Uenz*311-314)»
b2c. and by the Council of Frejus in 79& (Benz,3l4&).
c. Nestorianlsm was revived in the nineteenth century by 0UNTHER and 

BALTZER, who again proposed a merely dynamic and moral union of the two 
natures in Christ: for they taught that Christ in this sense is one, namely:

cl. that the human consciousness was most perfectly subjected to the 
consciousness of the Word.

c2. and that each nature perceived this constant harmony and concerted
ness of itself with the other nature.

d. ROSMINI proceeded in the same path, explaining the unity of Christ 
from a perfect conjunction of wills. (Benz. 1917).

B. ERRORS BY EXCESS, exaggerating the union, are chiefly:
a, MONOIHYSITISM or EUTYCHEANISM, proposed by Eutyches, by way of 

reaction against Nestorianlsm:
al. taught that the union of the Incarnation is a union according to 

nature, so that in Christ there is, after the union, only one nature: whEcli 
doctrine was propounded by Monophysites in three forms:

ala* elther the human nature was absorbed by the divine nature, 
alb. _or the divine and human natures were compounded into one third 

nature,
ale. or the divine nature and the human nature were united like soul and body.
a2, Monophysitism was condemned by the COUNCIL OF CHALCEDON in 451 (Benz. 14S).
b. MONOTHELITISM, advanced in the fifth century: 
bl. professed:
bla. only one single will and one single operation in Christ; 
bib. thereby implicitly asserting one-ness of nature in Christ. 
b2, Monothelitism was condemned: 
b2a. by Pope Honorlus I in 634 (Benz.291),
b2b. and by the eleventh council of Toledo in 679 (Denz. 28l),

20. SYNOPTIC SCHEME: Accordingly the various errors regarding the
Incarnation may be thus synoptically classified:-



VOLTAIRE.
15 .

DUPUIS.
denying the historical existence of Christ JUS®, ERBT, KALTHOEE.

W.J. SMITH. 
J.M. ROBERTSON.

ESSEMES, 
CERINTHIANS, 
EBIONITES.

Errors

SOME NEO- 
PLATONISTS.
SOME GNOSTICS

which is alto
gether denied: SUBORDINATION!SM

PAUL OE 
SAMOSATA.
ARIANS.
CATHARI.
SOCINLANS.

the
divine
term:

UNITARIANS, 
LIBERAL PRO
TESTANTS, 
RATIONALISTS, 
MODEHNISTS.

about one 
term of 
the union, 
to wit,

which is identi
fied with the 
Eather and the 
Holy Ghost: 
MODALISM:

PATRIPA SSIANS 
SABSLLIUS. 
WALDENSIANS. 
KANT.

admitting Christ’s 
existence, but 
erring

DOCETAE AND PHANTAS- 
ISTS.

the human term: VALENTINIANS.
APOLLINARISTS.

NESTORIANISM.
by defect

about the 
very union, 
and indeed 
erring

by excess

ADOPTIANISM.

MONOFHYSITISM or 
EUTYCHEANISM.

MONOTHELITISM



CHAPTER FIVE.
16 .

POSSIBILITY OP AN INCARNATION.

21. NOTION OP INCARNATION: The names given 'by ancient writers to that
union which is usually nowadays called the Incarnation:
A.
a. are chiefly these: ’Oiconomia' dispensation or disposition.
b. ’Proslepsis’ - assumption.c. ’Analepsi s’ - taking-upon.
d. 'Enanthropesis’ - inhumanation, en-raanning.
e. ’Ensomatosi s’ - incorporation, en-bodying.
f. ’Enosis’ - union.
g. ’Synodis’ - convention, cominĝ together.
h. ’Sarcosis’ incarnation, en-fleshing.
B. Among these the following are especially to be noted:
a. ’Oiconomia’, which is well translated by Tertullian ’dispensatio

or 'dispositio’, bespeaks more than Incarnation:
al. For it signifies that marvellous dispensation of the divine persons, 

whereby, through the mission and passion of Christ, provision was made for 
our salvation. In this sense is the term used by St Irenaeus and by Tertullian. 

a2. Later however:
a2a. it was used in the sense of the Incarnation strictly. 
a2b. But, as Petavius notes, it then embraces rather all that was of 

the lower substance in Christ, so that the Greek theologians were accustomed 
to divide their dissertations on Christ into two parts, to wit:

a2bl. 'theologiat, which embraced what they said of Christ’s divinity, 
a2b2 . and ’oiconomia’. which contained their discussions on Christ’s human nature.
b. ’Prosiepsis’ and ’analepsis1:
bl. were very suitable to signify the two natures in Christ. 
b2. But, as these names came to be used in the expressions ’assumption 

of a man’ or ’taking-on of a man*:
b2a. which were frequently used to exclude Apollinarism,
b2b. they fell into desuetude because they seemed to favour Nestorlanism,
c. ’Enanthropesls’ was indeed most suitable to signify the mystery, and 

indeed it is kept in certain oriental symbols. (Cf* Benz. 9* 3a)*
A. ’Sarcosis’ (incarnation), though at the period of Apollinarism it 

seemed less suitable, nevertheless prevailed in the symbols as more scriptural:
dl. And indeed so is the mystery announced in St John: "Verbum CARO 

factum est" (John I.14).
d2. For the word ’flesh* is frequently used in sacred scripture to 

signify ’man’: v.g. "All flesh had corrupted its way” (Gen.6.12); "To thee
all flesh will come" (Ps.64.2); "All flesh shall see. the salvation of God"
(Luke 3*6).

d'3« And in this sense has the text of St John always been interpreted 
throughout tradition.

C. Therefore the INCARNATION is THE UNION OF A HUMAN NATURE WITH THE 
DIVINE NATURE IN TEE ONE SINGLE PERSON OF THE WORD.

22. NOTION AND DIVISION OF MYSTERY: As is explained in fundamental
theology:
A. A MYSTERY is a HIDDEN, SECRET REALITY OR TRUTH, TRANSCENDING OUR 

KNOWLEDGE, YET WORTHY OF BEING KNOWN..



B. Mysteries are DIVIDED (c£. Garrigou-Lagrange: De Revelatione, I, 
pp.174-1?S) as is thus shown schematically!-

17.

either IN FACT HIDDEN AS REGARDS ITS 
EXISTENCE: Such are: What is in the
centre of the earth; secrets of hearts

A mystery 
is

either NATURAL: and then it 
is a mystery which can he 
known, at least as regards 
its existence, without 
divine revelation: 
and this is or HIDDEN AS 

REGARDS ITS 
INTIMATE 
ESSENCE: and 
then it is 
so hidden

either RELATIVELY, to \± 
wit, from human intell
ect: Such are: What is 
the intimate nature of 
physical energy; what is 
the intimate nature of 
sensation.

or ABSOLUTELY, to wit, 
from every created 
intellect: Such is the 
intimate conciliation 
of the natural divine 
attributes, such as 
God’s justice and mercy 
or God’s immutahility 
and freedom.

or SUPERNATURAL: and then it 
is a mystery which without 
divine revelation cannot he 
known, even as regards its 
existence: and this is

either a mystery BROADLY SO-CALLED: 
and then it is a supernatural 
mystery which does not remain 
obscure after revelation, hut is 
easily understood: Such as this, 
that there will always be one single 
Pope having jurisdiction over the 
Church.

or a mystery STRICTLY SO-CALLED 
and then it is a supernatural 
mystery which remains obscure even 
after revelation: Such as the Holy 
Trinity, the Incarnation, Grace, 
the Beatific Vision.

2 3. CONCLUSION: In the early questions of this treatise St Thomas shows
that there appears no contradiction in an incarnation of the Word, and 

that the possibility of such incarnation cannot be disproved.
A, But the QUESTION occurs: Can the possibility of such incarnation, 

given that the question be posed, be positively proved from reason alone?
B, To which question theologians commonly answer by this CONCLUSION:

THAT C-OD WAS MADE MAN ISA SUPERNATURAL MYSTERY STRICTLY SO-CALLED, SO THAT 
NATURAL REASON CAN NEITHER WITHOUT DIVINE REVELATION KNOW IT IN ANY WAY,
NOR AETER REVELATION POSITIVELY DEMONSTRATE ITS POSSIBILITY. (Cf. In III Sent d.l, a,2, q.l).

C. This conclusion,.as is clear from the ecclesiastical documents 
referred to below, is CERTAIN DOCTRINE.



IS.
D, This conclusion is proved from SACRED SCRIPTURE, according to which* 
a* Christ, i.e. the Son of God, "made from the seed of David according

to the flesh’* (Rom*1.3), "made from a woman, made under the law, that he 
might redeem those who were under the law" (Gal.4*4? cf. Rom.g.3-4). is the 
centre "of that mystery kept hidden from the beginning of time in the all* 
creating mind of God" (Sphes.3.9"5* or of that "wisdom of God7 his secret, 
kept hidden till now" (I Cor.1.20-2.10).

h, "This was the secret that had been hidden from all the ages and
generations of the past; now he has revealed it to his saints...........
....Christ among you, your hope of glory," (Col.l*26-27).

E. The same is proclaimed hy ECCLESIASTICAL DOCUMENTS:

a. The eleventh council of Toledo decrees: "If it could he shown hy 
reason, it would not he a marvel; if hy an example, it would not he singular*" 
(Denz.282; cf.2S3-2&5)*

h. Likewise the letter of Pope Pius IX against the semi-rationalists 
who contended that the revealed mysteries can he demonstrated hy reason after 
revelation, and especially against ‘Frohschammer, says:

hi, "Prom the same author’s opinion it would, and must, he concluded, 
that reason, even in the most hidden (in the most hidden mysteries) of the 
divine free will, he it that the object of revelation is posited, can from 
itself, not from the principle of divine authority, hut from natural 
principles and abilities, reach science and certitude. How false and 
erroneous this doctrine of the author is, there is no one, even slightly 
imbued with the rudiments of Christian doctrine, who does not at onee see 
and plainly apprehend." (Denz.1669),

b2. It is true that Frohschammer meant to demonstrate, not only the 
possibility, hut also the very fact, of the Incarnation; however, if the 
possibility of the Incarnation were apodictically and positively demonstrated 
as Is demonstrated, for example, the possibility of miracle in general, of of 
resurrection in special, then the Incarnation:

h2a* would he only a miracle. which is supernatural effectively only 
or extrinsically;

b2b. and would not he a mystery properly so-called ENTITATIVJSjY or 
INTRINSICALLY supernatural.

c. And in the condemnation of semi-rationalism this is said: "And 
clearly, since these dogmas are above nature, for that reason they cannot 
he attained hy natural reason and natural principles1.̂  TPeng.

d. And the Vatican Council decrees: "If anyone says that in divine 
revelation there are no true mysteries properly so-called, hut that all 
the dogmas of the faith can he understood and demonstrated from natural 
principles hy duly cultivated reason: let him he anathema." (Denz.lglS;
of.1795).

3F. This conclusion is also proved from THEOLOGICAL REASON thus:

a. is supernatural entltatively, is supernatural as regards
knowablllty: for being and truth are convertible.

h. But the intrinsic possibility of the Incarnation is the intrinsic 
possibility of a thing entitatively supernatural, which has not any evident 
necessary connection with things of the natural order, 

hi. For the Incarnation:
bln, is not only a miracle, - which is supernatural effectively 

or extrinsically, - as is the raising of the dead,
hlh. hut is a mystery intrinsically or entitatively supernatural; for 

It is the intimate union of a human nature with the divine nature, as it 
is In itself, in the person of the Word. 

b2. But:
b2a. the divine nature as it is in itself, and the person of the Word, 

are essentially or intrinsically or entitatively supernatural;
b2b, whereas God as the author of nature has an evident necessary 

connexion with things of the natural order.



a. NEVERTHELESS:
19.

a. Reason can:
al. solve objections urged against the possibility of this mystery, 

by showing that they are:
ala, either false,
alb, or not necessary, (i.e. not necessarily concluding) or not cogent. 

(Cf, In Boeth. de Trin. q.2, a.3),
b. Moreover, reason can, by non-apodictic arguments, which are called 

arguments of fittingness, commend the fittingness of this mystery:
bl, these arguments are indeed profound, and can even be penetrated 

always more deeply by a human or angelic intellect,
b2, but this penetration will never engender certitude nor constitute 

demonstration.
H, Against the above conclusion is urged:
a. The following OBJECTION:

"To prove that something does not involve contradiction 
is to prove that it is possible.

But reason can prove that the Incarnation does not 
involve contradiction.Therefore reason can prove that the Incarnation is possible,"

b. Which is thus ANSWERED:
bl. It is true that to prove positively and evidently that something 

does not involve contradiction is to prove its possibility.
b2. But to prove only negatively (i.e. to show that arguments urged against the possibility of it are either false or not cogent) and probably 

that something does not involve contradiction is much less than proving its 
possibility: for it is only proving that the impossibility is not proved or, 
in other words, that the possibility is not disproved,

I, Another:
a. OBJECTION is this:

"What is essentially or entitatively supernatural can be 
apodictically proved from reason alone: for God is in 
himself essentially supernatural, and yet from reason 
alone is apodictically proved his existence.

Therefore, although the mystery of the Incarnation is
entitatively or essentially supernatural; nevertheless 
from reason alone its possibility, if not its existence, 
can be apodictically proved."

b. Which is thus ANSWERED:
bl. With regard to the antecedent of the objection: 
bla. It is true that God in himself is essentially or entitatively 

supernatural as regards his Godwiess;
bib, but God, as the author of nature, has a necessary and evident 

connexion with created effects of the natural order; and under this lower 
aspect is demonstrated with basis in reality the truth of this proposition: 
*God exists1, although naturally we do not know positively God’s essence 
nor his act of be.

blbl. Thus explains St Thomas:
blbla. "Be is taken in two ways:
blblal. ""in one way it signifies the act of be;
blbla2. "in another way it signifies the composition of a proposition, 

which the mind discovers, conjoining a predicate to a subject.blblb, "Accordingly:
blblbl. "taking be in the first way, we cannot know the be of God,

Just as neither can we know his essence;
blblb2. "but only in the second way. For we know that this proposition, 

which we form about God, when we say ’God is’ is true; and this we know from 
his effects," (I, q.3, a,5, ad 2);

b2* But there is nothing similar in the case of the Incarnation of theWord:
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b2a, because this mystery, like the intimate life of the Trinity, has 
not an evident necessary connexion with natural effects;

b2b. for which reason its existence and possibility cannot he 
positively demonstrated from natural principles? this possibility accordingly 
transcends demonstration. 

b2c. And indeed:
b2cl. arguments of fittingness can be penetrated ever more and more, 
b2o2, but they never constitute an apodictic argument, just as the 

sides of a polygon drawn within the circumference of a circle can be 
infinitely multiplied and yet the polygon will never become the circum
ference, because no side of the polygon will ever be a point.

J. It may be further:
a, INSISTED thus:

uBut it is apodictically proved that there exists in God an 
order of supernatural truth and life*

Therefore what is entitatively supernatural can be proved 
apa-diotically.”

b. Which is thus ANSWERED:
bl. In that proof this supernatural order is not posltively attained? 
b2. but only negatively, as the existence of some order whereof the 

myeierlee cannot- be naturally known.
K% Gregory of Valentia:
a* makes a further INSISTENCE*

wAn -angelic intellect intuitively sees human nature 
as distinct from its subsistence or personality? 
and accordingly perhaps as aesumptible by a 
divine person.

Therefore perhaps an angelic intellect can demonstrate 
the possibility of the Incarnation,•

b. Which is thus ANSWERED: An angelic intellect cannot naturally knew
whether a divine personality or subsistence, which is essentially or 
entitatively supernatural, could without being rendered imperfect •» 
which is impossible - hold the stead of a human subsistence or personality.

L. Wherefrom follows this corollary: that ’a fortiori1 an angelle 
Intellect cannot naturally know the existence of the Incarnation.

M, Gregory of Valentia:
a, presses this further INSISTENCE:

HBut an angel intuitively seeing the human nature of 
Christ bereft of its own personality, must 
immediately conclude that this nature is personally 
united to some divine person.w

b. Which is thus ANSWERED: The conclusion does not follow, for this
angel could not exclude this possibility: that the human personality of this 
man is concealed for motives known to God alone.

24* CHI EE OBJECTIONS AGAINST POSSIBILITY OE AN INCARNATION: It has been
said above (n.23,G) that reason can solve the objections urged against 

the possibility of an Incarnation.

A. These objections indeed are answered throughout the course of the treatise itself (from q.2 to q.l6).
B, It is enough here at the beginning to note the CHIEF objection

which St. Thomas exposes (ill, q.l6, a.6, 2obj; In III Sent.d.l, q.l, a.l, ad l).



This CHI33? OBJECTION is this:

21.

"Cod cannot he intrinsically changed, or have himself j,
intrinsically otherwise than before. *%■

But through an Incarnation Cod would have himself 
intrinsically otherwise than before.

Therefore an Incarnation is impossible."
b. Which is thus ANSWERED: \ \
hi. With regard to the MINCH of the objection:
bla. It is true that by an Incarnation Cod would be changed, if he 

received in himself something distinct from himself by reason of a passive 
potency in himself.

bib, But Cod would not be changed if he only terminates a human 
nature.

b2. Bor then Cod neither loses anything nor acquires anything, but 
only diffuses his own perfection. And therefore:

b2a, "When it is said that Cod became man, no change on the part of 
Cod is understood: hut only on the part of a. human nature." (Ill, q.l6, 
a,6 ad 2um). Just as, if a. tree is seen hy me, no change is bespoken in 
the tree, hut it only terminates ny sight.

b2h. 113 e man befits Cod hy reason of the uni on, which is a certain
relation....... But things which are said relatively, can he predicated
newly of something without any change of it;

b2bl. "just as a man newly becomes a man on the right hy the movement 
of him who becomes a man on the left." (Ill, q.lb, a,7£> ad 2);

b2b2. and just as an unseen tree becomes a seen tree without any 
change of it according as it actually terminates vision; for it is the very 
faculty of sight which is changed, according as it passes from potency t§ act.

b3. Likewise, as will he later seen, in the Incarnation, all the 
change is on the side of the assumed nature, lacking subsistence or 
personality of its own and acquiring a divine personality or subsistence 

b3a. For the Word does not acquire even a new real relation, hut 
only a mental relation:

b3al. for the real relation is only from the human nature to the ^ord; 
b3a2. just as the real relation is from the power of sight to the& 

object seen, and not conversely, - from the object to the power of ^ight.
b3b. Thus, as St Thomas explains: "G-od is said to be united, not 

through a. mutation of him, but of that to which he is united; and likevrise 
when he is said to be uni table, this is said not through some passive ■ *.' 
potency existing in G-od, but through a potency which is in the creature to 
be united." (in III Sent, d.l, q.l, a.l, ad l).

b3c. Thus also: *
b3cl. G-od is said to be visible and later seen by the blessed, through 

a change, not of him, but of the blessed whose vision he terminates.
b3c2. A point already terminating one line, can terminate a second' and 

a third line (as when it becomes the apex of a pyramid), without any change 
of itself.

C. Against the above answer:

a. is made this INSISTENCE:
"But the Word is not only the term of the humanity, but also 

the subject of it: for the Word has this humanity, 
which is truly attributed to him as to a subject.

Therefore the Word is a subject which is changed by the
reception of this humanity; so that Incarnation 
does bespeak a change in the Word."

b. To which the ANSWER is:

bl. As regards the antecedent of the argument:
bla. It is true that the Word has the humanity terminativelyt but



22.
to hav<e fwflietMag terminatively is not to have it as a subject has a form 
(v,g. as matter has substantial form or as substance has accidental form&).

bib. But the Word has not the humanity receptively; which jus to have 
something as a subject receiving a form (v.g. as matter receives substantial
form or as substance receives accidents).

b2. But the Word:
12a. has the humanity, not receptively: because it is not in potency

to receive it;
b2b. ’rat has it personally or terminatively, according as the Word 

is the intrinsic term of it, intrinsically completing and terminating it: 
•)2bl. somewhat as a point terminates a line, 
b2b2. or as an object seen terminates vision.
'bj*. However, from the difficulty presented by this objection, it is 

manifest that the possibility of the Incarnation is not rigourously
demonstrated.

$. For one may press:

*. this IKSISTMCS:

’’What is extrinsic to another, cannot become intrinsic to it 
without being received in it.

But human nature according to itself is extrinsic to the 
Word.

Therefore it cannot become intrinsic to it without being 
received in it.”

'b. Which is thus MSW5BED:

bl. The MAJOR of this argument is false or at least not evident.
3bi something can become intrinsic to another:

bla. through this alone, that it is conjoined to it by intrinsic 
jber mi n ati on;

bib, and this does not bespeak that it is received in the other as
an informing actuancy in a perfectible potency.

b2. Thus is it shown that this objection is either false or at least 
not necessary, not cogent.

03. This will appear more clearly in the treatise itself, where it 
will be manifested that God cannot hold the stead of a created subsistence 
or personality as informing, but only as terminating:

03a. An informing form has itself as a part less perfect than the 
whole to which it is ordered, as human soul is less perfect than whole man. 

b3b. But:
b3*ol, a terminating perfeetion:
b3bla. is not ordered towards a more complete whole,
b>3blb. but rather dr^wg another to itself;
b3b2. for which, reason:
b3b2a, it does not involve imperfection,
b3’b2b, but rather diffuses its perfection.
b4. Thus: f
b4a.. The essence of God without imperfection terminates the vision of 

the blessed, and is no more perfect when seen by the blessed than if not. 
seen by them: rather it is the blessed who are perfected,

*D4b, The doctrine of St Thomas is not perfected from this that it is 
understood by some disciple: but rather it is the disciple who is perfected.

b4c. A beautiful statue is not perfected through this that it is the 
term of my admiration. ”

bdd* Sod is not perfected through this that we are united to him by 
love: rather it is we who are perfected.

31, But an objector:



a. may INSIST further:

"From many complete beings there cannot he made a being which 
is one by a unity more than accidental unity (i.e. 
there cannot be made a being which is one ’per se’),.- 

But human nature and divine nature are complete beings.
Therefore not from them can be made a being whose unity is

greater than accidental: as Christ is taught to be,!'
b. Which is thus ANSWERED:

bl. As regards the MAJOR of the argument:
bla. It is true that from many complete beings taken under tlie notion 

of nature there cannot be made a being which is one ’per sc1 by unity of 
nature;

bib. But it is not evident that from many beings complete under the 
notion of nature there cannot be made a being which is one ’per se’ 
by unity of supposit or person.

b2. Which is thus explained:
b2a. Brom act and act there cannot be made a being one ’per se5 by 

unity of nature: for which reaeon it is taught in philosophy that primary* 
matter must be pure potency, since the compound from primary matter and *' 
substantial form is a nature which is one ’per se’ and not merely accidentally 
one. :

*o2h . But:
b2bl, human nature according to itself is not complete under the 

character of supposit or person; and thus it is drawn to one be with the 
Word, under the character of supposit. (Cf. Ill, q.l6, a.6 ad 2).

b2b2. Thus in the resurrection, the body is drawn to the one be of 
supposit with the soul.

B. More briefly, these various objections are solved by saying:
a. The Word:
al. has itself to the humanity of Christ:
ala. neither as a receiving subject (that would mean that the Word •

would be in passive potency to the humanity, and perfected by the reception 
of it), |;

alb. nor as an informing and received form (that would mean that the 
Word would be less perfect than the whole, i.e. than the complete Christ|;

a2. but rather has himself towards it as a terminating perfection:r 
a2a. as a point pre-existing and terminating one line, newly terminates 

another line;
a2b. or as an object already terminating the vision of one man, newly 

terminates the vision of another; V
a2c. or as a master heard by some pupils is newly heard by another who 

adds himself to the class.
.,pl

b. More briefly still: HIRE ACT IS UNRECEIVED AND UNRECEPTIVE:
bl. if it were received in some potency, it would be participated and 

limited; §:
b2. if it received as a potency receives an act, it would then be in

potency to a further act.

c. Which is clarified by the following distinctions of ’have’ and of 
* form’:



to "be thug distinguishedi-el. Eor ’have1 is

I Is not
to be actuated, 

nor to he perfected.

term!natively

■f-'O

hav

hut is TO EEBEECT: thus

Eather, Son and Holy Ghost 
have the divine nature (not 
receptively, hut) terminate 
ively.

the Word has the human nature 
(not receptively, hut) 
termi natively.

God has his external glory 
(not receptively, hut) 
termi natively, according as 

I he is known, and praised.

] TO 33 ACTUATED....j

: receptively i s •

I AND TO BE PEPJECTED
thus

Matter has form received 
in it.

Substance has accidental 
| forms received in it.

c2, And ’form1 is thus distinguighed:-

ig not a-
nor involving imperfection.

Perm

termi .gating

hut is REJECTING, by 
diffusing its perfection:

the Person of the • 
''ford uniting to him
self and terminating 
the human nature. •

the doctrine of St 
Thomas uniting to 
| itself and terminating 
! the intelligence of 
j many disciples.

| informing is a PAD! LESS PEEEECT THAN THE WHOLE: such is

human soul 
, which is 
less perfect
than man,Z >
heat which 
ig less - / 
perfect 
than hot • 
water. ;

1. Prom the DIEEICULTY presented by these objections is confirmed 
the above conclusion that the possibility of an Incarnation: 

a. cannot he apodictically proved from reason alone,



b. "but can only "be commended and defended, “by showing that the 
objections of adversaries are:

hi. either evidently false,
b2, or at least not necessary (not cogent).

CHAPTER SIX.

m S T ENCS OX THE INCARNATION, OR THE DIVINITY OF CHRIST.

25. ORDER OX HjlOCinXJRE: This treatment of the existence of the
Incarnation:

A. will:
a. Hirst, expose certain pre-ambles to the exposition of the evidence 

which shows that the doctrine of the Incarnation is contained in the deposit 
of divine revelation.

b. Secondly, expose evidence which shows that the doctrine of the 
messias-ship of that man who was b o m  of the woman Mary, and who was 
crucified, and who is known as the historical person 'Jesus Christ', is 
contained in the deposit of the divine revelation.

c. Thirdly, expose the evidence which shows that the doctrine of the 
divinity of that same man is contained within the deposit of divine 
revelation.

B. Hence the following order:-

Pre-ambles Article one.

Existence 
of the 
Incarnation

Affirmation by divine revelation of 
the messias-ship of the man 'Jesus'
Affirmation by divine revelation of 
the divinity of the man 'Jesus’....

Article two.

Article three.

ARTICLE ORE.

PR3-AMBLES.

26. OBJECT OX PROOX: Here:
A. SUPPOSING, as something already proved in apologetics:
a. that God has made a revelation to mankind,
b. and that the truths revealed in this revelation are contained in 

Sacred Scripture and Tradition, which therefore constitute the deposit of 
revelation;

B. we are here concerned to show that the affirmation of the 
existence of the Incarnation, or, in other words, of the divinity of the 
historical man 'Jesus', is contained in that deposit of revelation, or,, 
in other words, in Sacred Scripture and in Tradition.

27. POSITIVE PART AND SPECULATIVE PART OX THEOLOGY: Thus this chapter
pertains to the positive part of theology.



A. Tor SPECULATIVE theology begins from the articles of faith defined 
hy the Church, and about them does two things, to wit:

a. By the aid of philosophy, which, it uses, it institutes an ANALYSIS 
OP THE NOTIONS of these articles of faith:

al. Thus it shows the fittingness of the mysteries, whereof:
ala. the possibility is indemonstrable from natural reason,
alb. just as also is their impossibility.
a2. Thus says the Vatican Council: ’’Reason, enlightened by faith, 

when it seeks carefully, dutifully and soberly, attains, Cod bestowing 
(it), some understanding of the mysteries, and that most fruitful, both 
from analogy of those things which it knows naturally, and from the 
connexion of the very mysteries among themselves and with the ultimate 
end *f man.” (Denz. 179^5•

b. Prom the principles of the faith (i.e. from revealed truths which 
have themselves to speculative theology as principles wherefrom it argues), 
it DEDUCES CONCLUSIONS vlrtually contained in them:

bl. and thus there is constituted a theological ’corpus’ of doctrine 
with a due subordination of notions and of truths, whereof! 

bla. some are simply revealed,
bib. whereas others are simply deduced from revealed truths: 
b2. These latter:
b2a. do not properly pertain to faith,
b2b. but properly pertain to theological science.
3. Thus does St Thomas proceed in the ’Sunma Theologiae’:
a. And so in this treatise on the Incarnate Word (III, ao.l-59)» 'ns 

supposes in the first article the dogma of Christ’s divinity solemnly 
defined by the Church: for the ’Eumma Theologiae’ is an exposition of 
speculative theology.

b. The positive part of the theology of St Thomas is found chiefly 
in his commentaries on the Books of Sacred Scripture, especially in his 
commentaries upon the Gospels and upon the Epistles of St Paul.

C. But it is necessary here to put a chapter of positive theology to 
show that the definitions of the Church express what is already contained 
more or less explicitly in the deposit of revelation, i.e. in Sacred 
Scripture and Tradition.

?. In this regard, it is to be noted carefully, with reference to 
method, that positive theology, being part of sacred theology, differs - 
from simple history, according as positive theology of its nature or 
essentially pregupposes infused faith about the divinely revealed truths^ 
contained in Scripture and Tradition, and faithfully and infallibly con
served and explicitated by the Church.

a. Thus positive theology differs from the history of dogmas conceived 
according to the rational exigencies alone of historical method: 

al. And so:
ala. positive theology under positive and intrinsic direction from 

faith, uses history,
alb. just as speculative theology uses philosophy as a higher science 

uses a lower science.
a2. This means that theology in its positive part, in the study of the 

documents of Scripture and of Tradition, supposes:
a2a. not only a rational criticism and exegesis, 
a2b. but:
a2bl. Christian criticism and exegesis, which admits the dogma of 

inspiration,
a2b2. and even further, Catholic interpretation, which admits: 
a2b2a. not only the dogma of inspiration, 
a2b2b. but also:
a2b2bl. the authority of the Church to determine the meaning of 

Scripture and Tradition,
a2b2b2. and the authority of the Eathers, 
a2b2b3* and the analogy of faith. 
a3. Thus:
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a3&. as Pope Leo XIII explains in the encyclical ’Provident!ssimue 

Dens’: "The analogy of faith is to he followed and Catholic doctrine, such
as it is taken from the authority of the Church, is to he employed as the
supreme norm....... Wherefrom it appears that that interpretation is to he
rejected as inapt and false, which either makes the inspired authors in'a 
certain way contradict each other or is opposed to the Church’s doctrinal" 
(Denz. 1943).

a3h. Hence according to the analogy of faith, an obscure text of 
Sacred Scripture is to he explained through clearer or more explicit texts.

b. And this is most reasonable, for also in human affairs:
hi, if we wish rightly to interpret the historical documents of some 

people or of some family,
b2, we must consider the traditions of this people or family, which 

are a sort of living commentary upon those documents; so than an inter
pretation of those documents which puts contradiction between them and the 
living tradition is to he rejected as false.

c. Thus:
cl. an exegesis, not only rational, hut Christian and Catholic, must

admit:
cla. the canon approved by the Church of the hooks of Sacred Scripture,
clb4 and the text of those hooks likewise approved by the Church,
clc. and the documents of Tradition kept in the Church.
c2. Thus:
c2a. for example:
c2al. Catholic exegesis considers the Gospel of St Mark: 
c2ala* not only as a hook historically written by St Mark, 
p£alb. hut properly as a divine hook whereof God is the author, and 

whereof the conservation pertains to the Church; '■
c2a2. and reads this hook:
c2a2a. sot only under the natural light of reason, 
c2a2b, hut under the supernatural light of infused faith. 
c2b. This Catholic exegis:
$Cbl. indeed uses sciences of the natural order, v.g. linguistic 

science,
c2b2. hut under the influence of a higher light and of the principles 

of faith, just as speculative theology uses philosophy.
c3» Thus speaks the Vatican Council, recalling a decree of the

Council of Trent: "In the things of faith and morals....... that is to he
regarded as the trud ae^ing of Sacred Scripture, which Holy Mother Church 
has held and holds.*’ TOnz.lTSS). f*

/ Id. Lastly: ' ;•
1.

21. It is to he noted that the sacred writers sometimes did not 
understand the whole sense, which the Holy Ghost intended to express by 
their words, i.e, sometimes they did not understand the full objective 
literal sense.

dla. This can he concluded from the words of St Peter: "Salvation was 
the aim and quest of the prophets, and the grace of which they prophesied 
has been reserved for you. The Spirit of Christ was in them, making known 
to them the sufferings which Christ’s cause brings with it, and the glory 
that crowns them; when was it to he, and how was the time of it to he 
recognized? It was revealed to them that their errand was not to their own 
age, it was to you. And now the angels can satisfy their eager gaze; the 
Holy Spirit has been sent from heaven, and your evangelists have made the 
whole mystery plain, to you instead." (I Peter, 1.10-12).

dlb. Indeed St Thomas says: "Sometimes he whose mind is moved to.‘-
express some.words, does not understand what the Holy Spirit intends by ... 
these words, as is clear in the case of Caiphas when he said: ’It Is 
expedient that one man, die for the people. ’ Then- there Is rather 
prophetic instinct than "pxcphecyT" (II—II, q.173, a.4).

d2. This observation may he useful as regards the question of the 
divinity of Christ literally expressed in the synoptic Gospels.
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28*. WR0W9O8B OPINIONS! To "be refuted, her® are the opinions of the 
modernists* of rationalists, and of liberal protestants.
A* The opinion of MODULI ST6 i s stated in the decree ’Lemon taMll1 

(Dens, 2027-203$)* in which are condemned, among others, these propositions, t& vi 11
a* Proposition 2Jj 11 The divinity of Jesus Ohtiet is not proved from 

the 0ospuds, hut is .a dogma which the Christian consciousness deduced from 
the notion of the Hess!as, n  (Dens 2027)>

b. Proposition 30i ttXn all the dispel texts the name *Son of Oo,df isequivalent only to the name rMe|6iae% but does sat signify that Christ is the true and natural Son of (BWizu 20JO).-
c. Proposition .31; lfTk® doctrine on Christ delivered by Paulf John 

and th© Councils of Ntcoa, %hesus end Qbaloedon, is not that which Jesus 
taught, but whlah the Christian, consciousness conceived about Jesus.5r (Pens,2031),

d. Propaaltloa }2i 11 The natural sense of th® Oospel texts - cannot be
r@oonoil.ed with what our theologians teach about the consciousness -end 
infallible knowledge of Christ,■* (Pens<*2032).

.«®» Propcsltlon 35’ Ĉhrist did not always have eonsciotuiess of hie messianic dignity.*1 (Bens.2035). *
f»*. Proposition 3&? .!tThe Resurrection -of the Saviour is net properly a fact of the historical order, but* a fact neither demonstrated nor 

demonstrable of the sera supernatural order, which th® Christian con solo'd »- 
hese gradually derived from other sources;n (Bens.-2036)»

g* Propo tiiMJi’ ”'iai th in the reoirreetlon of Christ was not ftoit the beginning sc aaioh about the very fact of resurrection as about th® 
immortal life of Christ with OodJ-5 {Lena.20 Jf).

• h. Proposition 13: *She doctrine about the pieou&ar death of Christ1 e .not evangelical,. "text only Pauline-,? (Deni,203$).

sh ip ;

B. Many SATXOEiLt STfL such ae Henan, P.lfaisft, H»¥endt and Harna&t 
a. acknowledge some divine son ship of Ghri st higher than messi as-*
b* but deny th a t  J e su s  i s ,  in  v i r t u e  o f - th i s  son sh ip , t ru e  Cod.

L« Many Lf^T^t EHOTPSTANTS speak in similar fashion*

aRTICLS TWO.

MBSSIAa-miP Of JIS08 AOTEKID IN RinTSUfSON,

23* NOTION Of fKl KNSSIAS; Regarding this*, i t  I s  su ff ic ie n t to no tet

A. That the name ’MISSUS*?
a* In the Hebrew sc rip tu ra l te x ts  i s  *MASIAK?$
°1« which i s  derived  from the verb *masahf- which means -anoint1 * 
a2. and therefore  s ig n if ie s  lAIOIl?®rC"^
b. ’It- was accordingly tra n s la te d  in the 0-reek versions ’CHRISTOS'5* 
0 * an d in  L at in  v er s i on s 5 OHRI STBSf ,

B. According to the OLD TISTAMMT, the. Me'sslas w ill bet
a. The KftSBIZ JRI28T. (Lev. 4. 3; A*l6) .
b. The HLOmMT. ( i l l  Kings, 19.I&).

• c. The H I M  AND FQUmm  Of TH3 KINGDOM OF GOO. (Ps.lS.51; 20.7* 
?2*39t 72,52? Is, ce.l, 11, 62).

d. The SAVIora. (Ps. 2 ,2 ; 45*3* Ban.3*24)*

30, OPINION Of EATXOMALISTS: R a tio n a lis ts  do not agree among themselves
regarding the existence of C h r is t1 a testimony to M s me o si as-sh ip ,

A. A few, such as tfallhausen* Schmidt, and Wede says

mailto:r@oonoil.ed


a. That Christ did not affirm that he was the Messias, 
h. But such declarations were ascribed to him by his followers, who 

came to believe in his messias-ship especially after his death, because j 
they thought that he rose again.

B . But most rationalists, such as Hama.ck, O.Holtsmann etc;
a. admit that Christ affirmed his messias-ship.
b. Yet some, such as I.Weiss and Loi sy, say:
bl. that Christ was not always conscious of his messianic dignity; 

and while he was exercising his ministry, he did not speak to the purpose 
of teaching that he was the messias, nor did he work his wonders for the 
purpose of inculcating such a doctrine;

b2. however, towards the end of his life, he taught that he was the 
Messias, or rather, that he would be the king of a heavenly kingdom which 
was soon to come together with the end of the world.

31. CONCLUSION: In apologetics it is shown in an historical manner,
(i.e. considering the historicity of the gospels, and not yet their 

inspired character) that Christ most openly affirmed that he was the 
Messias foretold the prophets.

A. Accordingly this CONCLUSION is to be admitted, as will be evident 
from the texts advanced hereunder (nn.32-34) to wit, that CHRIST MOST ■' 
OPENLY AFFIRMED THAT HIS WAS THE MESSIAS FORETOLD BY THE PROPHETS.

B, It is true that Christ ONLY PP.0 GRE SSI TEL Y manifested that he was 
the Messias.

a. The reason of this was that the Jews had adulterated the notion of 
the Messias.

al. And at the time of Jesus the Messias whom they were expecting 
was a political Messias, who would restore the kingdom of Israel and 
establish its temporal domination over all nations.

a2. It was indeed for this reason that Herod intended to murder this 
Messias, out of envy. (Matt.2.13). ’■

a3. Sven the disciples of Christ, and the very apostles themselves, 
retained something of this prejudice until Christ’s ascension. (Luke 24.21; 
Acts 1.6).

fit ft
b. For that reason Jesus had to correct gradually these erroneous 

prejudices, and to show M e  disciples that the Messias foretold by the A 
prophets was not a temporal ruler, but a humble and suffering Saviour,
,(who came to give his life as a ransom for the lives of many11 (Matt.20.2$).

bl. On that account, Jesus did not at once from the beginning of hi6 
preaching explicitly declare to the people that he was the awaited Messias; 
yet at the same time he does not wish to present himself as a temporal king 
(indeed, when the j>eople wished to make him king, he fled to the mountain.: 
John 6.15). ?

bla. Hence Jesus does not wish suddenly and without preparation td>_ 
remove these prejudices; for the Jews would not have understood his true 
spiritual mission: it was necessary that they be first disposed or prepared 

bib. This explains why so often Jesus commended those whom he had 
miraculously healed ’to tell no man’ (Matt.S,4; Mark 1*44? Luke 5»l4); fpV 
the news of these miracles would have .publicised his messianic claim too 
soon.

b2. Therefore Jesus PROGRESSIVELY manifested that he was the Messias:
b2a. and there is to be seen a diverse manner of speaking:
b2al. when he spoke in private and intimately, (cf, n.33)»
b2a2. and when he spoke publicly to the people, (Of, n.32).
b2b, In this progressive manifestation there are two stages, to wit:
b2bl. In the beginning of his ministry, (Cf. nn,32-33)*
b2b2. and in the last year of his life. (Cf. n,34)*
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32. IN KIS EARLY MINISTRY! PUBLIC TESTIMONY: In his pah lie utterances
in the earlier stages of his ministry, Jesus MITCH LESS OPENLY and

MUCH LESS RAPIDLY manifested that he was the Messias; nevertheless he . f 
already gradually proceeds to an explicit statement of his messianic dignity.

A. Ee declares his doctrinal and messianic mission:
a. Inasmuch as he ’’began to preach the gospel of the JdLngdom of Cod, 

saying: The appointed time has come, and the kingdom of Cor5 is near a.t hand; 
repent and believe the gospel." (Mark 1.15; cf. Matt,4.17)*

b. He chooses disciples "and says to them: Come and follow me, and I 
will make you into fishers of men." (Matt.4.19).

c. "Jesus went about the whole of Galilee, teaching in their 
synagogues, preaching the gospel cf the kingdom, and curing every kind 
of disease and infirmity among the people." (Matt.4.23).

d. In the sermon on the mountain, in his own name he perfects the
Mosaic law, saying several times: "It was said, to the men of old.......
But I tell you....... " (Matt. 5*21-44) •

e. "He taught as one having authority." (Matt.7•29; Mark 1,22;
Luke 4*32).

B. He answers the Pharisees that he is:
a. Lord of the, sabbath, (Matt. 12.6); •
b . Greater than Jona and Solomon, (*att.12.41-42);
c. Lord of David, (Mark 12.^‘— 36).
C. Likewise, in the synagogue at Nazareth, after he had read the 

words of Isaiay about the future Messias: "The Spirit of the Lord is 
upon me; he hath anointed me, and sent me out to preach the gospel to
the poor, to restore the broken-hearted...... "thus he began speaking to
them: The scripture which I have read in your hearing today is fulfilled," 
(Luke 4«2l); and when the people, not believing, asked: "Is not this the
son of Joseph?", he answers: "Believe me, no prophet finds acceptance in
his own country."

D. He declared his messias-ship in open words, after the healing of 
the paralytic at the pool at the Sheep-Gate in Jerusalem on the sabbath.

a. The Jews accused him of violating the sabbath,
b, Ee answered that he was sent by God, and he claimed all the

rights which pertained to the Messias: -
bl, to wit:
bla, the power to do what the Lather does, 
bib. the power to raise the dead, 
blc. the power to judge all men,
bid. the power to bring his faithful to eternal life. *
b2. Indeed, further, from several texts of this answer of Christ’s, 

not only his messias-ship, but also his divinity is shown, (John c.5).

33. IN HIS EARLY MINISTRY: PRIVATE TESTIMONY: But privately, speaking 
more intimately, Jesus manifested his messias-ship sooner.

A. At the outset, after the testimony of John the Baptist, and his:
first talk with Jesus, Andrew "found his brother Simon and told him: We>-
have discovered the M essias (which means the Christ)," (John l,4l).

r
B. Likewise "Philip found Nathanael, and told him: We have di scoveyed 

who it was that Moses wrote of in his law, «nd the prophets too; it is Jesus, 
the son of Joseph, from Nazareth." Nathanael cried out to Jesus: "Thou* 
Master, art the Son of God, thou art the King of Israel." (John 1,45-49)f

C. Jesus: :
a. "Called his twelve disciples to him, and gave them authority to.

cast out unclean spirits, and to heal every kind of disease and infirmity,.
..... He gave them their instructions........Preach as you go, telling them:
The kingdom of heaven is at hand. Heal the sick, raise the dead....... It
is not you who speak, it is the Spirit of your Lather that speaks in you,,
.....He who gives you welcome, gives me welcome too; and he wo gives me
welcome gives welcome to him that sent me." (Matt.10.1-40; Cf. Mark 9*36).



b. "He who listens to you, listens to me; he who despises you, 
despises me; and he who despises me, despises him that sent me." (Luke 
10.16).

D. "Now:
a. "John had heard in his prison of Christ's doings, and he sent two 

of his disciples to him: Is it thy coming that was foretold, he asked, or 
are we yet awaiting for some other? Jesus answered them: Cod and tell 
John what your own ears and eyes have witnessed: how the blind see, and the 
lame walk, how the lepers are made clean, and the deaf hear, how the dead 
are raised to life, and the poor have the gospel preached to them." (Matt. 
11.2-6),

b. These signs manifest the fulfilment of the prophecy of Isaias 
(Is.35.5), which the Jews understood of the Messias.

E. On his first visit to Jerusalem, Jesus spoke with Nicodemus, one 
of the leaders of the Jews, who had come to him by night, and had believed 
in him on account of his miracles. Then Jesus declared to him that he 
himself had come down from heaven and that he is the Only-begottpn Son of 
God:

a. "No man has ever gone up into heaven; but there is one who has come 
down from heaven, the Son of Man who dwells in heaven. And this Son of Man 
must be lifted up, as the serpent was lifted up by Moses in the wilderness; 
so that those who believe in him may not perish, but have eternal life.
God so loved the World that he gave his only-begotten Son, so that thode who 
believe in him may not perish, but have eternal life. When God sent his Son 
into the world, it was not to reject the world, but so that the world might 
find salvation through him. For the man who believes in him there is no 
rejection; the man who does not believe is already rejected; he has not found 
faith in the name of God’s only-begotten Son." (John 3-1&).

b. In this answer to Nicodemus, Jesus most evidently teaches his own 
Messias-ship. and indeed even his own divine son ship.

F. In a similar manner did he speak to the Samaritan woman; "Yesj 
said the woman, I know that the Messias (that is, the Christ) is to come; 
and when he comes* he will tell ds everything.

a. "Jesus said to her: I, who speak to thee, am the Christ." (John. 
4.25-26).

b. And the Samaritans said* after they had heard him: "We have heard 
him for ourselves, hnd we recognize that he is indeed the Saviour of the 
world." (John 4*42)*

31.

34. CHRIST’S TESTIMONY IN THE IAST YEAR OF HIS tlFE: All the testimonies
recounted above (nn.32-33) pertain to the eftfly stages of Jesus’; 

ministry; but towards the end of his life he speaks still more explicitly, 
not only to his disciples, but also to the people.

A. He manifests to his disciples the whole perfection of his 
messianic dignity; indeed, the words which he uses, broach the assertion 
of his divinity:

a. Jesus came into the neighbourhood of Caesarea Philippi; and there 
he asked his disciples: What do men say of the Son of Man?" and further 
insisting, he asked: "Who do you say that I am? Then Simon Peter answered: 
Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God. And Jesus answered him: 
Blessed art thou, Simon, Son of Jona; it is not flesh and blood, it is my 
Father in heaven that has revealed this to thee." (Matt. 16.13-17)*

b. But these words of Simon Peter signify at least that Jesus is 
truly the Messias, and they are approved by Christ as inspired by his 
heavenly Father.

c. (Note the parallel texts:
cl. Mark has: "Thou art the Christ:" Mark £.29;
c2. Luke has: "Thou art the Christ of God:" Luke 9.20).
B. On the festival day of the Jews (on the Feast of Tabernacles):

a. Jesus went up into the temple, and began to teach there. "The 
Jews were astonished: How does this man know how to read? they asked; he
has never studied. Jesus answered: The doctrine which I impart is not -my
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own, it comes from him who sent me....... Jesus cried. aloud as he taught in
the temple: You know me, end you know whence I come; hut I have not come on 
my own errand, I was sent hy one who has a right to send; and him you do not 
know. I know him, "because I comp from him; it was he who sent me," (John 
7.15-29). ' .......

P-1. Then "both chief priests end pharisees sent officers to arrest 
him....*

a2. "Meanwhile the officers had gone hack to the chief priests and 
pharisees, who asked then: Why h^ve you not brought him here? Thp officers 
answered: Nobody has ever spoken as this man speaks." (John 7*32-46).

b. On the following day Jesus was teaching in the temple: "I am the
light of the world, he said.. He who follows me can never walk in darkness; 
he will possess the light which is life. Whereupon the pharisees told, him:
Thou art testifying on thy own behalf, thy testimony is worth nothing.
Jesus answered them: My testimony is trustworthy, even when I testify on my
own behalf..... and my Father who sent me, testifies in my behalf too.....
And. he who sent me is with me; he has not left me all alone, since what I do
is always what pleases him......... If you continue faithful to my word.....
the truth will set you free..... My word.s are what I have learned in the
house of my Father.....If you were children of God you would welcome me
gladly; it was from God, that I took my origin, from him I have come; I did 
not come of my own accord, it was he who sent me......Can any of you convict
me of sin? If not, why is it that you do not believe me when I tell you the
truth? The man who belongs to G-od listens to God’s words.,....Believe me
when I tell you this: if a man is true to my word, he will never see death.
And the Jews said to him: Now we are certain that thou art possessed.........
Art thou greater than our father Abraham? He is d.ead,...... Jesus answered...
....As for your father Abraham, his heart was proud to see the day of my
coming; he saw it, and rejoiced to see it....... Believe me, before ever
Abraham came to be, I am." (John 8.12-58).

bl. These last words affirm more than messias-ship.
b2. Therefore the pharisees '̂ took up stones to throw at him." (John 8.59).
c. Shortly after "the Jews gathered round him, and said to him: How long

wilt thou go on keeping us in suspense. If thou art the Christ, tell us 
openly. Jesus answered them: I have told you, but you will not believe me.
All that I do in my Bather’s name, bears me testimony, and still you will not 
believe me; because you are no sheep of mine." (John 10.24-26).

cl. Indeed Jesus affirms a supra-messianic dignity when he adds:
"The father and I are one."

c 2 . ’*At" this the Jews once again took up stones, to stone him with.
Jesus answered, them:....... Why then, what of him whom G-od has sanctified
and sent into the world.? Will you call me a blasphemer, because I have told
you that I am the Son of God....... The Bather is in me, and I in him." (John
10.31-38)7------------------

C. At the triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem, "the multitud.es that
went before him and. that followed after him cried aloud: Hosannah for the
Son of David, blest is he who comes in the name of the Lord, Hosannah in the 
heaven above."~(Matt. 21.9; cf.' Mark 11.10).

a. "Some of the pharisees who were among the multitude said to him:
Master, rebuke thy disciples; but he answered: I tell you, if they should 
keep silence, the stones will cry out instead." (Luke"l9.39-40).

b. On the same day, Jesus went into the temple of God, and drove out
from it all those who sold and bought there....... It is written, he told
them: house shall be known for a house of prayer, and you have made it
into a den of thieves.11 (Matt.21,13; cf. Mark 11.7; Luke 19.46). Here 
Jesus exhibits himself as Master of the temple.

D. During his Passion:
a. In the presence of the sanhedrin, the chief priest "said to him

openly: I adjure thee by the living God to tell us whether thou art the 
Christ, the Son of God? Jesus answered: Thy own lips have said it.
Moreover I tell you this: you will see the Son of Man again, when he is 
seated at the right hand of God’s power, and comes on the clouds of heaven."
‘(Matt. 26.63-64).

b. "At this, the high priest tore his garments and said: He has 
blasphemed.." (Matt. 26,65).
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c. In that answer Jesus declared at least that he was the Messlas, 
and that to him "belonged the right to sit at the right hand of God and to 
judge men.

E. After his resurrection Jesus confirms his disciples in their faith!
a. To two of them who ~^were walking to a village called Emmaus.......

he said to them: Too slow of wit, too dull of heart, to "believe all those 
sayings of the prophets! Was it not to be expected that the Christ should 
undergo these sufferings, and enter so into his gLory? Then, going back to 
Moses and the whole line of the prophets, he began to interpret the words 
used of himself by all the Scriptures." (Luke 24.13-27).

b. In these words he clearly affirms that he is the Messlas foretold 
by the prophets.

c. Likewise he said to the eleven apostles: "As the Father hath sent
me, I also send you." (John 20.21; cf. Matt. 28,18-20";" Mark 16,18).

35. NECESSITY 0E THE ABOVE CONCLUSION: All the texts cited above, as
Hamack admits, are so connected with the whole gospel narrative, that 

if they are eliminated from it, then almost nothing would remain of the 
history of Jesus, and especially there would be no explanation of his being 
put to death.

A. Nnr was there sufficient time for a progressive idealization of
Jesus;

a. For the apostles at once from the day of Pentecost taught that 
Jesus is the Messlas and the Author of life. (Acts 2.36; 3*13-15)•

b. In connection wherewith it may be noted that the Acts of the 
Apostles was written by St Luke:

bl. according to Catholic and conservative Protestant scholars, 
before the year JO a.d.

b2. but even according to Harnack between the years JZ-%J> &.d,, or 
perhaps between the years 60-70 a.d.

B, Nor, further, can it be said as Lolsy says, that Jesus affirms 
only that he will be king of a future kingdom after the already imminent 
end of the world.

a. For in many of the texts cited above, Jesus asserts that he is 
already the Messlas.

b. Nevertheless "the kingdom of heaven is like a grain of mustard
seed..... ..Of all seeds, none is so little, but when it grows up it is
greater than any garden herb; it grows into a tree..... " (Matt.13.31-32).
Thus the kingdom of God:

bl. began by the preaching of Christ;
b2. by his resurrection and ascension it was manifested glorious,
b3. and after the last coming of the Messlas it will be consummated,

36. A DIFFICULTY OF THEOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION: It is to be noted,
theologically speaking, why it is difficult to determine in the 

gospel texts where the expression of perfect messianic dignity ceases and 
where the expression of the divine sonship and of the very divinity of 
Christ begins.

A. The reason is:
a. that Jesus is called ’Messlas* or *Chrlst', because * anointed* 

by God.
b. But his principal anointing was done through the grace of union: 
bl, according to which his human nature is personally united to the

Word,
b2. and according to which, therefore, Jesus is the Son of God.

B. Wherefrom it appears that among the prophets and apostles, those 
who were more illuminated regarding the altitude of Jesus* messianic dignity 
already in a confused fashion espied in him the dignity of divine sonship.



ARTICLE THREE.
34.

DIVINE SONSHIP AND DIVINITY OP JESUS AFFIRMED IN REVELATION.

37. OPINIONS OF MODERNISTS AND RATIONALISTS: It is sufficient to recall
Here what has been recounted above (n,28).

38. THE NAME ’SON OF GOD’: More than fifty times in the gospels Jesus
is said to he the ’Son of God’.
A. The QUESTION arises: In which sense is this expression to he taken?

B. In the sacred scriptures:

a. The name 1 son * is said relatively to man in two ways, to wit:
el. STRICTLY and PROPERLY it signifies a living being proceeding from 

a living being unto likeness of nature.
a2. BROADLY and METAPHORICALLY used it designates a disciple or 

adopted heir.
b. Relatively to God it is also said in two ways, to wit?
bl. In a BROAD SENSE it is said of men who participate the spirit 

and life of God: thus Christians are called ’sons of God* (takna Theou).
b2. But in a PROPER and STRICT SENSE It is said of the Second Person 

of the Holy Trinity: *0 ulos tou Theou’, the Only-begotten who is in the
bosom of the Father. (John 1.18).

C. This name 'SON OF GOD’ sometimes perhaps in the gospels is 
equivalent only to the name ’MESSIAS’, to wit, when it is attributed to 
Jesus by certain ones who do not seem yet to know of his divinity. (Cf.
Mark 3»H» where "the unclean spirits.....used to.... *cry out? Thou art
the Son of God."). But nevertheless, as will be clear hereunder:

a. From the syiioptic gospels themselves alone it is certain that 
Jesus affirmed himself to be the Son of God IN THE PROPER, STRICT AND 
HIGHEST SENSE,

b, to wit, according as he declares that he has:
bl. the divine nature,
b2, and not only a participation or imitation of this nature, (Cf. II 

Peter 1.4» where Christians are said to be "partakers of the divine nature").

39. CONCLUSION: Accordingly, as will be evident from the texts advanced
hereunder (nn.53~114 )•
A. The following CONCLUSION must be admitted, to wit: JESUS, NOT ONLY 

IMPLICITLY, BUT ALSO EXPLICITLY, AFFIRMED THAT HE IS THE SON OF GOD IN THE 
PROPER, STRICT AND HIGHEST SENSE; AND ACCORDINGLY AFFIRMED HIS OWN DIVINITY,

B. Before we proceed to the proof of this conclusion, CERTAIN 
OBSERVATIONS WILL BE MADE REGARDING THE GOSPELS: which will be done in a 
first dissertation.

C. Thereupon the conclusion will be PROVED thus:
a. First, from the testimony of Christ recorded in the synoptic 

gospels: which will be briefly exposed in a second dissertation.
b. Secondly, from the testimony of the Acts of the Apostles: which 

will be briefly exposed in a third dissertation.
c. Thirdly, from the testimony of St Paul: which will be briefly 

exposed in a fourth dissertation.
d. Fourthly, from the testimony found in the works of St John: which 

will be briefly exposed in a fifth dissertation.
e. Fifthly, from a special consideration of the name ’Son of God’ 

attributed to Jesus: which will constitute a sixth dissertation.
f. Sixthly, from the solution of texts of scripture which might seem

to militate against the divine sonship of Jesus: which will be c/v*4”
in a seventh dissertation.
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g. Seventhly, from the prophecies of the Old Testament: which will he 
considered in a eighth dissertation.

h. Eighthly,from the testimony of Catholic Tradition and of the 
Church: which will he briefly indicated In eu ninth dlssertation.

....   i i t H  U  t t i H  t I > • • t •. t i • • i

dissertation o n e.

CERTAIN OBSERVATIONS REGARDING THE GOSPELS.

40. MOTIVE OE THESE OBSERVATIONS! These observations are motived by the
exigencies of controversy* in view of the recent contentions of 

rationalists and modernists.

A. Eor, as said above (n.lS, C*h2; n.2S), RATIONALISTS and MODERNISTS 
claim to find a great and Irreducible opposition between the fourth gospel 
and the other three.

a. Thus Renan writes: "John puts in the mouth of Jesus, discourses 
whereof the tone, the style, the bearing and the doctrines have nothing in 
common with the 'logia'" (i.e. Mayings’ of Jesus) "reported by the 
synoptics* Under this respect the difference is such, that one must make 
one's choice in a drastic fashion* If Jesus spoke as Matthew contends, he 
could not speak as John contends. Between the two authorities no critic 
has ever hesitated, or ever will hesitate*" (Renan: Vie de Jesus, Introd. 
p.XXIX).

b. Julian the Apostate (33d-3^3) ^rote in similar fashion long before 
recent rationalists and modernists! "You are so unfortunate, as not even to 
adhere to those things which have been delivered to you by the apostles.... 
..Eor neither Matthew dared to say that Jesus is God, nor Luke; nor Mark; 
but that good John, perceiving that a great multitude in most of the Greek 
and Italian cities were already in his time caught by that disease was the 
first to publish it." (Fragment extant in Cyril of Alexandria: 1.10 contra 
Julianum),

B. Accordingly:
a. We shall consider Whether the differences between the fourth gospel 

and the other three are to be explained as the rationalists and modernists 
wish, or whether the explanation of them lies elsewhere.

b. The solution depends to a great degree on the consideration of the 
diverse circumstances in which the gospels were written and published.

41. SIMILARITY OE THE SYNOPTICS: The first three are called the SYNOPTIC
gospels, the reason of this name being that they have a common basis 

of narrated events and speeches, and exhibit, so to speak, a prospectus of 
the life of Christ; and indeed in such fashion that a synoptic table can be 
constructed, setting in view the things related by Matthew, by Mark and by 
Luke: this common basis is the primitive oral gospel, that is, the preaching 
of the apostles during the first decade after Christ's ascension.

A* This is testified by St Luke in the prologue to his gospel: "Many
have been at pains to set forth the history of wha.t time has brought to 
fulfilment among us, following the tradition of those first eye-witnesses 
who gave themselves to the service of the word. And I too, most noble 
Theophilus, have resolved to put the story in writing for thee as it befell, 
having first traced it carefully from its beginnings, that thou mayst under
stand the Instruction thou hast already received, in all its certainty." 
(Luke l.l-2jT»

B, And of Mark St Jerome writes: "Regarding Mark also, the voice of 
tradition is, that, being the disciple and interpreter of Peter, besides 
having heard Peter relating the story, wrote a short gospel at the request 
of the brethren in Rome." (St Jerome: De VIris Illust. c,#; cf. Eusebius: 
Hist, Ecc., lib.2, c.15).
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C. And Matthew, according to the testimony of Eusebius, before he 

quitted Judea, left to the faithful, in Palestine, a commentary on his own 
preaching and that of his fellow apostles. (Eusebius; op.cit. lib.2, c.24).

42. DISSIMILARITY CP THE SYNOPTICS: Nevertheless there is nothing to
impede each of the synoptic writers, notwithstanding that common

basis and store of materials, from ma,king his own selection from that common 
stock, and from writing in his own proper style and manner, according to the 
special purpose for which he is writing; and according to the charismata 
which he received.

A. For MATTHEW;
a. writes chiefly for this purpose, of manifesting to the Jews that 

the promises made to Abraham and his descendants were fulfilled.
b. Indeed, for that reason, in the vision of the Apocalypse, is 

Matthew shown as having the face of a man, because he announces that the 
blessed seed of the woman or the son of man ’par excellence’, who was to 
arise,from the stock of David,had come.

B. But MARK, whose narrative begins from a voice crying in the 
wilderness and ends with Christ sitting at the right hand of God, wrote 
for the Romans, who then held dominion over the world.

a. Hie gospel is written in a succinct and nervous style.
b. And its purpose is chiefly to declare the power of Christ; 

wherefore the prominence which it gives to the miracles.
c. Eor which reason Mark is represented with the face of a lion, in 

the above-mentioned vision of the Apocalypse.

C. Whereas LUKE, the companion of St Paul, whose gospel is written in 
a most polished literary style, addressed his gospel chiefly to the Greeks 
and other Gentiles, to whom Paul was the special apostle.

a. He manifests Christ as the Saviour of all peoples.
b. And for that reason, in the vision of the Apocslypse, he has the 

face of an ox, i.e, of a victim for the sacrifice of universal redemption.

43. TIME OF COMPOSITION OF THE SYNOPTICS: But it is to be observed above
all that the synoptics were written before the destruction of

Jerusalem, and indeed before the year 63 or £4 of our era, or at least 
before the year JO,

44. AUTHENTICITY OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL: Regarding the genuineness of this
go spel:
A. INTERNAL CRITERIA confirm the thesis that its AUTHOR:

a. Was a JEW:
al, for it contains many hebraisms;
as. and it so well exposes the customs of the Jews as to manifest that 

its author was extremely well acquainted with them;
a3. and it very accurately exposes the messianic concept.
b. Was an EYE-WITNESS of events described: for it presents a very vivid 

description of the persons concerned, such as:
bl. John the Baptist,
b2. Peter,
b3. Mary Magdalen,
b4. Martha, <
b5. the Samaritan woman,
b6. the man born blind, etc,

c. Was an APOSTLE; for he knows:
cl. the most minute circumstances of Jesus’ life,
c2. Jesus’ intimate thoughts and words,
c3. Jesus’ secret talk with Nicodemus,
c4. Jesus’ private talk with the Samaritan woman, etc.
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d. And indeed was the apos’tle JOHN:
dl. For never in this gospel is this apostle named, hut he is called 

only 11 the disciple whom Jesus loved”.
dla. This silence is easily explained, if the apostle John is the 

author, hy his modes t f\
dlh. hut it is unintelligible, if the apostle John is not the authdr. 
d2. Moreover, in the last chapter, of which the authenticity is not 

disproved, mention is made of nthe disciple whom Jesus loved”, and it is 
said: ”It is the same disciple that hears witness of all this, and has 
written the story of it.” (John 21,24).

B. But that the APOSTLE J0H1I WAS THE AUTHOR is testified hy the 
UNANIMOUS VOICE OE ANTIQUITY. (Cf. Eusebius: Hist. Ecc. lib.3, c.24).

a. There is indeed a passage of Pa pi as in which seems to suggest the 
existence of another priest John, distinct from the apostle (cf. Eusabitts,
ibid. c.39).

b. But, whatever is the truth about the existence - which is by 
no means certain - of that other John:

hi, No one among the ancients ever suggested or suspected that any 
other human writer than the apostle John was the author* of this gospel.

b2. And this is true even of Eusebius, who seems to have been the 
first ever to raise the question of the existence of that other John:

b2a. for though Eusebius timidly suggests that perhaps that other 
John wrote the Apocalypse,

b2b, nevertheless he unhesitatingly asserts that, on the full agreement 
of all, the gospel was written by the apostle John.

45- EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN JOHN’S GOSPEL AND THE SYNOPTICS:
These differences are explained chiefly by the diverse circumstances 

in which John wrote his gospel, as will be explained by the following 
observations (nn.46-50)*

46. FIRST OBSERVATION ON JOHN’S GOSPEL 1 JOHN OMITS WHAT THE SYNOPTICS
HAVE ALREADY NARRATED: For John’s gospel, written after the others,

everywhere implicitly refers to them, supposing them well known and under 
the eyes of all; for which reason it omits what the others have already 
told, being written as a complement or supplement to the others, and there
fore telling many things which they have passed over in silence.

A. John indeed begins thus: ”In the beginning was the Word......and
the Word was made flesh and came to dwell among us.

a. But how, where, whence did the Word take flesh to himself? Did 
John think that the Word took flesh and thus came down from heaven?

al. By no means.' John was not unacquainted with the Mother of Jesus, 
for he thrice mentions her, and records her standing beside the cross.

a2. Why therefore, does he make not the slightest mention, not the 
slightest or most remote allusion, to the historic circumstances of the 
descent of the Incarnate Word, in spite of the fact that such an unheard of 
and extraordinary thing would, reouire a. detailed explanation?

b. Because all this was already known from the narrations of Matthew 
and Luke.

B. In like manner, abruptly in his sixth chapter (v.6$), he speaks 
of the twelve, without any previous mention of them. '

a. And who are these twelve?
b. This he supposes known from the synoptics, for he supposes that 

the college of the apostles is already known to his readers from the 
synoptics, which have already given a.n account of their selection, of the! 
names and of their number.

C. Again, that celebrated promise of the bread, of life (John, c.b) 
contained a great enigma, which had its solution in the institution of the 
Eucharist at the last supper: but of this:

a, John says nothing,
b. the synoptics alone narrating it.
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4?. seocnx> m̂ E&yfs?iGK m  johN4s t>ospsr>: why John tells, things .omitted
BY THU *3YNOPTICS: John wfote not only* after the synoptic Writers* hut

a considerable time after, when Jerusalem had already been destroyed, amd 
the Judaic kingdom. overthrown, and the circumstances in which the primitive 
'catechesis^ of the apostles had %een delivered* Wefe changed:

A* Oh account of which it is likely:'
a* that reasons which induded the synoptic writers to maintain silence 

about certain things no longer existed* .
b. and that reasons now existed Why Certhin things about which the 

synoptio writers had kepi silence should now be published*

B;'As examples! we probably have: . . . 1
a* The resurrection of < Lazarus!
al* It is sometimes asked how it could be* If this event is true* 

and is even* as John would have it* the proximate cruse or occasion of 
the whole Conspiracy of the Sanhedrin against Jegus, that, such a Celebrated 
miracle should be passed over in silence by the synoptics. 

a2, However:
«8ai: Even if we could assign Ao reason for this silence of the 

synoptic writers, nothing follows therefrom against the historical value 
of the fourth gospeli for there could have been reasons for silence whereof 
we are not airfare.

a2b* However there is a likely reason, as Rosenmile himself notes 
(on Matt.26.51)i namelyt

a2bl» that when the synoptics were Wriiten Lazarus was still aliVe; 
wherefore it Was deemed more prudent that nothing should be written of him, 
since the Jews thought to put him to death because many on account of him 
seceded frota Judaism and believed in Jesus (John 12*10-11);

aSbS* but when John wrote, this danger had passed, for Lazarus was 
already deadt

b. It may be: a like reason which explains why!
bl. Luke does not mention the name of him who cut off the ear of 

Malchus (Luke 22i4?) »
b2* WhereAs John does mention his name (John IS*10).

48. THIRD OBSERVATION ON JOHN1S GOSPEL I JOHN WROTE AGAINST HERETICS!
John wrote his gospel when already among the Christian heresies* 

such as that of the Cerinthians and others, who denied the divinity of 
Christ, had begun to arise, as St Jerome tells. (St Jeromei De Viris 
Illust. c.9).

A. From this it is easily explained:
a, Why John purposely selected from the preaching of Christ those 

discourses in which Christ had disputed against the scribes of Jerusalem 
about hie eternal origin.

b. And why John from among the deeds of Christ selected those miracles 
which Christ had wrought with the explicit purpose of demonstrating his 
coneubstantiality with the Father.

B. Therefore:
a. It is in vain that rationalists and modernists assert that the 

fourth gospel betrays itself as a thesis whereof the formulation is found 
in the prologue and the demonstration in the body of the book; and conjure 
up all sorts of reasons to show its artificiality and to suppress its 
character of an historical commentary.

b. For:
bl, omitting meanwhile all other considerations,
bl, it is well known that there are two sorts of thesis:
b?a. to wit:
b2al. one * a pri0ri1,
b2a2. the o ther * a posteriori1: which not only does not exclude 

history, but has its very foundation in history, and proves its conclusion 
from history.

b2b. And so we may readily acknowledge that John selected from the 
life, sayings and deeds of Jesus, those things which seemed more suited 
t}o demonstrate the divinity of Jesus against those heresies:

blbl. to which he alludes in the epilogue of his gospel (John 20.31),
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49. FOURTH OBSERVATION ON JOHN’S GOSPEL: JOHN EXPOSES MORE SUBLIME THINGS
John wrote for the faithful who were already householders of the faith 

and instructed in the Christian mysteries.
A. Thus each of the gospels was addressed, so to speak, to a. diverse 

public: to wit:
a. Matthew’s to the Jews (n.42, A),
b. Markf s to the Romans (n.42,3),.
c* ^u^e’s to the Greeks and other gentiles (n.42,C),
d. John’s to the instructed Christians.
3. Therefore it is not surprising if John’s gospel touches a thing 

more intimate to the God-man and therefore.more sublime, than does that 
primitive ’catechesis' preserved in the synoptics, which, written for 
another and uninstructed public, were obliged to restrict themselves to 
things easter to understand, and believe.

a. For this reason John records teachings of Jesus about the divine 
processions, about the eternal relations of the divine Persons, and about 
other things pertaining to the altitude of the Holy Trinity, which the 
synoptics do not record.

b. And similarly:
bl, whereas the synoptics expose the eternal constitutives of the 

sacraments, as of baptism and the Eucharist,
b2. John presents their intimate and sublime effects, as in the talk 

of Jesus with Nicodemus (John 3) 8nd in the discourse on the bread of life 
(John 6).

C. And for this diverse office John was prepared by a diverse charism: 
a. As St Paul explains: ’*There are different kinds of gifts, though 

it is the same Spirit who gives them:
al, "One learns to speak with wjsdorn, by the power of the Spirit. 
a2. "another to speak with knowledge, with the same Spirit for M s

rule;
a. 3 . "one, through the same Spirit, is given faith;
a4. "another, through the same Spirit, powers of healing; 
a5. "one can perform miracles; 
a6. "one can prophesy;
a7. "another can test the spirit of prophets;
aS, "one can speak in different tongues;
a9* "another can interpret the tongues." (I Cor, 12,4-10).
b. To John indeed it was given to speak with wisdom:
bl. and that wisdom indeed whereof St Paul writes: "There is, to be

sure, a wisdom which we make known among those who are fully grounded; but
it is not the wisdom of this world.....What we make known is the wlsdorn
of God, his secret, kept hidden till now; so, before the ages, God had 
decreed, reserving glory for us,....,So we read of: Things no eye has seen, 
no ear heard, no human heart conceived, the welcome God has prepared for 
those who love* To us, then, God has made a. revelation of it through his 
Spirit; there is no depth in God’s nature so deep that the Spirit cannot 
find it out," (I Cor,2.6rl0). 

b2. Buti
b2a. If Paul could preach and write these sublime things as early 

as the year 53 (as Hamack admits)/
b2b* why could not that disciple "who sat with his hear! against 

Jesus’ breast(( (John 13*23), write, before the end of the first century, 
the sublime things contained in the fourth gospel?

b2bl< "The wind breathes where it will," (John 3*^)* 
b2b2. and it is to be expected that the most loving diaciple of Jesus 

would write not otherwise about his most beloved master and friend.
c. But to the other evangelists were given rather the gifts of 

knowledge and falth whereby "they tell principally those things Which 
pertain to the humanity of Christ." (St Thomas: In Joannem, c.3, lect.l).

50. FIFTH OBSERVATION ON JOHN’S GOSPEL: JOHN IN HIS OWN STYLE REPORTS
JESUS’ DISCOURSES: The historical accuracy of the fourth gospel docs

not at all require that in it the discourses of Jesus be reported always in 
the same words which Jesus used.
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A. Por in a discourse:
a. the words have themselves only materially,
h. whereas what is formal is the doctrine or theme or truth which 

the words express. •

B. Therefore it is quite compatible with the historical accuracy of 
the fourth gospel:

a. that John in his own manner and style, report the meaning and 
theme of Jesus, and do this:

al. some ti me s no t ’in ext en so ’,
a2. but by way of compendium.
b. So that the diversity of style found in Jesus’ discourses in the 

fourth gospel as compared with the style found in them as they are recorded 
in the synoptics, can present no difficulty with respect to the genuine 
historical accuracy of each recording of them.

51. DISTINCT EXPOSITION OE THE TESTIMONIES: Accordingly:

A. Erom these, and other like, considerations, are explained the 
differences between the fourth gospel and the synoptics.

B. Which differences are far removed from any sort of opposition 
between their testimonies:

a. for, as will appear as we proceed, their testimonies are not 
opposite.

b. but the testimonies found in John:
bl. agree with those found in the synoptics, 
b2. and supplement them.

C. Nevertheless here, in showing that Christ did indeed proclaim his
own divine sonship in the true and proper sense and therefore his own divinity,

a. we shall conduct the demonstration in such fashion as to meet the 
exigencies of controversy with the rationalists and modernists,

b. and therefore expose under distinct heads the testimonies found 
in the synoptics and those found in the works of John.

DISSERTATION TWO.

TESTIMONY OE CHRIST IN SYNOPTIC CrOSFSLS.

52. ORDER OE PROCEDURE: In the synoptic gospels:

A. Jesus declares his divinity in two ways, to wit:
a. la one way, by claiming rights or privileges which belong to 

G-od alone.
b. In another way, by affirming that he is the Son of God.
B. Accordingly:
a. Eirst. will be exposed Christ’s claiming of divine rights or 

privileges: which will be done in a first topic.
b. Secondly, will be exposed Christ’s affirmation that he is the 

Son of G-od: which will be done in a second topic.
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TOPIC DUE.

53. HE CLAIMS EIGHT DIVINE RIGHTS: Christ i s  recorded in the synoptic
gospels to have claimed for himself eight right ch iefly , which belong 

to God alone: th- re are taken in turn (nn.54-&L).

54. FIRST DIVINE RIGHT CLAIMED: CLAIM TO RE GREATER THAN EVERY CREATOR!: 
Jer.us, according to his own testimony is greater than every creature:

according as ho manifess ts  th a t :

A. He i,. greater then J < ma rri.d

B. He i s g re e te r than David, ’-'i
22 .4b )•

C. He i s g re a te r than Moses arc
day of h1 s bran.si1’ i  ,-purr*tio n (Mart. 17.

D. He i s g re a te r than John the

E. He i s g re a te r than the angel
a. because the ”angles ministered to him11 after his temptation in 

the desert (Mark 1.13; Matt.4.11).
b. because the angels are hi s:
bl. !,The Son of Man will come hereafter in his Father’s glory with 

his angels about M m .” (Matt. 16.27)•
b2. nHe will send out his angels with a loud blast of the trumpet, to 

gather his elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven to the other” 
(Matt.24. 31).

55. SECOND IIVINE RIGHT CLAIMED: THE DEMAND FOR FAITH IN HIM, 03*1 ENCE
TO HIM, AN1 LOVE OF HIM, EVEN UNTO RENUNCIATION OF ALL CONTRARY 

AFFECTIONS, AND EVEN UNTO THE SACRIFICE OF LIFE ITSELF: That Jesus made
these demands, which God alone has the right to make, is thus recorded:

A. nHe is not worthy of me, that loves father or mother more; he is 
not worthy of me, that loves son or daughter more; he is not worthy of me, 
that does not take up his corss and follow me. He who secures his own 
life will lose it; it is the man who loses M s  life for my sake that will 
secure it.” (Matt.10.37-39; cf. Luke 14.26). Ubich words would manifest 
hateful and intolerable pride, if Jesus were not God.

3. ”1 promise you, everyone who has forsaken home, or brothers, orv 
sistore-, or mother, or children, or lands for my sake and for the sake of 
the gospel, will receive, now in this world r hundred times their worth,,..,, 
....; and in the world to come he Mil receive everlasting life.” (Mark 
10.29-30).

C. ”He who i s not with me, is against me; he who does not gather his 
store with me, scatters it abr0ad.” (Matt.12.30).

D. "Blessed are those who suffer persecution in the cause of right;' 
the kingdom of heaven is theirs. Blessed are you, when men revile you, and 
persecute you, and speak -all manner of evil against yorx falsely, because
of me. Be glad and light-hearted, for a rich reward awaits you in heaven,”
TMMt. 5.11-12).

56. THIRD DIVINE RIGHT CLAIMED: RIGHT TC SPEAK AS SUPREME LAWGIVER:
Jesus speaks as the supreme lawgiver, quite equal to the author of 

the Old Law:

A. Completing and perfecting that diMne law, and expurgating it from



the false interpretations of the rabbis, he says several times: nIt was said 
to the men of old....... But I tell you...." (Me 11.5.21 -43).

3. Likewise he abolishes divorce, which Moses had permitted because of 
the "hardness of men’s hearts". (Matt.5*32? 19*9)*

C. He claims to be Lord of the sabbath. (Mark 2.27-2??).

57. FOURTH DIVINE RIGHT CLAIMED: 
Jesus works miracles in his

RIGHT TO HOPE MIRACLES IN HIS OWN NAME: 
own name, which is the right of God alone.

A. ‘To the paralytic, and to many dead, he says simply: "Artse". 
(Matt.9.6; Mark 2.9; 5.41; Luke 7.14).

B. In the storm, he "said to the sea: Peace, be still. And the wind 
dropped." (Mark 4* 39)•

C. The apostles work miracles in the name of Jesus. (Matt.7.22; 
cf. Acts 3*6; 4*1°).

53. FIFTH DIVINE RIGHT CLAIMED: RIGHT TO EMIT SINS; Jesus claims the
right to remit sins, which according to the Jews is a divine privilege.

A. "Jesus.....said to the palsied man: Son, take courage, thy sins
are forgiven. And at this, some of the scribes said to themselves: He Js
talking blasphemously♦ Jesus read their minds and said: Why do you cherish 
wicked thoughts in your hearts? Tell me, which command is more lightly 
given, to say to a man: Thy sins are forg5.ven, or to say: Rise up and jjralk? 
And now, to convince you that the Son of Man has authority to forgive sins 
while he is on earth (here he spoke to the palsied man): Rise, take up thy
bed with thee, and go home. And he rose up, and went back to his house.?1 
(Matt. 9.2-7).

3. Likewise he attributes to himself the power to give rest to souls: 
"Come to me, all you that labour and are burdened: I will give you rest,"
(Matt.11.23). ;

Co Even more, he claims the right to communicate to others the power 
of remitting sins. (Matt.13.13).

59. SIXTH DIVINE RIGHT CLAIMED: POWER TO JUDGE THE LIVING AND THE DEAD*
The right to make the ultimate judgment upon men belongs incontestably 

to God alone; yet Christ claims this right for himself.

A. "You will see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of God’s 
power, and coming with the clouds of heaven." (Mark 14*62; cf.3,33; 13*26).

B . "They will see the Son of Man coming upon the clouds of heaven, ' 
with great power and glory; and he will send out his -angels with a loud 
blast of the trumpet, to gather his elect from the four winds, from one 
end of heaven to the other." (Matt.24*30-31).

60. SEVENTH DIVIDE RIGHT CLAIMED: 
GHOST: Christ declare that he
A. "I am sending down upon you 

Father." (Luke 24.49)•

RIGHT TO PROMISE TO SEND THE HOLY 
is sending down the Holy Ghost:
the gift which was promised by my

3. Which is implicitly an assertion that he is not inferior to the- 
Holy Ghost.

6l. EIGHTH DIVINE RIGHT CLAIMED: RIGHT TO RECEIVE ADORATION:
on several occasions accepted adoration:

For Jesus



A. For he accepted adoration:
a. From the 1eper. (Matt.3,2). '.;
b. From the man possessed of an unclean spirit. (Mark. 5*6).
c. From Mary Magdalen and the other Mary at the tomb. (Matt.23.9-10).
d. From the eleven disciples, after his resurrection. (Matt.28.17V.
B. Whereas Peter. Paul, Bayne Das, and the angels, refuse to accept 

adoration, as unwrothy of it. (Of. Acts 10.25-26; 14.14; Apoc. 19.20:
2 2 .S).

TOPIC TWO.

CHRIST AFFIRMS THAT EE IS SOIT OF GOP III THE PROPER AND STRICT SENSE.

62. SIX CHIEF TESTIMONIES: In the synoptic gospels:

A. Jesus on six principal occasions affirmed that he is the Son of
god;

a. and he makes this assertion in the proper and strict sense; 
h. thereby affirming his own divinity.' (Cf, Oeuppens: Theologia 

Bihlica: III, Pe Incarnatione, pp.35-51)•

B. These six. chief testimonies will he considered in chronological 
order (nn.63-63).

63. FIRST TESTIMONY: "MY FATHER HAS ENTRUSTED EVERYTHING INTO MY HANDS;
NONE KNOWS THE SON THEY EXCEPT THE FATHER, AND NONE KNOWS THE

FATHER TRULY EXCEPT THE SON, AND THOSE TO WHOM IT IS THE SON’S GOOP 
PLEASURE TO REPEAL KIM." (Matt. 11.27; cf. Luke 10.21).

A. The authenticity of this text:
a. Is admitted by most protestant critics,
b. And is efficaciously defended by Catholic authors. (Cf. Lagrange,

Svangile de S.Mathhieu, pp.226-230; De Grandma! son: Jesus-Ohrist, II,
pp.60-62; Ceuppens: Theologia Biblica, II Pe SS.Trinitate, p.SQ).

B. In this text is declared the equal!ty of the Father and of the 
Son as regards knowledge and knowability.

a. But this equality implies consubstantiality, as St Thomas 
observes: "For the substance of the Father transcends all understanding, 
since the very essence of the Father is said to be unknowable, just as 
the substance of the Son." (In Matt.Xl).

b. For:
hi, the Son is not known save by the Father; 
b2. therefore:
b2a. like the Father, he transcends all created knowledge;
b2b. and therefore is God. ;: •
c. The meaning of this text is sbustantially the same as that of 

St John:
cl. "No man hath seen God at any time, but his only-begotten Son, : 

who is in the bosom of the Fahter, he hath declared him." (John 1 .18).
c2. In these two texts there is the same altitude, nor is there any 

distance between them, as most critics, not only Catholic, but even 
liberal protestant, acknowledge.

64. SECOND TESTIMONY: THE ANSWER OF CHRIST TO PETER’S CONFESSION: Peter
had said: "THOU ART THE CHRIST, THE SON OF THE LINING GOD. And

Jesus answered him: BLESSED ART THOU, SIMON SON OF JQNA; IT IS NOT FLESH
AND BLOOD, IT IS MY FATHER IN HEAVEN WHO HAS REVEALED THIS TO THEE." (Matt. 
16.17; cf. Mark 3.29; Luke 9.20).



A, Some h&va said that it cannot he proved historically that Peter 
in Mi confession affirmed anything more than assetas-shipifor in the 
parallel texts;

au Mark has only■ BTh<ni art the Christ»H (Mark £.29);
b,. and Luke has only HT}mi art the Christ of 0od.J< (Irak® 9*20).
B* But from the answer of Christ it is clear enough that Peter had 

affirmed something more than me eel as-ship.
a, for ChristTaye that Peter could know this only by revelation;
'h. But for the knowing of Christas messianic mission only he would

not hey a need such a great revelation; for the signs of Christ's messing- 
ship were already from the heginning of Jesus' ministry manifest for the 
apefctles, and severed of them had acknowledged It* (Of* Matt .11.4; John 
1*41-49; of* etiam Lagrange* Svangile da S* M&tthleu, p»322) '  ' *

65., THIRD TESTIMONY ; TEE; PARABLE OF THE MURDEROUS VINS-DEESSERSi ̂ "THEBE 
• ms l MB WHO HABTED A VINEYARD, AND FJT A WALL AROUND IT, ASS DUG 

A WIKIPESSS ABB BUILT A TOWER IB IT, MW TH3N LET IT OUT TO SOME 7INE- 
DRESSERS, WHILE HE WHET CM KXS TRAVELS. AITS W O T  THE SEASON CAMS, KS OTT 
OHS OS HIS* SERVANTS (M AS W3MD TO THE VINEDRESSERS TO CLAIM FROM THE 
TOTB-BRJSSIRS THE BEOTOE Of HIS VINEYARD* WHSR.SUOT TEST TOOK HIM AND 
BEAT HIM, Aim SMT HIM AWAY SMPTT-RASBHO, TOT HE SENT ANOTHER SERVANT 
OH A SECOND ERRAND TO TOT* MW HIM TOO TOT BEAT OVER THE HEAD AND USED 
HIM OUmaSOCTSLY. HI SENT ANOTHER, WHOM TOT KILLED; AND MANY OTHERS,
WHOM THEY BEAT OH KILLED AT THEIR HiEASCRE. HE HAD STILL ONE MESSENGER. 
LEFT* HIS OWN WELL-BELOVED SON; HIM HB SENT TO TOT'LAST'Of ALL; TOT WILL 
HAVE 3BTOHica; HE SAID, JOB MT SOU. BIT THE VXN&4DP3S0KRS SAID AMONG 
TEWSSLVBS'J THIS IS THE HEIR, COKE,-LET US KILL HIM, AND THEN FIS 
INHERITANCE WILL BE OURS. SO THEY TOOK HIM AND KILLED KIM, AND CAST HIM 
OUT Of THE VINEYARD. AND NOW, WHAT T O  THE OWNER Of THE VINEYARD DO?
HE WILL CONE, AND MAKE AN END OF THOSE VINE-DRESSESS, AND GIVE FIS VINEYARD 
TO OTHERS. WHY, HAVE YOU NOT READ THIS PASSAGE IN THE • SCSIFTUSS3s THE 
'VERY STONE WHICH THE BUILDERS REJECTED HAS BECOME THE CHIEF STONE AT THE. 
CORNER* THIS IS THE LORD'S DOING, AND IT IS MARVELLOUS IN OUR EYES. THIS 
PARABLE, THEY SAW, WAS AIMED AT THIM SELVES, AND TOT.WOULD GLADLY HAVE LAID 
HANDS ON HIM, BUT THEY WERE AFRAID OF THE MULTITUDE; SO THEY WENT AWAY AND 
LEfT HIM ALONE.» (Mark 12.1-13; cf. Matt.21.33-46; Luke 20.1-19).

A. The application of tM« parable is., manifest;
a* The servants sent by the o»sr of the vineyard were the prophets.
b. And indeed Jesus said a ’little later to the pharisees; "It ws 

your fathers Who slaughtered the prophets; it is for you to complete your 
fathersr reckoning. Serpents that you are, brood of vipers, how should 
you escape from the award of hell? And now# behold, I am sending prophets 
and wise, men and men of learning to preach to you, some of them you will 
put to death and crucify* some you will scourge in your synagogues, and 
persecute them from city to city; so that you will .make yourselves 
answerable for all the blood of just men that ie shed on the earth,.,.,..** 
Ja.ru sal 0m, • Jerusalem, still murdering the prophets, and stoning the 
messengers that are sent, to thee,'how often have I been ready to gather 
thy children together, as a hen gathers her chickens under her wings; and 
them didst refuse it." (Matt.23.31-37).

0* If therefore the servants of the owner of the vineyard are the. 
prophets, his well-beloved ©os is more' than prophet and meseias, but is 
truly his Son.

3. This parable expresses the same as the initial passage of the 
Epic tie to the Hebrews; "In old days, God spoke to our fathers in many 
ways and by many means, through the prophets? now at 'last in these times 
he ban. spoken to us, with a Son to speak for him; a Son whom he has 
appointed to inherit all things, just as it. was through him that he 
created this world of time; a Bon who is the radiance of Ms Fabler's 
splendour, and the full expression of Me being; all creation depends, for 
Its support, on his enabling word. Now, making atonement for sins* he has 
taken Ms place on high, at the right hand of God's majesty, superior to 
the angels in that erasure in which the name he has inherited is more 
excellent lhan theirs." (Hebr. 1,1-4).
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66. FOURTH TESTIMONY: THE QUEST I OH OF JESUS TO TEE JEW S ABOUT THE CHRIST
THE SON OF DAVIE: "Then, while the Pharisees were still gathered

about him, Jesus asked them: WHAT IS YOUR OPINION CONCERNING CUBIST? WHOSE
SOU IS HE TO BE? THEY TOLD KIM: DAVID'S. HOW IS IT THEN, SAID HE, THAT
DAVID IS MOVED BY THE SPIRIT TO CALL HIM MASTER, UHEN HE SaYSr THE LORD 
SAID TO MY MASTER: SIT ON MY RIGHT HAND WHILE I MAKE THY ENEMIES A FOOT
STOOL UNDER TKY FEET? DAVID CALLS THE CHRIST HIS MASTER; HOW CAN HE BE ’* 
ALSO HIS SON? None could find a word to 3ay in answer to him." (Matt. 
22.41-46; of. Mark 12.37; Luke^O.44).

A. The authenticity of this text is admitted by the foremost liberal 
critics.

B. But in the messianic psalm cited by Jesus, David, calling the 
Messias his master, acknowledges his superiority and equality with the 
First Master, namely, God the Father.

67. FIFTH TESTIMONY: JESUS' ANSWER TO CAIFEAS: When Christ appeared
before the Sanhedrin, "the high priest said to him openly: I ADJURE

THEE BY THE LIVING GOD TO TELL US WHETHER THOU ART THE CHRIST, THE SON OF 
GOD? Jesus answered: THY OWN LIPS HAVE SAID IT. AND MOREOVER I TELL 
YOU THIS: YOU WILL SEE THE SON OF MAN AGAIN, WEEN HE IS SEATED AT THE RIGHT
HAND OF GOD'S POWER, AND COMES ON THE CLOUDS OF HEAVEN. At this, the high 
priest tore his garments, and said: HE HAS BLASPHEMED; WHAT FURTHER NEED
HAVE WE OF WITNESSES? MARE WELL, YOU HAVE HEARD HIS BLASPHEMY FOR YOUR
SELVES." (Matt.26-63-65; cf. Mark 14.6l; Luke 22.66-70).

A. In this answer Jesus affirms himself to be more than the Messias?
a. For to the simpl;/ messianic dignity pertained: 
al, neither divine sonship,
a2. nor sitting at the right hand of God, 
a3. nor the exercise of the highest power.
b. For that reason did Caiphas rent his garments, saving; *Be has 

blasphemed."

B. As regards this, the synoptic gospels are illustrated by the
gospel of St John, according to which: A

/iy* After the healing of the cripple at the Sheep-Gate, "this made :*• * 
the Jews more determined than ever to make away with him, that he not only 
broJCe the sabbath, but SPOKE, OF GOD AS HIS OWN FATHER, thereby TREATING . 
HHfeSLI AS EQUAL TO GOD." (John 5.IS). y
/ $?• Aimtagain, in the narrative of the Passion: "The Jews anj*r©red|
We hajfe our awn law, and by our law he ought to die, FOR PRST'2NDI BpIT0 BE 
THE m  Of Gf)D.Tt (John 19.7). ~ f '

C. Which explains why Caiphas asked Jesus the above question, to wjt, 
in order to draw an. answer which was punishable by death. (Of. Lebreton.f 
Histoire du dogme de la. Trinite, I, pp.311-3^3* Billot: De Verbo Incarnato,
pp.553-557). *

bS. SIXTH TESTIMONY: THE FORMULA OF BAPTISM: "But Jesus dame near and.
spoke to them: ALL AUTHORITY TN HEAVEN AND ON EARTH, he said, HAS

BEEN GIVESN TO ME; YOU, THEREFORE, MUST GO OUT, MAKING DISCIPLES OF ALL V: 
NATIONS, AND BAPTIZING THEM IN THE NAME OF THE- FATHER, AND OF THE SON, '
AND OF THE HOLY GHOST, TEACHING THEM TO OBSERVE ALL THE COMMITMENTS WHICH 
I HAVE GIVEN YOU. AND BEHOLD I AM WITH YOU THROUGH ALL THE DAYS THAT ARE 
COMING, UNTIL THE CQNSUMMATI ON OF THE WORLD." (Matt, 28.18-19).

A. The authenticity of this formula of baptism is confirmed from
thi s:

a. that it is expressed in the 'Didache' (VII, l), *
b. that at the beginning of the second century it was universally 

received in the diverse Churches,
c. that its authenticity is admitted, by all liberal critics. (Of. 

Diet. Apol. de la Foi Cath., col.l62l).



3. But in this formula:
a. The Son is manifested equal to the father and the Holy Ghost;
d. But if he were not God, he would he infinitely “below them,
c. Therefore he is manifested as God.

69. MODERNIST A.ND NATIONALIST DENIALS RESITTED: Therefore it must he said

A. AGAINST THE MODERNISTS (nr,.18,C.h; 28), that the declarations of 
Jesus already in the SYNOPTIC gospels:

a. affirm of him an eminent dignity which transcends simple nessias-
ship,

h. and attribute to him. divine son-ship, proper to him alone.

3. And AGAINST NATIONALISTS and LIBERAL HRCTE2TANT3, that these 
affirmations of Jesus in the SYNOPTIC gospels attribute to Jesus a divine
•son-ship:

a, which is not only superior to simple messias-sh' 0 - which,
as said above (n.28~B) is conceded by many rationalists, such as Hamack;

b. but also constitutes Jesus: 
bl. above all creatures,
b2. equal to God,
b3. and very God, the second person of the Holy Trinity.

DISSERTATION TK

TESTIMONY IN THE ACTS OE THE APOSTLES.

70. CONFIRMATION OE THE TESTIMONY OE THE SYNOPTIC 
be said that the above-mentioned declarations 

SYNOPTIC gospels were gradually formed by a certain 
after Christ’s death, and ascribed to him.

GOSPELS: Ncv it cannot
recorded in the 
process of idealization

A. Eor between the death of Jesus end the preaching of the apostles 
as recorded in the Acts of the Apostles, there was not sufficient time 
for a progressive idealization of Jesus.

a. Eor it is certain that the apostles from the very day of Pentecost 
taught tha t Jssus:

al. is not only the Messias,
a2. but is also God. ’
b. In connection w* th which it is to be noted that the authenticity

of the Acts of the Apostles is historically certain: y
bl. Indeed, not only Catholic authors and conservative protectants , 

(such as Barde, Blass, Plummer, Headlam and Zahn), attribute the whole 
of the Acts of the Apostles to St Luke, the companion of St Paul,

b2. but also many notable rationalists (such as Renan, Reuse,
Earnack etc).

c. And with regard to date of composition: 

cl. The ACTS OE THE APOSTLES:
cla, according to Catholic end conservative Protestants, was

written* v
clal. about the years 63-64,
cla2. or at least before the year HO.
clb. But among rationalists: 9 *
clbl. The School of Tubingen assigns this book to the year 160 or'

thereabout;
clb2. But recently, Hamack, compelled by historical evidence, says 

that this book was written:
clb2a.. between the years



clb2b. os* perhaps between the years b0-70. 

c2. Whereas.*
c2a. The SYNOPTIC GOSPELS were written between the years 42-62: and 

indeed:
c2al. that of St Matthew between the years A2-70; 
c2a2. that of St Mark between the years 53-70; 
c2a3. that of St Luke ‘between the years oQ-TO.
c2b. While the” chief EHSTLSS OF ST PAUL (to wit: I Thessalon!ans,

11 Th e s sal o n i an s. Galatians, I Corinthians, IT. Co ri n t hi an c, Romans, 
Ephesians, Polossians and Philippians}, were written, as Rationalists 
(such as Hamack and Julicher)~ thems el ves acknowledge: 

c2bl. between the year 48-59» 
e2b2. or between the year 50-64.
c2c. While the GOSPEL OF 01 JOHN was written between the wears 

80-100.

c3. Which may be thus exhibited schematically:-

47*

SYNOPTIC 
GOSPELS: 
that of

ST MATTHEW 
ST MANN... 

ST LUES. ..

between
between
between

42-70,

53-70.
59-70.

Nate of 
eomposition 
of the

Chief EPISTLES OP ST PAUL
between. ........ 48-59♦

or between 50-64,

ACTS OP THE APOSTLES
i
L

G03KSL C? ?,T JOHN....

about................. 63-64?

or at least before...... 70,

between*........... . 50-100,

B. But in the ACTS OP THE APOSTLES, three testimonies chiefly are-
found :

a. to wit:
al. that of St Peter,
a2, that of St Stephen, 
a3* and that of the miracles.
b. Which will be considered briefly in turn (nn.71-77)•

71. TESTIMONY OP ST PETER: St Peter in the Acts ascribes to Jesus nine
attributes, which argue his divinity, to wit*

t; ■}'
A. FIRST ATTRIBUTE: ’THE SON OF CON’: ’’It is the Cod of Abraham.!©#A

Isaac and Jacob, the God of our forefathers, who has thus brought honour to 
HIS SON JESUS." (Acts 3.13).

B. 3EC0NN ATTRIBUTE: ’AUTHOR OF LIFE*: "You disowned the holy, the
just, and asked for the pardon of a murderer, while you killed THE AUTHOR 
OF LIPS." (Acts 3*14).

C. THIRD ATTRIBUTE: AUTHOR CP MIRACLES:
a. "In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, rise up and v*!k." (Acts

3.6).
b. "It is the faith which comes through Jesus that has restored this 

man to full health in the sight of you all." (Acts 3»d6). : 1



0. "You crucified Jesus Christ...... ? it is through M s  no me that
thi* man stands "before you restored.’1 (Acts 4.1°)•

P. FOURTH ATTRIBUTE: AUTHOR 0? CALUATIOH:
a. ’’You crucified Jesus Christ.......He is that stone, rejected tty*

you, the builders, that hag "become the chief stone of the corner.
SALTATION IS HOT TO BE ^OUBP rUSEbRZRE; THIS ALONE of all the names under 
heaven has been appointed to men as THE CITE BY WHICH YE MUST HEEDS BE 
SATED.” (Acts 4,10-12).

b. ”It is God that has raised him up to his own right hand, as the 
prince and SAVIOUR.11 (Acts 3. 31).

3. El5TH ATTRIBUTE: EMITTER Of SIHS: "It is God that hae raised';^
up to his own right hand, a-g the prince and Saviour who is to bring Israel 
repentance, and RJMIR3I0H OH SIHS.M (Acts 5,31).

E. SIXTH ATTRIBUTE: AUTHOR OE GRACE: "It is by the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ that we hope to be saved.” (Acts 15.11).

G. SEVENTH ATTRIHITS: ’THE LOUD ’ :
a. This title is given to Jesus by St Peter many times. (Acts 2.36;

2.41; ll.l6; 11.20-25; i5.ll).
b. But this title (in Greek ’ 0 Yuri os ’) in the Acts of the A-postlee, 

as in the other Looks of the Hew Testament, signifies divinity. (Of. 
Lemonnyer: Theologie du Houveau Testament, pp,1*51-156).

H. EIGHTH ATTRIBUTE: ’THE LOUD OE ALL’: "Jesus Christ who is LORD
OE ALL." (Acts IO.36).

1. riHTH ATTRIBUTE: JUDGE OE THE LIVIHG AHD OE THE BEAD: "He, and
non- other, has been chosen by God to JUDGE the living and the dead."
(Acts 10.42).

72. TESTIMONY OE ST STEPHEN: "Thus they stoned Stephen; he, meanwhile.
was praying: LORD JESUS, RECEIVE MY' SPIRIT; and"th«n, kneeling down 

he cried aloud: LORD, DO NOT COUNT THIS SIN AGAINST THEM." (Acts 7.US-59

73. TESTIMONY OE MIRACLES: The apostles worked miracles "IN THE NAME OE
JESUS". (Acts 3.6; 3.16; 11.21).

74. ■ THEREFORE FAITH IN JESUS’ DIVINITY NAS PRIMITIVE: From these
testimonies recorded in the Acts, especially those given in the 

sermons of St Peter at once after Pentecost, the faith of the Church in 
the divinity of Jesus is clearly showy to be primitive, i.e. to date from, 
the very beginning of the Church.

A. Eor already, AT THE VERY BEG-IUUE1IG, Jo sue ie believed to be:
a. The Son of God,
b. Author of life,
c. Author of miracles,
d. Author of salvation,
e. Remitter of sins,
f. Author of grace,
g. The Lord,
h. The Lord of all.
i. Judge of the living and of the dead.
T. Eor this reason: R •
a. We are obliged to conclude against the rationalists (such as

I.Weiss, Holtzmann and Loisy), that IT IS FALSE TO SAY TFA1" BELIEF IN THE 
DIVfHITY OE JESUS AROSE THROUGH A PROCESS OE IDEALIZATION 00CURING BETWEEN 
THE PRIMITIVE DOCUMENTS OR STATEMENTS AND THE COMPOSITION 0^ THE GOSPEL'S,

b. Eor it is not true to say, as do rationalists, that the primitive, 
statements describe Jesus as merely human and the son of David only.

i
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C. Moreover it is impossible to explain ~ end yet rationalists 
in order to sustain their position would be obliged to explain 
HOW SUCK A SU38TA1TTIAL CHANGE OE 'H&CFING COULD EE DEFECTED SO SftTDBENLY 
AIK) SO qiTICKLY WITHOUT ANY PROTEST BEING- MADE;

a. or, in other words: it is impossible to explain:
al. how:
ala. at a time when the memory of the statements of Jesus and the 

Apostles was still fresh in the minds of their followers,
alb. and when the converts from Judaism, strongly Mt? cMA to 

monotheism, would have found it difficult to accept the divinity of a man,
ale. and when all the first Christians were firmly attached to the 

teachings of Jesus and his apostles, and therefore would have been most 
unwilling to accept such a substantial change of doctrine,

a2. nevertheless the dogma of Jesus' divinity was introduced and 
spread throughout the whole world.

b. On. the contrary, it is historically certain from the writings of 
the Apostolic fathers, that:

bl. those who did deny the divinity of Jesus, such as the Essenes, 
Corinthians and Ebionitos,

b2. were at once unanimously condemned V  the Church, as heretics.

DISSERTATION FOUR.

TESTIMONY ON ST PAUL.

75. ST PAUL SPEAKS OE THE DIVINITY OE JESUS AS A R.-CEITED DOGMA: In M s
epistles St Paul, in expressly affirming the divinity of Jesus, is

not announcing it tc the Churches as something new and, unknown to them, 
but. speaks of it as a dogma ALREADY RECEIVED AND ADMITTED by them.

A. As said above (n.70, A.c.), the chief epistles of St Paul were 
written:

a. between the years 4#-59»
b. or between the years 50-&4*
3. In these epistles:
a, St Paul teaches chiefly three propositions regarding Jesus, which 

are off concern to us here (cf. Prat; Theologie de S.Paul), to wit:
al. that Jesus is the Son of God in the proper and strict sense; 
a2. that this son of God eternally pre~existed before the Incarnation
a. 3. that Jesus is God equal to the Rather.
b. These will be considered in turn, u m ,76-78)•

76. FIRST PAULINE PROPOSITION: JESUS IS THE SON OE GOD IN THE PROPER AND
STRICT SENSE: This is manifest from the following principal texts:

i E
A. "It is Paul who writes; a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be • 

his apostle, and set apart to preach the gospel of God. That gospel, ; 
promised long ago by means of his prophets in the holy scriptures, tells 
us of HIS SON, descended, in respect of his human birth, from the line of 
David, but, in respect of the sanctified, spirit that was Ms, marked out. 
miraculously as THE SON OE GOD by his resurrection from the dead: OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST." (Rom. 1.1-4).

3. "There was sometMng the law could not do, because flesh and blood 
could not lend it the power; and this God has done, by sending us HIS OWN 
SON, in the fashion of our guilty nature, to make amends for our guilt." 
(Rom.8.3).

C. "Who can be our adversary, if God is on our side? He did not even 
spar* HIS OWN SON, but gave him up for us all; and must not that gift be 
accompanied by the gift of all else?....... Who will pass sentence



50.

against us, when Jesus Christ, who died, nay, hag risen again, and SIT3 
AT THE EIGHT FAT'D CD GOD, is pleading for us?" ( R o m . 32-34). »

D. "GOD SENT OUT HIS SOU on a mission to us. took: “birth from a 
woman, took "birth as a subject of the law,, so as to ransom those who were 
subject to the law, and make us sons by adoption.." (Gal.4*4-5).

77. SECOND PAULINE PROPOSITION: ETFBHAL PEE-EXISTENCS OF THE SON OF GOD
BEFORE THE INCARNATION: This doctrine appears from the following texts
A. "Our gospel is a mystery, yes, but it is a mystery only to those who 

are on the road to perdition; those whose unbelieving minds have been blinded 
by the god this world worships, so that the glorious gospel of CHRIST,- GOp* S 
IMAGE, cannot reach them with the rays of its illumination. After all, it
is not ourselves we proclaim; we proclaim JESUS CHRIST A3 LORD, and ourselves 
as your servants for Jesus* sake." (II Cor. 4*4-55 *■

B. "In the SOU OF GOD, in his blood, we find the redemption that sets 
us free from our sins. HE IS THE TliUE LIKENESS OF THE GOD "FI CANNOT SEE;.
HIS IS THAT FIRST BIRTH WHICH PRECEDES EFEFY ACT OF CREATION. YES, IN HIM 
ALL CREATED THINGS TOON THEIR BEING, heavenly and earthly, visible and j.‘-; 
invisible; what are thrones and dominions, what are princedoms and powerjj? 
THEY WERE ALL CREATED THROUGH HIM AND IN HIM; HE TAKES PRECEDENCY OF ALL;
AND IN HIM ALL THINGS SUBSIST. He too is that head whose body is the Church;- 
it begins with him, since his was the first birth out of death; THUS IN . 
EVERY WAY TKHS PRIMACY WAS TO BECOME HIS. It was God’s good pleasure to '"Let 
ALL COMPLETENESS DWELL IN HIM, and through him to win back all things,- 
whether on earth or in heaven, into union with himself." (Col.1.14-20).
From which text it is clear that St Paul teaches:

a. That Jesus is the Son of God.
b. That he is the true likeness of C-od.
c. That his birth precedes ell creation, and therefore precedes the

Incarnation. r
d. The.t he is the creator:
dl. and ind.eed just as is God.;
d2. for St Paul here uses the same terms which elsewhere he uses of 

God as creator, to wit: "Of him, and by him, and. in him, all things are,,f
(Rom.11.36).

e. That he is to have primacy in ever:/ way.
f. That all completeness Tfulness) of divinity dwells in him: ‘A
fl. That this indeed is the meaning of that "completeness" is clear

from the words of St Paul a little later in the same epistle, where he 
writes: "IN CHRIST THE WHOLE PLENITUDE OF DEITY IS EMBODIED, AND DWELLS-.
IN HIM."

f2. Indeed, not only all Catholics, but also most non-catholic critics, 
admit that "fulness" here signifies "everything which is required that he 
be God," (Cf. 0 .mppens: Theologia Biblica, III, De Incarnations, p.47)*

> f
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72. THIRD PAULINEPROPOSITI ON: JESUS IS GOD EQUAL TO THE FATHER: The!
following texts contain this affirmation:
A. "What we preach is Christ crucified.; to the Jews, a d.iscouragemept, 

to the Gentiles, mere folly; but to us who have been called, Jew and 
Gentile alike,. CHRIST THE POWER OF GOD, CHRIST THE WISDOM OF GOD." (I Cor*
1.23-24). ? I

B. "IN CHRIST THE WHOLE PLENITUDE OF DEITY IS EMBODIED, AND DWELLS IN 
HIM; and it is in him that you find your completion; HE IS THE FOUNTAINr 
HEAD FROM WHICH ALL DOMINION AND POWER PROCEED." (Col.2.9-10).

C. "Yours is to be the same mind which Christ Jesus showed. HIS 
NATURE IS, FROM THE FIRST, DIVINE, AND YET HE DID NOT SEE, IN THE RANK OF 
GODHEAD, A PRISE TO BE COVETED; he dispossessed himself, and. took the 
nature of a slave, fashioned in the likeness of men, and presenting himself 
to us in human form," (Phil.2.5-7)..
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a* In the expression used here "his nature is divine11 (in the Greek 

of St Paul: Mos en morphe Theou"), the word m̂orphe" (form)t
al. signifies something pertaining intrinsically end inseparably to 

the essence of some being, 
a2; and therefore:
a2a* here it designates the very divine essence or nature* 
a2b* as the following words "he did not see, in the rank of Gddhe&d* 

a prize to he coveted" (i.e. he did not think it injustice or covetousness 
that he he equal to God), confirm.

h. Indeed there could not he a more clear affirmation of the divinity 
of Jesus than this text.

D j "God has....... given him THAT NAME WHICH IS GREATER THAN ANY GTRER
NAME; sd that everything in heaven and on earth and under the earth imlst bcn,(| 
the knee before the name of Jesus, and every tongue must Confess JE§US *
CHRIST AS THE LORD, DWELLING IN THE GLORY OE GOD THE FATHER J1 (Phili^-tl) * 
Whereupon it is to he noted that fox4 the Jews "the name which is greater than 
any other name" is an expression used as a substitute for the name 'YAHWEF',

- which they abstained from pronouncing.

E. "It has ever been my wish that I myself might be doomed to 
separation from Christ, if that would benefit my brethren, my own kinsmen
by race....... Theirs is the human stock from which came Christ, who rules
as God over all things, blessed for ever, Amen."

a. About this text, a question is raised with regard to its 
punctuation;

al* According to most critics, even liberal protestants and rationalists, 
there is only a comma before "who rules as God etc.";

a2* But according to Tischendorf-Gebhardt there is a full-stop: from 
which it would result that those last words are an invocation addressed to 
God.

b. Butt
bl. All the Fathers saw in this text an affirmation of Christ’s 

divinity;
b2. and likewise all Catholic exegetes.
F. "In old days, God spoke to our fathers in many ways and by many 

means, through the prophets; now at last in these times he has spoken to 
us, with a SON to speak for him; a SON, whom he has appointed TO INHERIT 
ALL THINGS, just as it was that THROUGH HIM HE CREATED THIS WORLD of time;
a SON, WHO IS THE RADIANCE OF HIS FATHER'S SPLENDOUR, AND THE FULL EXPRESSION 
OF HIS BEING; ALL CREATION DEPENDS, FOR ITS SUPPORT, ON HIS ENABLING WORD.
Now, making atonement for sins, HE HAS TAKEN HIS PLACE ON HIGH, AT THE RIGHT
HAND OF GOD'S MAJESTY, SUPERIOR TO THE ANGELS IN THAT MEASURE IN WHICH HE
HAS INHERITED A MORE EXCELLENT NAME THAN THEIRS. Did God ever say to one 
of the angles: THOU ART MY SON, I HAVE BEGOTTEN THEE THIS DAY? And again:
HE SHALL FIND IN ME A FATHER, AND I IN HIM A SON? Why, then, when the time 
comes for bringing HIS FIRST-BORN INTO THE WORLD ANEW, then, he says: LET 
ALL THE ANGELS OF GOD WORSHIP BEFORE HIM. What does he say of the angels?
He will have his angels to be like the winds, the servants that wait on him
like a flame of fire. AND WHAT OF THE SON? THY THRONE, 0 GOD, STANDS FIRM
FOR EVER AND EVER; the sceptre of thy. kingship is a rod that rules true.
Thou hast been a friend to right, an enemy to wrong; and God, thy God, has 
given thee an unction to bring thee pride, as none else of thy fellows.
And elsewhere: LORD, THOU HAST LAID THE FOUNDATIONS OF THE EARTH AT ITS
BEGINNING, AND THE HEAVENS ARE THE WORK OF THY HANDS. THEY WILL PERISH,
BUT THOU WILT REMAIN; they will all be like a cloak that grows threadbare, 
and thou wilt lay them aside, like a garment, and exchange them for new;
BUT THOU ART HE THAT NEVER CHANGES, THY YEARS WILL NOT COME TO AN END. Did 
he ever say to one of the angels: SIT ON MY RIGHT HAND, W^ILE I MAKE THY
ENEMIES A FOOTSTOOL UNDER THY FEET? What are they, all of them, but spirits 
apt for service, WHOM HE SENDS OUT when the destined heirs of eternal 
salvation have need of them?" (Hebr, 1.1-14). Here St Paul affirms that 
Jesus:

a. Is the Son of God:
b. Is the inheritor of all things;
c. Is the Creator'; (and according to the mind, of the Hebrews, God 

alone can create);
d. Is the radiance of the Father's splendour;
e. Is the full expression of the Father's being;
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f. Is the conserver of created things;
g. Is sitting at God's right hand;
h. Is superior to the angels as inheriting a name higher than theirs 

- which is manifestly the name ’YAHWEH’ (cf. n.78, D);
i. Is he whom the angels of God worship;
j. Is God;
k. Is, as compared with the angels, a king compared with subjects;
l. Is a king whose throne is eternal;
m. I s a  king who rules justly;
n. Is Lord;
o. I s  immutable;
p. Is eternal;
q. Is commander of the angels.

79. THEREFORE ST PAUL TAUGHT JESUS’ DIVINITY, A m  SUPPOSED IT ALREADY 
RELIEVED: From the above-cited texts it is demonstrated clearly:
A. That St Paul taught the divinity of Jesus Christ.

B. And that, in so speaking, he intended to affirm:
a. not something new and hitherto unknown,
b. but what was already believed universally in the primitive Chur®ht 

even by the converts from Judaism, who nevertheless were most firmly 
attached to monotheism.

DISSERTATION FIVE.

TESTIMONY IN THE YORKS OF ST JOHN.

SO. TESTIMONIES IN DIVERSE YORKS: Testimonies regarding the divinity of
Jesus:

A. Are contained, in these works of St John: to wit:
a. His Gospel;
b. His episties;
c. The Apocalypse.
B. Accordingly, we shall consider:
a. First, the testimonies in his gospel, - in a. first topic.
b. Secondly, the testimonies in his epi sties, - in a second topic
c. Thirdly, the testimonies in the Apocalypsa, - in a third topic.

TOPIC ONE.

TESTIMONY IN ST JOHN’S GOSPEL.

81. TESTIMONY IN THE PROLOGUE OF THE GOSPEL: In the prologue of St John’
gospel there are three declarations of the divinity of Christ, to wit

A. "IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD, AND THE WORD WAS WITH GOD, AND THE 
WORD WAS GOD.11 (John 1.1). In which text three things are affirmed, to wit

a. The eternal pre-existence of the Word to the Incarnation.
b. The distinction of the Word from God the Father.
c. The divinity of the Word, and therefore hi s. con sub s t an ti e.l i ty with 

the Father.

B. "IT WAS THROUGH HIM THAT ALL THINGS CAME INTO BEING, AND WITHOUT 
HIM CAME NOTHING THAT HAS COME TO BE." (John 1.3). In which text:

a. The Word is affirmed to be the Creator of all things;



Id * “Which, in  Jewish minds, means th a t he i s  God, as sa id  above ( n , 7 ® ,
F .c ) .

C*. "THE WORD m s  MADE ELESE, AND CAMS TO DWELL AMONG US." (John 1 .1 4 ).

D. Then St John c a l ls  the Word God's "ONLY-BEGOTTEN SON, WHO ABIDES IN 
THE BOSOM OP THE FATHER." (John 1 .1 8 ).

Sr And i t  i s  c le a r  from the whole gospel th a t he whom John here call* 
the "WORN" and "GOD’S ONLY-BEGOTTEN SON" i s  he who i s  a lso  c a lle d  "JESUS".
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P. Therefore:
a. the divinity of Christ is most openly taught in this prologue,
b*. which is, so to speak, a synthesis or compendium, of revelation*

82. TESTIMONY THROUGHOUT THE GOSPEL ITSELF: Throughout the gospel are
reported many declarations of Jesus in which he most clearly affirms 

that he is THE SON OF GOD and the LORD, - although sometimes he calls 
himself "the Son of man" in protestation of the humble subjection of hie 
humanity to his Father.

A. . "FATHER..... GIVE GLORY NOW TO THY SON..____THOU HAST PUT HIM IN
AUTHORITY OVER ALL MANKIND, to bring eternal life to all those thou hast
entrusted to him..... NOW, FATHER, DO THCU EXALT ME AT THY OWN SIDE, IN
THAT GLORY WHICH I HAD WITH THEE BEFORE THE WORLD BEGAN.....ALL I HATE
IS THINE, AND ALL THOU HAST IS MINE." (John 17.1-10).

B. "The Jews took occasion to rouse ill-will against Jesus for doing
such things on the sabbath. And Jesus answered them: MY FATHER HAS NEVER
CEASED WORKING, AND I TOO MUST BE AT WORK. This made the Jews more than 
ever determined to do away with him, that he not only broke the sabbath, 
but SPOKE OF GOD AS HIS OWN FATHER, THEREBY TREATING HIMSELF AS ECUAL TO 
GOD. And Jesus answered them thus: Believe me when I tell you this....*.!
WHAT THE FATHER DOES IS WHAT THE SON DOES IN HIS TURN..... JUST AS THE
FATHER BIDS THE DEAD TO RISE UP AND GIVES THEM LIFE, SO THE SON GIVES LIFE
TO WHOMSOEVER HE WILL. SO IT IS WITH JUDGMENT; THE FATHER..... HAS LEFT
ALL JUDGMENT TO THE SON, SO THAT ALL MAY REVERENCE THE SON JUST AS THEY 
REVERENCE THE FATHER..... .AS THE FATHER HAS WITHIN HEM THE GIFT OF LIFE,
SO HE HAS GRANTED TO THE SON THAT HE TOO SHOULD HAVE WITHIN HIM THE GIFT 
OF LIFE." (John 5»l6~26). It is question here of son ship proper and 
eternal, because Jesus says:

a. "Believe me, BEFORE ABRAHAM EVER CAME TO BE, I AM." (John 8.5*0.
b. "FATHER, DO THOU EXALT ME AT THY OWN SIDE, IN THAT GLORY WHICH I 

HAD WITH THEE BEFORE THE WORLD BEGAN." (John 5.5; of. 5.24).
C. "I CAME FROM GOD. IT WAS FROM THE FATHER I CAME OUT, WHEN I

ENTERED THE WORLD.....AND Y^T I AM NOT ALONE, BECAUSE THE FATHER IS WITH
ME." (John 16.27-33).

D. "I AM KNOW TO MY FATHER, AND KNOW HIM." (John 10,15).

E. "He who is to befriend you, will not come to you unless I go, but
If only I make my way there, I WILL SEND HIM TO YOU..... It will be for
him, the TRUTH-GIVING SPIRIT, when he comes, to guide you into all truth.
He will not utter a message of his own; he will utter the message that has 
been given to him...... .And HE WILL BRING HONOUR TO ME, BECAUSE IT IS FROM
ME THAT HE WILL DERIVE WHAT HE MAKES PLAIN TO YOU. I say that HE WILL 
DERIVE FROM ME what he makes plain to you, because ALL THAT BELONGS TO THE 
FATHER BELONGS TO ME." (John 16.7-15). Which text:

a. , manifests Jesus as NOT INFERIOR TO THE HOLY GHOST,
b. and as HE FROM WHOM THE HOLY GHOST RECEIVES HIS MISSION.
c. and as EQUAL TO TEE FATHER.

F. "THE FATHER AND I ARE ONE. At this, the Jews once again took up
stones to stone him with. Jesus answered them: My Father hag enabled me 
to do many deeds of mercy in your presence; for which of these are you 
stoning me? It is not for any deed of mercy we are stoning thee, answered 
the Jews;- IT IS FOR BLASPHEMY; IT IS BECAUSE THOU, WHO ART A MAN, DOST 
FRETEND TO BE GOD. Jesus answered them: Is it not written in your law}



I have said: You are gods? He gave the title of gods to those who had 
God's message sent to them; and we know that the words of scripture have 
binding force. Why then, what of him whom God has sanctified and sent 
into the world? WILL YOU GALL ME A BLASPHEMER, BECAUSE I HATE TOLU YOU
I AM THE SOU OF GOD? If you find that I do not act like the son of my 
Father, then put no trust in me; but if I do, then let my actions convince 
you where I cannot; so you will recognize and learn to believe that THE 
FATHER IS IN ME, AND I IN HIM. Thereupon once again they had a mind to 
seize him; but he escaped from their hands." (John 10.30-40)*

a. Thus the Jews understood the words of Jesus "The father and I are 
one,11 in their obvious and natural sense of UNITY OF NATURE WITH GOD; this 
is clear from their taking up stones to stone him, saying: "We are stoning
thee..... FOR BLASPHEMY..... BECAUSE THOU, WHO ART A MAN, DOST PRETEND TO
BE GOD."

b. Now, what ought Jesus have answered, if his adversaries had been 
deceived in the manner wherein they had understood him?

bl. Ke ought to have explained that he meant those words in some 
diminished or improper sense only;

b2. and this the more so, because, if there was an error, he himself 
would have been the cause of it, by making so great an abuse of human speeeh

c. But note well what Jesus did answer: "Is it not written in your 
law: I have said: You are gods? He gave the title of gods to those who had 
God's message sent to them," that is:

cl. If scripture called those gods, to whom was quite adventitious the 
dignity on account of which they are called gods, and which was bestowed on 
them by God's message sent to them,

c2. then "what of him whom God has sanctified" (i.e. made into a 
victim or "lamb taking away the sins of the world": cf. John 17.19?
II Cor.5*21; Exod.l3*2; - by fitting a body to him in which he could
be offered instead of the holocausts of steers and bulls which did not 
please God: cf. Ps.39*7? Hebr.10.5): of him, to whom is adventitious, 
not the form or nature of God, but the form or nature of man, which he 
got when his Father "sent him into the world: "Will you call" him
"a blasphemer, because" he "has told you: I am the Son of God?"

d. Here we seen an opposition instituted by Jesus between those 
"who had God's message sent to them" and "him whom God has sanctified 
and sent into the world."

dl. For:
dla. the former were men in some way made gods;
dlb. but the latter, conversely, is God made man.
d2. Or, in other words:
d2a. the former were made into that which may be called 'god';
d2b. whereas the latter is not made that which deserves to be called 

'The Son of God', but is made that which is called 'man', and wherefrom 
the adversaries of Jesus took a reason to accuse him of blasphemy: "thou, 
who art a man."

e. According^, Jesus here institutes an argument Tad hominem’, 
from a greater to a less, in this fashion: 'If the human nature, which was 
the proper and native nature of those whom the Scripture addresses, was 
not an obstacle impeding them from being called gods without blasphemy; 
how much less can the humanity, which was united to me, who pre-existed in 
the form or nature of God, when I was made a victim for sin and was sent 
into the world, be an obstacle to my being called, the Son of God, or be
a reason why I should be deemed guilty of blasphemy when I say: I am the 
Son of God?'

f. Hence Jesus concludes lastly, that the question is to be judged 
from the miraculous signs and works whereby his attestation is sealed:
"If you find that I do not act like the son of my Father, then put no 
trust in me; but if I do, then let my actions convince you where I cannot; 
so, you will recognize and learn to believe that the Father is in me, and 
I in him;"

g. And Jesus' adversaries saw that Jesus, by his argument, and his 
ultimate conclusion, was maintaining and confirming his first assertion 
IN THE OBVIOUS AND NATURAL SENSE IN WHICH THEY HAD UNDERSTOOD IT; for 
"thereupon they once again had a mind to seize him."

•
G4."l AM THE WAY, I AM TRUTH AND LIFE." (John 14*6).
a. This is an assertion of divinity:
al. For God alone, since he alone is BEING BY ESSENCE, IS truth and

life*
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a2. but a pure man can only HAVE truth, hut is not truth, just as 
he is not suhslstent he.

h. for to he noted here is the immeasurable distance between?
hi. the verb he,
b2. and the verb have.
c. This text therefore would suffice from itself alone to enunciate 

explicitly the divinity of Christ, which is so clearly affirmed in the 
prologue of John’s gospel and in so many other texts throughout the body 
of it.

$3. IN ST JOHN’S GOSPEL JESUS IS ATTESTED TO BE THE OBJECT OB MOTIVE OF 
THEOLOGICAL ACTS; For he is attested to be the object of eternal 

beatitude, the motive of faith, the motive of hope, and the primary object 
of charity: ALL OF WHICH BEFIT GOD ALONE.

A. THE OBJECT OF ETERNAL BEATITUDE:
a. ’’ETERNAL LIFE IS KNOWING THEE, WHO ART THE ONLY TRUE GOD, AND 

JESUS CHRIST WHOM THOU HAST SENT." (John 17.3).
b. But, according to the scriptures, eternal life consists in naught 

else than the vision of God.
c. Therefore here Jesus affirms himself to be GOD.
d. Nor is there any difficulty in this text:
dl, for the reading is not: "who alone art the true God", 
d2. but "who art the only true God": for not only the Father, but 

also the Son and the Hoty Ghost, are the "only true God".
B. THE MOTIVE OF FAITH: In the gospel of St John Jesus is attested

in the weightiest words to be him whose authority is the motive of faith 
necessary to eternal life:

a. This attestation is found in the following texts, to wit:
al. "GOD SO LOVED THE WORLD, THAT HE GAVE HIS ONLY-BEGOTTEN SON, SO

THAT THOSE WHO BELIEVE IN HIM MAY NOT PERISH, BUT HAVE ETERNAL LIFE.....
FOR THE MAN WHO BEL I EYES IN HIM, THERE IS NO REJECTION; THE MAN WHO DOES 
NOT BELIEVE IS ALREADY REJECTED; BECAUSE HE HAS NOT FOUND FAITH IN THE 
NAME OF GOD’S ONLY-BEGOTTEN SON." (John 3.16-lg).

a2. "HE WHO BELIEVES IN THE SON POSSESSES ETERNAL LIFE, WHEREAS HE 
WHO REFUSES TO BELIEVE IN THE SON WILL NEVER SEE LIFE." (John 3.36). 

a3. "DOST THOU BELIEVE IN THE SON OF GOD?" (John 9*35). 
a4. "I FRAY FOR THOSE WHO ARE TO FIND FAIT^ IN ME THROUGH THEIR 

WORD." (John 17.20).
a5. "THIS IS THE SERVICE GOD ASKS OF YOU, TO BELIEVE IN THE MAN WHOM 

HE HAS SENT." (John 6.29).
a6. "HIS DISCIFLES LEARNED TO BELIEVE IN HIM." (John 2.11). 
a7« "He was speaking here of the Spirit, which was to be received by 

those who learned to BELIEVE IN HIM." (John 7.39).
aS. "THE MAN WHO HAS FAITH IN ME HAS ETERNAL LIFE." (John 6.47). 
a9. "IF A MAN BELIEVES IN ME, fountains of living water shall flow 

from his bosom." (John 7*3^)•
alO. "HE WHO BELIEVES IN ME, THOUGH HE IS DEAD, WILL LIVE ON, and 

whoever has life, and HAS FAITH IN ME, TO ALL ETERNITY CANNOT DIE." (John 
11.25).

b. Thus Jesus is reported as DEMANDING FAITH IN HIMSELF AS NECESSARY 
FOR ETERNAL LIFE: and this alone is sufficient attestation of his divinity.

bl. For, although the ministers of god and the apostles are sent to 
lead men’s minds to the service of faith, they never have been said, nor 
can be said, to be those IN WHOM (i.e. the motive on account of which) 
it is necessary to believe in order to obtain eternal life: 

b2. For:
b2a, He IN WHOM one believes by salutary faith is the MOTIVE OF THE 

WELL TO BELIEVE (cf. II-II, q.2, a.2).
b2b. Which is nothing other than the FIRST TRUTH, which is GOD.

(Cf. II-II, q.,1, a.l). 
b3. And indeed:
b3a. It is said of John the Baptist:
b3al. "A man appeared, sent from God, whose name was John. He came 

for a witness, to bear witness of the light, so that THROUGH him" (in the 
Greek ’di autou’, i.e. by his ministry) "all men might learn to believe," 
(John 1*6);
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b3a2, "John......bade the people have faith" (not in himself, hut)

"IIT ONE WHO WAS TO COME AFTER HIM, that is, IN JESUS." (Acts 19.4 ).
h3h. But whenever it is question of Jesus, what is demanded is 

belief IN HIM (in the Greek ’eis auton’), as the texts cited above (a) 
show.

C. THE MOTIVE OF HOPE: In similar fashion in this gospel Jesus is 
attested to be him on account of whose help we hope for eternal beatitude,

a. This attestation is made in the following texts, to wit: 
al. "130 NOT LET YOUR HEART BE DISTRESSED; AS YOU HAVE FAITH"

(i.e. trust) "IN GOD, HAVE FAITH IN ME." (John 14.l).
a2. "FEACE IS MY BEQUEST TO YOU, AND THE PEACE WHICH I GIVE YOU IS 

MINE TO GIVE; I do not give peace as the world gives it. DO NOT LET YOUR 
HEART BE DISTRESSED, OR PLAY THE COWARD." (John 14.27-28).

a3. "I HAVE SAID THIS TO YOU, SO THAT IN ME YOU MAY FIND PEACE.....
TAKE COURAGE, I HAVE OVERCOME THE WORLD." (John 16.33).

b. In these words, Jesus is bidding his followers to lift up their 
hearts ON ACCOUNT OF THE HELP WHICH HE PROMISES THEM.

c. But:
cl. the helping power whereupon salutary hope is based as upon its 

motive is naught else than the divine helping power (cf. II-II, n.17*
aa.1,2,5,6);

c2. which accordingly Jesus claims to be his own helping power.
D. THE PRIMARY OBJECT OF CHARITY: Likewise in this gospel Jesus is

attested to be he who must be loved above all else, equally with God, hie 
Father.

a. This attestation is found in the following texts, to wit:
al. "THE MAN WHO LOVES ME IS THE MAN WHO KEEPS THE COMMANDMENTS HE 

HAS FROM ME; AND HE WHO LOVES ME WILL WIN MY FATHER’S LOVE, AND I TOO WILL
LOVE HIM, AND WILL REVEAL MYSELF TO HIM.....IF A MAN HAS ANY LOVE FOR ME,
HE WILL BE TRUE TO MY WORD; AND THEN HE WILL WIN MY FATHER’S LOVE, AND WE 
WILL BOTH COME TO HIM, AND MAKE OUR CONTINUAL ABODE WITH HIM." (John 
14.21-23).

a2. "I HAVE BESTOWED MY LOVE UPON YOU, JUST AS MY FATHER HAS BESTOWED 
HIS LOVE UPON MB; LIVE ON, THEN, IN MY LOVE." (John 15.9).

a3. "TO HATE ME, IS TO HATE MY FATHER ALSO." (John 1*5.23). 
a4. "THE FATHER HIMSELF IS YOUR FRIEND, SINCE YOU HAVE BECOME MY 

FRIENDS." (John 16.27).
b. In these texts, the love whereby one loves Jesus, is eouiparated 

in every respect with the love whereby God, the Father, is to be loved:
c. And since the love is equally terminated at Jesus and the Father, 

so also, from both together it has its reward and recompense, to wit, the 
indwelling of both in the soul of him who loves Jesus.

d. But to claim to be equally with God, the Father, the object of 
salutary love, and the rewarder thereof, is to claim to be God.

TOPIC TWO.

TESTIMONY IN ST JOHN’S EPISTLES.

&4. IN HIS FIRST EPISTLE: This epistle contains two testimonies, to wit:

A. "Our message concerns that WORD, WTO IS LIFE; what he was from 
the first, what we have heard about him, what our own eyes have seen of 
him; what it was that met our gaze, and the touch of our hands."
Tl John 1.1).

B. "We can be sure too that THE SON OF GOD HAS COME TO US, and has 
given us a sense of truth; we were to recognize the true God and to live 
in HIS TRUE SON. HE IS TRUE GOD AND ETERNAL LIFE." (I John 5.20). This 
conclusion of John’s first epistle corresponds most perfectly with John’s 
intention to affirm the divinity of Jesus, as in the prologue to his 
gospel.
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85- IN HIS SECOND EPISTLE: "GOD THE FATHER, AND JESUS CHRIST, THE SON 
OE THE FATHER, send you grp.ce, mercy and peace in  a s p i r i t  of t ru th  

and lo v e ."  (II  John v . 3 ).

TOPIC THREE.

TESTIMONY IN THE APOCALYPSE.

86. TITLES, OFFICES AND HONOURS ATTRIBUTED TO JESUS: The d iv in ity  o f
Je su s , as Son of God, i s  c le a r ly  affirm ed in  the Apocalypse?

A.
a.

22.13).

c.
6.15-17;

IN THE TITLES ATTRIBUTED TO JESUS: which are :
He who is Before all, and at the end of all, (Apoc.1.17? 2#8?

The principle of creation. (Apoc.3*14).
Lord of all lords, King of all kings. (Apoc.17.14; 19«l6f
15.3).

B. IN THE OFFICES ATTRIBUTED TO JESUS, which a re : 
a. Lord of l i f e  and death, (Apoc.1 ,1 8 ).
h. Searcher o f the  innermost h e a r t. (Apoc.2 ,2 3 ).
c. Possessor of power to open the hook which remains closed fo r  every 

c re a tu re . (Apoc, c c .5 -6 ) .
d. Possessor of power fo r  everything in heaven and on e a r th , (Apoc*

1 .4 ; 2 . 26- 2 7 ; 4 .5 ) .
e. Almighty as God h im self. (Apoc. 1 . 8 ; 4*8).1
C. IN THE HONOURS WHICH IT ATTRIBUTES TO JESUS, which a re :
a . The f a i th f u l  are  servan ts of Jesu s . (Apoc. 1 . 1 - 1 6 ).
b. The f a i th fu l  a re  the  f a i th f u l  of Jesu s , as of God, (Apoc.2.13? 

17 .14).
c. The p r ie s t s  of God are  the p r ie s ts  of C h ris t. (Apoc.2 0 .6 ) .
d. The Lamb of God who takes away th e  s ins o f the world i s  adored 

as i s  God. (Apoc. 5 .8 -1 4 ).
e. A doration of any o ther i s  forbidden. (Apoc.1 9 *1 0 ; 2 2 .9 ).

DISSERTATION SIX.

THE NAME "THE SON OF GOD" ATTRIBUTED TO JESUS.

87 . ORDER OF PROCEDURE: As we have seen above (nn .62-6-, 71* ^6- 78 ,
81- 8 2 , 84- 85) , Jesus i s  o ften  a t te s te d  by the ev an g e lis ts  and 

ap o s tle s  to have a t t r ib u te d  to h im self the name ’THE SON OF GOD’ , and 
they them selves o ften  a t t r ib u te  th is  name to him.

A. Wherefrom i t  i s  c le a r  th a t IN THE PRIMITIVE CHRISTIAN PREACHING:
a. th is  name was commonly given to Jesus;
b, and i t  was taught th a t Jesus a t t r ib u te d  th is  name to h im self.

B. But i f  th i s  name was given to  Jesus by the ea rly  C h ris tian  
preaching, and i f  Jesus gave th is  name to h im self, IN ITS PROPER AND 
STRICT SENSE, then beyond a l l  doubt:

a . Jesus was taught by the  ea rly  C h ris tian  teach ing  to be TRIPLY GOD,
b. and a lso  h im self taught th a t he i s  TRULY GOD.

C. And th a t th i s  conclusion would follow , i s  adm itted by RATIONALISTS 
AND MODERNISTS.

D. For th a t reason they ABSOLUTELY DENY th a t IT IS FROM THE WILL AND 
MEANING OF CHRIST th a t th is  name was taken in  th a t  s t r i c t  and proper sense.



a. Not that they deny that this name 'The Son of God' was given to 
Jesus soon after his coming; for this is too obvious to he denied.

b . But:
bl. They say that Jesus did not approve of himself being called 'The 

Son of God' save in the sense of me s si as-ship, or of that intimate and pious
union of himself with God, in virtue of which, as it was foretold of the
Messias, "he will be to God for a son and God will be to him for a father",

b2. Therefore in the gospel texts they take the name 'The Son of God*
to be equivalent to 'Messias' i.e. 'Christ', "but not to signify that Christ
is the true and natural Son of God" (Denz.2030).

b3. But if anywhere in those gospels which are now extant, the name 
'The Son of God' is taken in the strict and proper sense, they contend this 
to be an indication that the evangelists in such passage were influenced by 
the faith flourishing in the Church at the time of their writing and 
therefore unconsciously warped the sayings and deeds of Jesus in the 
direction of this sense.

1. Therefore we intend here to demonstrate IN WHAT SENSE CHRIST 
SIGNIFIED THAT HE IS THE SON OF GOD.

a. But this demonstration will be conducted in such fashion that the 
sayings and deeds of Jesus, as they are recorded in the gospels, a.re 
illustrated by contemporary documents, in which the same name is used of
J esus.

b. To wit, in order to determine in which sense Jesus signified that 
he is'The Son of God', we shall first enquire in which sense the apostles 
and evangelists understood that appellation.

F. For this reason we shall enquire into three things, to wit:
a. Whether at the beginning of the apostolic preaching J^sus was 

believed to be God's natural Son: which will be done in a first topic.
b. Whether the evangeli sts themselves admit that J esus is God*s 

natural Son: which will be done in a second topic.
c. Whether the gospel narrative itself certifies that Jesus signified 

himself to be God's natural Son: which will be done in a third topic.

5**

TOPIC ONE.

WHETHER AT THE BEGINNING OF THE APOSTOLIC PREACHING, 
JESUS WAS BELIEVED TO B E ‘GOD'S NATURAL SON?

S8. RESULT OF THIS ENQUIRY: As will appear from the evidences advanced
hereunder (nn.S9“95)j
A. The RESULT of this enquiry must be this, to wit, that AT THE 

BEGINNING OF THE APOSTOLIC PREACHING JESUS WAS BELIEVED TO BE GOD'S 
NATURAL SON.

B. The EVIDENCES are taken from the FIRST EPISTLES OF ST PAUL (as 
regards the later epistles of St Paul, the thing is most manifest, as is 
clear from those texts cited above, nn,76-78, from Ephas. from Col., ?°nd from 
Hebr.): for in these first epistles, Jesus:

a. has the proper name 'The Son of God', and is regarded as God 
previously to his exaltation after the resurrection: as will appear from 
what is said under point one;

b. is distinguished from merely adoptive sons of God: as will appear 
from what will be said under point two;

c. is said to be 'The Son of God' previously to his nativity in 
flesh: as will appear from what will be said un^er point three.



POINT ONE.
59.

JESUS HAS THE PROPER NAME 1 THE SON OP GOD1 , AND INDEED 
PREVIOUSLY TO KIS EXALTATION.

£9. JESUS HAS THE PROPER NAME 'THE SON OE 001)' : This appears:

A, Not only from:
a. the epistle to the ROMANS (l.3; 1.9; 5.10; £.3);
b. and the EIRST epistle to the CORINTHIANS (1.9; 15.2£);

B. But also from the EIRST epistle to the THESSALONIANS, where both 
Christ is called 'Son of Cod' (l,10) and God already has the proper name 
•Rather’ (l.l).

a. Wherefrom it appears how much the appellation ’Son’ was already in 
usage: for these two names are correlative.

90. JESUS HAS THIS NAME IN ITS PROPER AND STRICT SENSE OE NATURAL SON:
It is evident from these same first epistles that Jesus has this 

name 'The Son of God' in its proper and strict sense; because in these 
epistles he who is called 'The Son of God' is called also 'THE LORD’ and 
is regarded as truly God.

A. For the name 'o Kyrios' (THE LORD), which is the Greek word for the 
words of the Jews 'ADONAI' and 'YAHWEH', IS THE PROPER. NAME OE JESUS (cf. I 
Cor. £.6), and indeed in a sense so absolute that what ’Yahweh' was for the 
Jews, that same is ’o Kyrios Jesous Christos' for Christians.

B. '0 Kyrios', in the writings of St Paul, apart from the passages 
where sayings of the Old Testament are recited, is said, no longer of God 
the Father, but of Jesus Christ alone:

a. forty-four times in a relative sense: 'our Lord' (o Kyrios emon 
Jesous Christos);

b. forty-two times in an absolute sense: 'the Lord Jesus Christ’ or 
'the Lord Jesus'.

c. Indeed it is so much the proper name of Jesus Christ that, even 
without the article, it is applied to him. (R:m,14.6; I Cor. 7*22; cf. 
Ephes.£.£; Fhil.2,11).

C. Jesus Christ is '0 Kyrios' in this sense that to him, as such, 
befit all those things which are properly divine:

a. "Through him all things" have been made (I Cor.£.6);
b. Everything is disposed by him, so that even infirmities and 

calamities are "chastisements" where he "judges us and chastises us, so 
that we may not incur, as this world incurs, damnation." (I Cor.11.29-32);

c. "He who observes the day, observes it in the Lord's honour..... ;
and he who abstains from eating, abstains in the Lord's honour.....
While we live, we live as the Lord's servants; when we die, we die as the 
Lord’s servants: in life and in death, we belong to the Lord, That was why 
Christ died and lived again; he would be Lord both of the dead and of the
l iv in g ..... We sh a ll  a l l  stand , one day, befo re  the  judgment seat of C h r is t ,"
(Rom.14.6-12; c f . I Cor.4 -4-5 ; I I  C or.5 .10 ).

D. What it was to the Jews "to invoke the name of the Lord" (v.g,
III Kings l£.24-26; IV Kings 5«LI; Joel 2,32), to wit, the specific act of 
their religion, the only true one, this is to the Christians "to invoke the 
name of the Lord Jesus Christ", to wit:

a. By this sign they are specified or diagnosed: Christians are 
"those who invoke this name". (Acts 9.14-21; I Cor.1.2),

b. Through this name they bpseech and pray, like the Jews "through 
the name, in the name of the Lord," (v .g , I Thess.4*b; I I  Thess.2,1 ; 7 ,l6 ;
I Cor.1.10)

c. Just as it was written in the Old Testament: "Whosoever shall 
invoke the name of Yahweh shall be saved" (Joel 2.32), so it is now written: 
"If thou confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus..... .thou sha.lt be saved." 
(Rom.10.9-13).

/



6o.
d. For this is, so to speak, the compendium of the apostolic 

preaching, and, as it were, the “badge of profession of the faith, that 
Jesus Christ is 'o Kyrios':

d l. Thus " I t  i s  not ourselves we proclaim , we proclaim  Jesus C hrist 
as L o rd .11 ( II  Cor.4*5)*

d2. "If thou confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus..... thou shalt “be
saved," (Rom.10.9).

d3. "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and thou shalt “be saved." (Acts 16.31), 
d4. "Wash away thy sins, invoking his name." (Acts 22,l6), 
d5* And indeed:
d5&. "It is only through the Holy Spirit that anyone can say: Jesus 

is the Lord - KYRIOS JESOUS;" (I Cor.12.3);
d5b. and Christ has from his exaltation that "every tongue must 

confess Jesus Christ as the Lord, dwelling in the glory of God the Father," 
(Phil.2.11).

91, JESUS IS CALLED 'THE SON OF GOT)' ANTECEDENTLY TO HIS EXALTATION;
This is evident:

A, From this text: "I have faith in the Son of God, who loved me, 
and gave himself for me." (Gal.2.20):

a. where the 'Son of God' is signified as having "given himself",
“b, “because he "loved".

B. And also  from what w ill he sa id  helow under po in t th ree  (nn*94-95)*

POINT WO.

JESUS IS DISTINGUISHED AS THE PROPER SON OF GOB FROM MERELY
ADOPTIVE SONS.

92. IN GENERAL: That Jesus is distinguished as the proper son of God
from merely adoptive sons is clear from all those passages where, in 

order to inculcate how great is the benefit of adoptive sonship, it is 
noted that it is from the sending and delivering up “by God of his OWN Son 
that those who were "children of wrath" (Ephes.2.3) and in "servitude of 
corruption" (Rom.£.21) "have received the spirit of adoption of sons."

A . Thus:
a. "No Judgment stands now against those who live in Christ Jesus, 

not following the ways of flesh and blood. The spiritual principle of 
life has set me free, in Jesus Christ, from the principle of sin and death, 
There was something the law could not do, because flesh and blood could not 
lend it the power; and this God has done, by sending us his OWN Son, in the 
fashion of our guilty nature, to make amends for our guilt." (Rom.£.l-3T*

bT ^All those who from the first were known to him, he has destined 
from the first to be moulded into the image of HIS Son, who is thus to 
become the first-born among many brethren." (Rom.£.29).

c. "He did not even spare, his OWN Son, but gave him up for us all." 
(Rom.£.32).

B. But he who is _so distinguished as the Father's OWN Son from 
adoptive sons,

a, that it is from his sacrifice, merit and taking on of the "fashion" 
of their nature, that the adoptive sons are able to some degree "to be 
moulded into the image" of him,

b, cannot himself also be a mere adoptive son, but must most certainly 
be a natural son.

C. For there is this essential opposition between adoptive sons and 
natural sons, that:

a, natural sons are proper sons, or, in other words, the father's 
own sons,

b. whereas adoptive neither are, nor are called, sons save through 
some relation and assimilation to proper sons.


